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PROJECT BACKGROUND 

In January, 1976, the Evaluation Unit of the Governor ' s Oommission on 

Crime Prevention and Control assigned personnel to the study of Minnesota 

peace officer training. In October, 1976, additiotml LEAA funding was ob. 

tained and the scope of the evaluation was enlarged. This report contains 

the major findings of the evaluation. 

Completion of the evaluation was complicated by 1977 legislation. When 

the study began the mandatory 280-hour training program offered by the Bureau 

of Criminal Apprehension (BCA) trained the vast majority o~ Minnesota peace 

officers. Major issues to be resolved included the adequacy of this 280. 

hour course, the role of the vo-tech and college programs in the delivery of 

training, and the location of training facilities. Legislation passed in 

1977 changed considerably the training system and, in turn, the issues re

quiring resolution. The likely certification of academic and vo-tech pro

grams integrates them into the training system; the 280-hour course will 

train fewer peace officers and might eventually be phased out; and legisla

tion requires that some training be offered regionally. 

Because of these changes the evaluation had to alter its emphases in the 

summer of 1977. Some of the data evaluating the previous system became un

necessary. Efforts had to be made to interpret new legislation and its likely 

impact. Analysts had to generalize results focUSing on the earlier training 

system to the post-1977 training situa~ion. Revisions in the project mean 

that results in this repor.t are relevant to the current system and are not 
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dated. On the other hand, many new issues have been raised for which an eval

uation based on the previous system cannot provide answers. This report clar

ifies issues requiring resolution and provides recommendations when evaluation 

evidence permits. 

RELEVANT TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Out-of-state readers and others not familiar with Minnesota law enforce-

ment terminology may require assistance in the use of certain names and ini

tials. When this evaluation began the agency was called the Governor's 

Commission on Crime Prevention and Control (GCCP&C), or the Crime Commission. 

In August, 1977, the ;;.gency ~ecame the Crime Control Planning Board (~). 

In this report the agency is called the Governor's Crime Commission if the 

reference is before August, 1977, and the Crime Control Planning Board if 

the reference is after August, 1977. 

Prior to July 1, 1977, the agency responsible for training regulations 

was the Minnesota Peace Officer Training Board (MPOTB). That board was re

constituted as the Minnesota Board of Peace Officer Standards and Training 

(MBPOST) on July 1. This report makes frequent use of the term "training 

~" to avoid confusion over the Use of two different names. 

'l~he agency responsible for conducting the mandatory state-wide training 

program is the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension. The abbreviation '~" is 

used throughout this report. The BCA is part of Minnesota f s Department of 

Public Safety. 

Two terms that may not be familiar to out-oE-state readers are ''metro'' 

and "outstate. 1I The metro area'refers to the seven counties including and 

adjacent to Minneapolis and St. Paul. The state's population concentration 
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is located in this area. Outstate refers to all other parts of Minnesota 

outside the seven county metropolitan region. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 





The police in the Ur:ited States are r.ot 
separate from the people. They draw their 
authority from the will and consent of the 
people, and they recruit their officers from 
them. The police are the instrument of the 
people to achieve and maintain order; their 
efforts are founded on principles of public 
service and ultimate responsibility to the 
public • • • To a police officer public 
service is m.ore than a vague concept. When 
people need help it is to a police officer 
that they are most likely to turn. l 

The successful peace officer requires a number of skills, abilities, 

and .qualities. A desire to serve the public is an important attribute of 

a peace officer; but the carrying out of that service involves many respon-

sibilities. While their basic purpose is to maintain public order, offi~ 

cers must do so with an understanding of both their limi{:ed authority and 

public accountability as well as the limits of theiJ: considerable discre ... 

tion. 2 As the Task Force on Police of the President's Commission on Law 

Enforcement and the Administration of Justice noted, few professionals are 

charged with such individual responsibility, and the complexity of the po-

l " k h f' 3 ~ce tas is as great as any ot er pro ess~on. 

1National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 
Re£2!i~. Poli~, Washington, D.C.; 1973, p. 9. 

2Ibid , Chapter 1. 

3president's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of 
Justice, ~ ~~ 2l. ~ i!! ~. !fee E2cie,E.Y, New York: Avon Books, 
1967, pp. 125-126. 
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TRAINING AND EDUCATION STANDARDS 

In spite of the complexity and responsibility involved in the police 

profession, standards for training and education remain surprisingly low.
l 

Figures reported below demonstrate that this is as true nation-wide as it is 

for Minnesota. A study by the International Association of Chiefs of Police 

demonstrated that in the mid-1960's the average policeman in the United 

States received less than 200 hours of formal training, while physicians 

received more than 11,000, lawyers more than 9,000, teachers more than 7,000, 

2 
embalmers more than 5,000, and barbers more than 4,000. Similarly Minnesota 

now requires only 280 hours of basic training for new peace officers. Educa-

tional levels have increased in the country, but for most law enforcement 

agencies the minimum educational level required remains a high school educa-

tion. As noted by The National Advisory Commission, most other professions 

require college education. 3 State universities, community colleges and 

vocational-technical schools in Minnesota offer a variety of law enforcement 

and criminal justice programs, but higher education is not mandatory state-

wide nor in most of the state's law enforcement a~encies. 

According to the Minnesota 1212 Comprehensive plan 

Only 16 police departments, 12 of them located in 
the Minneapolis-St. Paul suburbs, reported that they 
have a requirement that new peace officers have some 

lIt is generally assumed that education and specialized training contri
bute to professional performance. With the police profession as with others, 
however, this relationship is assumed rather than demonstrated. Surprisingly, 
little research has addressed the question of whether and to what extent po
lice training and education affect police performance. This study has been 
based on the assumption that education and training do contribute to profes
sional performance, although findings reported in subsequent chapters will 
address the accuracy of this assumption. 

2 
Report ~ Police, p. 380. 

3Ibid , pp. 367-68. 
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college education. The general rule among these 
agencies is to require 2 years of college; 1 agency 
requires a 4 rear degree and 2 agencies require less 
than 2 years. 

A common theme of police reform has been to upgrade educational and 

training requirements, but not until the late 1960 fs was any significant 

action taken. A number of national commissions formed in response to urban 

disorders and the rising fear of crime recognized the need for higher levels 

f .. d d . 2 o tra~n~ng an e ucat~on. By the late 1960lS Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration (LEAA) funds were being made available to improve peace offi-

cer education and training. 

BACKGROUND TO THIS STUDY 

Concern for training and educational stand,ards also developed in Minne-

sota in the late 1960 t s. In fact, two major studies on the subject preceded 

this one. In 1968, the Management Center of the College of St. Thomas, in 

affiliation with the Industrial Relations Center, University of Chicago, 

issued a report for the Minnesota Peace Officer Training Board and the Office 

3 of the Attorney General. The major recommendations of that report centered 

~innesota Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control, l21l 
Comprehensive E}~n, St. Paul, 1976, p. 111-102. The Plan also reports that 
the personnel inventory of the Minnesota Peace Officer Training Board indicates 
that of the 5,600 officers for whom data are available, 7% have 9 years of 
education or fewer; 55% have had 10-12 years of education; 37% have had 13-16 
years of education; and 1% have had 17-20 years of education. A high school 
degree generally requires 12 years of education. 

2The Presidentfs Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration 
of Justice; the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders; the National 
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence; the National Advisory 
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. 

3Management Center College of St. Thomas, in affiliation with the Indus
trial Relations Center, University of Chicago, Report ~ ~ ~ Enforcement 
~. Criminal Justice Feasibility Study, for the Office of the Attorney General, 
State of Minnesota, and the Minnesota Peace OffiCer Training Board, St. Paul, 
MN., 1968. 
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on the creation of a central academy under the supervision of the Attorney 

General. The project also involved extensive surveys that documented a per-

ceived need for more training on the part of Minnesota peace officers. 

Two years latsr, the Peace Officer Training Board, with LEAA funds from' 

the Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control, retained the ser-

viGes of SUA, a division of Dillingham Corporation, to analyze current and 

future training needs and the programs required to meet these needs. The SUA 

report contained recommendations for a l2-week course (to be expanded to 14 

weeks by 1980) including a system of electives, a central training facility, 

coordinated criminal justice training, expanded in-service programs, manda

tory instructor training, and an expanded reimbursement program. 1 

Many of the problems that existed at the time of these publications re-

main today. As a result, further investigation of the issues of peace offi-

cer training in Minnesota was deemed desirable. The Evaluation Unit of the 

Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control assigned personnel to 

the study of peace officer training in January, 1976. LEAA announced later 

that year that it had funds available for Phase II of its Standards and Goals 

P · 2 h R 1 rOJect. T e Crime Commission applied for these funds, part of which wou d 

be allocated to the study of peace officer training. These LEAA funds were 

obtained; and with the approval of necessary matching state funds, a larger 

1 SUA , A Division of Dillingham Corporation, Comprehensive Analysis: 
~ Enforcement ~ Criminal Justice Training Program Requirements; State £f 
Minnesota, Volumes land 2, 1970. The report also addresses issues of 
education9 hut the situation it describes in 1970 has changed considerably. 
See Chapters III and IV. 

2The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals established criminal justice standards according to which states should 
assess their status. Phase I was the period of assessment. During Phase II, 
states were encouraged to implement proposals following from Phase I. The 
standards for police training and education are discussed in Chapter VI. 



study than that envisioned in January, 1976, was conducted from October 1, 

1976, to September 30, 1977. The project was implementec1, in cooperation with 

the Minnesota Peace Officer Training Board. The major firtdings of the study 

are contained in this report. 

DATA AND DATA SOURCES 

A number of iSsues have been addressed and a number of data sources 

used in this evaluation of peace officer training and education. 

First, project personnel have collected descriptive information ££ law 

enforcement training ~ educational programs in the state. The sources of 

this information were administrators of the academies that conduct training, 

of the vocational-technical institute programs, and of the college and uni-

versity programs. 

Second, the evaluation of training delivery in Minnesota has been based 

on several types of data. Extensive survez ~ have been collected from 

recruits receiving basic training from the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension 

(BCA),l graduates of the BCA basic course with post-training job experience, 

officers attending the BCA in-service courses, law enforcement trainers, and 

supervisors of recent BCA graduates. Appendix A provides a thorough discus-

sion of these samples. ~ ~~ manpower projections have been utilized 

to assess the economic feasihi1ity of alternative training delivery systems. 

Manpower data were derived from training board files, Crime Commission sur-

veys, and Department of Public Safety estimates while most cost data were 

provided by program administrators. Finally, legal considerations have been 

studied to determine potential legal problems with alternative systems. 

lAt present the BCA trains the vast majority of new Minnesota peace 
officers. 
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Third, the current mandatory basic training course conducted by the BCA 

has been evaluated. Evaluations of many in-service classes have also been 

conducted but results of these have been compiled separately from this report. l 

Several types of data have been collected to address the adequacy of the man

datory basic course. Content ~alyses and comparisons of the BCA course to 

other Minnesota programs and to programs in other states have been conducted. 

Extensive survey ~ have been obtained from recruits, graduates, trainers, 

and supervisors (again, see Appendix A for a full discussion of samples for 

survey data collection). In addition, data from job analyses of Minnesota 

law enforcement agencies have been analyzed to assess the degree to which the 

basic training program is relevant to the tasks performed by entry-level Min

nesota law enforcement personnel. Most of the job analysis information was 

collected by concurrent studies, but project personnel conducted post-shift 

interviews in northern Minnesota agencies to impnove the representativeness 

of the samples. 

Finally, information on recruits trained in 1976-77 has been compiled. 

Data include background, attitudinal, agency, and community characteristics, 

and have been collected from two sources. First, recruits themselves provided 

some of this information in the questionnaires completed duri!lg the training 

program. Additional data such as test scores, date of law enforcement employ

ment, and type of employing agency were coded from the BCA files. All of 

these survey and coded data remained completely anonymous and confidential, 

as explained in Appendix A. 

OUTLINE OF THE REPORT 

Section A of the report, '~eace Officer Training and Educational Programs 

lSee list of project reports in Appendix B. 
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in Minnesota,1I describ~s the peace officer training and education program~ oE"" 

fered in Minnesota. Chapter II is devot~d to training and describes the.aca

demies that conduct mandated training. lnformation includes number of officers 

trained, courses offered, numbers of instructors and nature of facilities. 

Chapter III describ~s the la~ enforcement programs offered at Alexandria and 

Hibbing Area Vocational-T~chnical Institutes and includes information on cur

ricula, students, instructors and costs. Chapter IV describes la~ enforce

ment and criminal justice programs offered at the state's two~year colleges, 

four-year universities, and private colleges, again including data on cur

ricula, students, instructors, and costs. Chapter V presents a summary of 

the current delivery of law enforcement training and education in Minnesota 

and points to various problems and possible alternatives. 

Section B of the report, IfEvaluation of Training Delivery," assesses the 

current training delivery system from several perspectives. Training deliv

ery is taken here to mean the "how, when, and where" of training, as opposed 

to the "what" or substance of training that is the subject of Section C. 

Chapter VI contains comparisons of the Minnesota system to the standards es

tablished by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 

and Goals. Chapter VII reports the opinions of various law enforcement per

sonnelbn training delivery. Opinions of trainees, trainers, graduates, and 

supervisors on issues such as location of training, length of training, and 

time of training are reported here. Chapter VIII contains economic consid

erations of alternative delivery systems. Manpower· projections for future 

trai1drtg needs ar·e presented and cost data on alternative systems are ana

lyzed. Chapter IX points to legal problems associated with possible training 

delivery systems. Finally, Chapter X suromariz.es the various findings asso

ciated with the evaluation of training delivery and the needs identified. 
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Section C, "The Mandatory Basic Training Program--Description and Eval

uation," focuses on the mandatory basic training course offered by the BCA. 

The course is described in Chapter XI in terms of course topics ano, hours 

per topic. This information is compared to courses offered by Minneapolis, 

St. Paul, and the State Patrol, as well as to basic training programs in oth

er states. 

Survey data relevant to the basic course are reported in Chapter XII. 

Opinions of trainees obtained from end of course evaluations on course topic 

importance, time spent, instruction, materials, and methods are reported. 

Self-evaluations of job preparation and performance from two samples of grad

uates (one with six months and one with three years of post-training job ex

perience) address the adequacy of the recruit training; that is, areas in 

which graduates feel especially well or poorly prepared might indicate the 

quality of training. Supervisors of BCA graduates and a subsample of train

ing officers (see Appendix A) also have rated the job preparation and per

formance of recruits. Survey data obtained from samples of graduates and 

supervisors contain opinions of the most and the least valuable topics, as 

well as indications of tasks for which BCA-trained recruits have not been 

prepared. 

Chapter XIII reports results of the job analysis. Investigations of the 

activities of suburban police officers, of southern rural law enforcement per

sonnel, and of northern Minnesota peace office~s have been compared to the 

content emphases of the BCA course to assess the job-relatedness of the basic 

training program. The concern here is not only to ensure that officers are 

prepared for entry-level tasks in the training program but also to discover 

if tasks performed differ sufficiently by community type to warrant differ

ent types of training programs. 
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Ohapter XIV summarizes the three types of analyses that evaluate the 

basic course and points to areas in which findings converge or diverge. The 

assumption is that if findings of three separate and different evaluations 

(i.e., content, survey, and job analyses) converge, one can be more confident 

in conclusions. The chapter indicates needs identified in the course evalua

tion. 

Section D of the report, "The Minnesota Peace Officer Recruit," focuses 

on the persons trained in Minnesota. Chapter XV describes officers who at~ 

tended the BCA basic course during the 1976-77 school year. Data are reported 

on background variables such as age and education, attitudinal characteristics, 

type of agency from which recruits are sent, and types of communities served 

by the recruits. Chapter XVI reports analyses of the test performance of re

cruits. Particular attention is paid to discovering the type of recruit who 

performs best. Chapter XVII summarizes recruit characteristics and specifies 

the implications of these analyses for selection standards and for the conduct 

of the training program. 

Results of the training evaluation are summarized in Section E. Chap

ter XVIII summarizes the needs identified during the evaluation and presents 

recommendations designed to meet these needs. 
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SECTION A 

TRAINING DELIVERY--PEACE OFFICER 

TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL 

PROGRAMS IN MINNESOTA 





CHAPTER II 

DESCRIPTION OF PEACE OFFICER TRAINING 

IN MINNESOTA 





Concern for police training and education in Minnesota is a relatively 

recent phenomenon. Until the 1960's, the state did not play an active 

role in assuring that Minnesota citizens received high quality police ser-

vice and protection from well-trained and educated peace officers. Gonsid-

erab1e progress has been made over the past two decades, yet this report 

will demonstrate that much remains to be done. 

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first presents a 

thumbnail sketch of the four centers which provide basic recruit and super-

visory training mandated by law. The second section consists of a very brief 

discussion of other in-service training programs which are available to many 

Minnesota peace officers. Fina11y~ the new legislation affecting peace of-

ficer training is described in some detail. 

MANDATORY TRAINING 

.\ 
" Four major training centers provide basic recruit training for Minnesota 

peace officers: Minneapolis Police Academy, St. Paul Police. Academy, State 

Patrol Trooper Gandidr.te School, and the BGA Training Division. Information 

on these centers is summarized in Table 2.1. The extent and nature of the 

training varies significantly from one center to the next. The State Patrol 

basic course, for example, is more than twice as long as the mandated 280 

houts. Recruit training in Minneapolis and St. Paul is also substantially 

longe'r than the minimum eight-week course offered by the BGA. The rationale 

is that the needs of a state trooper or an urban peace officer require addi-

tional specialized training. Assessments of the adequacy of the eight-week 

BGA course are discussed in subsequent chapters. 
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Q\ 

• 

COORSES 

BASIC 
IiCA Metro 

Out state 
Total 

TABLE 2..1 

~~DATORY PEACE OFFICER TRAINING IN MINNESOTAa 

NUMBER OF 
I CLASSES OFFERED, r-. ____ -:.NIlMB==ER~O::.:F:_::S~TIJ::.D:,:;EN:::.~T:;.::S:._._==~= 

ESTIMATID 
1977 ~ .!.lli.!ill. 1974 1975 1976 

8 
1 
9 

9 
o 
9 

8 
Ib 
9 377 (96%) 380 (85%) 373 (90%) 400 

AVERAGE 
CLASS SIZE 

42 

COURSE LENGTH 

280 hours (8 ~eks) 

FIELD 
TRAINING 

None 

BASIC 
--m-nneapolis o 1 1 o (00%) 28 (06%) 25 (06%) 25 26 590 hoursc (16 weeks) 16 weeksd 

BASIC 
St. Paul 0 1 0 0 (00"1.) 42 (09%). 0 50 42 594 hoursc (17 weeks) 8 monthse 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
BASIC 
--st.;te Highway Patrol 1 o 1 17 (04%)· o (00%) 15 (14%) 20 16 640 hoursc (16 weeks) 

TOTAL 10 11 11 394 450 413 495 

SUPERVISORY 
BeA Metro 3 5 6 

Outstate 0 0 0 
Total 3 5 6 114 (17%) 11~(100%) 147 (55%) 156 27 40 hours ( 1 week ) 

-----------------------------------------~----~------- --------------SUPERVISORY 
Minneapolis 

SUPERVISORY 
St. Paul 

SUPERVISORY 
Stllte Highway Patrol 

TOTAL 

o 

1 

5 

o I g 30 (19%) 

o 1 o (00%) 

o o 17 (10%) 

5 8 161 

o (00%) 22 (08%) 25 26 56 hours (1 week ) 

o (00;')0.100 (37%) 0.100 40 hours (1 week ) 

o (00%) o (007.) 15 17 32 hours (1 week ) 

119 269 196 

~--------------------~-- .. ------------------------------------------------------------~ 
BOata Crom 1974, to September, 1976, provided by Peace Officer Training Board. Data September, to Oecgmber, 1976, and 1977 
estimates prOVided by each center. 

bOne class was offered at Alexandr~a for Vo-Tech students there. This class was not serving general outs tate needs. 

cExcludes holidays. Hours based on 1976 recruit course for Minncapolts and 1977 for St. Paul and State Patrol. 

dThe 1976 class had eight weeks class, twelve weeks field training, eight weeks class, four weeks field training" 

eA1so offered during the progr~~ were 28 hours of practice. 21 hours of O.J.T. and numerous practical exercises. 

fOne week of field experience i~ offered during the course. then eight. weeks ot c~ach-pupil O.J,T. The 1976 course was 800 hours, 
20 weeks. 

Srhe 1974 CtIIn"se .... a the state course offered at Minneapo1U, the 1976' cour~e was the first coordinated by Minneapolis. 





Recruit training in the Minneapolis and St. Paul Police Departments and 

the State Highway Patrol is provided by those agencies for their OWf. re

cruits. The BCA basic course provides training for all other peace offi

cers in the state. Consequently, the BCA trains the great majority (90%) 

of new peace officers in Minnesota. Since the BCA has responsibility for 

meeting most of the state training requirements, emphasis in this report 

will be on its programs. The following brief sketch of each of the four cen

ters' mandatory training activities is designed to help the reader compare 

the BCA program with the other training programs. 

MINNEAPOLIS POLICE ACADEMY 

Recruit training is provided b] the Training Division as manpower de .. 

m.:::nds require; usually one recruit class of approximately 25 students is 

held each year. The r.ecruit training course includes 16 weeks of classroom 

training. In 1976, classroom work was interrupted after eight weeks for 12 

weeks of field training. Students then returned to the classroom ~or the 

remaining eight weeks. The training cycle was completed with an additional 

four week field training period. This concept of alternating training modes 

allows recruits to make practical application of classroom concepts while in 

the field, and then return to the classroom for critical review and further 

training. 

One week of Intermediate Command training is also conducted for first

line supervisors. About 25 such officers are trained each year. 

All training must be conducted in one classroom. This room is also used 

for physical training. The firearms range is at a different locati'on, and 
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training division administrative offices at yet another location. 

The recruit training course makes frequent use of simulations and other 

"hands on" exercises. Films and video tape equipment are also used as train-

ing aids. 

The course is staffed by two full-time instructors and one instructor 

who supervises the recruits outside the classroom and handles administrative 

details. Several senior ranking police officers are involved in teaching 

various course topics. In addition, numerous community persons--for example, 

attorneys, doctors and experts in human relations--instruct recruits in their 

fields of knowledge. Most of these consultants are reimbursed for their 

services at rates ranging from $25 to $50 per hour. 

Precise cost figures for provision of Tecruit training are nc: available. 

1 However, training administrators estimate the cost to be in excess of $5,000 

per recruit for the 16 week classroom period. This figure does not include 

salaries paid to recruits during the training period. 

ST. PAUL POLICE ACADEMY 

As in Minneapolis, recruit training in St. Paul is provided as manpower 

demands require. In 1975, one class of 45 recruits was trained and another 

such class was held during the summer of 1977. The St. Paul course is 17 to 

19 weeks in duration; the final week provides recruits with an opportunity 

to make practical application of classroom training in field simulation set-

tings. A 40-hour supervisory course is also provided. 

1The reader is cautioned against going too far with comparing costs among 
various training centers since it has not been determined that each of the 
estimates is based on identical categories of expenditures. 
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The newly remodeled St. Paul training facility is well suited to its 

purpose. In addition to a large tiered main classroom, there is a small 

"conference" classroom and a back-up "flat" classroom. A lounge provides 

recruits with a place to relax during breaks and rest periods. The gym is 

used for physical training three days each week. 

The recruit training cycle is normally staffed by three full-time in

structors and two full-time "cadre," Forty officers from various divisions 

in the department participate in teaching various course topics. A small 

number of community resource persons are utilized in some aspects of the 

training and are reimbursed at the rate of approximately $35 per hour. 

Precise cost figures are not available for the St. Paul recruit train

ing program. Training administrators, however, estimate the cost to be ap

proximately $7,200 per recruit for the 17-week program. This figure does 

not include recruit salaries. 

MINNESOTA STATE PATROL 

Trooper Candidate School is held as often as manpower needs require, 

usually annually. In recent years the school has averaged about 16 candi

dates. The 20-week course, longest of the Minnesota training centers, is 

interrupted with one week of field training half way through the course. 

A one-week supervisory training course is also held when there are 

enough eligible troopers. 

The Trooper Candidate School has six classrooms as well as an adjoining 

cafeteria providing ample space for training and rest. A nearby 86-bed dor

mitory provides a residential setting for trooper candidates. Since the 
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school is normally conducted in the summer months, the parking lot can be 

used for physical training. These facilities are leased from the Depart-

ment of Transportation. 

Four full-time instructors staff the school. They are assisted by twelve 

additional troopers who teach specialized course topics. A small number of 

community resource consultants are used in the course. 

Practical exercises are used extensively in the Trooper Candidate 

School. As in other training centers a variety of field problems and simu-

lations provide candidates with an opportunity to test classroom knowledge 

in real-life situations. 

The 20-week training cycle costs approximately $3,300 per student, in-

cluding food and lodging, but not including candidates' salaries. 

BCA BASIC RECRUIT TRAINING 

The BCA basic classes are offered nine months of the year, and the 

Intermediate Command class for supervisors is offered spring and fall. In 

the past, the BCA has attempted to offer programs outstate, but recently most 

mandatory classes have been offered only in the metro area. State legisla-

tion (S626.848) and the BCA recognize the convenience of offering training 

outstate; but since the majority of officers trained are from the metro area, 

outstate training has been too costly with existing resources.
l 

Moreover, 

since no regular facilities exist outstate and instructors need to travel, 

the instruction costs seemed too great to warrant continued outstate classes. 

From 1974, to 1976, only two of the BCA's 27 basic classes have been offered 

1The BCA continues to offer some in-service programs outstate. Projec
tions on the metro area-outstate student ratio are provided in the SUA Report, 
1970, p. 54. The breakdowns for 1976-77 are in Table A.2 of Appendix A. 
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outstate, and the one in 1976, was held at Ale~andria explicitly for vo-tech 

students there. All BCA supervisory courses have been offered only in the 

metro area. 

Although most classes are offered in the metro area, the BOA does n.ot 

have a regular training facility. During the 1976-77 academic year, basic 

classes are offered either at Arden Hills at the facilities leased by the 

Department of Transportationl or at the Bunker Hill community center. These 

locations provide adequate classroom space, but lack of a central facility 

creates difficulties for both instructors and students. Trainers must move 

materials from location to location. Equipment and classroom aids must be 

assembled and disassembled daily at Bunker Hill. Students must provide 

their own housing, although dormitory space at Arden Hills is sometimes 

available. Frequently students do not have the convenience or close con-

tact of a dormitory which would enable valuable discussion and study ses

sions. Moreover, the MPOTB has expressed general dissatisfaction with the 

facilities. The BOA mandatory courses have the advantages of neither re

gional nor central training facilities. Outstate officers generally are 

trained in the metro area, yet the metro area does not provide the con-

veniences of central facilities. 

The BCA recruit training staff includes five full-time instructors and 

over 40 community resource consultants, most of whom are paid. Community 

instructors are often used in a panel discussion approach to various po-

licing issues. However, restrictions of time and fac~lities limit the use 

of practical exercises. 

Training ad~~nistrators estimate the cost of training to be about $360 

------
lstate Patrol training has priority for use of these facilities. 
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per recruit for the eight-week training cycle. This figure includes neither 

~Laff salaries nor recruit salaries. 

ADDITIONAL TRAINING 

In addition to the mandatory basic and supervisory course, other tr~in-

ing is available to, though not necessarily required of, Minnesota peace 

officers. Training in the use of ~~e breathalyzer and radar is, in effect, 

mandatory for officers using the devices. Minnesota law (S169.123) re-

quires that operators of testing devices for blood and alcohol be trained 

by the state in their use. Recent decisions relating to operators of radar 

also require their certification, althougli this is not covered explicitly 

by statute. The BCA lab offers specialized breathalyzer training (five 

courses and four recertification classes in 1976-77). In addition, the 

State Patrol included 44 hours of breathalyzer training in its basic course. 

Radar training is also offered by the State Patrol. 

Many agencies feel the need to supplement the training of their officers, 

particularly of those who receive only the 280-hour BCA course. The BCA, 

for instance, is unable to provide driving instruction in defensive driving 

tactics. To fill this gap agencies may send their officers (tuition free) 

to the Advanced Driving Course conducted by the Center for Driving Educa

tion and Safety at St. Cloud State University. 
1 

The 24-hour, three-day 

course has approximately 13 students per class and is offered weekly all 

year except dUring holidays. Annual student capacity is, therefore, 

~inneapolis and St. Paul provide driving practice in the twin cities 
area. Minneapolis used to offer its own driving course, but officers in
volved went on their own and established a private course (ID-lRAD) that 
Minneapolis and St. Paul use. Minneapolis sends officers with high ac
cident records to additional training at St. Cloud. Other agencies also 
use EMRAD for driving training. 
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approximately 600-650. The course provides intensive classroom training in 

addition to driving practice on the Universityts driving course. A large 

number of Minnesota officers also receive emergency medical training to 

supplement the one-~eek first aid training received in the BCA baaic course. 

Finally, a ~ide variety of in-service courses are offered at the state, 

regional, county and local levels and also out-of-state. Many agencies, 

particularly larger ones, conduct their own in-service programs. The de •• 

partmental inventory of the Minnesota Peace Officer Training Board indi-

cates that of the 307 departments reporting (this is 55% of the total), 

52% offer in-service training while 48% offer none. Common in-service 

programs offered by Minnesota agencies are refresher training, seminar 

1 training, supervision training, roll call training, and firearms training. 

Table 2.2 lists the in.service courses offered recently by the BCA. 

Some outstate in-service training needs are met by these courses, although 

most classes are offered in the metro area. A number of regional, county 

or local programs funded by sources such as the Crime Control Planning Board 

periodically fill some gaps in in-service training availability. Officers 

also can attend advanced traffic courses at Northwestern University's 

Traffic Institute or the National Traffic Management Institute of Central 

Missouri State University. 

Police agencies vary widely in their use of the specialized and in-

service training that is available. Some require their officers to attend 

the St. Cloud driving school, to receive Emergency Medical Training, and 

to participate periodically in refresher or other in-service courses. A 

~innesota Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control~ !2Zl 
Comprehensive plan, St. Paul: 1976, p. 111-103. 
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larg,e number of agencies do not participate in available programs. Some 

lack the interest; others simply are unable to spare the manpower and 

money to send officers to training not offered locally or to provide 

their own training. 

TABLE 2.2 
IN-SERVICE COURSES OFFERED BY BCA, 1976-77a 

ESTI- ANNUAL STUDENT 
MATED CAPACITYb 

OUT- CLASS r- OUT- HOURS/ 
COURSE METRO STATE TOTAL SIZEb METRO STATE TOTAL CLASS 

Breathalyzer School 5 5 25 125 125 56 
Breathalyzer Recertification 4 4 25 100 100 8 
Crime Scene Seminar 4 6 10 20 80 120 200 24 
Crime Scene Processing 5 5 20 100 100 80 
Refresher 2 4 6 30 60 120 180 40 
Identification Procedures 1 1 20 20 20 80 
Basic Investigation 1 1 25 25 25 40 
Advanced Inv,estigation 2 2 25 50 50 40 
Crisis Intervention 1 1 30 30 30 40 
Firearms Instructors Course 2 2 30 60 60 40 
White Collar Crime 1 1 20 20 20 40 
Crash Investigation 2 1 3 20 40 20 60 16 
Advanced Crash Investigation 2 1 3 20 40 20 60 16 
Traffic Adjudication 2 1 3 30 60 30 90 16 
Accident (Cras.,) Reporting 

Seminar ....2:Q... ~ 40 ~ ~ ~1-tlQL 5 

TOTAL (Exduding Crash 
Seminars) 34 13 47 810 310 1,120 

GRAND TOTAL 44 43 87 1 2110 1 2210 2 2320 

aThe Criminal Justice Information Service also offers classes on records, reporting 
systems, and MINCIS, NCIC/NLETS. 

bActua1 class sizes can vary; these figures should be used as estimates. 
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THE MINNESOTA BOARD OF PEACE OFFICER 

STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

The state legislature passed the Minnesota Peace Officer Training La~ 

in 1967. This legislation created the Minnesota Peace Officer Training 

Board in the office of the Attorney General. The Board could recornmmend to 

the Attorney General, among other things, minimum curriculum requirements 

and instructor qualifications. The Executive Director, with the approval 

of the Board, was responsible for certifying training centers, instructors, 

and officers who successfully complete approved training programs. Since 

the creation of the Board, only the Minneapolis Police Department, St. Paul 

Police Department, the Minnesota State Patrol, and the State Bureau of Crim-

inal Apprehension continue to provide basic recruit training. These acad-

emies are described in the previous section. 

Legislation passed in 1977 made changes in the composition and nature 

of the Board. l As of July 1, 1977, the Minnesota Police Officer Training 

Board ceased to exist and was replaced by the Minnesota Board of Peace Of-

ficer Standards and Training, an independent licensing board no longer in 

the office of the Attorney General. Membership was reduced to 11; a chair-

man is appointed by the Governor from among the members; and an executive 

director is appointed by the Board. The old powers and duties of the Board 

remain essentially the same. As a licensing board under Chapter 214, how-

ever, its powers of licensing (formerly certifying) officers are considerably 

expanded. 

The new Peace Officer Training law requires the Board to decide what 

lSenate File 411 amending MN statutes 1976, Sections 214.01, Subd. 3; 
626.841; 626.842; 626;843, Subd. 1, 2, and 3; 626.845; 626.846; 626.847; 
626.848; 626.85, Subd. 1; 626.851, Subd. 2; 626.853; Chapter 626 by adding 
a section; repealing MN Statutes 1976, Sections 626.844 and 626.854. 
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the minimum training requirements will be for new officers, as well as the 

time within which training must occur from the date of employment. The 

content of the skills training course, which graduates of certified academic 

progl'ams must attend in order to be employable, is also to be established 

by the new Board. 

The new Board is also regulated by }1N Statute 214 as amended, 1977 

(Examining and Licensing Boards). This law requires the Board to promul-

gate rules for the renewal of the license and to specify the length of time 

it is valid. Every two years the Board must report on its activities to the 

Commissioner of Administration, the Legislature, and the Governor. A li~ 

censing Board, with the approval of the corrnnissioner of finance, may lIadjust 

any fee which the board is empowered to assess a sufficient amount so that 

the total fees collected by each board will as closely as possible equal 

anticipated expenditures."l 

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 

Since the 1967 legislation, basic training has been mandatory for all 

peace officers (except those in corrnnunities with populations less than 1,000) 

within one year of appointment or election. All police officers, sheriffs' 

deputies, part-time and full-time personnel are subject to mandatory training. 

In 1969, the mandatory course was increased to five weeks for outstate agen

cies and six weeks for metro area agencies. 2 On the recorrnnendation of the 

MPOTB, the Attorney General established the minimum basic course of study as 

IMN Statute 1976; Section 214.06, Fees; License Renewals. 

2Ralph Olmos, '~rogram Descriptions of Criminal Justice and Police Sci
ence Programs in Minnesota, II Eva1ua tion Unit Report, Governor t s Commi s sion on 
Crime Prevention and Control, spring, 1976. 



a 280-hour, eight-week course effective September 1, 1971, and also required 

a certain number of hours for particular course categories. In addition, a 

one-week course now is required of all officers who supe~vise five or more 

persons. Minneapolis, St. Paul, the State Patrol and the BCA all offer 

courses to fulfill this requirement. 

Several important changes in ma.ndatory training resulted from the 1977 

legislation. The licensing Board is now able to certify academic law en-

forcement programs as well as centers that offer the mandatory basic training 

course. Graduates from the academic programs would then be eligible to attend 

a shortened training coursel which will be designed to provide instruction in 

law enforcement skills. This shorter course must not duplicate any previous 

education and it replaces the requirement to attend the longer basic training 

course. Therefore, an individual who graduates from a certified academic law 

enforcement program, who successfully completes a certified skills course, 

and who obtains employment as a peace officer within one year of completion, 

is considered to have met the minimum basic training requirements. 

A person who is licensed for police work is eligible to hold a permanent 

position with a police department or a sheriff's office. The Examining and 

Licensing Board Law (Chapter 214) states that explicit rules must be promul

gated providing for the renewal of the licenses. 2 According to this latest 

legislation three routes exist for the person who is interested in a career 

in law enforcement (see Figure 2.1) 

1. The first route is to be hired by a department and sent to a training 

IThe Training section of the BCA estimates four weeks as the appropriate 
length for this shortened course. 

2MN Statutes, Chapter 214, Licensing and Examining Boards, 214.06. 
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FIGURE 2.1 

ROUTES TO A lAW ENFORCEMENT CAREER 

THAT ARE LIKELY TO RESULT FROM 1977 LEGISlATION 

1. Traditional Route (cost borne by state/community) 

Hired as a 
Peace Officer 

(In a temporary 
or probationary 

position 

:> 
Sent to 

Mandatory 
Traininga > 

Licensing 
Examination ) 

Licensed b 
Peace Officer 

2. Certified Vo-Tech Route (cost borne mostly by state and minimally by student)c 

3. 

~~::r~a~e~~wJ-------->~ Licensing I " 
Program Examination 

~i 

:> Licensed b 
Peace Officp.r 

d Certified Preparatory Academic Route (cost borne mostly by student and partially by state) 

~~a.f::~er:twJ ------;)~ Ski~~~r~;:~ing 
Program Course 

-,----

:> Licensing 
~xamination 

:> Licensed b 
Peace Officer 

aThe time within which an officer must be. trained after being hired is an issue to be resolved. 

b It is possible that the new Standards and Training Board would choose to include a probationary 
period of employment as a licensing requirement. 

elf the vo-techs are certified as regular mandatory training programs. the time w!thin \~ich a 
graduate would be eligible for employment will Tleed to be established. 

d A graduate is eligible for employment for one year frOm completion of skills training. 
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course, which has in the past been eight weeks in "length but is subject to 

change by the new Board.
l 

The officer cannot be a permanent employee until 

he is licensed and cannot be licensed until he is trained. 

2. The two vo-techs wdth law enforcement programs hope to be certified 

as mandatory basic training programs (see Chapter tII for an in-depth expla

nation of this procedure). If they are certified then their students must 

pass the examination approved by the Licensing Board. Upon successful com-

pletion Qf the exam, licensing is possible. 

3. A prospective law enforcement officer could attend a certified aca-

demic program and upon completion also attend a shortened skills course. Stu-

dents must pass an examination approved by the Licensing Board in order to 

acquire a license. 

In the first route the state and the community bear the expenses of the 

training program, as well as sometimes paying a replacement salary for whom-

ever fills in while the recruit goes to school. In the second route, the cost 

of attending a two-year vo-tech program is borne mostly by the state. The 

student pays minimal tuition costs and a supplies fee each year. If the 

cwo vo-tech institutes with law enforcement programs get certified as manda-

tory basic training programs, then students will not be required to attend 

any further training past graduation. They would be licensed and ready for 

employment. In the third route, the student pays for his own training and 

education through tuition costs as much as a student of any other discipline 

does. The state, of course, subsidizes the cost of operating the state uni-

versity or community college programs. In both of the last two routes 

lThe length of the minimum training course is another decision the new 
Board must make. Both BCA trainers and the members o:f' the old MPOTB were 
in agreement in wishing for a longer basic course. 
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licensed applicants may offer an employer a police recruit that may start 

work immediately with no absence due to training. The last route also re

quires no cost to the community, only to the recruit and indirectly to the 

state. (These options will be discussed at length in Chapter III and Chap

ter IV.) 

As of the fall of 1977, it is unclear which law enforcement training 

programs will seek certification, but three possibilities exist: 1) academic 

programs through a two-year community college or a four-year college; 2) a 

skills course which could be handled at the BCA, a vo-tech, a college, or 

any other interested organization; and 3) the mandatory basic training course 

which could also be established by any of the above mentioned organizations. 

It is likely that the community colleges will attempt to establish the aca

demic certification and possibly the shortened skills-oriented class. The 

BCA will probably hold the skills training course also, so that the colleges 

may have no need to. The vo-techs will. probably reseek certification of 

their programs in mandatory basic training. Minneapolis, St. Paul, and 

the State Patrol may continue to provide basic recruit training for 

their own personnel. Chapter III deals with the role of the vocational

technical institutes and Chapter IV with the colleges which offer law en

forcement programs and these subjects will be discussed in detail there. 

Table 2.3 summarizes the 1977 changes made in the Peace Officer Training 

Law. The left hand column indicates provisions in the law as it stood in 

1976; the right hand column indicates the status of those provisions under 

the 1977 amendments. Table 2.4 lists provisions from the Licensing and 

Examining Law that affect the training board now that it has been made a 

licensing board by the 1977 legislation. 
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TABI," 2.3 

RECF-IIT GlIIINl:F.S IN p~:An: m'FtClm TIlJ\tNING LAW 

I The Board r~l.!onunend1!tl rul~tt .toll'restltutions to the 
Attorney Gunural w1th rcspu~t to: 

a) Allow~d for approval ar disapproval of training 
school or courses which included vo-tech schools and 
trade schools, 

b) Hinimum courses of study, attendance requirements, 
and e~uipment and facilities to be required at 
appr.oved training schools. 

c) Set minimum qualifications for instructors at 
approved training schools. 

d) Set m1nimun standards of physical, mental and educa
tional fitness which will govern recruitment. 

e) ~stab118h m1nimum standards of conduct. 

f) TIle training a temporary or probationary employee must 
complete to be eligible to be permanent employee and 
the time within which this training shall be completed. 

g) Minimum training of officers not appointed temporary 
or probationary, but other than permanent in order to 
be eligible for continued employment and the time 
within which this must occur. 

It) Categories of advanced in-service training programs 
and mini courseS and attendance requirements with 
respect to said clas~es. 

i) Grading, reporting, attendance and other records and 
certificates of attendance or accomplishment. 

j) Such other matters as may be necessary. 

I The Boaru all.lll adopt ruioH w!th r"apect to: 

a) Allows for the certific3tion of training schools, pro
grams, or courses. and which include preparatory in
struction in law onforcement and minimum basic train~ 
ing courSe. 

b) [The same. except the word certified replaced 
approved. 1 

c) [The same, except the word certified replaced 
approved. 1 

d) Set minimum standards of physical, mental, and educa
tional fitness which will govern recruitment and 
Hcensing. --

e} the same, except a due date was set at January 1, 
1979, for these conduct standards. 

--~---~-----------------~----f) TIle same. 

g) The same. 

h) Content of minimum basic training c~urses required of 
graduate of certified law enforcement training schools 
or programs. These courses will be Skills oriented and 
must not duplicate previous academic or general back
ground courses. Successful complatiou u~ this course 
satisfies minimum trp.ining requirement providing the 
student obtains employment within 1 year of completion. 

i) TIle same. 

j) Such other matters as may be necessary c·nsistent with 
Sections 626,841 to 626.853, and Section 1. Rules 
promulgated by the Attorney General may ~e continued 
by resolution of the JIoard. 

Subdivision 2: 

TIle Executive Director was appointed by the governor. 
The Director served in an unclassified position and 
received compensation as fixed by the commissioner of 
personnel and reimbursement for expenses available by 
appropriatiop. The Board may appoint such· employees, 
agents and ,:onsu1tants as lIIay be deemed necessary, 
prescribe their duties, and provide for reimbursement of 
their expenses and shall be classified employees. 

The Executive Director shall be appointed by the Board, as 
an unclassified employee and will perform such duties, for 
the Board, as the JIoard shall prescribe. The Board shall 
appoint such employees, agents and consultants deemed nec
essary, prescribe their duties, and provide fo~' reimburse
ment of their expensea and such employees shall be classi
fied employees. 

Subdivision 3: 

TIle l!oard may, in addition: 

a) Recommend studies, surveys and reports to be made by 
the Executive Director regarding the carrying out of 
the objectives and purposes of Sections 626.841 to 
626.854. 

b) Visit Bnd inspect approved training schools or those 
that are applying for approval. 

c) Make recommendations to; Executive Director, Attorney 
General, Governor and Legislature regarding the carry
ing out of the objectives nnd purposes of Sections 
626.841 to 626.854. 

d) Perform such othl!r actti as may be necessnry or appro
priate to carry out the powers and duties of the 
Board a8 set forth in Seetions 626.841 to 626.849. 
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The JIoatd may, in addition: 

a) TIle same, except 

Sections 626.841 to 626.853. 

b) TIle same. 

c) The same, except 

Sections 626.841 to 626.853. 

d) The same. 

e) Cooperate with nnd receive financial as~istnncc frolIl 
ano join in proJc~t. or enter into ~"ntract~ w'th the 
~·cd,·r.11 C'lVernm('nt or f ts agenci<,s for the furthCl;nnc" 
I)f the p"rpo,,~" o( th16 .1Ct. 



:rABLE 2.3 -- contJ.nued 

626.845 Powers nnd Duties 

PF.ACE OFFICER TRAINING r .. w, 1967 
r-ril"e Executive Director on behalf of the Board shall 

have the following powers and duties, to be exer
c~sed \lith the approval of the Board and to be 
executed only in full accordance with the rules 
end rcgulntions prornulgllt~u by the Attorney 
General pursuant to Section 626.844. 

a) To approve training schools administered by the stnte, 
county, and municipalities located within this state. 

b) To issue certificates of approval to such approved 
schools and to revoke such certl(icates when neces
sary to maintain the objectives and purposes of 
Sections 626.841 to 626.854. 

c) To certify qualified instructors at approved training 
schools and issue appropriate certificates. 

d) To certify officers who have satisfactorily completed 
basic training progra~s and to issue appropriate cer
tificates to such officers. 

e) :ro Cause studies and surveys to be ~ade relating to 
the establishment, operation and approval of state, 
county, and municipal training schools. 

f) To consult and cooperate with state, county, and 
municipal training scbools for the development of 
advanced in-service training programs for peace 
officers. 

g) To consult and cooperate \lith universities and col
leges for the development of specialized courSes of 
instruction and study in the state for peace offi
cers in police science and police administration. 

h) To consult and cooperate with other departments and 
agencies of the state and federal government con
cerned with police officer training. 

i) To perform such other acts as may be necessary and ap
propriate to carry ou.t his powers and duties as set 
forth in. the provisions of Sections 626.841 to 626.854. 

j) To report to the Board at regular meetings and as re
quired by the Boa~·d. 

PEACE O~'I'ICEI( TRAINING T.AH. AS MIENOED , 1977 
I The Doard shall have the folloWing powers al\d duties: 

a) To certify training schools or programs administered by 
state, county, and municipalities located within the 
state in whole or part no later than 90 days after .e
caipt of an application for certification. The 1;ea
sQns for noncertification of any school Or program 
shall be transmitted to the school within 90 days with 
a detailed explanaeion of the reasoon for which it was 
disapproved and an explanation of necessary changes for 
reconsideration. Disapproval of school or program 
shall not preclude the 1;eapplication for certification 
ot the school or program. 

b) To issue certificates to schools and to revoke such 
certificates when necessary to maintain the objectives 
and purposes of Sections 626.841 to 626.853. 

~) To certify qualified instructors at training schools 
and issue appropriate certificates. 

d) To license officers who have satisfactorily completed 
certified basic training programs, and paRsed examina
tions as required by the Board. 

e) The same. 

f) The same, except ••• 

dev,elopment of in-service • • • 

g) The same. 

h) The same, except • • 

government concerned with police office standards 
and training. 

i) The same, except • • • 

to carry out ~ powers of Sections 626.841 to 626.853. 

j) To coordinate the proviSions, on a regional basis of 
skills oriented basic training courses to graduates of 
certified lair enforcen.ent training schools or programs. 

----------------------------------------------------------
aTbe la ... , originalty passed itt 1967, bas been amended on numerous occasions since then. The left hand column 

includes provis!~ns in effect 1n 1976. 
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Tl).llLE 2.4 

Ml~Nr.S01'A ST,\1'l'TE Z14 

E""",1nins llnd L1c<·"gt\IS l1M"d. !.it", A. Am~'td~d, t977 

214.03 Stsndardited Tests: All state ltclm.illg bOard., "shatt usc national 9tanda."dbed tes1:S for the objective, 
non-practical portion of any examination givon to prospective licenser.s to the ex
tent that such national standardized tests are appropriate ••• II. 

2i;.~6- ;e:s: ~i:e~s: ;c;c:.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... - - - - - - - -
a1s, Subdivision 1: Any Licensing board ''may by rule, with the approval of the couml.asioner of £i1)J1nce,,,b 

adjust any fee so that all fees collected match c10.ely to the anticipated expendl-
tures. fhe annual examination fee income shall appr()ximate~y meet the cost of ad
ministering the examinations. 

- - - - - - - -S;;"bdi;i;i;n27 -!~e-17c:n:i~-b:a;d-s~a71-p;~g:t: :7,,: 70~;o:i;e-f:r-;'e-r:; ... :1-07 71:e:.:.:-
fhese rules must specify the length of time the license is valid, procedures and in
formation required for reneyal fees to be set pursuant to SubdiVision 1. ----------------------------------------------------------

214.07 ReportS: The licensing board ~ll submit a report every other year on October 1, to the 
Coaci$s1aner oE Administration, Legislature, and the'Governor. These TepoTts 
will include: Names, adpresses, occupations, job c1assi~ication, dates of ap_ 
pointment and reappointment to the board, of the board members; summa~y of Loard 
rules) number of persons having each type of licen.e, registral10Jtl i_sued by the 
board, locations. and dates of examinations, number of previous licenses which arB 
no'" revoked, suspended, or otherwise altered In scatus and why; the number of per
sons examined, licensed, registered, after taking the exam, number not licen$ed 
after taking examination, number of people not taking the examination who vere 
licensed or ... ho ... ere not licensed ( ... lth the reasonS of ... hy not); all this infor
mation broken down into categories o~ sex, age, and states of residency. 

-------------------~--------------------------------------214.10 Complaints: Investi-
gation and nearing: If the Board receives a complaint, wheb~er written or oral, ... hich implies a violation 

of lav it must be forwarded to the Attorney General l • office where it ... i11 be in
vostigated or to the appropriate goverm1ental unit. 

--------------------------------------------~-------------
"MN Statutes lc}76, 214 as amended, 1C}71. 1 
b1b!d. J 

~-----------------------------------------------------

SUMMAR'l 

Mandatory training is provided through four peace officer training cen-

ters. Three such centers, Minneapolis Police Acade!tlY, St. Paul Police Acad-

emy, and the State Trooper Candidate School, provide training for parso'onel 

which serve those deparbnLnts. The BCA Training Division provides basic 

recruit and supervisory training for all other law enforcement agenCies in 

the state. Facilities, course content, and training approach vary greatly 

from one center to the next. 

Mandatory training is supplemented with a wide variety of in-service 

training provided by the four centers and a host of other institution,s. 

Changes in legislation outlined in this chapter are likely to hcrve a 

significant impact on police training in Minnesota. In particular, inclu-

sian of the academic community in the training process has the potential to 

contribute to more broadly educated peace officers • In implementing ;tts 
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new licensing responsibilities, the Training Board will have the oppor-

tunity to make other changes in training procedures and course content. 

The law, however, leaves several important issues to be resolved by th 

the new Board. First, will the content and minimum length of the basic 

training course (for those not taking the academic route) be altered? Both 

BCA trainers and members of the old MPOTB have supported a move to increase 

the minimum from 280 hours to 400 hours as National Standards l suggest. 

Second, will peace officers be required to undergo training before exer-

cising authority? Under the old legislation, an officer was allowed to 

exercise authority for up to 12 months before he/she received training. This 

provision, however, was deleted from the new law, thereby leaving the deci-

sion up to the new Board. 

Third, the new law requires the use of a "nationally standardized test 

for the objective, non-practical portion of the examination administered to 

prospective licensees, providing it relates to the application of Minnesota 

2 law." Whether this exam will be administered to graduates of training 

programs or integrated into the grading system of the course itself; and 

how such a standardized exam will be combined with exam procedures on ap-

plications of Minnesota law and local procedures are as yet unanswered 

questions. 

lSee Chapter VI, p. 95, 16.3, Preparatory Training. 

2 MN Statutes, 1976; 214.03. 
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CHAPTER III 

AREA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT PROGRANS 





BACKGROUND AND CURRENT STATUS 

Two Vocational-Technical Institutes in Minnesota offer training P-f'O-

grams for persons interested in a law enforcement career. The program at 

Alexandria Area Va-Tech Institute was started in 1967, and the program at 

Hibbing Area Va-Tech Institute began in 1975. These programs provide two 

years (six quarters) of training for future peace offi~er3. Graduates of 

these programs have, in the past, been required to successfully complete 

a certified training course (usually the ECA basic training course), and 

also to successfully complete the customary one-year probationary period 

before becoming certified peace officers. This has been considered a bur-

den to the graduates of these programs. There has been legislation in the 

past to allow them entry into the BCA classes even though they were not 

yet hired. They generally could get. trained, but the additional eight 

weeks of basic training has been perceived by some as an unnecessary burden.1 

Two bills passed the 1977 legislative session that could affect the 

status of the vo-tech programs. Senate File 411 which amended the Peace 

Officer Training Law (see Chapter II) was one and the other dealt with the 

exemption from any further tP:l.ining for the vo-tech graduates. Senate File 

1467, Chapter No. 455 Section 90 states: 

Subd. 3. A peace officer who has satisfactorily completed 
a law enforcement training program in a post-secondary vocationa1-
technica;L institute within the state which (1) is approved by the 

IFrom 1973 to 1976, Alexandria graduates attended regularBCA classes 
and in 1976, the BCA conducted a special shortu~d course for Alexandria 
graduates. 'c' ..• J 
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state board of education, (2) consists of 2,000 hours or more of 
basic police training, and (3) complies with rules with respect 
to curriculum promulgated by the attorney general, shall be exempt 
from the training requirements of this section, provided the peace 
officer successfully completes one year of employment as a proba
tionary officer with a single law enforcement agency. Upon written 
notification to the executive director from the chief supervisor of 
the law enforcement agency that a peace officer under his supervision 
has fulfilled the requirement of the subdivision, the executive dir
ector shall certify the peace officer pursuant to Section 626.845, 
clause Cd). Provided, however, that nothing in this subdivision shall 
prevent any law enforcement agency from imposing any other training 
requirements upon peace officers it supervises or as a condition of 
employment. 

This law was passed prior to the amended Peace Officer Training Law and 

has some contradictions to it. The amended Training Law leaves the decision 

on the certification of the vo-tech programs to the Board of Standards and 

Training. By this law, only if the program were certified could vo-tech 

graduates be exempt from training. The new Board must ask the Attorney 

General's Office for a decision concerning the discrepencies. It is prob-

able that the decision will favor the Peace Officer Training Law since it is 

more comprehensive concerning the structure of Minnesota police training, and 

since it also allows the vo-techs with law enforcement programs to become cer-

tified police training centers. 

As was discussed in Chapter II, three types of programs may now be cer-

tified as preparatory training for peace officers. The first is what is re-

ferred to as the mandatory basic training course. This is the training 

program that has traditionully prepared men and women for police work and 

has been offered by the BCA, St. Paul, Minneapolis and the State Patrol. 

The new Board has the option to make changes in the content or uinimum length 

of this course. The second program which interested organizations may wish 

to offer is the academic program. Again, the Board must approve what is to 

be included in and the proper length of this program. The third prog~am has 
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been referred to as a skills training course for college graduates of certi

fied academic programs. This will be a shorter class than the mandatory 

basic training since it is intended to include only those technical skills 

a peace officer needs. 

The two vo-techs have indicated that they will apply for certification 

of their two-year programs (which are both over 2,000 hours in length) as 

mandatory basic training courses. If they apply for certification as aca

demic programs, :f.t would require a major restructuring of their cllrrent pro

grams. They also could provide the skills training course for other students, 

since they have the necessary facilities available. They have indicated that 

they would be willing to offer this course if the need arises. 

While decisions on the future of the vo-tech programs are pending, 

there continue to be people graduating from Alexandria and Hibbing. Those 

who graduated in May and August needed to be dealt with. Positions in 

regular BGA classes were not available in 1976-77 and the new Standards and 

Training Board was not created in time to decide on the status of these 

graduates. In response to this situation the old Board agreed to give a 

"provisional certification" to both Hibbing and Alexandria graduates pro

viding they pass an examination given by the Board (the examination given 

was the. fourth and eighth week exams which BGA students take, see Chapter XVI). 

Thirty-nine Alexandria students took this test and twenty-one passed (53.8%). 

Hibbing had eight students take this examination, one of whom passed. It is 

not clear what will happen with those students graduating from Alexandria in 

November, since it is probable that the new Standards and Training Board 
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will not have had time yet to decide on the vo-tech issue.
l 

ENROLLMENT AND SELECTION PROCEDURES 

The number of applicants for these two programs has far exceeded the num-

ber of training openings. In the school year 1975-76, Alexandria selected 86 

students from over 500 applicants. Hibbing reported a similar ratio of one 

selected out of every six applicants. One of the advantages of vo-tech train-

ing in comparison to the college programs concerns the permissible procedures 

for admission (and exclusion) from the training program. In general, commu-

nity colleges have an open enrollment policy, 1. e., essentially all high 

school graduates (or holders of a G.E.D.) can register for classes. The 

four year colleges, both private and public, currently do not utilize ex-

plici t selecti,)U criteria for entrance into a law enforcement program. 

The selection procedures for accepting students into the law enforce-

ment program at Alexandria and Hibbing roughly follow the basic guidelines 

prescribed in the Rules and Regulations of the Attorney General relating 

to peace officer training (Att. Gen. 207). These were the standards that 

were enforced prior to 1977 legislation, but as of this writing, it is not 

certain that they will all be retained.
2 

The procedures listed in the Rules 

and Regulations include:
3 

lAt the last official meeting of the MPOTB a motion was carried that the 
vo-techs be "provisionally certified" and the MPOTB made a recommendation to 
the new board that the two programs be given until July 1, 1978, to comply 
with any new rules promulgated. The problem is that there is no official sta
tus of "provisional certification" and hence, no clear idea of what that term 
means. In particular, it is unclear whether graduates need to take an exam, 
if so what exam, and how soon they need to obtain employment to be licensed. 

2The new Board has the right to assume all past regulations; however, 
they may choose to change them at their discretion. 

\1innesota Peace Officer Training Board, Police: t::. Report ~ Minnesota's 
Peace Officer Training Through ~ 22, ~, 1976. 
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(1) The applicant must be a citizen of the United States. 

(2) The applicant must possess or be eligible for a valid State of 
Minnesota driver's license. 

(3) The applicant must successfully pass a written examination demon
strating the possession of all mental skills necessary for the ac
complishment of the duties and functions of a peace officer. 

(4) The applicant shall be required to complete and submit to the 
appointing agency a preliminary application form before testing 
and a comprehensive application form after testing and just prior 
to hiring. The prospective employee shall be fingerprinted, and 
a thorough background search shall be made through the resources 
of local, state and Federal agencies in order to disclose the 
existence of any criminal record or the existence of unacceptable 
standards of conduct which would adversely affect the performance 
by the individual of his duties as a peace officer. 

(5) The applicant shall not have been convicted of a felony in this 
state or in any other state or in any Federal jurisdiction, or 
of any offense in any other state or in any Federal jurisdiction, 
which would have been a felony if committed in this state. 

(6) A licensed physician or surgeon shall make a thorough medical 
examination of the applicant to determine that he or she is free 
from any physical condition which might adversely affect the 
performance by the individual of his duties as a peace officer. 

(7) An evaluation shall be made by a licensed psychologist to deter
mine that the applicant is free from any emotional or mental condi
tion which might adversely affect the performance by the individual 
of his or her duties as a peace officer. 

(8) The applicant must successfully pass a job-related examination of 
his or her physical strength and agility demonstrating the posses
sion of physical skills necessary to the accomplishment of the 
duties and functions of a peace officer. 

(9) The applicant must successfully complete an oral examination con
ducted by or for the appointing agency to demonstrate the posses
sion of communication skills necessary to the accomplishment of 
the duties and functions of a peace officer. 

EVALUATION PROCEDURES 

The state Vocational-Technical Education Division requires all programs 

in their institutions to be evaluated by at least two experts in the field 

every other year. In the alternating year, the school does an in ..... house 

evaluation. Specific forms created by the state agency are used in these 
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evaluations. Alexandria has had many of these evaluations done since its 

inception, and Hibbing had its first evaluation in the fall of 1976. Both 

schools have received excellent ratings from these evaluators. 

In both vo-tech courses, instructors use standard paper and pencil 

quizzes and exams to evaluate academic progress of the student. Both pro-

vide lab and practicum courses in which student progress in skill develop-

ment is observed and evaluated. Written evaluations are conducted on each 

student at the end of each quarter and become part of the student's file at 

Hibbing Vo-Tech. Success in the course thus far has been measured by aca-

demic grade point average and instructor recommendations. Alexandria ad-

1 
ministered its end-of-program exam for the first time to the 1977 graduates. 

Hibbing Vo-Tech so far has not developed an end-of-program examination, but 

is in the process of doing so. The student is also evaluated on a code of 

conduct set up by each school. Included in this are: roll call procedures, 

dress code, out of school behavior review, etc. These disciplinary rules 

are made to conform to the usual restrictions and codes that are a part of 

most law enforcement agency regulations and to the police standards that 

were adopted by the Minnesota Peace Officer Training Board. These require-

ments of conduct were enforced as a condition of continuing in the training 

program. 

THE PROGRAMS 

Hibbing Vo-Tech grants a Degree of Occupabional Proficiency upon graduation 

from its program. Completion includes 80 credits <equivalent to 1,752 clock 

hours) in technical skills through the vo-tech and 46 credits (equivalent to 648 

lThe Crime Control Planning Board evaluated the final examination and 
results were sent back to the staff at Alexandria. 
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hours) of social science classes, typewriting, and body building through 

Hibbing Community College, which is one block away from the va-tech. This 

is a total of 126 credits and 2,400 clock hours. Hibbing's program is unique 

because of its use of the neighboring community college for a balance of aca

demically oriented courses. A student enrolled in this program may, with an 

additional six credits (which are optional) from the community college, re

ceive an associate of applied science degree (AAS) along with the certifi

cate citing completion of the vo~tech program. The Alexandria program 

grants an associate degree upon successful completion of the two-year vo

tech curriculum. 

Neither of these degrees should be confused with an associate of art 

degree (AA) or an associate of science degree (AS) that is awardeu for 

completion of a two-year college program. Although some of the credits from 

from the vo-techs transfer to colleges, where a degree may be obtained, 

the exact number is dependent on the educational institution reviewing the 

student's record. Also, the certificate of completion that is awarded upon 

graduation from avo-tech prosram does not certify the graduate as a police 

officer. 

Hibbing Va-Tech requires their second year students to go on ride-alongs 

with area police departments for four to ten hours per week the entire year. 

Since Hibbing has few minority citizens, the instructors have asked differ

ent ethnic groups to come up to their school and discuss ethnic awareness 

in small groups in order to give the students some differing perspectives 

and viewpoints. Alexandria has field trips designed for some of their 

classes, e.g., touring the state peniterttiaries, attending court proceedings, 

etc., and they ';:lffer field training in highway safety which includes 20 hours 
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of radar instruction and 12 hours of accident scene instruction. 

The curricula of the two programs are describ~d in detail in Chapter XI. 

STUDENTS 

Since Hibbing's program has just finished its second year of existence, 

not as much descriptive data are available on it as there are for Alexandria. 

However, Llirty-one students participated in this program during the 1976-77 

school year. Of these thirty-one, eight students graduated in the spring 

of 1977. The Hibbing program has a limit on enrollment of twenty-five to 

thirty students per year and indicates that it can handle only a total of 

60 students. Five of eight of their second year students (62.5%) were hired 

as peace officers during their enrollment at Hibbing Vo-Tech. Eighteen per

cent of the total number of students are women, and one person is from a 

minority background. 

Alexandria Vo-Tech has graduated 45, 47, 66, and 82 students in the 

years 1974, 1975, 1976 and 1977, respectively. 

It has three graduating classes per year in May, August, and November. 

This way fewer students are looking for jobs at the same time. A total of 

146 students were enrolled in the fall of 1976. The limit of enrollment is 

maintained at 80 to 90 new students per year. About two percent of the stu

dents come from minority backgrounds and 11% of the total enrollment in the 

law enforcement program are women (see Table 3.1 for further information). 

INSTRUCTORS 

Initially, an instructor in a vocational-technical institute must have 

6,000 clocK hours or three years of occupational experience in the law 
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TABLE 3.1 

tAW ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS AT AREA VOCATIONAL.TECltNICIIL INSTITUTES 

PROGRAMS STUDENT S INS T RUG TOR S 

NUMBER ENROLLED NUMBER OF GRADUATI:J; ANNUAL PERGENT' 
DEGREES HELD VOCATIO::AL- FlELD ~lUMBER ~FALL) (SPRING) LINIT OF PERCENT PER- CURRENT I 

I TEr::Hllrr::AL DEGREE TRA WING OF YEAR , I I , ENROLL- MINOR- CENT LAW OF- AAI BA/ MAl 
.j::- I);STlITTES IS LE R<XlUIRED YEARS ~ ill!! !2ll ill§. ~ ill!! !ill .!22§. l2.!l ~ MENT -l!L ~ ~ ~ ~ .!!2. !!.2!!! !ill!!£ !!. IT ~ \J1 -

ADb I Alexandria Yes 2 1967 133 149 146 428 45 47 66 82 242 80.90 A8. 11% None 1 2 2 5 1 9 2 11 
M BS MS JD 

I aA Insignificant percentage (21. or less) 

bSee page 43 (or an explanation of the difference of the~e degrees from AA and AS degrees. 



enforcement field, plus at least one vo-tech teacher training class in order 

to get a two-year teaching certificate. When an instructor receives a total 

of sixteen credits or 192 clock hours of teacher training classes (they use 

a 1/12 ratio of credits to hours), he is then eligible for a teaching cer-

tificate of five years duration. The teacher must continue to up-grade his/ 

her class presentations after the certificate is received. The vocational. 

technical schools require them to take classes on instruction techniques 

during this period. 

At the minimum, law enforcement instructors at a Vocational-Technical 

Institute must have three years experience as peace officers and one 

teacher-training course in order to instruct. In adqition to this, six of 

Alexandria's eleven law enforcement instructors have post-secondary degrees. 

TABLE 3.2 

ALEXANDRIA VOCATIONAL

TECHNICAL FACULTY 

FULL-TIME 
NUMBER OF OR 
INSTRUCTORS PART-TIME 

1 FT 
2 PT 
2 FT 
1 FT 
5 FT 

11 

DEGREE 
HELD 

M 
BS 
MS 
JD 

No Degree 

The Hi'obing PJ~'granl has only two instructors, neither of whom have de-

grees; however, they both have extensive experience in law enforcement. 

The H:ib1.Jiag progra.m iE much r.e;',er and smaller than Alexandria.' s which ac-

counts for the diff rence in staff size. Both of the instructors at Hibbing 
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Vo-Tech are full-time. Hibbing's institute makes use of the neighboring 

conwunity college for approximately one-third of its required classes, and 

thos,e instructors all have degrees ranging from bachelor to law degrees. 

Alexandria in~tructors are required to return to a law enforcement agency 

for occupational refresher experience every other year during the summer 

months. 

The Vor-ationa1-Technica1 Education Division cited combined salaries for 

two instructors at Hibbing to be $35,760 annually, inclr.ding fringe benefits. 

The salaries per instructor at Hibbing Vo-Tech average out to $16,254.55 per 

instructor. The total salary, including fringe benefits, for nine full .. time 

instructors at Alexandria is $169,950 annually. This figure averages out to 

$17,166.66 annually per instructor. l 

FUND!NG 

The funding of vocational-technical institutes is broken down in Table 3.3 

(see Chapter VIII for more information on funding). The 32% entitled founda-

tion aid comes from the state budget. The state appropriation is a set amount 

of money that is received by the vo-techs. The foundation aid is additional 

money that the schools are entitled to dependent on the number of students 

enrolled in the institution. Full-time equivalent students (1,050 hours) 

provide the vo-tech $2,000 of Foundation Aid, less the amount received from 

a local levy of one mill, plus tuition and fees during the 1976-77 school 

year. This has been increased to $2,120 for 1977-78. 

1Actually the figure for Hibbing was for 2.2 instructors, and for Alex
andria 9.9 instructors. The program at Hibbing runs 175 days per fiscal 
year and the program at Alexandria runs 183 days. If an instructor works 
more than the allotted time, his working days are rounded to the nearest 
10th of a point. Thus, one or more instructors at each institution worked 
more than the allotted days. 
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TABLE 3.3 

FUNDING FOR AREA VOCATIONAL

TECHNICA~TITUTEa 
~----------~=--=-===-----.----------------.--~ 

DOLLARS PERCENT RESOURCES 

$28.9 million 38% State appropriations 
23.9 32% Foundation aid 
13.7 18% Other 

4.9 7% Federal appropriations 
3.8 ~ Tuition and fees 

$75.2 million 100% 
-- ---

L 
aFrom State of Minnesota Pocket Data Book, 
State Planning Agency, 1.975, p. 90, source 
cited: Minnesota Higher Education Coordi
nating Commission (see: E-8). 

,---------_.----------- ---_._-------------, 

The amount of money that tuition and fees net is a relatively small 

percentage of the entire amount, certaiuly much smaller than in community 

colleges or state universities. This is due to the fact that most students 

are required to pay minimal tuition. All Minnesota residents may enroll in 

a vocational-technical progr.am for $2 per day for each school day enrolled 

($5 per day for nonresidents). Another direct cost to the resident student 

is a supply fee. This fee differs by discipline and school. For law en-

forcement at both Alexandria and Hibbing, the supply fee is usually $60-$80 

a year. This fee includes boo\':s, supplies, lab fees, and uniforms which 

students keep 'Upon completi.on of the program. Some students receive help to 

pay this fee through CETA (Comprehensive Employment & Training Act) and BEOG 

(nasic Educational Opportunity Grant) grants. Hibbing students pay an addi-

tional amount of money for their classes that are given through the community 

college nearby. However, students pay a reduced rate of $2.00 per credit 

taken, instead of the $11.50 per credit that a student enrolled through the 
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college would pay. This $2.00 is again merely a supply fee. This is 

another aspect of the unique cooperative program set up between Hibbing Vo-

Tech and Hibbing Community College. 

SUMMARY 

Until the new Minnesota Board of Peace Officer Standards and Training 

is organized and makes decisions on the yo-tech law enforcement programs, 

their status remains ambiguous. In the past they have not been certified 

programs and their graduates have had to attend the regular BCA 280-hour 

course. Arrangements were made for vo-tech graduates to attend regular BCA 

classes through 1976, and 1977 graduates could be certified without attend

ing the BCA program provided they passed the BCA final exams. l 

It is enticipated that the two vo-tech law enforcement programs will 

seek to be certified as mandatory basic training programs by the new Train-

ing Board. In this way their graduates would no longer be required to a~-

tend additional BCA training. Although the vo-techs do offer academic 

subjects (see Chapter XI) they are primarily training programs and are un-

likely to seek certification as academic programs. The previous Training 

Board reconnnended to the reconstituted Board that the vo-techs be "pro-

visionally certified" and have until July, 1978, to comply with any new 

rules. Since the term "provisional certifi"ation" is nowhere defined, and 

hence is ambiguous, and since the new Board has not yet met on the vo-tech 

issue (as of this ,.;rriting, Octobe:t 1, 1977), the short-term and long-term 

positions of the programs and graduates continue to be uncertain. 

lIt should be noted that since the BCA exams are geared to the presen
tation of material in the BCA classes, some might perceive that this exam 
is not a fair indication of whether vo-tech students should be certified. 
This issue is addressed again in Chapt:er XVI. 
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CHAPTER IV 

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY LAW ENFORCEMENTj 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS 
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-----~-~--- ----

INTRODUCTION 

The criminal justice student has a number of options available for 

education in the state of Minnesota. This chapter will discuss the various 

academic programs offered. Information has b2en gathered on the number of 

students, types of programs, and courses offered for each school. The 

schools have been divided into three categories--community colleges (two-

year programs), state universities and the University of Minnesota (four-

year programs), and private colleges (both two- and four-year programs). 

The schools in the state that carry either law enforcement or criminal jus-

tice programs are: 

Community Colleges 
j 

Hibbing 
Inver Hills 
Lakewood 
Mesabi 
Metropolitan 
Normandale 
Northland 
North Hennepin 
Rochester 
Willmar 

Universities 
I 
Bemidji 
Mankato 
Metropolitan 
Hoorhead 
St. Cloud 
University of 

Minnesota-Duluth 
University of 

Minnesota-Hinne
apolis 

Private Colleges 
I 
Antioch Communi

versity 
College of St. Thomas 
Golden Valley Lutheran 

College 
St. Mary's College 

Most of these programs were initiated to raise the educational level of 

peace officers. The peace officer is faced with a job which forces him/her 

to control and manage human behavior and human action. To pel:form the job 

successfully art officer must maintain an understanding and comprehension of 

human attitudes and responses. 

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stand.ards and Goals 
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has supported this position and has made many proposals concerning the edu-

cational standards for selection and incentive programs in order to increase 

the educational level of police officers. The Minnesota Task Force on these 

standards and goals has rejected educational requirements as mandatory for 

selection, but has encouraged recruitment among college graduates and educa-

tional incentives for peace officers (see Chapter VI for an in-depth com-

parison of NAC and Minnesota Task Force recommendations). 

Federal monies have been plentiful for criminal justice programs during 

the last decade. This can be attributed to a movement in the 1960's when: 

With the advent of urban riots and increased fear of crime, 
the previously local issue of law enforcement became an item on 
the national policy agenda. A series of national commissions 
have studied the policy and proposed reforms (President's Com
mission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, 
1967; National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, 1968: 
National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, 
1970). The need for additional training and education for po
lice has been a common theme in the commission reports. The ReM 
port of the Task Force on the Police of that commission • • • 
asserted, 'The quality qf police service will not significantly 
improve until higher educational requirements are established 
for its personnel' (Task Force on the Police, 1967:126). 'Cities 
and counties which fail to recognize the vital necessity of up
grading the educational levels of their department are,' ac
cording to the Task Force on the Police (1967:126), rguilty of 
perpetuating ineffective police service and are not providing 
their citizens with adequate police service and protection. r 
In 1968 • • • Congress for the first time authorized and appro
priated significant amounts of money to support police education 
and training programs (Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
1971:81-87).1 

However, at this time the main, although not the sole, purpose of these 

appropriations has been to educate currently employed peace officers (i.e., 

lDennis C. Smith and Elinor Ostrom, "The Effects of Training and Edu
cation on Police Attitudes and Performance: A Preliminary Analysis." 
From The Potential for Reform of Criminal Justice, edited by Herbert 
Jacob:-Volume III, Sage Criminal Justice 'System Annuals (Beverly Hills: 
SAGE Publications) 1974, p. 46, 47. 
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to provide in-service education). This has been especially true in Minne

sota with the community college programs in the past, but now these same 

programs recruit the majority of their students from pre-service personnel. 

This trend, which is most noticeable in outstate areas, seems to have occurred 

due to attrition. From interviews with the college representatives in Decem

ber, 1976, it was clear that most of the police officers who wanted an educa

tion, and who helped to push for the programs initially, had already completed 

their two-year degrees. Thus, the percentage of in-service students, which 

during the first years of the programs encompassed the majority, now are 

anywhere from lfk-40% of the total enrollment in the various programs. 

The studeut who enrolls in a college or university criminal justice pro

gram may not have a career as a law enforcement officer in mind. The uni

versity programs, especially, inclUde a broad overview of the criminal 

justice field. The criminal justice student may be preparing himself for a 

career in corrections, security, probation/parole, courts, research, or pos

sibly graduate or law school. Most of the programs in the state have at 

least one course in each of these areas, though they may be electives in

stead of required courses. In the community colleges, the curricula do tend 

to emphasize law enforcement. Many more students attend law enforcement pro

grams at these colleges than at the two vocational-technical institutes. Ac

cording to interviews with college representatives, the majority of these 

people are planning to become peace officers. 

COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Minnesota has a total of eighteen community colleges, ten of which offer 

associate degrees in law enforcement. Half of these ten schools are situated 
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TABLE 4.1 
DATA ON CCMlfUNITY COLLEGE LW ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS 

CCHw.fITY 
GOLLEGES 

Ribbing 

pROCRAMS STUDENTS 

IlJHBER nELD 
DECREE OF TRAINING 
l!L!! ~ RHJUIRED 

M 3 ~.~ 

NUMBER 
OF YEAR I 

NUMBER ENROLLED8 

(FALL) 
tlUMBER OF GRADUATES a 

(SPRING) 

~ ~ .ill!!.!ill1:21§. ~ .ill!!.!ill1:21§..!2l7. ~ 
2 1971 54 49 24 127 4 29 22 5 60 

Mean 42 15 

ANNUAl. 
LIMIT OF 
ENROLL-

~ 
None 

PERCENT PER· 
MINOR- CENT 

--.!!L ~ 
None None 

I 
PERCENT 
G\:RRENT 
LAW OF-

~ 
217. 

INSTRUCTORS 

DEGREES HELD 
'MI BAI HAl 
...M ..]2. .l!1! ...!:i!.!!. ~ ]I II ~ 

011 

OGaJpATION OF 1'1 
INSTRUCTORS 

-judge 

-;':e:; ;;11: - -;;. - -1; - - -y:: ---"i - - -i97"i - -io3-11~ -113- ;2~ - - "i2- -1; - ;0- -29 - 94- - -N:n: - - -At; - - - "i3i - -,;"'- - -.- -1: -:. - -2- -.- - -1- -6- - -7- -.; :t~o;n:y: - •• --

Mean 109 24 BA HA _1 }!inneapolis P.O. 
_1 C'?rrections 

Lakewood 
Mean 

Mesabi 
Hean 

M 

M 

7 1'10 2 

6 No 2 

1968 

1971 

220 200 172 592 
197 

47 60 42 149 
50 

30 30 25 29 114 
29 

19 11 8 8 46 
12 

None Nono 187. 

60 None 267. 

2- 3·HA 2 
as loMS 

1. I. 
BA HA 

2 

1 7 

o 4 

_1 Dir. BGA Lab 
_1 Training Officer 

8 .3 lieutenants 
_MPOTB 
_1 attorney 
.1 judge 
.1 Dlr. BCA Lab 

4 .1 probation officer 
_1 sociologi~t 
-1 attorney 
.1 judge 

_______________________________________________________________ u ___________________________________ _ 

Metropolitan M 
Kean 

6 110 2 1972 45 45 45 135 
45 

!I 6 5 21 
.5 

NO.ne 227. 507. Majority. 1- 2. 
BA HA 

3 1 5 6 .1 sociologist 
.1 attorney 
.1 sheriff 
_1 lieutenant 

------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------~-.----------------------
Normandale 

Hean 
M 9 Yes 2 1972 220 248 245 713 

238 
34 38 43 22 137 

34 
None 67. 337. 28't .:<-HA 2 

l-!!S 
4 5 _1 sherrEf 

_1 captain P.O. 
.!fpOTB 
.1 attorney 

-----------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------lIorthland M 6 110 2 
Mean 

1969 9 9 27 45 
15 

2 2 6 .5 13 
4 

None None 337. None 1 1 o 2 2 .1 attorney 
.1 reg. Dir. of DCA ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North 

Hennepin 
Hean 

M 
AS 

7 110 2 1960 244 275 259 778 
259 

35 36 .35 16 122 31 None None 22't 2_ I_ 
DA HA 

o 4 4 .1 attorney 
.1 Ghief of Police 
-1 Asst.Dir. of P.D. 
_1 sheriff 

;"~:.~e:; - - -;;. - - -6- - - - ;0-- - -"i - - -197; - - - - -7~ - ;0-15~ - - - - -1~ -15- -1; -"40- -A:c::di:g- ;o:e- - -13i - -1;'$,- -1_- -1: -1: - -t - ~'--l- -5- - -6- -.1 :t~o;":y- - - --

Mean 10 to apace loA DA HA _1 Dep. sheriff 
IOvallable .1 lieutenant 

.1 Dir. of Mental 
Health 

-----------------------------------------------------------b--------b-------------------------------1I1l1m.ar M 7 Yea 2 1969 70 65 55 190 11 19 15 15 60 None j 317. Ii. 2. 2. 2 1 2 5 7.2 attorneys 

Mean 

Percentages 

63 15 BA HA _1 Chief of P"li~e 
.1' retired FBI 
.1 housewU .. 

aWh!!11ever exact J1UIll1- ,;0 vere not available, 81timatoa have been recorded. Estimate. are thole provided I;y each school. 

b~ In.ignificant percentase (2't or le,.). 
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in the metropolitan area. Of the remaining five, three are in northern Min

nesota, one in west central and one in southern Minnesota (see Figure 4.1). 

Most of the programs are similar with only slight differences, so an attempt 

will be made to illustrate the basic two-year law enforcement program. De

tailed information on each program can be found in Table L~.l. 

The degree granted is an associate of arts degree. The community col

leges had an average enrollment in law enforcement of 106 fDr fall of 1976, 

with the mean number of graduates being 14.9 in the spring of 1977. The 

annual mean number of graduates over the period 1974-1977 is 18.2 (the range 

of the annual mean number of graduates for this period is 14.9-20.4). 

The median number of law enforcement classes offered per college is six 

with the range being three to twelve. The college wh~ch offers only three 

law enforcement classes is an exception and will be discussed later in this 

chapter. The ten classes listed in Table 4.2 are the most common in the 

community college law enforcement currieula. The college currioula are 

discussed in more detail in Chapter XI. 

Four of the ten colleges include internship arrangements through their 

programs and generally a student can receive from six to twelve credits de

pending on the individual program. All the programs were started within 

five years of each other during the period 1968 to 1973. 

The community colleges generally have only one person who ~orks full

time in law enforcement, usually as the coordinator. They draw their part

time staff from the criminal justice community in the surrounding area and 

occasionally from other community college staff members. The law enforcement 

programs have an average of five total staff members (including part-time). 
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FIGURE 4.1 

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN MINNESOTA 

WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT OR CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS 

A 

0 

~ 

A 
0 
0 

D 

o ~ State College/University 

a ~ Community College 

0= Private College 
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The majority of the instructors, both full-time and part-time, have at least 

a master's degree or higher (Table 4.3). 

____ '-...... ~~ ______ .... .,..... .~ __ .a.-. _________ ._. ~~\.-.~ _______ . ____ ~ 

TABLE 4.2 

CURRICULA: COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS 

TEN MOST COMMON COURSES 

COURSE TITLEa 

NUMBER OF COLLEGES 
THAT OFFER 
THE COURSE 

Criminal Law 
Police Administration and Organi-

zation 
Criminal 'Evidence and Procedure 
Introduction to Law Enforcement 
Police Operations 
Police Connnunity Relations 
Criminal Investigation 
Criminal Behavior 
Introduction to Criminal Justice 
Introduction to Criminalistics 

aNot all schools use the exact title given here. 

8 

7 
6 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 

This list was achieved through matching of course 
content. 

TABLE 4.3 

INSTRUCTORS: COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS a 

NUMBER OF INSTRUCTORS 

17 
18 
10 

1 
4 

TOTAL~ 50 

DEGREE HELD 

Law 
MAIMS 
BA/BS 
AA 
No Degree 

aSee Table 4.1 for occupation of 
part-time personnel. 
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•• 
The connnunity colleges are funded primarily through state allocations. 

LEEP (Law Enforcement Education Program) funds also make up a part of the • resources, especially in those schools with a high percentage of in-service 

personnel (see Table 4.1 for information on characteristics of students by 

school). The tuition for a student at a connnunity college is $11.50 t,t" • credit, which generally covet'S about one-third of the program costs. Since 

these schools are state operated, the instructors are paid on a state scale 

which has steps and columns of advancement. (This ranking applies only to • full-time employees.) The lowest paid ra,nk is step 0, column 1 at $9,141 

annually. The highest paid rank is step 12, column 4 at $21,552 annually. 

The part-time instructors, which are 86% of the total number in law en- • for cement programs, generally receive $200 per credit/quarter. Since the 

majority of the law enforcement courses are three credits (although a few 

are four), this amounts to approximately $600 per class/quarter. • 
The only schools which seem to deviate from this basic program are 

Hibbing and Mesabi Connnunity Colleges. They are unique in that they have 

initiated a cooperative program (they are only 26 miles apart). Both col- • 
leges offer the supporting behavioral science courses and the freshman year 

specialized sequence in law enforcement (Introduction to Criminal Justice, 

Crime and Delinquency, and Criminal Law). The sophomore year specialized • 
sequence of law enforcement courses (Police Administration, Police Role in 

Delinquency Control, and Police Connnunity Relations) are offered only by 
< 

Mesabi Connnunity College. These courses are scheduled in the evening to af- • 
ford easy access to both Hibbing and Mesabi students. 

Rochester Connnunity College also varies somewhat from the other two- • 
year programs in that its courses tend to be directed more towards training. 

Its program includes classes titled Police Records, Report Writing, and 
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Traffic Law-Accident Investigation. 

The University of Minnesota, General College offers college credit for 

completion of a certified training program from a police academy which can 

be applied toward an associate of arts degree although it is not. part of the 

Community College sys1!em. The remaining credits needed to complete an A.A. 

degree may be ea~ned by taking courses through the General College. Gen-

eral C.ollege also awards college credit for vocational ... technical training in 

law enforcement, using a ratio of one credit earned for 30 clock hours. 

STATE UNIVERSITIES 

Minnesota has five state universities that offer programs in the crimi

nal justice field,l These are Bemidji State, Mankato State, Moorhead State, 

St. Cloud State and Metropolitan State. The University of Minnesota-

Minneapolis campus and Duluth campus also offer crimi.nal justice programs. 

Detailed information on the state university and University of Minnesota 

programs can be found in Table 4.4. 

Since the state universities are all under the same auspices, their 

facilities and programs will be described accordingly, dealing mainly with 

the first four schools listed. Metropolitan State University runs a unique 

program, in which most students work full-time, set up their own programs, 

and work at their own speeds. Wherever possible, Metropolitan'S statistics 

have been incorporated into Table 4.4. 

All of the state uni sity programs were started in the early 1970's. 

Bemidji and St .• Cloud both grant bachelor t s degrees in criminaL justice and 

lWinona State University is beginning a crim:l.nal justice program during 
the fall of 1977. it has not been included in this discussion. 
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TABLE 4.4 

DATA O!l UNIVERSITY LAW ENPORCllHENT/CRIHINAL .ruSTICI! PROGRAHS 

PROGRAMS STUDENT 5 , INS T Rue T 0 a S 
j I i I j I 

MlMB ER ENROLLl108 NUMBER OF GRADUATES8 AIDmAL PERCENT 
DEGREI!S HEW NUMBER FlEW N\P:!JlER 

(FALL) (SPRING~ 
LIMIT OF PERCENT PER- CURRENT , I 0CCU1' A TION Of 

STATE UNI- DE- SUB_ OF TRAINING OF 'nAR • 1 • i ENROLL_ HINOR- CENT LAII OF- MAjMSI PH.D.I 
P.f~ 

PART-TIME 
VE11SlTlES ...9!!!!. .:!E ~ REXlUIRED ~ ~ !2l!! .!.ill .!.2l§. ~ !2l!! .!.ill .!.2l§. ~ ~ --E.L.. ~ ~ BA/BS .-!:!!?-~ !! lI:STRl!CTORS 
Bemidji AS CJ to No 2 1972 63 141 186 390 25 25 25 75 None None 33'1. i.e 2_BA 4-t'h.D. 4 5 9 -!tegion 8 C.1lt.e 

BS CJ Yes 4 1974 2-Law Coomission 
Mean 130 25 -2 county attorneys 

-Chief of 8 Police. 
Department 

-Highway Patrol 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------
Hankato AS LE 6 Yes 2 1971 115 160 160 445 6 9 20 35 None len: 20'%, ;.C 2_BS 2.& 2-Ph.D. 2 1 9 _2 attome)'s 

BS LE Yes 4 3-Law .2 Chiefs of Police 
Mean 148 12 Deparm.ents 

-Captain of Police 
Department 

.Lieutenant of Police 
Department ---------r-------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------,-

Moorhead BA CJ 8 No 4 1972 80 86 96 262 4 19 23 46 None 4'f, 36'1'. I. c l...HSW 6-Ph.D. 7 0 1 
Mean 87 15 

------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------,---------------~ St. Cloud BA CJ 10 No 4 1973 100 260 300 660 10 20 55 85 According S'f, tQ,~ len: 12-HA 21-
to ~pace Ph.D. 4 2 6 ~2 judgea 

Mean 22.0 28 aval1ab18 -TOTALS 36B 647 142 1757 4S 73 123 241 4 15 38 17 14 31 
Hean 92 162 186 439 11 18 31 60 4 4 8 
Missing 1 

, 
u.of M. - BAd I.e Minneapolis CJ 17 No 4 1969 200 200 200 600 45 45 45 \35 None 33~ len: loMS 9-Ph.D. 11 2 13 .underaherHf 

HA CJ No 1-2 1976 9 9 None ;.c 33'f, 6611 1-11D 2-Law .psychlacr1at 
Mean 200 4S ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

U.of H. -
5.-\ d Duluth CJ 9 Yea 4 1969 225 22S 225 675 65 65 65 195. According len: Sen: 2S~ 5-Ph.D. 4 I S .attorney 

Hean 225 65 to space 
available 

TOTALS (In-
cluding State 
Univ""s1tie. 
and U.of M.) 793 1072 1167 3032 155 183 233 571 4 17 54 S9 17 76 

Mean 132 179 195 50S 26 31 39 95 
Percentages 5% 23% 721. 181. 22% 

--------------------------------------------.--------- ------------------------~--------------------~ Metropolitan lIA CJ 4 1971 27 2.7 5 5 None 8t 
<: i. 

~enever exact ~e~a were not available, estimates have been fe~orded. Estimates are t.b~se provided by each school. 
.. 

blncludes instructors outside the university; excludes faculty from other depa~bnents associated with 
Cloud, fo~ example, has an additional 27 university fa cult)' 8ssociatt'.d with its program. 

the program. St. 

Cj Insignificant percentage (27. or less). 

~egree granted through .mothe", field, specialization or concentration only in criminal justice • 

• • • • • • • • • • 
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Mankato offers a bachelor's degree in law enforcement. A student at Moorhead 

may specialize in criminal justice but the degree must be in one ,of the be-

havioral sciences. Bemidji and Mankato both offer a two-year associate de-

gree as well. Bemidji also has an extension program with two neighboring 

community colleges. The instructors are from Bemidji and the degree is 

granted through the state university but the classes are held at both the 

community colleges and the university campus. Mankato and Bemidji are the 

only two universities of these four that require an internship or field 

training placement for their program. 

The average number of students enrolled in the state university crimi-

nal justice classes is 439 with the mean number of graduates at 60 per year 

(see Table 4.4 for individual school statistics). The vast majority of stu-

dents enrolled in these majors are pre-service as opposed to in-service p~r-

sonnel. 

Of the instructors at state universities, 67.5% have .either law degrees 

or Ph.P.'s in their respective fields. The breakdown of instructor qualifi-

cations is listed in Table 4.5, which includes both full-time and part-time 

instructors. For the list of occupations of part-time instructors see Table 

4.4. 

TABLE 4.5 

INSTRUCTORS: STATE ,.,UNIVERSITIES 

NUMBER OF INSTRUCTORS 

4 
15 
38 

TOTAL: 57 
N= 58 
Missing 

Data 1 
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Both the Minneapolis campus and the Duluth campus of the University of 

Minnesota offer criminal justice concentrations. A student at one of these 

schools generally majors in the social sciences, usually sociology or psy-

chology. The Minneapolis campus grants a degree through the Co11ege of 

Liberal Arts called Bachelor of Elected Studies (BES). Through this de-

gLee students can create their own programs according to their future ca-

reer needs. In this way a degree can be obtained in criminal justice 

instead of tnerely a concentration in the field. Data on the number of stu

dents choosing this route were not available. l The BES program completed a 

five-year experimental phase in the spring of 19/6, and its future seems un-

certain at this point. In the fall of 1976, the Minneapolis campus also 

started the only graduate program in criminal justice in this state. En-

rollment was limited to only nine students. 

Both of the specialization programs in Duluth and Minneapolis were 

started in 1969. The University of Minnesota-Minneapolis campus averages 45 

graduates per year and Duluth averages 65 graduates per year. Both schools' 

average enrollment is approximately 200 (see Table 4.4). 

Ten percent of the undergraduates on. the Minneapolis campus and 66% of 

the graduate students are in-service. In Duluth, 25% of the students in the 

criminal justice program are in-service, and 50% of the total number are 

women. A11 the instructors, both full-time and part-time, in both univer-

sities hold either master's, doctor's, or law degrees (see Table 4.4). 

A student enrolled in a state university pays $10.25 per c:c-ed'it, while 

those enrolled at the University of Minnesota, on either campus, pay $21.25 

lApparently the university does not keep statistics on concentrations 
within this program. 
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per credit. The salary range for instructors and professors at state univer-

sities is provided in Table 4.6. The salary range for professors at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota is similar to that listed in the table. 

~----.------------~------------------------------~ 
TABLE 4.6 

SALARIES: STATE UNIVERSITIES 

TITIiE 

Instructor 
Assistant Professor 

L Associate Professor 
Professor 

SAL..I\.RY RANGE 

$10,000-$16,000 
13,100. 19,700 
1.5,000- 22,300 
18,200- 26,800 

In analyzing the curricula of the variclUs schools, it became apparent 

that there were problems of comparison. The interest was only in viewing 

those classes related to criminal justice and not the entire liberal arts 

education. Some programs were degree oriented while others were specializa-

tion oriented. For those educational institutions which grant degrees, only 

the required courses dealing with criminal justice were recorded. For those 

schools granting concentrations in criminal justice, record was kept of those 

classes which apply to criminal justice~ regardless of the department under 

which they were listed. For the University of Minnesota-Minneapolis campus 

only those courses listed under the criminal justice studies department were 

listed. The course titles may not always be the same for every school but 

through matching of course content, groupings were achieved. The average num-

ber of criminal justice classes given at a four-year college in Minnesota is 

ten, with the University of Minnesota offering the most (seventeen), and 

Mankato State requiring the fewest (six). 1 The ten classes most prevalent 

among the universities are listed in Table 4.7. The curricula of the univer-

sity programs are discussed again in Chapter XI. 

~ankato offers ten but requires only six courses. Only required courses 
are listed in Tabla 4.4 for degree-granting programs. 
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TABLE 4.7 

CURRICULA: FOUR-YEAR UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS 

TEN MOST COMMON COURSESa 

COURSES 

Criminal Law 
Corrections 
Introduction to Criminal Jus-

tice or Law Enforcement 
Criminology 
Juveniles 
Police Community Relations 
Law Enforcement Administration 
Courts 
Criminal Investigation 
Seminar: Criminal Justice 

----------------------

NUMBER OF UNIVER
SITIES THAT OFFER 

THE COURSE 

6 
6 

5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 

ill. See Chapter XI, Table 11.7 for complete list 
of classes. 

PRIVATE COLLEGES 

Four private colleges offer programs in criminal justice or law enforce-

1 
mente Detailed information on each program is included in Table 4.8. 

St. Mary's College in Winona offers a bachelor of arts degree in soci-

ology/anthropology in which a law enforcement core is available. The stu-

dent who chooses this route receives a bachelor of arts degree. The student 

who completes the first two years at a community college in law enforcement 

and then goes on to St. Mary's to complete a four-year degree receives a 

bachelor of social science degree. The reason is that community college 

curricula frequently tend to be mo+e technical than those of a four-year 

college. 

1 
St. Benedict's College also has a criminal justice program. It has not 

been included in this study due to its structure which is determined on the 
basis of each student and his/her interest. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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PRIVATE 
,!;OLlEGES 

Antioch Com-
",university 

Golden Valley 
Lutheran 

• 

DEGREE SUB_ 

!t£.1:! :!!9! 

BA GJI 
LE 

AA LE 

• 

PROGRAMS 

FIELD NUMBER 
TRAINING OF YEAR 
!LEXlUIREIJ ~ ~ 

No 4-5 1969 

Yes 2 1976 

• • • • • • 

TABLE 4.8 

DATA ON PRIVATE COLLEGE LAW ENFORCEMENT/CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS 

STUDENT,S 

NUMBER ENROLLW a 
(FALL) 

i i 

NUMBER OF GRADUATESa ANNtJAL 

(SPRINC) LIMIT OF 
i I ENROLL-

.!2Z!: .!ill. .!.ill ~ .!2Z!: .!ill. .!.ill :!!l!'!!: ~ 

40 1-2/yr. 300 

(Program just started) None 

i 
PERCENT 

PERCENT PER- CURRENT 
MINOR_ CENT LAW OF_ 
-.!!.L .!:!2!'!B! .1E!!§.. 

Majority I-grad- 8or. 
black unte 
students 

40% a 

IN 

DEGREES HELD 
i 

MA/MS! PIl.D.! 
BA/BS~~ 

1-MA 1-Ph.D. 
I-JD 
l-LLD 

• 

STRUCTORS 

!! n: 

2 

OCCUPATIOIl OF 
PART-TIME 

!2lli! INSTRl!CTORS 

-minister 
-judge 
-attorney 

2 _1 lieutenant 
-1 retired FBI 

;a7n~ ;a;y-:s-- ;A-- ~- ---N: ----4---1;7~ -- -- --- ;0- - - - - - - -- - - -1;--- - ;o~e- - ... -Ab - -- iF - -sw,- -- - -1:';';; - ;-;h~D~-5--- - -5-- -- - - -----

BSS 20/yr. laMS I-JD 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Saint Thomas BA OJ Yes 4 1976 15 (Program just started) None Unknown Unknown 5or.c 2_BA 4-HA I-JD 4 3 7 -MPOTB 
-state corrections 
-judge 

----------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
8\o1henever exact numbers were not available, eatLmates ~Ave been recorded. Estimates are thoso provided by each school. 

bA Insignificant percentage (2~ or less). 

CAn estimate, since program just began. but is geared toward in-service personnel. 
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The program at St. Mary!s is labeled "law enforcement," but seems to be 

predominately a criminal justice program. The courses they offer tend to be 

oriented toward the entire criminal justice system rather than simply law 

enforcement. This degree program started in 1970 and has about 18-20 people 

graduating per year. In the fall of 1976, St. Mary's had 40 people enrolled 

in the major. Their staff is composed of five full-time professors, one who 

has a JD, two with Ph.D.ts and two with master's degrees. 

Instructors receive salaries ranging from $1,100 to $2,000 per class/ 

quarter. Tuition for the students is $77.00 per credit hour. This pays 

for approximately 55% of the cost of the instructors. St. Maryts students 

also receive LEEP funds although the number and the amount granted was un

known. 

The College of St. Thomas started its program in the fall of 1976, and 

gra.nts a bachelor of arts degree in criminal justice. This major is run 

through New College and therefore, courses are offered in night school. It 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

is open to all students who may be interested in some aspect of criminal .. 

justice. However, it seems to emphasize education for the person who is 

presently working in the field of criminal justice. St. Thomas estimated 

20 program enrollees for 1976-1977 and 80 by the year 1980. By 1980, they 

estimate fifteen graduates. Approximately 50% of the students currently en

rolled are in-service personnel. This school also requires field training 

or an internship in order to graduate. 

Their current staff consists of four full-time professors and three 

part-time. Over 71% of the 'staff have master t s degrees or higher while 

29% hold bachelor of arts degrees. One of the part-time instructors is 

employed with the Minne~ota Board of Peace Officer Standards and Training 
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(MBPOST), one is a judge, and the remaining instruct.or works in the field of 

corrections at a state level. Salaries for these people approximately range 

between $1,100-$1,600 per course taught. Full-time staff are paid about 

$15,000 per year. A student is estimated to pay approximately $305.00 for 

tuition per course in criminal justice, with a course being equal to four 

semester hours. 

Golden Valley Lutheran College started its program in the fall of 

1976, also. It is a two-year associate degree program dealing with law en

forcement rather than criminal justice, This is the only other private col

lege which requires an internship in order to receive the degree. Golden 

Valley Lutheran'S first enrollment for fall quarter, 1976, was 40 students. 

Of these, 40% were women, 2% or less were minority students, and there were 

no current law enforcement officers. 

In the first year, Golden Valley Lutheran had two part-time instructors. 

One is a retired FBI agent and the other is a lieutenant in a local police 

department. One of them has a master's degree and the other one has a bach

elor of arts degree. The instructors receive $600.00 per course/quarter. 

The tuition is $749.00 per quarter per student. 

The other private educational institutibn which offers a degree in the 

criminal justice field is Antioch Communiversity. This school awards a bach

elor's degree in what is known as Law and Justic€~ which seems to include both 

criminal justice and law enforcement. It offers five courses in this area, 

each of which is three credits. Law and Justice is one of four major areas 

of study which make up the core curriculum for the bachelor'S degree. 

Students at Antioch tend to be older than students in other programs and 

come from the working public. Students may receive credits toward their 
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degrees for their life experiences. A maximum of 120 credits (half of the 

degree requirements) may be obtained through documenting past and present 

experiences, and future goals and directions. A student begins to write 

these documents in the fourth quarter of study, and they are usually done 

in conjunction with classroom work. 

This program was started in 1969, and usually has about 40 students 

enrolled each year. Of the 40 students enrolled in the fall of 1976, the 

majority were black and 80% were working as law officers. Only one woman 

has graduated from the program since its inception. The average number of 

graduates per year in Law and Justice is two. Antioch limits its total en

rollment to 300. 

Antioch's staff is composed of five members, but they also have an 

adjunct faculty which varies in size from year to year. The salary of 

staff members is about $400.00 per credit hour/quarter. Since most 

classes are three credits, this amounts to about $1200.00/c1ass/quarter. 

Tuition for students at Antioch is $562.00 per quarter, or $2,250.00 per 

year. Many kinds of grants and loans are available to the students, in

cluding LEEP funds. 

THE STAWS OF COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY 

PROG~~S AND GRADUATES 

Minnesota Statute 626.851, Subd. 2, in the past allowed students who 

had graduated from a two-year or four-year law enforcement college program 

to be eligible for training at the BCA. But enrollment in this training 

course has been limited to 40 students unless an exigency exists. The 

maximum number of classes. held per year has been nine, which means the 

maximum number of officers that could possibly be trained is 360 per year 
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(see Chapter II, Table 2.1 for the exact figures for the past three years). 

From the facilities and staff numbers available to the Training Section of 

the BCA, it was no~ possible to train all of the peace officers who applied, 

let alone eligible students. The Rules and Regulations of the Attorney Gen

eral relating to attendance (#203) state: flc) eligible peace officers ap

plying for enrollment in any certified training course shall receive prior.ity 

acceptance. II This is subject to change by the new Standards and Training 

Board. However, students up to now have not been enrolled in the basic po

lice training courses due to a lack of room. So, for a student graduating 

with either an associate or a bachelor's degree to be trained through the 

BCA, he/she had to be hired first by a law enforcement agency. The agency 

would then send the student to a training course. This situation created 

problems since many agencies, especially in outstate Minnesota, have wanted 

to hire a person who had already been trained to avoid training costs. 

According to the amended Peace Officer Training Law, academic law en

forcement programs may now be certified as preparatory training programs. 

Graduates of certified colleges are then able to take a shortened police 

training course which includes the technical skills necessary ,for police 

work. Successful completion of this course enables graduates to be licensed 

for a career in law enforcement (see Figure 2.1 in Chapter II). 

This law, in essence, encourages communities to hire licensed peace of

ficers who have received their training through a certified college program. 

Sinc~ students pay for their own training, this eliminates any cost to the 

community and the agency does not lose the new officer for the eight-week 

training period as it would have in the past. Young peopla interested in 
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police work are more likely to be rewarded for attending a college program 

by getting jobs more easily. 

Though not an education requirement, this arrangement can be seen as an 

educational incentive, and is a big step toward adopting the National Stan

dards l for Minnesota (see Chapter VI for the complete list of Educational 

Standards, 15.1). The Minnesota Task Force on Criminal Justice Standards 

and Goals (October, 1975) had rejected the National Standard of requiring 

a college degree for employment. According to the Task Force if individual 

a.gencies wanted to increase the level of professionalism in their agency, 

they could provide incentives for in-service education and recruit from 

colleges or universities, but specific steps were left to the individual 

departments. The Peace Officer Training Law as amended in 1977 gives col-

lege students with training an advantage over those people who may be trained 

only after they have been hired. It thus provides a real incentive for higher 

education. 

All of the colleges in the state of Minnesota with either a law enforce-

ment or criminal justice program, with the exception of Metropolitan State 

University,2 intend to apply for certification of their programs. 3 Represen-

tatives from the ten community colleges met with the members of the MPOTB in 

an attempt to establish learning objectives of the preparatory academic pro-

grams. These objectives will then be presented to the new Standards and 

lNational Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 
Police, January, 197.3, 15.1 Educational Standards for the Selection of Po
lice Personnel. 

2Since Metropolitan State University primarily serves in-service stu
dents, this change in legislation does not affect its program greatly. 

3The following information on the activities and intentions of the col
leges and universities was received from staff of the MPOTB, summer, 1977. 
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Training Board with a recommendation of adoption from the old Board. Since 

a certified academiy -program is such a new and unknown aspect of police 

training, the members of the old Board felt the program should be developed 

in a cooperative effort between the MPOTB and those familiar with the pres~ 

ent academic courses offered. 

The objectives these two groups decided upon are listed below: 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES 

IN LAW ENFORCEMENT 

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 

History and Principles of Law Enforcement 
Administration of Justice 

CRIMINAL LAW 

Introduction to Criminal Law 
Constitution 
Arrest 
Probable Cause 
Search and Seizure 
Show-ups--Lineup 
Evidence 
Burden of Proof 
Confessions 

HOMAN BEHAVIOR 

Ethics 
Career Influences 
Stress 
Conflict 
Emotional Stability 
Attitude 
Abnormal People 

CRIMINAL CODE 

Elements of Crime 
Burglary 
Robbery 
Theft and Related Crimes 
Homicide 
Assault 
Sex Crimes 
Bribery 
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Dangerous Weapons 
Unlawful Assembly 
Damage to Property and Trespassing 
Narcotics and Controlled Sub-

stances 



JURISDICTION OF STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES 

Related Law 'Enforcement Agencies 
Corrections 

NOTE TAKING AND REPORT WRITING 

Field Notes 
Report Writing 

COURTS 

CRIME PREVENTION AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

There was some question as to whether first aid and physical training 

should be included in these programs or in the skills training course re-

quired of graduates. Though both these topics appear to be more closely 

allied to technical skills, the colleges have easy access to gymnasium 

fa c.i li ties, and thus these topics could be included in the academic pro-

gram. Also, there is a possibility that first aid will become a prerequi-

site to the training program (either the academic or skills course). 

Representatives from the state universities (four-year schools) will be 

meeting late in the summer to discuss the learning objectives set forth by 

the joint efforts of the MPOTB and community college representatives. 

Though most of the four-year colleges have more general courses required 

for a criminal justice degree than that required for a law enforcement de-

gree at a community college, they too want to be certified police training 

centers. They do not wish to lose students interested in becoming peace 

officers. Therefore, it is probable that a special program will be devel-

oped to include whatever criteria the new Standards and Training Board 

decides upon, and also make it possible for the student to receive an as-

sociate degree. Two of the four state univers1ttes already grant an asso-

t1ate of science degree, one in criminal justice and the other in law 
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en:eorcement.· Bemidji and Mankato will have less to change since they alr~ady 

have two-year programs, but the rest of the universities, if they intend to be 

certified as academic programs, would have to develop similar programs. The 

Peace Officer Training Law does not state that the a.cademic program must be 

two years of course work, but since the community colleges are all two-year 

programs, it would be beneficial for the state universities to have some

thing comparable. Otherwise students in a four-year program would require 

that degree before" entering the "skills training" course. The additional 

two years probably would decrease the number of participating students at 

the university level. 

The State Board of Community Colleges is looking into the possibility 

of beginning a pilot project handled through Metropolitan Community College. 

This program will attempt to incorporate all necessary requirements as set 

forth by the new Board so that graduates will be licensed with no additional 

training needed. In other words, this school will attempt to duplicate all 

topics covered in the BCA mandatory basic training course of 280 hours, as 

well as additional educational courses necessary to receive an associate 

degr~e. This can be done in one of two ways: 

1) Have five quarters of academic work, then provide the skills training 

course (which the BCA Training Section believes will be four weeks or less in 

length), or 

2) Create a program similar to the two vocational-technical institutes 

which provides law enforcement training and academic courses combined. 

Presently, the BCA is the only training center that will provide the 

skills training course. There may be others in the nea~-:euture, but at this 

point students will be required to receive this technical skills training 

through the BCA. 
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In summary, prior to 1977, college students had difficulty obtaining 

mandatory training and were at a hiring disadvantage. The 1977 legisla-

tion better integrates the college programs into the state 1 s training de-

livery system. The academic programs may be certified. Graduates of these 

certified programs may then attend a short skills course~ successful com
. :.~ .. ~': 

pletion of which makes one eligible for licensing and employment. The ~CA 

may offer the skills course or it is possible that the academic programs 

may seek certification for that as well. r." y details need to be worked 

out (e.g., content of the academic programs, content of the skills course, 

locations and conduct of skills course) but for the first time, academic law 

enforcement programs are an integral part of Minnesota's training delivery 

system. 
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TRAINING DELIVERY BEFORE 1977 

A number of agencies and institutions have been involved in the train

ing and education of Minnesota's peace officers. Until the passage of 1977 

training legislation all new peace officers except those in communities less 

than 1,000 were required to attend a basic training program (minimum of 

eight weeks) within the first 12 months of employment. Minneapolis Police 

Department, St. Paul Police Department and the Minnesota State Patrol have 

offered courses for their own personnel to meet this requirement. These 

basic programs are described briefly in Chapter II. The Bureau of Criminal 

Apprehension (BCA) has offered the minimum 2BO-hour course in the metro 

area'~"r all other recruits. 

The vo-tech programs (Chapter III) and college programs (Chapter IV) 

were not a coherent part of this system. Alexandria Vocational-Technical 

Institute began a law enforcement program in 1967 which, according to its 

director, was not initially meant to be an alternative to the minimum BCA 

course. However., agencies hiring Alexandria graduates were desirous of 

obtaining certification of these students, who already had two years of 

vo-tech training, to avoid the costs of additional BCA training. Although 

Alexandria sought certification of its programs and did not receive it, 

special provisions have been made for its graduates. For the fiscal years 

1973-76 Alexandria students were permitted into the BCA classes prU;'r to 

employment; in 1976 a special shortened BCA class was offered at Alexandr~a; 

and in 1977 a temporary "provisional certificcation" was granted to the two 
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vo-tech programs in existence (Hibbing began a program in 1975) so that 

graduates could be certified if they passed BCA exams. All of these pro

visions were ad hoc and the Alexandria and newer Hibbing programs never 

had a clearly defined role in the delivery of peace officer training. 

College programs were in a similar ambiguous position. As noted in 

Chapte~ IV, most programs were initiated to provide in-service education, 

but increasingly they have been educating pre-service students. College 

administrators obtained legislation in 1974 to allow pre-service college 

graduates to attend BCA classes so that vo-tech and college graduates 

would receive equal treatment. Lack of space in BCA classes and the pri

ority for hired officers meant that in fact few college students could ob

tain the mandatory training prior to employment. Some have felt that 

college education should be encouraged, but arrangements prior to 1977 pro

vided few incentives for pursuing a college route to a law enforcement;.i:::.a-

reer. 

Chapter III and Chapter IV indicated the number of vo-tech and college 

programs and the number of students involved in these programs. Special 

legislation was passed to help gr~duates of these programs obtain mandatory 

training, but resource limitations of the BCA reduced the ability to put 

the provisions into effect. The role that the vo-tech and college programs 

were to play in the overall training delivery system was not clearly de

fined either for program administrators or prospective peace officers. 

THE CURRENT TRAINING DELIVERY SYSTEM 

Amendments to the peace officer training law (Spring, 1977) help to 

integra te the vo-tech and college law enforcement programs into the state r S 
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training delivery system. Now three types of programs are to be certified 

by the Minnesota Board of Peace Officer Standards and Training. First, 

agencies conducting the r.egular mandatory basic course must be certified. 

Successful completion of this course makes one eligible to be licensed. 

Second, academic law enforcement programs approved by the Minnesota State 

Department of Education or an accredited institution must be certified for 

their graduates to be eligible to attend mandatory training. Third, a 

shortened skills course desig'ned for graduates of the academic programs 

lnust be certified. Successful completion of the academic program and of 

the shortened skills course enables one to be licensed as a peace officer. 

Three routes to a la1!l enforcement career are pos$ible. Thasl~ are sum

marized in Figure 2.1 on page 28. First, one can be hired by an agency and 

then sent to mandatory training as has been done in the past. Second, one 

can attend an academic law enforcement program and then a shortened skills 

course. Such a graduate enters the job market already trained and licensed. 

Third, if the va-tech programs are certified for the mandatory basic train-

ing course. rather than for the academic program, a vo-tech graduate would 

be trained and licensed and available for employment. Presumably employers 

will find recruits who have completed required training desirable, and hence 

the acad~mic route and certified va-tech training route are likely to be 

encouraged. In any case explicit provisions are made for academic pro-

gra.ms which ar.e now an integral part of the training delivery system. 

REMAINING AMBIGUITIES AND PROBLEMS 

Hany detailb of the neVi training delivery system need to be worked out. 

Some dmbiguities alld some problems remain and these are discussed belo~l in 

terms of til(> regular mandatory program, the va-tech programs, and the college 
'" 
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programs. 

• 
REGULAR MANDATORY BASIC TRAINING PROGRAM 

Presumably agencies conducting the mandatory basic course now will 

continue to do so. Mim'/eapolis, St. Paul and the State Patrol will prob-
, 1 

ably continue to train their own personnel and the BCA will probably 

continue to train employed peace officers who have not attended a certi-

• fied academic program. 

However, there are some questions regarding the future of these p~o-

grams: • 

1. Will the BCA provide mandato~y basic training fpr officers without 

certified vo-tech or college education? 

2. Will the mandatory course continue to be offered only in the Twin • 
Cities metropolitan area? Legislation states that the skills course be 

offered regionally, but the location of regular mandat~ry training is not 

specified. • 
3. How frequently will courses be offered and within what time period 

must officers be trained? The 1977 legislation omits reference to when 

training must occur. Will fewer, less frequent courses mean that officers • 
will be employed for a longer time period prior to training? 

4. How long will the regular mandatory course be? The new Training 

Board must decide whether to continue the Attorney General rule requiring • 
a minimum of 2S0-hours or whether to change the minimum course length. 

VO-TECH LAW ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS 

• 
The possible position of the va-tech programs is most ambiguous since 

1 If these agencies recruit academic graduates with skills training, 
the~r courses might be shortened or altered. • 
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they provide academic courses, yet are skills oriented. The major question 

concerning vo-techs then is: 

1. Will the vo-techs seek certification as a mandatory basic training 

program or as an academic program? 

Since the two existing programs have received temporary "provisional 

certification" as mandatory basic training programs, one would presume they 

will follow this route in the future, but to seek certification as academic 

programs is feasible under current legislation. An additional question re

garding the vo-techs is: 

2. Will additional vo-tech programs be initiated and seek certifica-

tion? 

COLLEGE LAW ENFORCEMENT/CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS 

The primary question regarding the academic programs is whether all 

the two-year and four-year state and private programs will seek certifica

tion from the Board. Presumably most, if not all, will do so. In addi

tion, the length and content of a certified academic program needs to be 

clarified. 

Many details regarding the shortened skills class are not yet clari

fied: 

1. Who will offer the course? Will the BCA. continue to provide the 

training past the transition period or will the institutions offering the 

academic: programs attempt to offer the skills course? 

2. Where w.ill the skills course be offered? Legislation states that 

the course is to be offered regionally, but if the BCA provides the 'training 
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can it offer classes outstate? 

3. How frequently will the skills course be offered and when in the 

academic program can the student attend? 

t+. How long will the shortened class be? Its length is now esti

mated at four weeks but will this training be sufficient? 

One final question that might be asked is whether the academic pro

grams would ever seek certification as the mandatory training program. 

Traditionally the colleges in Minnesota have wanted to emphasize education 

and keep training separate from their programs. As skills training becomes 

appended to the academic program it might be possible that this orientation 

would diminish. The proposed pilot project at Metropolitan Community Col

lege being conducted by the community college system (see Chapter IV) seems 

"training-oriented" but given the academic orientation of the college pro

grams in the past, the possibility of their seeking training certification 

will not be considered as a viable option in the near future. 

SUMMARY 

Legislation passed in 1977 has changed conSiderably the Minnesota Peace 

Officer training delivery system. Paths to a law enforcement career are 

more clearly defined and academic programs are a more integral part of the 

system. The next section of this report evaluates the delivery of training 

from several perspectives and will point to some remaining problems. 
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MINNESOTA PEACE OFFICER TRAINING AND EDUCATION IN 

COMPARISON TO NATIONAL STANDARDS AND GOALS 
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INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides a comparison of the current state of Minnesota 

police training and education to 1) national standards and goals, and 2) the 

Minnesota Task Force recommendations. The purpose of the comparison is to 

highlight some possible strengths and weaknesses of Minnesota police training; 

in particular, to point to areas that seem to have been neglected to date and 

seem to be in need of increased attention. While some of the National Stan-

dards deal with the training content, most are related to training delivery 

and, hen.ce, the comparisons are included in this section. 

THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS 

In 1971, the Administrator of LEAA, Jerris Leonard, appointed the Na-

tional Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (NAC). 

The Commission was to formulate national criminal justice standards for 

cri~e reduction and prevention. The Commission represented state and local 

governments, industry, and citizen groups. Commissioners were chosen in 

part for their criminal justice experience. 

The Police Task Force of this Commission concentrated on recommendations 

to improve police services. According to their report: 

The members of the Police Task Force were selected for 
demonstrated ability in their particular field and, more 
significantly, for their working knowledge of various 
aspects of the police function in America. Most are 
criminal justice practitioners. Each has and will con
tinue to have an impact upon the police function in his 
locality. Each brought to the Task Force the will to 
discover and propose workable solutions to problems tqo 
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long discussed in the abstract. 

In order to develop guidelines that would measure progress 
in the criminal justice system in the 1970's, the Police 
Task Force brought together a research staff of police 
officers selected from police agencies throughout the 
United States. 

Their research was directed tOT?ard gathering material 
describing existing practices in the police service. They 
were able to evaluate the many programs and methods used 
by agencies throughout the nation", They studied the 
unpublicized problems of many of the programs • . . 

In almost every instance, the proposed standards were 
based upon successful models which were operational in other 
agencies. In only rare instances did the Task Force propose 
untested or unproven standards.l 

The Report ~ Police contains the final recommendations of the Police 

Task Force and the full Commission. State and local governments were to 

to use the recommendations, like the other criminal justice standards and 

goals, to evaluate the status of their criminal justice systems and were to 

implement those that were deemed appropriate for the state. 

This chapter includes the recommendations from the Report on Police 

that relate to training and education. They provide one perspective from 

which to evaluate the current status of police training and education in 

Minnesota, although one should not presume that all of the NAC standards 

are necessarily correct or appropriate for Minnesota. Conclusions on train-

ing needs drawn from these comparisons must be supplemented with additional 

evidence. In following chapters other analyses that support points based 

on the NAC comparisons are emphasized. 

THE MINNESOTA TASK FORCE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The Minnesota Task Force on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals followed • 

lThe National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 
Report on Police, Washington, D.C.: January, 1973, p. 2. 
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directly from the National Advisory Commission. LE.A.A did not require that 

states adopt the national recommendations but did requ:i;,') that they assess 

the applicability of the national standards and develop local standards and 

goals for each state. As a result, the chairman of the Governor's Commis-

sion on Crime Prevention and Control appointed a 36 member task force in 

September, 1974, to review the national recommendations and to assess their 

applicability to Minnesota. The Task Force was selected to represent state 

and local law enforcement agencies, the court system, correctional personnel, 

elected bodies, and citizens' groups, as well as various regions, metropolitan 

and rural areas. It conducted numerous public hearings and subcommittee 

meetings to obtain maximum information and viewpoints throughout the state •. 

According to the Task Force's report, the National Advisory Commission de~ 

veloped approximately 500 standards of which the Minnesota Task Force reviewed 

approximately 445 and incorporated nearly 175 into final recommendations. 

The Repo"t and Recommendations of the Minnesota Task Force thus represents 

the view of the state's criminal justice system as to which NAC standards are 

applicable to Minnesota. Certainly differences of opinion exist among crim-

inal justice personnel, but the Report and Recommendations is our most in

formed assessment of what standards are appropriate for Minnesota. l 

It will become apparent in later discussions, however, that the Minnesota 

Task Force did not addresaa large number of standards relating to police 

training and education. As the report states: 

A great many of the NAC Police standards are very 
specific and short of a department-by-department 
analysis, it is difficult to provide an accurate 
assessmep.t of the degree to which Minnesota law 

lMinnesota Task Force on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report 
and Recommendations, October, 1975, pp. 1-3. 
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enforcement agencies operate as recommended by 
the NAC.1 

Horeover, given agency variation in size, needs, resources, etc., it is 

often impossible to formulate statewide standards. The areas which the 

Task Force did address explicitly are: coordinated crintina1 justice training, 

the evaluation of police training needs, educational incentives, and the sep-

aration of police training from educational institutions. The Task Force 

recommended the NAC Report on Police as a resource for all Minnesota agencies, 

even though it did not address all the standards and rejected a few. 

The remainder of this chapter contains a comparison of the current 

status of Minnesota police training and education to the NAC standards. The 

Minnesota Task Force position is included to indicate the position of Minne-

sota's criminal justice personnel on the applicability of the standards to 

Minnesota. In addition, the position of the Minnesota Peace Officer Training 

Board (renamed The Minnesota Board of Peace Officer Standards and Training as 

of July 1, 1977) and the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension (BCA) Training Sec-

tion is mentioned, since the Task Force does not address many standards, and 

since these two bodies are the most involved in peace officer training in 

Minnesota. 2 

A section is devoted to each standard and contains three types of infor-

mation. First the NAC Standard is discussed and compared to Minnesota; second 

IMinnesota Task Force on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report 
and Recommendations, October, 1975, p. 4. 

2The opinions of iu1l-time basic BCA trainers has been ascertained 
through discussions and questionnaires. Their positions are reported in 
more detail in Chapter VII. The position of the Board on a number of issues 
can be found in Minnesota Peace Officer Training Board, Police: A Report ~ 
Minnesota's Peace Officer Training through June 30, 1974, 1974, and Police: A 
Report ~Minnesota's Peace Officer Training through June~, 1976, 1976. The 
new Board was not created in time to be interviewed systematically for this re
port. 
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apparent training and educational needs in Minnesota are identified, based 

on the national standards that Minnesota fails to meet but are recognized 

as appropriate for the state; third, a detailed table specifies the full 

NAC Standard, The Minnesota Task Force position and the situation in Minne-

sota as of September, 1977. No effort is made at this point to establish 

priorities among the apparent needs, since additional evidence from following 

chapters is necessary. 

TRAINING STANDARDS 

NATIONAL STANDARD 16.1 - "STATE LEGISLATION AND FISCAL ASSISTANCE FOR POLICE 
TRAINING." 

The National Standard recommends the creation of a state commission for 

police training, that all officers (i.e., no exemptions) be trained prior to 

the exercise of authority, and that agencies be reimbursed for the costs of 

training their officers. 

Minnesota conforms to the NAC standards in having a state commission 

(previously the MPOTB and now The Board of Peace Officer Standards and Train-

ing) administer training of police personnel. Although its composition varies 

somewhat from national recommendations, it does perform most of the recom-

mended tasks, such as developing minimum curricular requirements, certifying 

centers and instructors, and licensing trainees who successfully complete 

training. 

Minnesota fails to meet standa~ds of this section in that: 

1) training is not mandatory 

a) in communities less than 1,000 population, nor 

b) prior to the exercise of authority. (Before 1977, 
training must have occurred within 12 months of employment. 
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COHl'AR1~('IN ('IF N,ITlON.IL ST\NOIRIl If,. 1 1'0 TIIF. P('SlTll1N ('IF ·I·IIP. HTNN~~\l1',\ '\',\HK 1'111WI': ON CRHIlNlIL ,JU~T1C:1! 
~,\,,\NI'\RUH .INIl (a'IL~:, ('CTt'IIEU, "'7' .. ANI' Ar.111.\L Q1111.\l'WN iN lII~~I,:a\'l'\. Sf:I'\'Io:fllll-:H, IQ77 

tl _____ ...;N"'.\.:.T:.;T:.:O:.:i.:.:,·,\:.:L:....,:;S:.:T...;,\::,;N.:,;ll.;.I:.:H1:.;':.;,S_. ___ -., 

16.1 STATE LEGTSI.\TION ANIl FJ seAL ,ISSIST
ANCE FOR POLlI· .. TR \ INT~G 

1. Every state "hould ~"3ct lr.~islatio" 
that mandates minimum basic traininp. 
for every sworn police employee prior 
to the exercise of .uthority of his 
position. 

2. Every state should enact legislation 
establishing a sta te commission to de
velop and administer state standards 
for the training of police personnel. 
The majority should be from the crim
inal justice education and training 
centers. The sta te should provide 
sufficient funds to enable this com
mission to meet periodically and to 
employ a full-time staff large enough 
to carry out the basic duties deemed 
necessary, this commission should: 
a. Develop mini.mtml curriculum re

quirements for mandated train
ing fbr police; 

b. Certify police training centers 
and institutions that provide 
training that meets the require
ments of the state's police 
training standards; 

c. Establish minimum police instruc
tor qualifications and certify in
dividuals to act as police in
structors; 

d. Inspect and evaluate all police 
training programs to insure com
pliance uith the state's police 
training standards; 

e. Pr~.ide a consulting service for 
police training and education cen
ters; and 

£. .\dminister and financial "dpport 
for police training and education. 

,3. Every state should reimburse every po
lice agency 100 percent of the salary 
or provide appropriate stace financed 
incentives for every police employee's 
satisfactory completion of any state 
mandated and approved police training 
program. 

4. Every state, through the police train
ing body, should by 1978 ~ertify as 
qualifl~d to exercise police authority 
~~ery Sworn police employee who satis-
factorily completes the state basic . 
police training and meets other en-
trance requirements. 

RC'eomnct1-
d'ltill1l

d 

o 

+ 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Conrnents 

Althou~h not addrl!sscd 
by the Task Force, the 
Board rccomncnded an 
end to the Sluall com
munity exemption. Con
sensus of the Board and 
BCA trainers is that 
training should occur 
before exercise of au
thority. 

Recommends pursuing goal 
of establishing a 
state-wide criminal 
justice training board, 
dssuming functions of 
current law enforce
~ent, courts, and cor
rections training pro
grams, and expanding 
and improving upon 
them (p. 23). 

Specific tasks of board 
not addressed. 

gtlltutl" 

HlNNH$(ll',\ , tiEI'l'EMllfm, 1977 

ReI''' la- Prue-
rt .... b ~ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Officers in cOl1lnunities 
of less than 1,000 cs
cmpt. Prior to 1977 
legislation, training 
occurred within first 
12 munthos of employ
ment (626.846). The 
1977 legislation omits 
reference to 12 months 
but docs not require 
immediate training. 

Such a commission ex
ists, but the Board is 
not required to in
clude other criminal 
justice, governmental 
or educational repre
sentatives. (626.841, 
626.842). 

(626.843b) 

(626.843a; 626.B45a,b; 
Atty. Gen. Rule 205) 

(626.843c; 626.845c; 
Atty. Gen. Rule 204a, 
b,c) 

Additional tasks of 
Board found in 
~26.843, subd. 3b. 

Atty. Gen. Rule 210 
enables Board to re
imburse local units 
subject to availabil
i,,"y of funds. 

+ 626.852; 626.853a,b; 
specify local ~nits of 
government are respon
sible for reimburse
ment and incentives. 
See Atty. Gen. Rule 
210 above. However, 
reimbursement is only 
about 50 percent of 
costs. 

+ (626.845d; Atty. Gen. 
Rule 206 a-f.) 

40 '" National Standard not addressed; - = Nr,tional Standard rejected or not in pract.ice; + = National Standard 
accepted or in practice. 

bContained in either Minnesoca Peace Off,icer Training Law (Hinn. Stats. 626.481 - 6:!6.854 as amended) or in 
Attorney Ceneral Rules and Regulations. As of July I, 1977, the nnw Board of Peac~ Officer Standards and 
Training may resolve to continue the Attorney General Rules and Regulations. At t~e time of this writing the 
rules have the force of law although the Board tDal'cbangll them. 
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Legislation of 1977 omits reference to when 
training should occur, but an officer can be 
in a temporary or probationary position prior 
to training and exercise full authority.) 

2) the state does not reimburse agencies 100% of salary. 
The Board does have a reimbursement program. Available 
funds vary yearly, but reimbursement is not more than 
about 50% of trainee costs. Additional costs must be 
borne by local jurisdictions. 

The Minnesota Task Force had little to say on these standards, even 

the ones which the state fails to meet. It encouraged the creation of a 

criminal justice training board, rather than a separate peace officer train-

ing board. The Task Force made no recommendations on the mandatory training, 

but the consensus of the Board and BCA trainers is that the small community 

exemption should be eliminated and that training should occur prior to the 

exercise of authority.l 

Training Needs 

This comparison points to the tentative identification of the following 

training needs in order to meet the NAC standards: 

1. Mandatory training for all peace officers; 

2. Training prior to the exercise of authority; and 

3. Expansion of coverage of the reimbursement program. 

NATJ;ONAL STANDARD 16.2 - u:!;,ROGR,AM DEVELOPMENT." 

The national standards proposed in this section aim to ensure that police 

training is job-related, that course performance is validly assessed, and that 

training meets the needs of participating agencies. Although Minnesota often 

fails to meet these standards, the ideals are widely accepted. The Minnesota 

IF or sources see footnote on page 90. 
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TAULE 6.2 

CCX>IPARISON OF N'\1'TON,\L STANDARD 16.2 TO TilE PO~1TTllN OF TilE HlNNE$OTA TASK FORCE ON CRIMINAL JU~TTCE 
STANO.\lUlS ANO r.O.\I,g, OGT{llllm, lQ7'I, ANIl ,\GonlA!, :nnl,\TTON TN f1TNNHHOT", s~:pn:mll':R, 1<)77 

16.2 PROORAH 'IlEVELOPHE'NT 

1. 
.' 

Every poUce training academy should 
insure that the duration and content 
of its training programs cover the 
subject every police employee needs to 
learn to perform acceptably the tasks 
he will be assigned. 

2. Every police training academy should 
define specific courses accordins to 
~he performance objective of the 
course and should specify what the 
trainee must do to demonstrate 
achievement of the performance ob
jective. 

J. Every police training academy scrving 
more than one police agency should en
able the police chief executives of 
partiCipating. agencies to choose for 
their personnel elective subjects in 
addition to the minimum mandated 
training. 

4. Every police training academy should 
insure that its training programs sat
isfy State standards for police train
ing as wall as meet the needs of par
ticipating police agencies and that 
its training is timely and effective. 
The.e measures should at least include: 
a. Regular review and evaluation of 

all training programs by,an advi
sory body composed of police prac
titioners from participating 
agencies; 

b. Periodic field observation of the 
operations of participating police 
agencies by the training staff; 
and 

c. Continual. criti~ue of training 
proi\l\'.,ms through feedback from po
lice .:mployees who have completed 
the training programs and have 
subsequently utilized that train
ing in field operations and from 
their field supervisors. 

, 
Recomnen
dation" 

o 

o 

o 

+ 

TASK FORCE 

COtTIncnts 

Address the vslidlltion 
of selection criteria, 
but not of training. 

Advise the Board and BeA 
to evaluate the compre
hensive training needs 
of Minnesota. 

,. 

MINNESOTA, SEPTEHlIER, 1977 
'Stututel 
Regula- Pracii 

tionb.£!.s.!l... Comnents 

- .. Oonl of this Evaluation. 

- Undetermined. Spring, 
1977, the Board was 
considering establish
ing performance objec
tives. 

- 626.845e,g,h prl)vide for 
sane revir.· o;f train
ing progL~~s but are 
not as explictt ns the 
national standard. 

- This evaluation pro
vides recommenda
tions and in prac
tice BCA attempts to 
provide these reviews 

+ for its courses. 

+ 

aO '" National Standard not addressed; - = National St.I1i1dard rejected or not in practice; + = National Standan1 
accepted or in practice. 

bOontained in either Hinnesota Peace Officer Training Law (Minn. Stats. 626.481 - 626.854 as amended) or in . 
Attorney Oeneral Rules and Regulations. As of July 1, 1977, the new Board of Peace Officer Standards and 
Training may~esolve to continue the Atton,ey Gene.,-al Rules and Regulations. At the time cf this writing the 
rule. have the force of law although the Board may ,;:.hange them. 
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Task Force proposed a comprehensive evaluation of training'needs~ part of 

which constitutes this report. Section C ond parts of Section D deal with 

these questions. l ' 

In the past, the BCA training section has attempted to evaluate its 

training through periodic field observations, follow'-ups of trainees, etc. ~ 

and has altered its course content in response to this feedback. Scarce 

resources, rather than unwillingness, have limited evaluation efforts in 

the past. BCA trainers also voice willingness to provide modular courses, 

electives, etc., to meet the needs of various agencies. Again, however, 

limited resources have hindered development of such flexible programs. 

Training Needs 

This comparison points to the tentative identification of the following 

training needs in order to meet the NAC standards: 

1. Elective subjects, from which police executives can choose 
for their pe.rsonnel, in addition to the mandatory training; 

2. On-going and/or periodic evaluation of the training content 
and testing conducted by certified police training centers. 

NATIONAL STANDARD 16.3 - "PREPARATORY TRAINING." 

Hinnesota generally fails to meet the standards proposed by the NAG on 

preparatory training. First, Minnesota's ~andatory basic training is 280 

hours rather than the recommended 400 hours,although some certified centers 

do offer longeroQurses (e.g., Minneapolis, St. Paul, State patrol). The 

consensus of BCA trainers is that basic training should be longer, and the 

Board has supported the 400-hour recommendation. 1 However, a longer course 

currently is not feasible. BCA could not offer a significantly longer course 

IFoI' sources see footnote on page 90. 
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TA~U: 6.3 

CCI1!'JJl.1SOt1 Of N;\l'lOK.\L STA"''nA1Ul 16.1 1'\1 i'UE rOS11'lOM ar Tnr. HtNNf.~rJ\ T":lK t'OlU~t OM GR1HtNM ... ...ruSTtC& 
STA",n\Rn~ .\fm r.."'I\I.s, t!M'O!lrq, 1"11'i')'''11 \/'"1'1.'1. sf'n1,,'lt'" ttllllriNf:':nr\, ~:F.rn}II\F.R! Itl71 

It\Tl('lt:..\L !\TV;ilUm~ TM.;){ flllmF. mNNr.~m'AI SrPTf}mr.R, 
'Stiltute'! 

Ikeam:lt'n- ReCUla... Prae .. 

1q77 

16.3 PRO'.\R\-rpRY TR.\TN1~n ~ CCltII'IIrnts ~~ Comnents 

1. Evcry .Ute should f'rqube th.1t t:'/cry 0 B.lle Cc)Ursll l1as been 
SVOt':D polle,. cr.zployce s.athf.lctorLly 280 hou'C's. (Atty. 
COIIp1ete • alnJ..cum or LOO hours DC Cen. Rule 202.) 
b .. te ~QUc.e tuinit'p., In .additlO1\ to 
b'&dLtiCl1l.l1 bastc pCll!ce ltubjects, 
thh trduins should l.Dclodc: 

lle~. separation of .. luatnu:t1.on In 14\1, psycholo~, + + Atty_ Cen. !tule- 202 re:-
.Dd .ociolo~y spcd£1e:Jlly t'c" tulning and academic. qui:relo 16 hour .. 1.n 
lated to iaterpersoru.l cot:DUnlc.a- education, educadon H\JUD. leh.avlor. 
don, t:h~ police role, and the ahould bOt include 
~I:Y the police er:tI{Jloyee vill training; not 'Sta. ted 
...".. .. ther adning ~hould 

1IIOt 1nc.lud. eduu.t1on. 
b. ul1gned &cuvitiea .Volr frCfll the 

Ud1U'D8 audemy t.o eNble t.he -em-
ployee co gdn specific insight in 
~ ..:ta:::nsnit.y, c:dmin.al justice 
.,.tt!!G, and loul 8trVer'~.1tmt; 

c. ltcDed.bl tr.aini:ng for individuals + 
IIbo arc d'efic:jent 1n thdr train-
1¥16 perfQ'l1Unce but \.tho in the 
091u1on of the. t1:ain1ng. sta(f atd 
.-plol'iug .. seney. dm::l.onftrOlte po-
uutJ.al {or s.atisfaCtort per£or-..,nee, .and 

4. .t.d61ucp.*1 ttain1nS by the f"'Cl'P10y- 0 V.d,., b,. .,enc,. 
.1J:tg aseney in ics policies .• ltd pro-
cedures, 1£ butc police tr.a1n1ng 
1_ ."t &dJ:ltnbtered by that .. gency. 

:z. During the fJ,r.t year of e:xplay::Dent' ~.1. !loan encourages • 
1d.th • pol.tce .sency, .lord In .. ddit!lm c:ocdl1PS pragr.II:C but 
to th& 1Id~ bon.ic police ttainin;" \terpenic has been m1o-
CY'tty police agency :U1culd yt'ovide Cull !Ju1; the nev "Stan .. 

t:1-.e Jvorn police m:plo,.ees with .addt- 4.rd. CocpU.nces .. nc! 

doaa1 fcmn.al training, coached field and Planning Coord i-

trdw.na ... td supuvtsed fJdd uperi- 1)&",0'1'" is t.o tn~OIJ1:-

.-:ae. ~ough methods tha~ include .at • ~ ':: the program • U •• 

!un. of theu Cle:thocb 
..d •• b,. .seney. ., A -.1niDu:1 af foUr DO'Dth. of Cield 

crab:J.ng vi dI it IWM'n po Uce em-
ployee vbo hu bun cerdfid as • 
tnWns cnac.hl 

•• Ilatat.ion'ln field us1gntnenu ~o 0 
upoN the ecployee to vuying op-
crad.CDal .and c:ot=tnrlty experi-""""., 
Droc::umcDtatiO':l at employee perfot' .. 0 
'UllU 1= sped!!C: field c:xperilellcfH!I 
CO aa:roht in ev~luating the ectt1oy-
.. ao4 to prcvid~ f'eedb~ck on 

i. 
tniu1.ng program ef!cctiveness; 
Sdf..p.aced trdnLng t:l.&teria1, slich 0 
.t cvrrespcniene*, CttIlrSe~, to .. ~-
.tit the .e:a:ployee. in acqtddng ild-
dluoaal job knC'\lledge .and in ptfl-
panna for subsequent foraal tr.1in--

1"" .. Periodic taecting' betveen the CQ"ch, 
the c:sployee, atd the tr.tin1ng OICOI.d-
., ~t.&ff to ldet\t.Uy .a.ddlUona 1 
training' 'needs .1'ICI to prOVide fted_ 
Ndc en ttdning progr.a:::l ef£ect.ive-
.nf and 

f. a ain:l.cum of 2 weeks ~ddtt1onal 0 
ttaining At tha ~dnin8 academy 
cbt JllQ'Dtbs after: cccpledon of b .. -
ric udn.lns. .. nd .. gain ~fter one 
yur" employment in Held duti!!.S. 

Tuk fa:ce do." not Varb ... by eBeae,.. 
3. Jewry poUce "J;cncy should provide every 

-.nsvorn police employee vith suffidcnt d1sc:1Jn training by 
Ualoi'n; to c'tlabl.e him to 'Pt:'t£o'l"'So nt.is- .senc.,! O1\t,. Itduc.a ... 
factorlly bh spcciUc usi~ment .. rd to tiond incentives by 
protrl.dc him "'U:..h ~ gcne.r .. l k.powlcd~t of departJ::l.enU, 
the police role and the org&'Ili%4tion oC 
dw= public. azt=nc),. 

4. lYn')' police I:sency "bould provide 0 t.,k farce d~' not dh-
nny \\oUee etO.ployce newty .u.d.£~d. CUll training by agency, 

to a ,pcciaU:ed usk the spflclHt. only cducadonal incen-

trainins he: noleds to enable hi~::r. to Uv •• by depat'tr.lenes. 

pcrrotQ the tuk .ccept .. bly. 

5. !v.~ poltce .g~nc)' .hould provide tur. ·taa!; fpfce dots nol:. dis- V.ria' by a,eney. 
ftclent training to cn.able eNCT:Y ncwly ~j'h training by aSt:'l1c),; 
pn:c.otitd «r.It'loyec to pcrfottll ~c in.. mll1 educational incen-
'tended .uf.S~ent ... chfactor1ly. t1ve. by depArtnLencs • 

·0 - N.t1ona.l Standard not .. 6dr.ud; ... N.ltiond Stard&rt:! rejected or DOt.in ~.cttce, + - Nat10nd St.ndard 
~c~ted or In practice. 

~Contal .. d In dth« HI.nClota Peace Office< TrJ1nln. Lt. (Hlnn. 5'; ... 62&.48l - 626.8'4 as .",onded) or !n 
Attorney Centnl RuIn and (legulat!onll, .\. of July 1. 1917., the neW' Boat'd of PUce Nficer St.nduds and 
Tr.tnS:ng"..y ~e.,ol'Ve: 'to 1:.ondnue: the "'tt.orfll~'f tie:ne:n1. Rul.eti- and Regul.adtl'tuh At tha "Uta of thb vrit.in& tha 
ruin botve the force -of hw dthcrugh tt-e Board Ny wnge them. • 
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without reducing the number of officers trained, but student capacity al

ready excludes a number of people who want to or should be trained. Even 

with BCA's eight or nine annual classes of approximately 40 students each, 

all police officers required by law to be trained are not. In addition to 

this backlog, a number of Minnesota's vo-tech and community college gradu

ates not yet employed were unable to attend BCA tra.ining since most spots 

were filled by employed law enforcement personnel. Provision of a short 

skills course for these students (1977 legislation) is designed to solve 

this problem. 

Most of the national recommendations in this section apply to individ

ual agencies. Therefore, it is difficult, first, to assess the extent to 

which standards are met in Minnesota; and, second, to mandate the standards 

for agencies which are too small or lack resources to carry them out. The 

thrust of the standards is that each agency provide sufficient training be

yond the mandatory 400 hours to prepare officers for tasks of the particular 

agency. An important part of the training recommended by the NAC is a period 

of formal field training within the agency during the first year of employment. 

Many agenciep in Minnesota do provide their own training, including 

some perio~Yf field training. However, given current resources, 1) the 

BCA has been unable to incorporate field experience into their mandatory 

basic course; and, 2) the bulk of Minnesota's smaller agencies lack financial 

resources and manpower for such a program. 

The Minnesota Task Force does not explicitly address these standards, but 

both the Board and the .BCA Training Section favor some form of field training 

within each officer's agency. The Board has encouraged a coaching pr:Dgram to 

follow basic training. Response oft the part of Hinnesota's agencies has been 
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minimal, but the Board hopes to increase participation through the new 

Standards Compl~ance and Planning qoordinator. The consensus of BGA trainers 

is that field training in the officers' agency would be a useful supplement 

to thei~ basic course, but that currently it constitutes a hardship on de-

partments. Additional resources are necessary for smaller departments so 

that a trainer or someone from a local sheriff's office could be assigned to 

f~lfill the within-agency training function. 

Training Needs 

This comparison points' to the tentative identification of the following 

training needs in order to meet the NAC standards: 

1. A longer basic training course; and 

2. Supplementary training by individual agencies, particularly 
a period of field training within the first year of employment. 

NATIONAL STANDARD 16.4 - "INTERPERSONAL COHMUNICATIONS TRAINING." 

The NAC recommendations in this section reflect the Commission's belief 

in the importance of Police-Community relations, and Minnesota conforms gen-

erally to these recommendations. The Board has required that 16 hours in 

Human Behavior be included in the basic course, and the BCA training course 

includes topics such as Police and Public Relations, Ethnic Awareness, the 

Role of Police, etc. Again, it is difficult to assess the extent to which 

individual agencies meet the national standards, but the relevant state 

agencies do not appear to be lacking in this regard. 

NATIONAL STANDARD 16.5 - "IN-SERVICE TRAINING." 

The National recormnendations suggest that each agency provide at least 

40 hours of annual in-service training and that each agency provide the man-

power and resources necessary for decentralized training. Currently, the 
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r-----~"------------------------------------------------------------~ ThllLE 6.4 

COHPARISON m' NATlONt.L STANUARD 16.4 TO rilE POSITION 01" TilE HlNNESOT,\ TASK FORCE ON CRIMlNAL JUSTICIl 
~1';\Nn,\RI\~ ,\10111 r.OAL~, OCTOIIEII, 1'17">. ANII ,\G1'IIAL ~rnl;\,\,ll1N 1101 H'NN~~~OTr\. ~1,pn".MI\F.R, t'l77 

NATIONAl. S'''\NOAROS 

16.4 INTERl'ERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
TRAINING 

1. \/here appropriate, an outside consul" 
cant should be used to advise on pro" 
gram methodology, to develop material, 
to train sworn officers as instruetors 
and discussion leaders, and to partic" 
ipate to the greatest extent possible 
in both the presentation of the pro" 
gram and its evaluation. 

2. Every recruit training program should 
include instruction in interpersonal 
commUnications, and should make appro" 
priate USe of programmed instruction 
as a supplement to other training. 

RC!comncn
dation· 

o 

o 

3. Every police agency should dovelop pro" 0 
grams such as workshops and seminars 
that bring officers, personnel from 
oth~r elements of the criminal jus-
tice system, and the public together 
to discuss the role of the police and 
participants' attitudes tova-ed that I 
role. 

TASK ~,()RCE 

C(!ITI1Icnt. 

Task force does not ad" 
dress training by 
agency. 

flTNNESOTA, SEP1'EMilER, 1'177 
'Stat,le • .! 
ResulA" Prac. 

tionb tice· COIml.nts 

+ 

+ 

+ 626.843 Subd. 2; 
626.845 e,f,g enable 
the Board to us~ con
sultants; nCA consults 
with outsiders. 

+ Atty. Gen. Rule 202 re" 
quires 16 hours of Hu" 
man Behavior; recellt 
courses have included 
topics on Public Ro!" 
lations, Role of the 
Police, Human Rela" 
tiona, etc.. 

- Varies by agency; BOA 
attempts ~o provide 
such seminars for its 
classes. 

·O=.National Standard not addressed; _ = National Standard rejected or not in practice; + = National Standard 
accepted or in practice. 

bContained in either Minnesota Peace Offic.er Training Law (Minn. Stats. 626.481 " 626.B54 as amended) or in 
Attorney General Rules and Regulations. As of July 1, 1977, the new Board of Peace Officer Standards and 
Training may resolve to continue the Attorney General Rules and Regulations. At the time of this vriting the 

'rules have the force of law ijlthough the Board may change them. 

~--~----------~------------------------~ 
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TAlILE 6.5 

C(lt·!I'ARISON O~' NATIOU,\L STANDARD 16.5 TO TilE POSITION OF TilE HTNNESOTA TASK FORCE ON CRUlINAL JUSTICg 
STANDARDS ANll C:OAlB, OCTOIIER, 11)7~, ANO Am,I,\l. S1111ATHlN TN mNNESOT,\, ~EP"I"'IIIER! 1977 

~1 __________ N~'~\T~!~O~N~A~L~S~T~A~N~D~A~RD~5~ ________ -'1 ~j __________ ~T~A~S~K~FO~R~C~E~ ________ ~1 

16.5 IN-SERVICE TRAINING 

1. Every police ngllncy should provide 40 
hour. of formal in-service training an
nually to s<Jorn police employees up to 8 

and including captain or it. equivalent. 
This training should be designed to 
maintain, update, and improve neceS
sary knowledge and skills. Where 
practicable and beneficial, employees 
should receive training with persons 
employed in other parts of the crimi
nal. justice system, local government, 
and private business when there is a 
cOlIlllon interest and need. 

2. Every police agency should recognize 
that formal training cannot satisfy all 
training needs and should provide for 
decentralized training. To meet these 
day-co-day training needs, every po~ 
!,ice al!ency should provide each police 
station with: 
a. Aa .oon as practicable, but in no 

event later than 1978, a minimum 
of one police employee who is a 

'State certified training instruc
tor; 

b. AudiO-visual equipment compatible 
with training material available to 
the police agency; 

c. HOnIe study materials avanable to 
all police employees; and' 

d. Periodic one-day on-duty training 
programs directed at the specific 
needs of the police employees. 

3. Every -police agency should insure that 
the information presented during annual 
and routine training is included, in 
part, in promotion examinations and 
that sati.factory completion of train
ing programs is recorded in the police. 
employees personnel folder in order to 
encourage active participation in the.e 
programs. 

Recomncn
dationa 

o 

o 

o 

Commonts 

P. 23. ''The Board and BC,\ 
should begin to evalu
ate the comprehensive 
training needs ••• j 
should assess the in
s~rvice training cur
rently available and 
should solicit from lo~ 
cal agencies their 
opinions concerning ad
ditional or specialized 
traini.ng needs. ..; 
(also) the cross-system 
training needs." 

Task Force does not ad
dress training by 
agency. 

Task Force does not ad
dr~5s training by 
agency. 

f(Hl!4ESOTA, SEP1'E~IIIKR, 1q77 
'Statute! 
Reguls- Prac-
ti~nb ticca COIrancnt. 

- (626.845 f; Atty. Gen. 
Rule 216) In-service 
is voluntary except 
Intermediate Command. 

- Many agencies are too 
small for this to be 
feasible; varies by 
agency. 

- Varies by ,gency, but 
BCA send. back infor
mation on course per
formance to agencies 
for their use. 

BO = National Standard not addressed; _ = National Standard rejected or not in practice; + = National Standard 
accepted or in practic ... 

bContatned 1n either Minnesota Peace Officer Training Law (Minn. Stats. 626.481 - 626.854 as amended) or in 
Attorney General )l.ules and Reglllations. As of July 1, 1977, the new Board of Peace Officer Standards and 
Training may resolve to continue the Attorney General Rules and Regula.tions. At the time of this writing the 
rules have the force of law although the Board may change them. 
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only in-service course required by the state is the Intermediate Conunand 

Course for officers recently promoted to supervisory positions. Individual 

agencies, of course, can require more. Table 2.2 in Chapter II listed the 

in-service courses offered by BCA that are available to the state's peace 

officers. Refresher training is not mandatory; and since BCA resources have 

been conunitted to the basic course, BCA has been incapable of providing more 

extensive in-service training. The Board has argued for a one-week refresher 

course for each officer at least every other year, and for more specialized 

training programs. As with preparatory training (16.3), most agencies lack 

the resources to conduct their own in-service training. In fact, the con-

sensus of BCA trainers is that this decentralized training could be provided 

best by state trainers on the road rather than by each agency, especially in 

the case of smaller agencies. l The Minnesota Task Force reconunended that the 

Board and the BCA evaluate the in-service training currently available and 

assess additional or specialized training needs. In response, the Metropolitan 

Council conducted an assessment of in-service training needs for the metro area 

and the Crime Conunission sought funding for this evaluation. 

Training Needs 

This comparison points to the tentative identification of the following 

training need in order to meet the NAC standards: 

1. Mandatory and/or additional, specialized in-service training 
at both centralized and decentralized locations. 

NATIONAL STANDARD 16.6 - "INSTRUCTION QUALITY CONTROL." 

The reconnnendations in this section aim to improve the quaH.ty of police 

IFor sources see footnote on page 90. 
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TAftL£ •• 6 

CtlIPARI!i4.lH Of It\T1C1H\L ~T",m",Ul lh.6 10 Tllr. rO:~lT'ON 0.' TilE tlTN:IF.tiOf,\ TASK .~)Rr.P. ON C:~'HItl.\L .rusTleR 
!'i"'.\hn.\lUl!1 ,um mt\l~, m~mI1l'"! 1'11'. \\'11 "~'11\1. ~lnl\"'l'IN 1N mNNf~;rrr,\, M~l'l'I·'mJ-:H! l'n1 

16 .. 6 tNSlRtlC.Tt~t tltl.\lttY r.ClNTROL 

1. !-lett pottce tr.lln1n~ oIcJl!,'!:nv shauld 
"fetent ~11 cr.1inlus, pr"~r.lms with the 
Ireatut nnphuls (In stlldcnt .. .,rlentcd 
llutruetlon ntt'thudJ to tner~,J1f(' tr:dnce 
uca.pti.,tty :.wJ p.lj:th:.i'P.1tton~ Tntn
(flB,Ju.t,,", or one-hour dur.u.ton or 
lctnger should lnchJde _t least one of 
the fo\lowinS: 

" 
l, 

4. 

Active student involvment in train .. 
hg th:cuSh innrucdofl31 techniques 
IUch as role phying. situ ... t!on simu .. 
lation. group discussions, rColdtn'h 
... tId 1:ue.u:eh. projects) and utUt:.1. .. 
ti01l of individual trdnec resp"nsc 
.,..tftllS; paulve. stud~nt tratning 
INch •• 1ecturt! shou1d. be. mlnimbedJ 

b. Whero appropriJte, tcalQ teaching 
by .. police trilLnf.ng instrUctor and 
•• vcrn police employee assigned 
to Held duty~ 

eo. 'th~ U~~ ot .audf.Q .. vtsual dds to adel 
rcathm .tld il'Dpact to tui,,!ng pre .. 
unt. tion;; 

a. 'Prec:ondlt1oning matethh, such as 
cortespondence courses and assigned 
readings, made avaihble prior to 
fot'll141 trAining '5esslonsl 

e. 15,. ~978f .selC .. paced, irtdLvtdualh:ed 
instructi"n metbods for appro{lrinc 
.object m.attcr; and 

f. Where arproprLate, computer assist .. 
• ~. in the d.eUve.t'y of intt:ruetton 
aated.t1. 

'!Wl'y police tl"aining academy "nd, every 
police agency should by 1975, nltrict 
tot'IUl clauroClll trdnlng to a maximum 
ot 2, traLnee;.. 

Evltr,. po11ce trainillg academy IIhould 
and every polLce agency should, by 1978, 
h:nn:e that all its instructor; ue 
euUHed by the sute by nqu(rLngl .. Certification for specific train-

tns: lIubjects bued on York expe_ 
rhnc:e and educ.:ttion 1m profes_ 
dond eredentbb; 

h, S .. thf .. ~to"' ~<X!Iptetf.on oE & State ... 
certiChd lDininrum 80-hour instructor 
tnifllng program} .. nd 

c. Putod.le rent.val of urtif1cati'01'l 
ba"ed in pllrt on the evaluation Clf 
the police training ac:adany alid the 
police asency. 

Every police traLning acadc:lY should 
dhtdbute instructional Issigrment" 
affic:1ently and continually upd,lte all 
tui.nlng JtULte:r:h.1.s .. 'these measures 
IhOl,Jld inc1udo; .. Periodic monitoring of the presen-

tations of every pollce trainIng 
tnstructor to auht him in eVillu .. 
.. Ung the effectiveness of his 
.ethodA and the value of his: mate-
rials, 

b. RotatLon of flQUGe tralnlnfl. lns.u:ue: .. 
tor, through opcr'ation.ai asslr"tr.lcnta 
or periodic usignnent to field ob-

e. 
lervation tDUn oC duty; 
Use ot outsJde innruc::(ors \l'henevor 
thdr c)I'pertise and prc!sentation 
~ethoda \lQuld be bencf~clal to tho 

d. 
training objective; 
Continual a:sse~"nl:.nt of the workload 

Reeonm('~ .. 
~ ___ C~"""='!:!n!.>t~. __ _ 

o 

0 

:it.Lutel 
Rep-Ilh- Puc .. 
~ ~ Cottml'ntd 

+ 

+ 

llCA Trainct'll rec:oRnhe 
value oC .tudtnt par .. 
tlc1pation. rolc play .. 
ins_ etc ... hO\l'cvcr, 
theta eec.hntqucr. a.re. 
lilillted siven currefl,t 
elan .he and time. 
Lack. of petmanent 
trdning facUittes 
for BCA has 11mi ted 
the u'e of ludio.. ' 
ria"d equipment • 

.uie cbs."s lave bee.n 
c.4O. Atey. Ce.n. Ru 1e: 
20Jb. 

+ Chad" apply to state 
tratopers. the state does 
eartHy trainer' for 
each foUce agency. 

+ Att7. Cen. R", 1e 204. 
IDatru~totS must have 
hlah school degr1!;e u'& 
equivalent and tvo 
Jllar' experience a. 
pea" officer ot' a col
lese degreo. 

t1I,e Board bas prcwided 
.CIeM: course, fo~ in .. 
.tructor. but. no regu .. 
1&'t' c.ou:r:se is 'Cequi'Ced 
or offered. 

+ Mon!oCA. trainers obtaln 
refresher trainLng but 
it 11 not ~equired. 

+ 

+ Check. ,,,ply to BCA • 

... 

+ + 626.850, Atty .. Cen. Rule 
204. 

+ 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

oC cvr.ry PQJice tralnll'l~ instructor; 
/ldmi,)istr.1ttve flexibility t,o insure + • 

S. 

a[(lc.leot U~l.!. oC tk~ t't'dahv. .c~I.lc: .. 
"y It.rr dutinll pcrhhh Qf fluctua-
tion In tralr'ICe enrollment. 

Iver;y PQl1ce agency ,and poUce train" 
ins academy should review aU tuiniT1g 
mated .. Is at least af\nua u.y to dater .. 
lIIine their value and to alter 01:' re-
place thCID \lhere neceuary. 

+ BCA don thh Cor their 
hsie .nd In ... Servtce 
CQ\I:tn,s. 

·0 • N.ltional Standard not addruaedJ .. - "atlonal sundard rejected ot' not in pnctic., + .. N.thmd St.ndard 
accepted or in practice. 

°Contdned in _~ther Hlnnuota .Peace Officer 'Training Lav Uiinn. Stat,. 626~l.81 .. 626.1i54 IjS amended) Ol" !n 
AttQtney Ceneral Ruhs. 4.t\d Re.&Uta.tions.. As ~e Juty 1., 11)77, the ne", I!oard of PU1:e Offi1:er Stanluds and 
Trdning N)' resolve to c:ontinue the Attorney Ceneral Rules and Regulatiohllo. At the time of thh writing the 
rut .. have thl! f:)rce of la", although the Jloarel =ay change them. • 
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training instruction through improved classroom techniques and upgrading of 

instructor qualifications. As with previous sections, compliance for indi-

vidual agencies is hard to assess and implementation not feasible with cur-

rent limited resources. Minnesota law does require instructor certification 

by the Board. Qualifications are mi.nimal, however--an instructor need have 

only a high school diploma (or its equivalent) and two years experience as a 

peace officer or a college degree. Instructors are not required to take a 

basic or refresher course for trainers or to pass any qualifying examination. 

BCA instructors do receive periodic training but not because it is a state 

requirement. 

The BCA does evaluate its instruction. but evaluation is limited, as 

discussed in National Standard 16.2. The BCA basic course generally does 

not meet the national standards for classroom instruction, again primarily 

due to resource limitations rather than unwillingness. A few courses do 

permit extensive role-playing and participation (e.g., the BCA in-service 

crime scene course), but the majority of students do not receive such class-

room experiences. ECA basic classes include about 40 trainees rather than 

the recommended 25. As a result, student involvement is limited to a few 

areas such as firearms, first aid, and moot court. BCA trainers react fa-

vorab1y to the suggestion of more student involvement and believe ro1e~p1aying 

situations would be useful testing devices as well. However, expanding stu~ 

dent involvement would require more time, smaller classes, and better faci1i-

ties. The lack of permanent facilities for BCA training has made difficult 

extensive use of audio-visual equipment which must be moved from location to 

location. 

Training Needs 

This comparison points to the tentative identification of the following 
-103 .. 



training needs in order to meet the NAC standards: 

1. Successful completion of a basic course for instructors, 
periodic refresher training for instructors, and regular 
review and evaluation of instructors' lesson plans and 
classroom presentations; 

2. Smaller classes, more time, more instructors and better 
facilities to improve the quality of police training, 
particularly through expanded student involvement. 

NATIONAL STANDARD 16.7 - "POLICE TRAINING ACADEMIES AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
TRAINING CENTERS." 

The NAC recommendations of this section support the adoption of coordi-

nated criminal justice training and training centers located conveniently 

for all peace officers. They endorse the notion of agencies combining re-

sources to provide training not otherwise available. 

As mentioned in National Standard 16.1, the Minnesota Task Force recom-

mends coordination in criminal justice training. It also endorses mutual 

agreements, contractual agreements and consolidation for essential services, 

though not specifically for training. 

In Minnesota, police training remains separate from other criminal jus-

tice training programs. There is no central facility, although the Board has 

argued one is necessary.l The training law states that courses should be 

taught at convenient locations, but recently the BCA has ()ffereci the basic 

course only in the metro area, by Board resolution. However, 1977 legisla-

tion states that the new skills course for college or vo-tech graduates should 

be offered regionally. A number of ECA in-service classes are offered out-

state; and regional and local in-service programs, funded by sources such as 

the Crime Board, do meet some out-state training needs. The 1977 legisla-

tion requires the BCA to assess and meet regional in-service training needs. 

lFor sources see footnote on page 90. 
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TAlIl,E 6.7 

CONPARr~ON 01' ~L\TIONAL STANIl,\RIl 16.7 TO Til.: PO!1lTlON 01' TilE HlNNRS111'A TA~K fORCr. ON CRlIItN,\L JUSTICE 
S'I',\NIlARIlS ANIl <:l1ALS, OG'/'OIlRR, 1975, ANIl ,\C'lll,\l, S1111,\TTON TN mNNllSll'l'A, SIlI'1'RNlIF.I!, lQ77 

16.7 POLICE TRA TNING ACADENT ES AND CRIMI
NAL .nISTICE TIt\ WING CENTERS 

1. State cert'Hication o~ a b3Sic police 
training program should, as a minimum, 
require the training facility to oper
ate for nine months a year. 

2. Where appropriate, police agencies 
should establish cooperative training 
actldemies or otherwise combine their 
resources to satisfy police training 
standards or other training needs. 

3. Every staee should establish strage
gically located criminal justice 
training centers including police 
training academies, to provide training 
that satisfies State-mandated training 
standards for all police agencies that 
are unable to provide it themselves or 
in cooperation with other agencies. 

4. Every state should develop means for 
bringing mandated or other necessary 
training to employees of pol;'ce agencies 
whe~ it is impracticable or ineffi~ient 
to bring these employees to the nearest 
training center or academy. 

5. Every state should encourage police 
agencies to participate i~ specialized 
training offered through acadenic in
stitutions, government agencies, and 
professional and business organiza
tions .. 

TASK "ORCE 

Racorrmcn ... 
dationU Ccmm~nts 

o 

+ Task Force endorGes tho 

o 

o 

o 

notions of mutual 
agreements, contrac
tual agreements, con ... 
solidation for essen
tial law enforcement 
services (p. 17ff). 

M1NNr.~01''\ , SEPTEt-mER, 1977 
Statut~1 
Regula- Prac-

I "~"> "<:' 

I 

+ 

+ 

+ 

COOIRanta 

BCA has no regUlar fa
iltty but does oper
ate classes nine 
month. of a year. 

(626.848) C~urses 
should be provided at . 
convenient locations, 
but recently BCA 
classes offered only in 
metro area. 1977 leg
islation calls for 
skills courses offered 
regionally (626.845j). 

In 1976-77 all BCA Basie 
and.Intermedia te com
=no' ,courses were in 
metr~.' area; some i n
service is offered out
state, houever. 1977 
legislation should make 
the Basie Skills course 
available regionally. 

8 0 = National Stand'ard not addressed; - = National Standard rejected or not in practice; + = National Standard 
accepted or in practice. 

bContained in either Minnesota Peace Officer Training Law (Minn. Stats. 626.481 - 626.854 as amended) or in 
Attorney General Rules and Regulations~ As of July I, 1977, the new Board of Peace Officer Standards and 
Training may resolve to continue the Attorney General Rules and Regulations. At the time of this writing the 
rules ,have the force of law although the Board may change them. 
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Training Needs 

This comparison points to the tentative identification of the following 

training needs in order to meet the NAC standards. 

1. Strategically located training facilities, in accordance 
with 1977 legislation; and 

2. Coordinated criminal justice training. 

EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS 

NATIONAL STANDARD 15.1 - "EDUCATIONAL STAl.~DARDS FOR THE SELECTION OF POLICE 
PERSONNEL." 

The NAC recommends that police agencies gradually increase educational 

requirements so that by 1982 they require, as a condition of initial employ-

ment, four years of college education at an accredited college or university. 

The Minnesota Task Force explicitly rejects these recommendations since col-

lege education has not been sho~~ conclusively to improve job performance. 

The Task Force does, however? encourage agencies to recruit among college 

graduates and provide educational incentives for their officers. 

College education is not a mandatory selection criterion in Minnesota, 

and most departments do not require college education or degrees (see Chap-

ter r). In fact, one might argue that the situation until 1977 has put 

college-educated persons at a disadvantage. To avoid the burden of training 

casts, many agencies want to hire applicants who are trained already. Those 

eligible to attend BCA basic training have been those who 1) are employed by 

a police agency, or 2) who have successfully completed 1,000 hours of law 

enforcement instruction in a post secondary educational law enforcement pro-

gram. In practice, BCA has been able to handle only those currently em-

p10yed who by law must be trained; vacancies have not existed for those 
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COOI'ARtf<IN 0" :t.'ttO~"L StAN"IRll U. t to 111& rMt1toN 0" 1 •• & tllN1<t.<<lT~ t,\~K '''ReF. ON CRtltlNAL .ru~ttC~ 
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15. t tnl1C1\TI"~,\L STANDMtDS n'R TII& SELEC.. Reconrncn- Re~ul .. ..- Prac:-
•. __ .!.T~I~:!!N-,oc!!r-,r",O!."I,",Ir..:.!.r.,-r!:!E~H",S(",1N",NF.:o.!.L,-_____ ~ __ --'c::! .. ~"'~.:.!In~"~__ ,tlOllb ~ 

Ta _ntUft the sclection oC p"r~onnt't wlth .. 10. Incrc!ilIln~ Edu.: ... 
the quaUflcatlo1U tL. rcrConl1 pallcCI du- Hond Levell ilf 
ties propf'rly, every poUce ;I~("ney should 1..\1 Enlor('m~nt 
•• t"blbtt the (oll.ololtng cent~'I_lcva.l edt,.!.. 'enonnd .. 
e.t.t1ond requtretDOntil In the devclo(llllcnt of 

1. !vuy poUce "gency _hould Tequlre ,ill1. 
lIed1ate1y, at • condition 'If inithl 
mployment, the completion of at leut 
one Ydar of educatiotl (30 sCI'Duter 
units) at an acadhed coU",!e or 
univetJlty. OthertJi.!Ie, quaU£ted 
poUu .ppl1cant' who do not satisfy 
thb 'ondition, but ",ho h4ve earned 
• high sehgol diplOOl.a or its equtv .... 
lent, should be employed under .a con
tract requirlpg cDnlp.tetion of the 
Nueatl-onal nquil'ement "1th1n thl'ef, 
Jun of initial employment. 

2. Ivery police #geney should, no htet 
th.n \975. l'equi.TJ' ." a condition '0£ 
laithl employment the compllttion of 
at IUlt tva 1eacs of educadon (60 
,mener untt!J) .It an .accrtdLted col
lelf: or university. 

3. tvery poUee .geney should. no later 
than 1918, t'el:(uin u .a cand(tlon ot 
1niU:l cmployrucnt the coraplttion of 
.t IU't thred yeat'S of educ.tion (90 
'C'4uter un1ts) &t .n "c,credtted col
le&e or university. 

4, Every police ase:ncy should. no later 
thAn 1982, ret{uire as & condition of 
lnh1a1 c:cployment the cOOIrletion of 
at, lu~t fOllr )'urs of eduution (120 
• ernesur units gr & bolcuhureate de .. 
&Tn) n. an .aceredS.ud. 'College. 0.: 
univerdty. 

v.lId .. ted Il!hcttt:ln 
crttcrta Cor tndtvidual 
pattee dep.rtment;, 
.ac.h "tnnesota lc\l en
fo:,ct'I'IIent ",ency ihould 
c.ardull,· ,&;lUll the 
educattonal levol it 
duir .. Cot its poUce 

.. oUtcers. Dep.artnlents 
vlshbg to in~teU8 the 
lwal of proCessional
isa tn thetr agency 
should at _ mlntmunu 
1) provide adequate tn .. 

centivU to officers 
to ha!'" or continua 
hi&hu tducationl 
.IUI 

2) &hould .ct1vely re .. 
alIit ne~ officers 
bca. c.oUeiu or 
universities. 

Department. ,,!shing to 
lnet'eue tht educ ... 
l.1on.a1. level of offi
cer. mploy~d In their 
azeney, but not able 
to validate. .. college 
requtreliCnt as .a lUn-
d"tory .. lru:tion cri .. 
teria, .hould conSid-
'I.'t tue1ud.b~ tn the 
~lo)'ll1ent contnct • 
nqulreraent that the 
dulnd college 
c.our.u be completed 
vtthta • Ipecif1ed 
tll1Wh 

CCI2dCn til ry I 

Th. Hinnesota Tuk Force 
on Cdt!l.inal Justlc8 
Standards .nd. Coals 11 
'Pot dlUng to eoootJe 
the podUo" of The 
l&tlona.1 Advisory Com
'd.don thLt by 1980, 
.U persons hired ftlr 
the lev ."forcmcnt 
profudon should have 
• Bat:hl!lor'. Degt"e8 
frca a college or un i_ 
~et'sity~ the 'fnk 
Forc. be Uevu tbJt 
web • position 1a in • 
apprc)pr1ate becoluse it 
b .. 1'IOt blUn stattni
Cot 11 Y proven tha t .. 
coUt&_ degree. 1st at' 
&houlcl be .. I?rcr~t.lJ. ... 
stte to the perC or
III.Ine. oC poUce fIJne:
tten •• 

1'be T.ak FOTCI doo., 
boovever. boUeve that 
bl,ber edUCAtion shNld 
\:Ie .nc:our.~~ for .U 
Hhmesou police por
fonnel. the Task Force 
Fqrce, 111 tts recom .. 
'Il~ndl.tlon, .u{:~csts th.t 
that. e.eh dtpoTtment 
ahould ... sellS the ~u_ 
ea.tioM.l le'll1l t.hat It. 
fuh fa dcdrablc for 
its ~ployees, .nd 
should pr~vide ineen
Un protrams for ~n .. 
wdnlt th.1t employee. 
withing t.o pur~ue 
bi&ber educ.tion un 
dD 10. 

The Ta.k Force recOOl
.,Cl\I!s. tht.t Kbnuot"'. 
poUc," .. ge~c:ies sho\lld 
actively rC'cruit nell 
cmploYllu from the 
.tau". cOClo~unlty col
hsell, colleses, and 
univerdttes and shguld 
.. kG svery effort., to 
.tn-act hlgh~y educa ted 
per.ons to the bioi en ... 
lorc~ent f1t1d u • 
<. .. ncr (p .. 21) .. 

Collele aducatlon 1& not 
patt at H1nnesota S •• 
betic" Standard •• 

·0 - NaUcnal Standard not addreue4J _ • if.tional Standnd :-aj.cud or not in ~r .. ct1ceJ +. National Standati! 
.cccpted or i1\ practice. 

beentdned in dther Minne50U Peac~ Officer Trdntng Law (Hinn. Stats. 626.481 • 626.854 as amended) ot in 
AtU;:ncy Ccncr.al Rules .nd Rt:~ulatlon •• ,"'s ef Jul)' 1, 1977. the. ncw Boud qf Puca O(rtcC!r Stanc!.;u;ds .00 
Training N.)' resolve to cantf-nuc tho Attorney Ccnct'.al RuicA ."d Rcg~1ationJ. At tho t1me of thh vri~tnB the 
'tUtu Mve the torce ot la.., .. lthoug'h dlo Donli may chlJnge i:hau. 
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wir~ a college education but not yet employed. The result of this situation 

has been that college-educated applicants frequently cannot obtain mandatory 

training and without the training cannot obtain law enforcement employment. l 

Legislation of 1977 is designed to address this problem. The BOA is t(, <Jffer 

a shortened skills course for graduates of law enforcement programs. These 

programs must be certified by the Board and must be approved by the Minnesota 

State Department of Education or an accredited institution of higher learning 

(826.851, Subd. 2). The graduate of an approved program will be assured of 

access to a mandated training course and that course is not to duplicate hisl 

her academic law enforcement education. If the result of this system is to 

encourage agencies to hire college or va-tech graduates,2 then the barriers 

for the college-educated person will have been removed; in fact, college 

or vo-tech education would be encouraged, Assuming that the legislation has 

this impact, and accepting the Minnesota Task Force position that higher edu-

cation be encouraged rather than required, this comparison points to no 

apparent educational needs. 

NATIONAL STANDARD 15.2 - "EDUCATIONAL INCENTIVES FOR POLICE OFFICERS." 

The national recommendations encourage agencies to provide incentives 

fo1;' police officers, such as convenient shift assignments, financial assist-

ance, and incentive pay. The Minnesota Task Force also endorses such incen-

tives in spite of the fact that it does not support mandatory college 

education. The situation in Minnesota varies by agency~ but there is no 

uniform state plan of educational incentives, nor are incentive programs 

lIn the spring, 1976, the BOA offered a special basic class for Alex
andria vo-tech graduates and from 1973 to 1976, permitted Alexandria students 
in regular BOA classes. 

2presumab1y agencies would prefer to hire trained personnel rather than 
bear the cost of sending an employee to eight weeks of Basic Training. 
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TAIILE 6.9 

CCHPARISON OF NATioN,IL STANDARD 15.2 TO TilE POllITION OF TilE HTNNESOTA TASI\ FORGE ON CRIHINAL JUSTIGE 
STANDARIl~ ANIl Go.II,S, OGTOllilR, 197~, ANIl ,\C'11IAL S1111ATJON IN H'lNNI!50'rA, !H':P'rI!HIIER, lQ77 

,r-________ ~N~A~T~l~O~N~A~L~S~T~A~N~Il~~~RIl~S~ ________ _.l .r-________ ~T~A~S~K_F~O~R~C~.E~ ________ ..,i 

15.2 EDUC,ITIONAL INCEN'r:;:VES POR POLICE 
OFFICERS 

Every police a~~ncy should imrn~diately 
adopt a formal pro~r3m of educational 
incentives to encourage police officers to 
achieve a college-level education. Col
leges and Universities, p3rt<r,ularly those 
providing programs expressly (or police 
personnel should schedule classes at a 
time when police officers can attend. 

1. When it does noC interfere with the 
efficient administration of police 
pBrsonnel, duty and shift assignment 
should be made to accomodate atten
dance at local colleges; any shift or 
duty roeation system should also be 
designed to facilitate college atten
dance; 

2. Financial assistance to defray the ex
pense of books, mate~ials, tuition, 
and other reasonable expenses should 
be provided to a police oEficer when: 
a. He is ~nrolled in courses or pur

suing a degree that will increase, 
. directly, or indirectly, his value 

to the police se1'1Tice; and 
b. His job performance is satis(a~

tory. 

3 •• Incentive pay should be provided for 
the attainment of specified levels of 
r.cademic achievement. This pay thould 
be in addition to any other salar'r in
centives. It should amount to at 
least 2.5 percent of the employe~ls 
current salary for each 30 semes ter 
units of college work completed in pur
suance of a degree that will lead, 
directly Ol~ indirectly, to service bet
terment warranting the expense of the 
s.lary incentive. 

4. Colleges and universities, particu
larly those'providing educatio"al pro
grams expressly for police personnel, 
should schedule classes at hours and 
locations that will facilitate the 
attendance of police officers. 
a. Classes should be scheduled for 

presentation during the daytime 
and evening hours, within the 
same academic period, semester, 
or quarter; 

b. When appropriate, colleges and 
universities should present 
classes at locations other than 
the main campus so police offi
cers can attend more conveniently. 

Rocomncn
dntiona 

+ 
Comnonts 

Sea Task Force Standard 
#10, 1 above. 

H1NNESOTA, SEPTEt-mE!!, 1977 
'Statutel 
Rcgul~- Prac-

tion ticea Comnents 

+ 

VarIes by agency. 

Varies by agency. 

Varies by agency. 

GCCP&C survey of col
legelJ and un! veroS!
ties ind!cote many 
are oriented to In
se1'1rice need. 

aO = lIational Standard not addressed; _ = National Standard rejected or not in practice; + = Nat.ional Standard 
accepted or in practice. 

bContained in either Minnesota Pnace Officer Training Law (Hinn. Stats. 626.481 - 626.854 as amended) 6r in 

the 
Attorney Cencral Rulcs and Regulations. As of July I, 1977, the new Board of :Peace Officer Standards and 
'rraining may resolve to continue tho Attorney ~eneral Rules and Regulations. At the time of this writing 
rules have the ,~orce of law al thouglJ the Board may change them. I 

---~ ,-------------------------------~.--------~. 
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widely adopted. The Board department inventory indicates that of the re

porting agencies only about 10% ha.ve an incentive program. 1 

The following excerpt from the Minnesota Task Force Report and Recom-

mendations is consistent with national recommendations: 

fl ••• each department should assess the educational level 
that it feels is desirable for its employees, and should 
provide incentive programs for ensuring that employees 
wishing to pursue higher education can do 80."2 

Educational Needs 

This comparison points' to the tentative identification of the following 

educational need in order to meet the NAC standards: 

1. Incentive programs for ensuring that employees wishing to 
pursue higher education can do so. 

NATIONAL STANDARD 15.3 - "COLT~EGE CREDIT FOR THB COMPLETION OF POLICE 
TRAINING PROGRAM. tr 

The NAC recommends the affiliation of police training prograLls with 

academic institutions. The Minnesota Task Force and the Board, on the other 

hand, argue that training s110uld be separate from academic programs. Legis-

1ation in 1977 requiring a short skills course for college or vo-tech stu-

dents will make training an integral part of the educational curricula, but 

the legislation does specify that the content of the skills course is not to 

duplicate any of the content of the academic program. Thus, training programs 

will be affiliated with academic institutions, but the Task Force and Board 

preference for a separation of educational versus training course content will 

be maintained. 

1Minnesota Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control, 1977 
Comprehensive Plan, St. Paul: 1976, p. 111-105. 

2Minnesota Task Force, p. 23. 
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TAUI,E 6.10 

COm'ARlSON OF N,\TlON,\L STANOAHIl 15.3 TO TilE rtlSl'l'lON 01' TilE NlNNI':S01'A TASK FORCR ON CRINlN.\L JtlS1'lCE 
~'l"'Nn\~nS ANO C:OAloS, (lC'I'l1HEn, lq7~, ANO ,\(:111:11, ~l'n'A'1'mN IN H1NNI;HO'I';\, sr,:rmHilF.n, 1'177 

NA'i'lON.\ t, STA~l1,\RO$ 
j , 

15.3 COLLECE CRElllT FOR TilE CONI'LETION OF 
POLICE "RA ININC: PROCRAHS 

Every pollce ag~ncy shou:d pursue the af
filiation oE police .training programs with 
academic institutions to upgrade its level 
of training and to provide incentive for 
further education. 

1. All police training courses for col
lege credit should be academically 
equivalent to courses that are part 'of 
the regular college curriculum, 

2. Every member of the faculty who 
teaches any course for credi t in the 
police training r,urriculum should be 
specifically qualified to teach that 
eourse. 
a. The instructor in a police train

ing course, for which an a ffili
ated college is granting credit, 
should be academically qualified 
to teach that course; 

b. Police personnel not academically 
qualified ·to teach .a course in 
the regular college curriculum 
may, if otherwise qualified, serve 
as teaching assistants under the 
supervision of an academically 
qualified instructor. 

Rccon111l,)n .. 
. dationa 

TASK FORCE 

11. Law tnforcement 
Basic Training. 

Junior college, college 
and university curric
ulum5 including crimi
nal justice studies 
programs or other law 
enforcement Teinted 
·course work, should 
not include, as a part 
of the curriculum, 
courses designed to 
teach technical police 
skills or methods. 
Basic nolice science 
tr ai ni ng-prDg;::;;ms-
should be autonomous 
from academic institu
tions. 

'Statute/ 
Regula- Prac-

tionb ~ CorrrnClnts 

+ 

Provision of. training 
and education have to 
date been kept sep
arate. Legislation 
i~ 1977 specifics that 
the skills training 
not duplicate academ
:l.c curricula. 
(626.843h) 

Officers may receive a 
total of six academ
ic credits while at
tending 'Basic Police 
Training applicable 
to the University of 
'Minnesota General Col
lege and other pro
grams. They also gi,,(1 
one credit per 30 
hours of classes for 
Vo-Tech students suc
eessfully completing a 
2-year Vo-Tech law en
forcement program. 
In-service classes 
earn 1 cred! t per 13 
DOt,Jr:l. 

aO = National Standard nat addressed; _ = National Standard rejected or not in practice; + ~National 'Standard 
accepted or in practice. 

bContained in either~lnnesota Peace Officer Training Law (Minn. Stats. 626.481 _ 626.854 as amended) or in 
Attorney General Rules and Regulations. A. of July I, 1977, the nell Board of Peace Officer Standards and 
Training may resolve to continue. the Attorney Ceneral Rules and Regulations. At the time of thh writing the 
rules have the force of law alt:,oughthe Board may change them, 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This comparison of Minnesota police training and education to the stan

dards proposed by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stan

dards and Goals points to a large number of standards that Minnesota fails 

to meet. For the most part, these standards are endorsed by the Minnesota 

Task Force, the Training Board and/or by the Training Section of the Bureau 

of Criminal Apprehension. In only two cases did the Minnesota Task Force 

explicitly reject the NAC position for Minnesota. First, the Task Force en

couraged college education for peace officers but rejected college education 

or a college degree as a requirement for employment. Second, the Task Force 

differed on the appropriate relationship of police training and education, 

believing that training should be kept separate from educational curricula. 

Legislation of 1977 appears to have resolved this problem by affiliating 

training programs with academic institutions while separating the curricula. 

Failure to meet the NAC standards is thus probably not a result of re

jection in principle, but perhaps a result of insufficient attention. Many 

of the standards that Minnesota has not adopted are ones that the NAC recom

mends for each agency. Their adoption is complicated by difficulties in 

formulating standards appropriate statewide and in mandating standards for 

departments lacking resources to fulfill them. The following list summarizes 

the needs tentatively identified in this comparison of Minnesota to NAC stan

dards. The first set is relevant for training delivery. The second set of 

needs relates to training content, which is the subject of Section C. 

A. Training delivery needs: 

1. Coordinated criminal justice training; 

2. Mandatory training for all peace officers; 
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3. Training prior to the exercise of authority; 

4. Expansion of coverage of the reimbursement program; 

5. Supplementary training by individual agencies, particularly 
a period of field training within the first year of employment; 

6. Mandatory and/or additional, specialized in-service training 
at both centralized and decentralized locations; 

7. Successful completion of a basic course for instructors, 
periodic refresher training for instructors, and regular 
review and evaluation of instructors' lesson plans and 
classroom presentations; 

8. Smaller classes, more time, more instructors and better 
facilities to improve the quality of police training, 
particularly through expanded student involvement; 

9. Strategically located training facilities, in accordance 
with 1977 legislation. 

10. A longer basic training course. 

B. Training course content needs: 

1. Elective subjects, from which police executives can choose 
for their personnel, in addition to the mandatory training; 

2. A longer basic training course; (Section C explains the 
relationship of course length to course content). 
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CHAPTER VII 

LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSPECTIVES ON THE DELIVERY 

OF PEACE OFFICER TRAINING 
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INTRODUCTION 

Survey data relating to the delivery of peace officer training have been 

collected from several groups. Questions are considered relevant to training 

delivery if they ask how training should be offered, ~ training should oc-

cur, where programs should be offered, or ~ long courses should be; ques-

tions dealing with the substance of the training program are considered in 

Section C on the content evaluation. 1 Several questions have been asked re-

garding how training should be offered, such as the appropriate orientation 

of the program and whether field training should be a part of basic training. 

Various groups were asked when basic training should occur for new recruits. 

Respondents were asked·opinions on the location of training and on current 

facilities. Finally, opinions on appropriate training course length also 

were obtained. 

Perspectives on these issues were obtained fram various law enforcement 

personnel surveyed during the evaluation.
2 

An effort was made to sample var-

ious law enforcement positions so that results could be as representative as 

possible. Recruits trained by the BCA in 1976-77 were asked their opinions 

before and after the eight-week course. A sample of these recruits with six 

1 . 
The division between training delivery and training content is not al-

ways clear particularly in the area of "how" training is offered. Opinions 
regarding how the training program as a whole is offered are considered here 
under training delivery. Opinions on instruction and methods of particular 
course topics are considered with the content evaluation. 

2The only groups not asked these questions were BCA classes 54, 55, and 
68, (special Alexandria class) in the spring, 1977. 
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months of post.training job experience were surveyed. Another sample of BCA 

graduates with three years of post-training job experience were asked for 

their opinions. Two groups of supervisors were surveyed and a sample of 

agencies current1x exempt from training requirements were asked to contrib-

ute their perspectives. BCA trainers and a sample of training officers were 

also asked their opinions On these issues. The composition of these samples 

is discussed in detail in Appendix A. In addition a few training delivery 

items were included in questionnaires distributed to BCA in-service classes 

during 1976-77 and responses to these are reported when appropriate. 1 

Responses to each of the questions for each of the samples are reported 

in the following sections. Variations in perspectives on training delivery 

by agency type and location are then discussed. Finally, the needs identi-

fied through the analysis of the survey data are summarized. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSPECTIVES ON HOW TRAINING 

SHOULD BE OFFERED 

Several questionnaire items deal with the orientation or conduct of 

training programs. These are all included in Table 7.1. Responses of in-

service officers are included in Table 7.2. One issue that has been pur-

sued by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 

Goals (see Chapter VI) is coordinated criminal justice training. National 

Standards and Goals propose that police academies be part of larger criminal 

justice training centers. Presumably the criminal justice systmn could 

share reSources so that students in each subsystem could gain a broa~er per-

~. spective of the entire criminal justice system. 

lAll data obtained from in-service trainees are reported ill1 separate 
Technical Assistance Reports written for the Training Section o:E the BCA. 
See list of reports in Appendix B. 
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r .. pon.. ca u.orl •• prodded. I 
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Each group surveyed was asked: 

If some form of training academy were established would 
you prefer a coordinated criminal justice program (1. e., 
including personnel of courts, prisons, etc.) or a pro
gram limited to police training? 

The distribution of responses to this question (see Table 7.1) is simi-

1ar across all of the law enforcement groups. Trainees, trainers, graduates 

and supervisors all appear to be equally split on this issue. About 11% of 

each group is uncertain while those supporting coordinated training and those 

supporting police training are evenly divided. Responses of in-service 

trainees are somewhat different (see Table 7.2) in that more favor police 

training only. This preference could be a result of the fact that in-

service training is expected to be more specialized so that subject matter 

would not be as adaptable to coordinated criminal justice classes. 

Since college curricula provide an orientation to the entire criminal 

jtl.stice system, it was expected that more educated or college-educated re-

cruits might be more supportive of coordinated training. Analysis of the 

data indicates that although a larger proportion of college-educated recruits 

do favor coordinated training prior to their BGA training, the difference dis-

appears by the post-tr.aining and follow-up surveys. Similarly, the level of 

past criminal justice experience does not appear to affect opinions on this 

issue. 

In summary, perspectives on coordinated criminal justice training do 

'not vary by law enforcement position except that officers attending .Kn-

service classes are less supportive of coordinated training. All other 

• 

• 

• 

.' 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

groups are evenly divided on the issue. ./ 

A second aspect of how training is offered is the balance between 
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TABLE 7.2 

HOW TRAINING SHOULD BE OFFERED: PERSPECTIVES OF 1976-77 IN-SERVICE TRAINEES 

CRJME SCENE REFRESHER BASIC ADVANCED INTERMEDIATE 
PIi.OCESSING TRAINING INVESTIGATION INVESTIGATION COMMAND GROUP 

VARIABLE !5 CIASSE~~ (7 CIASSES~ ~ !2 CLASEll.. !4C4-~ ~VERAQE 

Coordinated Trainins 

Police only 54 (55%) 120 (64%) 21 (72%) 28 (74%) 30 (36'7.) 60'7. 
Coordinated criminal ju&tice 36 (36%) 53 (28%) 8 (28%) 8 (21%) 46 (.'56%) 34% 
Uncertain ~ (09%) .J1 (08%) -2 .2 (05'/.) -.§. (07'7.) 06% 

I 
N~ 99 188 29 38 82 

I-' Missing 0 2 1 0 2 
N 
I-' I could learn more by spending I 

the same amount of time on 
the job. 

Strongly disagree 61 (62%) 77 (41%) 13 (45%) 9 (24%) 32 (38%) 42% 
Disagree 30 (30%) 99 (53%) 13 (45%) 25 (66%) 52 (62%} 51% 
No opinion 3 (03%) 10 (05%) 2 (07%) 1 (03%) 0 04% 
Agree 1 (01%) 2 (01'%) 1 (04%) 3 (08%) 0 03% 
Strongly agree ....!:. (04%) ....Q 0 0 -2 01% -

N~ 99 188 29 38 84 /~ 
MiSsing 0 2 1 0 0 r 

.'.,; 



classroom training and job application. Opinions on this issue were probed 

through several questions. Respondents were asked to indicate what percent-

age of training time should be devoted to classroom training, physical 

training, and practical application. The average percentage for each group 

1 
is reported in Table 7.1. The averages of each group are similar and thus 

the figures in the last column (average for the groups)2 is representative--

46% is the average for classroom training, 16% for physical training, and 

39% for practical application. Law enforcement personnel generally feel 

that classroom training is most important but that a significant part of the 

program should be devoted to practical application. 

Although law enforcement personnel. generally support practical applica-

tion in training, they do not see on~the-job training as an alternative to 

classroom training. Respondents were asked to agree or disagree with the 

following statement: 

I (or, recruits) could have learned more by spending 
the same amount of time on the job. 

The vast majority of all groups (about 90%; see Table 7.1) disagree with the 

statement. In no sample does more than 6% agree with the statement. 

Another indication of the support for practical application as a sup-

plement to classroom training is found in responses to questions regarding 

IThe standard deviation is also reported in the table to give an indi
cation of the degree of variation in responses. A standard deviation means 
that about 66% of the cases fall within the average, plus or minus the stan
dard deviation. For example, if the average for classroom instruction is 
40% and the standard deviation is 13, then 66% of the sample respond between 
27% and 53%. The larger the standard deviation, the greater the variation 
in responses for the sample. 

2 The average was calculated across the groups rather than across the in-
dividuals in order to give equal weight to the smaller samples. If the aver
age had been calculated across individuals then the recruit samples which have 
over 300 cases would far outweigh the BCA instructors of whom there are only 
ten. 
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field trail1ing. The majority in each sample believe that field training 

should be part of the basic program (average is 81%). Trainers and super-

visors are among the more supportive. Although there is widespread support 

for field training there is no ('unsensus On when that training should oc-

cur. Responses vary by sample but in no case do many believe the training 

should come before or early in the program. Opinions are divided whether 

the field experience should occur in the middle of, end of, or throughout 

the program • 

Additional insight into the value and time of field experience can be 

obtained frmn a survey of Minneapolis recruits. Minneapolis recently ex-

perimented with a program in which 12 weeks of field training were offered 

after eight weeks of classroom instruction. The 12 weeks were followed by 

eight additional weeks of classroom instruction and then four more weeks of 

field training. Data from Minneapolis trainees are available, and their re-

sponses to questions relating to field training can be helpful. Responses 

are presented in Table 7.3.
1 

All Minneapolis trainees felt field training should be a part of basic 

training. Most felt that the middle of the training program was the best 

time to offer it (as Minneapolis did). The majority also reported that the 

experience decreased their enthusiasm for returning to the classroom, about 

half reporting that they learned somewhat less or much less during the sec"'" 

ond classroom instruction period as opposed to the first. A large majority 

also felt that they could have done an effective job without the second pe-

riod of classroom instruction. The point at which field experience is 

lData were gat4ered before and after the second eight-week c1assromn 
session, so "pre-training" is not an accurate description of when the data 
were obtained. This term will be used for convenience here, however. 
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TABLE 7.3 

RESPONSES FROM MINNEAPOLIS TRAINEES 

REGARDING FIELD TRAINING 

PRE-
TRAINING 

gUESTION N= 

uIn .general, should Held training 
be a part of basic training? 

Yes 25 
No 0 
Uncertain 0 

'~at is your opinion of the most 
appropriate time for field train-
ing? 

Before training 0 
Early in the training program 2 
In the middle of the program 21 
At the end of the program 2 

'~ow did your field training experi-
ence affect your enthusiasm for 
returning to the classroom?" 

Greatly increased 0 
Increased 3 
No affect 2 
Decreased 9 
Greatly decreased 11 

''How much do you feel you learned 
during your last eight-weeks of 
classroom instruction as compared 
to your first-eight weeks of in-
struction?" 

Much more 
Somewha t more 
About the same 
Somewhat less 
Much less 

''Do you think you could have done an 
effective job as a law enforcement 
officer immediately after field 
training, without returning for the 
last eight-weeks of classroom train-
ing?" 

Very effective 
Effective 
Uncertain 
Ineffective 
Not at all effective 
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• 
24 
0 
0 

• 0 
1 

15 
7 

• 
1 
3 
3 

11 
6 

• 
1 
6 
6 • 8 
3 

• 3 
15 

6 
0 
0 
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offered, then, seems to have a great effect on the trainees t perceptions 

of the value of training and on their receptiveness to additional in-

struction. This point should be considered when implementing field experi-

1 
ence programs. 

In summary, law enforcement personnel are divided on whether police 

training should be coordinated with other criminal justice training or 

whether it should remain separate. There is general agreement, however, 

that while classroom training is essential, practical application during the 

training program and some form of field experience are desbable. The 10gi5-

tics of implementing a field training program on a statewide basis are very 

complicated due to the fact that such field experience may take a great 

amount of time, and officers from a wide variety of agencies and jurisdic-

tions are involved. Survey data from various law enforcement groups, how-

ever, indicate that they overwhelmingly favor including field training/experi-

ence in the basic program. 

LAW ENFORCEHENT PERSPECTIVES ON WHEN MANDATORY 

BASIC TRAINING SHOULD OCCUR 

Prior to 1977 peace officers were required to be trained within 12 mo~ths 

of their employment. Amendments to the peace officer training law in 1977 

omitted reference to the time of training so that this issue will need to 

be resolved by the new Minnesota Board of Peace Officer Standards and Train-

ing (see Chapte~ II). The law enforcement groups surveyed during the evalu-

ation were asked when mandatory training should occur. Responses are 

~inneapolis covered most topics during the first eight weeks and handled 
topics in more detail during the second eight weeks. Trainees were on the 
street after the first eight weeks. This particular arrangement might ex
plain negative reactions toward further training. 
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reported in Table 7.4. 

The average across the law enforcement groups is 39% for the system in 

effect until 1977 (i.e., training within the first year). Close to half fa-

vor training sooner--25% immediately and 23% within the first six months. 

Very few would support extending the time of training. 

The average of the groups hides differences of opinion that appear to 

exist on this issue. The BGA instructors are most supportive of immediate 

training (90%) and the recent recruits and graduates tend to favor training 

either within the first six months or immediately. Although percentages 

are lower for the exerr~t agencies more favor earlier training than might be 

expected of small outstate agencies. It is interesting that the two samples 

of supervisors and the subsample of training officers are the most satisfied 

with the present system and the least supportive of sending recruits to 

1 
training sooner. 

Responses to this item must be interpreted with caution. In particular, 

the question was worded and asked in the context of a training delivery sys-

tern that is changing. Respondents indicated their preference for time of 

training in a system where costs and burdens of training were borne in large 

part by the local jurisdiction. The arrangement of training prior to 

lTechnical discussions in Appendix A indicate that the supervisory sam
ples (and hence the training officer subsamples) probably overrepresent larger, 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

metro agencies which the next section notes are more likely to favor earlier • 
training. However, since these samples are based on agencies rather than re-
cruits, relatively more outstate agencies would be represented in these srun-
ples (i.e., more outstate agencies send recruits to training, but more metro 
recruits attend training because they are larger agencies). Therefore, what 
appears to be a difference of opinion of supervisors might in part reflect 
the fact that there is a larger proportion of outstate respondents in these 
samples. Distributions of samples for metr%utstate can be found in Ap-
pendix A. This issue is raised in a following section on determinants of 
training delivery perspectives. 
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TABLE 7.4 

LAW ENFORCEHENT PERSPECTIVES: WHEN MANDATORY BASIC TRAININC SHOU LD OCCUR 

1976-77 RECRUITS BCA GRADUATES SUPERVISORS OF BCA GRADUATES TRAINERS 
i I i i i I I I 

Pre- Post- b Six-Month 1973-74 BCA Training EXEMPT GROUP a qcr:STlOS Training II;!1.n1.DiI Follow-UI! Graduates ! 11 Instructors Officersc AqENCIES AveRAGE 
I i , I 

Time of Training , i , , 
~edlately when hired 77 (24%) I 67 (22%) 25 (23%) i 11 (13%) 10 (12%) i 16 (16%) 9d (90%) i 9 (14%) 5 ( 137;) 25% 
~ithin first six months 86 (27%) 

, 
79 (26%) 28 (26%) 

, 
35 (42%) 14 (16%) 

, 
20 (20%) 0 - , 

12 (18%) 11 (29%) 23% 
Present, systee 115 (J6%) '111 (36%) 51 (46%) I 32 (39%) 47 (54%) I 44 (44%) 0 - , 

32 (49%) 19 ( 507.) 39% 
'iLhin 18 months 23 (07%) I 30 (lO%) 4 (04%) I 5 (06%) 15 (177.) I 12 (12%) 0 - I 10 (15%) 2 (05%) 08% 
oeher ..!.§. (05%) I 16 (06%) _2 (02%) 

, 
0 - ...! (01%) I 7 (06%) _1 (l07.) :....1. (05%) _1 (03%) 04"); ,-- ,- I-

N= 317 ,305 llO , 83 87 I 99 10 I 66 38 
Missing 1 I 13 0 I 2 1 i 2 0 I 0 5 

aThe Annual sample consists of recruits in classes number 56 th~ough 63. The total should be 317. Apparently one recruit who dropped out and began in another class has been counted 
twice. Given the large N such an error will not affect results. 

bH1ss1ng data in pose-test sample includes .ix recruits who dropped out of or 

. ~e two subsamples of training officers from the two supervisory samples are 

dTvo of these responses specified that training should occur before hiring. _. 
failed the course • 

combined for this table. 

!' 
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employment with costs borne by the individual and the state which is en-

couraged h,' 1977 legislation (see Chapter II) is not specified in the ques-

tion. Hence responses must be interpreted in the context of the pre-1977 

system. In addition, readers should keep in mind that a response bias often 

exists in favor of the present system which would inflate the percentage 

favoring training within the first year. 

In summary, agreement on the time of training does not exist across law 

enforcement groups. The largest proportion of each sample (but generally 

not a majority) favor the current requirement of training within the first 

year. Very few would extend this limit although a significant proportion of 

each sample would favor training earlier. The fact that the question was 

asked in the context of the previous system and that a response bias might 

favor the present system increases the importance of the large number fa-

voring earlier training. This is particularly true of the supervisors who 
~... ~ ~,;~l' • ., .. ,.,\ 

are less supportive of earlier training but who might be influenced by the 

costs and burdens of the pre-1977 training delivery system. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSPECTIVES ON WHERE 

TRAINING SHOULD BE OFFERED 

Section A of this report described a training delivery system in which 

all recent basic training has been offered in the metro area, all vo-tech 

and college law enforcement program graduates have had to attend the manda-

tory basic course in the metro area, and the majority of BCA in-service 

courses have been offered in the metro area. Legislation in 1977 has made 

some changes for the future location of training. The new skills course for 

college graduates is to be offered regionally and the BCA is required to as-

sess and meet regional in-service training neede. No details of location 
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have yet been worked out nor is there assurance that the BCA will have the 

resources to meet the mandate. 

Two items were included on the law enforcement questionnaires that deal 

with where training is offered. One asks for preferences of geographical 

location and the other asks for assessments of the adequacy of facilities. 

Law enforcement responses to these items are included in Table 7.5. Per-

spectives of in-service trainees are included in Table 7.6. 

On geographical location, as with time of training, differences of opin-

ion exist across law enforcement groups. However, there is no clear pattern 

that opinions vary with law enforcement position. As would be expected ~he 

BCA instructors are most supportive of a central academy; the exempt (small, 

outstate) agencies are most supportive of regional alternatives. Other dif-

ferences are perhaps more a result of sampling procedures. 

Recent recruits are fairly evenly divided between metro and regional 

alternatives. About one-half favor nither the present system or a central 

academy and there is an increase in support for a central academy by the 

end of the training program. A similar response pattern holds for the six-

month follow-up and the first supervisory samples which were drawn from the 

pool of recent recruits (see Appendix A for details of samples).l One would 

expect such a division of preference since about half of the trainees come 

from the metro area or are within commuting distance. The influence of 

agency location on training delivery preferences is discussed in a section 

IThe bias in follow-up and supervisory returns identified in Appendix A 
and the influence of agency location on training location preference (see 
section on determinants) means that any bias in responses would be in favor 
of regional alternatives. In sum, the continued preference of some for the 
present system or a central academy cannot be explained by sampling error 
since metro agencies are not overrepresented in returns • 
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TABLE 7.5 

LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSPECTIVES: lIIIERE TRAINING slIoum BE OFFERED 

1"", ___ :.19",7:..;6;..-..:.7..:.7...;R;;;E:;.;G;.:;RU=IT~S~ __ "",1 I"" ___ .....:B:.::C~A~GRA=D:.::U~A~T,:;:E::.S ____ ...... .." , SUPERVISORS OF BOA GRADUATES , 1"', ____ .....:T;:;RA=IN~ER=S:-._--',~----,_ .... 

Cl."::sno:; 

110\1 would you prefer to have the 
training progra~s offered? 

Present syst~ (various loca
tions in Qetro area) 

Central training academy 
Peroanent regional acad. 

emies 

Pre- Post- b Six-Month 1973-74 BGA Training 
Traininga 

I Training Follow-Up I Graduates I I II Instructors I Officersc 

67 (217.) 

66 (217.) 

114 (367.) 

, , I , 
I , , I 
I , J , 

: 69 (23%) 25 (23%) : 1 (081.) 19 (22%) : 13 (13%) 0 - : 
, 92 (30%) 34 (317.) J 14 (177,) 25 (297.) '29 (297.) 7 (707.) , 
J , , I 

8 (127.) 
25 (39%) 

: 88 (297.) 29 (26%) : 34 (417.) 16 (197.) : 24 (247.) 2 (2ar.) : 10 (157.) 
J , , I 

EXENPT 
AGENCIES 

5 (137.) 
2 (057.) 

13 (337.) 
Regional schools set up aa 

needed 67 (217.) '49 (167.) 20 (187.) '25 (307.) 22 (267.) '29 (297.) 1 (107.) I 16 (277.) 19 (487.) 

...!:. (Ol7.) :-2 (027.) ...l (m) :_3 (04'7.) ....Q - :....1 (057.) ....Q - :...2 (107.) r-! (037.) Other 

N = 318 , 305 110 J 83 82 '100 10' 65 40 
Missing 0 , 13 0' 2 6' 1 0' 1 3 _________________ • ______ ~ ________________ ~ ____________ ____ ~ _______________ "L ______________ _ 

110\1 would you rate the train-' , , , 
ing fscili ties of the BOA' , , I 
sc"ools: , " , , --- , , , , 

Good ,173 (57%) 60 (55%) '50d (60%) 46 (55%) J 55 (56%) , 35 (54%) 
Adequate ,109 (36%) 44 (40%) ,26 (317.) 29 (35%) , 38 (387.) , 24 (377.) 
Poor , 20 (07%) ___ 6 (067.) J 8 (10%) ~ (l~h) I 6 (067.) , 6 (097.) 

N = ,;;;; 106 ,-;;; 83 ,-; ,~ 
I I J , 
, 16 4 I 1 5, 2 I 1 H1ssing 

GRCliP 
AVERAGE 

15~ 

307. 

2n 

257. 
0)7. 

567. 
367. 
087. 

aThe annual sample consists of recruits in classes number 56 through 63. The total should be 317. Apparently one recruit who dropped out and began 1n another class haa been 'counted 
twice. Given the large N such an error will not affect results. 

bM1.5ing data in post-test sample includes six recruits who dropped out of or failed the course. 

~he two aubsamplea of training officers fran the two aupervisory samples are combined for this table. 

dCla.le. in 1973-74 vere held at a var~ety of locations ao responles are not caaparable to thole of 1976-77 recruits. 
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on determinants of training delivery perspectives. 

Three samples remain to be discussed--the graduates of 1973-74, the sec-

ond supervisory sample, and the training officers. These groups are the 

least supportive of the present system. All three of these samples were 

drawn from a list of agencies with 1973-74 graduat,es. Thus this result 

might be explained by the fact that the BCA offered basic classes at various 

regional locations at that time and training was not yet limited to the metro 

1 
area. The 1973-74 graduates overwhelmingly favor regional alternatives 

(either permanent or set up as needed), more of the supervisors favor a cen-

tral academy, and many of the training officers (39%) support a central acad-

emy. 

Among the groups represented in Table 7.5, trainers and then training 

officers are the most supportive of a central training academy. Differences 

of opinion exist among the other groups and are perhaps a function of di~·' 
, [ 

ferent training arrangements provided for the different samples. Other dif-

ferences'are more likely a result of agency location or characteristics and 

these are discussed below. On the average there is an everl division between 

metro versus regional alternatives, and the category receiving the least SlJ.p-

port is t~~ ~resent system. 

The opinions reported in Table 7.5 relate to the location of basic 

training. In-service trainees were also asked for their perspectives on 

location. Their responses are re~orted in Table 7.6. Opinions differ by 

lSee footnote on page 126. These samples are based on agencies rather 
than recruits so that relatively more outstate agencies are represented in 
returns than in the other samples based on recruits. Differences in sample 
composition might explain in part the relative dissatisfaction of these groups 
with the present system. 
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TABLE 7.6 

lAW ENFORCEMENT PERSPECTIVES: WHERE TRAINING SHOULD BE OFFERED 

QUESTION 

How would you prefer to have 
the training programs of-
~? 

Various locations 
Central training academy 
Permanent regional acad-

emies 
Regional schools set up 

as needed 
Other 

• 

N '" 
Missing 

• 

1976-77 IN-SER,ICE ~RAINEES 

CRIME SCENE 
PROCESSING 

.Q. .9.bi.~.§EL 

20 (22%) 
25 (27%) 

10 (11%) 

37 (40"1.) 
_1 (01%) 

93 
6 

• 

REFRESHER 
TRAINING 

(7 ClASSES) 

21 (11%) 
22 (12%) 

33 (18%) 

104 (56%) 
_5 (03%) 

185 
5 

• 

BASIC ADVANCED 
INVESTIGATION INVES'rIGATION 

(1 CLASS) (2 CLASSES) 

10 (35%) 16 (42%) 
6 (21%) 11 (29%) 

3 (10%) 6 (16%) 

7 (24%) ~ (08%) 
-1 (10%) --1. (05%) 

29 38 
1 0 

• • 

INTERHEDIATE 
COMMAND GROUP 

(4 ClASSES) AVERJ!..GE 

16 (20%) 26% 
20 (25%) 23% 

19 (24%) 16% 

25 (31%) 32% 
_1 (OJ..%) 04% 

81 
3 

• • 
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the type of class. Trainees in Refresher Training, which has the most students, 

and in Intermediate Command, which is mandatory, favor regional alternatives. 

This is especially true of Refresher trainees. The Crime Scene and Investi-

gation students are more willing to come to the metro area. Data on the in": 

service students do not enable one to probe whether these students are pre-

dominantly from the metro area or. whether student preferences are influenced 

by the specialization of training which might be aided by a metro location. 

Although dissatisfaction exists with the geographical location of train-

ing, there is widespread acceptance of the current facilities. Responses for 

all groups who were asked to rate facilities are reported in Table 7.5, al-

though many supervisors or training officers might not be familiar with the 

metro faciJities. One should note also that the 1973-74 graduates were 

trained at different facilities. 

Responses are similar across groups. On the average a little over half 

(56%) believe the facilities are good, 36% find them adequate and only 8% rat~ 

them as poor. Overall acceptance of facilities should not hide the fact that 

'many law enforcement respondents perceive that facilities could be improved 

1 
(i. e., they rate them only as adequate or poor). 

LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSPECTIVES ON LENGTH OF 

MANDATORY BASIC TRAINING 

The appropriate length of the basic course is closely related to course 

content in that assessments of the adequacy of course coverage have implica-

tions for the length of training. Course length is also relevant to training 

delivery since it bears on questions such as the number of courses that can 

--------------~.~-------
lLocations of the in-service classes varied considerably hence ratings 

of facilities are not reported here. 
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be offered, frequency of courses, and number of students per class. Law 

enforcement opinions on the issue are reported in Table 7.7 and are dIi.s-

cussed below. However, a longer or shorter course should not be considered 

independently of cour5e content (i.e., a longer course is not necessarily a 

better course) and hence the issue of length will be raised again in Sec-

tion C of this report. 

The basic course has been .280 hours (eight weeks) since 1971. During 

1976-77 the Training Board discussed extending the course, and now the re-, 

constituted Board will need to determine course length. Previous studies 

of Minnesota training have recommended a longer course (see Chapter I) and 

the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals has 

recommended a basic course of 400 hours (see Chapter VI). 

Responses reported in Table 7.7 indicate that there is considerable sup-

port for a longer basic program. With the exception of the exempt agencies 

and of the 1976-77 recruits prior to their training, at least 50% of all 

groups favor a program in excess of 320 hours. Extent of support for a 

longer pr.ogram is significant since the question was asked in the conteJct of 

a system in which training was a burden (e.g., costs, loss of manpower) to 

agencies. It is also possible that percentages favoring the 240-320 hour 

response category are inflated by a tendency to favor the present system. 

There is virtually no support for a shorter program except among the exempt 

agencies. 

DETERMINANTS OF TRAINING DELIVERY PERSPECTIVES 

Responses reported in the previous sections indicate that in a few cases 

consensus exists among law enforcement personnel. In particular, groups 
\ 
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TABLE 7.7 

LAW ENFORCENENl' PERSPECTIVES: LENGTH OF MANDATORY BASIC TRAINING 

1976-77 RECRUITS BCA GRADUATES SUPERVISORS OF BCA GRADUATES TRAINERS 
• I I i I I I 

Pre- Post- b Six-Nonth 1973-74 BCA Training a 
!2,t'E5TION I Train1n& ~!n&..- -l2!low-Up Graduates - 1· I! Instructors .....!ill.l~ 
110" =17 hours of basic train- I I I I 

ing should be the min~ I I I I 
necessary for police offi- i I I I 

.E.~ 
I I I I 
I I I I 

Less than 2~0 hours (, (027.) I 5 (027.) 0 - I 0 - 4 (057.) I 5 (057.) 0 - I 4 (067.) 
240-320 hOOrs 171 (557.) i 136 (457.) 39 (36%) I 34 (41%) 36 (41%) I 45 (457.) 3 (307.) I Z3 (357.) 
320-36(1 hours 59 (19%) I 83 (277.) 22 (207.) i 16 (197.) 19 (22%) ! 20 (20"1.) 1 (107.) I 12 (197.) 
360-400 hours 55 (187.) I 56 (187.) 34 (32%) I 27 (321.) 24 (28%) I 22 (22%) 1 (101.) I 22 (347.) 
Hare titan 400 hour s -ll (On) I 2/, (08%) ...ll (12%) I 7 (08%) ~ (051.) I 8 (08%) ~ (407.) I 4 (067.) 

I- I- I~ 1-
N= 314 1 304 108 I 84 87 I 10 I 65 
Missing 4 I 14 2 I 1 1 I 1 0 I 1 

aThe annual .~ple consists of recruits in classes number 56 through 63. The totfll should be 317. Apparently one ;ecruit who dropped out and began in another 

I 
f-I 
W 
Ln 
I 

twice. Given the large N such an error will not affect results. 

bMissing data in post-test sample includes six recruits who dropped out of or failed the course. 

~e two sub samples of training officers from the two supervisory samples are combined for this table. 

dThe average is considerably inflated by including the opinions of exempt agencies. 

L' 

• • 

i 
EKEW'T GROllP 

AGENCIES AVER\GE 

7 (18X) 047. 
27 (69X) 44';,d 
3 (087.) 18'1: 
1 (037.) 22X 

....1: (037.) ll't 

39 
4 

class has been counted 



--- -~~- ----

generally favor practical application in training and field experience as 

part of the basic program. On most training delivery issues. opinions differ, 

although differences generally do not appear to be explained by oneis law 

enforcement position (i.e., by whether one is a recruit, graduate, super-

visor, or trainer). Instead, it seems likely that when differences of 

opinion do exist characteristics of respondents' agencies can explain the 

differences. Responses collected from the exempt (small, outstate) agencies 

reported in previous tables suggest that training delivery opinions are 

likely to differ by agency type. 

Responses to the questionnaire it~ms were related to one's agency type, 

agency size, community size, criminal justice planning region, and distance 

from the metro area.
l 

The most important variables in explaining training 

delivery perspectives appear to be region and distance from the metro area. 

As would be expected agency location is closely associated with preferred 

location for training facilities. Table 7.8 includes the breakdown of re-

sponses to the training location item by the metr%utstate division. Break-

downs by criminal j;.tstice planning region are included in a separate report 

2 
which contains data for regional planners. Before training, after training, 

and after six-months of job experience, recruits trained by the BCA from out-

state prefer regional alternatives, while metro recruits are more supportive 

of a metro location (either present system or a central academy). Analyses 

of the supervisory samples and of the graduates of 1973-74 provide similar 

1 
Agency size and community size were related to op1n1ons, controlling 

for agency type. Analyses were conducted on pre-training and post-training 
responses of 1976-77 recruits and on the six-month follow-up sample. Dis
tance from metro area was coded as: 1 = metro, 2 = within 75 miles of the 
metro area, 3 = 75-150 miles from metro area, and 4 = more than 150 miles 
from metro area. A recoded variable, metr%utstate, proved more useful 
in analyses. 

2See Appendix B for list of other project reports. 
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TABLE 7.8 

~ETRO/OUTSTATt PERSPECTIVES ON LOCATION OF TRAINING FACILITIES 

1976-77 RECRUITS 1976-77 RECRUITS 
PRE-TRAINIi~G POST-TRAINING 

Metro Outstate Metro Outs tate 
J --, 

Per- Per- Per- Per-
TRAINING LOCATION· !!..:: centa 

!'!....:: ~ !!..:: ~ !!..:: ~ 
Present system (various loca-

tions in n\etro area) 41 (64) 23 (36) 39 (59) 27 (41) 

Cuntral academy 42 (66) 22 (34) 53 (60) 35 (40) 

Regional (permanent or set up 
as needed) 57 (3.3 ) 117 (67) 38 (.30) 88 (70) 

N= 302 289 
x· b 30.56 24.40 
Significance .000 .000 

~ercentages are the propo~tion of metro and outstate respondents selecting each 
response category; that is, row percentages. 

b The Chi-square test indicates if differences between metro and outstate responses 
are significant. All Chi-squares are significant, which means that the differenceS 
are not likely to occur by chance. 

1976-77 RECRUITS 
SIX-MONTH FOLLOlf-UP ----, 
Metro Outst<;!te 

I I 
Per- Per-

!!..:: ~ N = ~ 

15 (63) 9 (37) 

14 (42) 19 (58) 

12 (26) 34 (74) 

103 
8.87 

.01 

• 



results. 

Distance from the metro area is also associated with preferred time for 

training. Breakdowns reported in Table 7.9 indicate that recruits from metro 

agencies are more supportive of i~ediate or earlier training while out

state recruits are more supportive of the .=.urrent system (within 12 months). 

This finding lends support to the argument that the lower level of support 

for earlier training found in the supervisory samples is a result of the 

larger proportion of outstate agencies in those samples than a result of 

supervisory position. 

There is also a tendency for metro recruits to favor a longer course 

and to be more supportive of field training. Since these results are not 

consistent across all of the law enforcement groups surveyed, and conclu

sions are therefore less certain, data are not reported here. 

Size of agency and size of community served are less important in ex

plaining training delivery perspectives than anticj.pated. Officers in 

larger agencies and serving larger commurli,ties are E£! consistently more 

likely to favor a particular location, time or length of training. Nor do 

differences exist between sheriffs and police. Instead geographical loca

tions vis-a-vis the metro area is the primary determinant of training de

livery opinions. 

SUMMARY AND IDENTIFICATION OF NEEDS 

Opinions of various law enforcement personnel have been analyzed to as

sess their perspectives on training delivery. A variety of groups were sam

pled (recruits, graduates, supervisors, trainers) in order not to slight or 

overrepresent any particular perspective. Law enforcement personnel 
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TABLE 7.9 

METRO/OUTSTATE PERSPECTIVES ON WHEN TRAINING SHOULD OCCUR 

1976-77 RECRUITS 1976-77 RECRUITS 
PRE-TRAINING !lOST-TRAINING 

Metro Outstate Metro Outstate r------, i 
Per- Per- Per- Per-

TRAINING LOCATION N= centa N= cent N= cent N= cent 

Irranedia te 45 (60) 30 (40) 41 (64) 23 (36) 

Within first six months 42 (52) 39 (48) 39 (53) 35 (47) 

Within first twelve months 
(present system) 40 (36) 70 (64) 35 (33) 70 (67) 

Within first eighteen months _6 (26) .J1 (74) -1:l (42) .11 (58) 

N= 280 269 
x2b 14.82 16.55 
Significance .002 .001 

~ercentages are the proportion of metro and outs tate respondents selecting each 
response category; that is, row percentages. 

b The Chi-square test indicates if differences between metro and outstate responses 

• 

are sign1.ficant. All Chi-.;quares are significant, which means that the differences 
are not likely to occur by chance. 

• • • 

1976-77 RECRUITS 
SIX-MONTH FOLLOW .• UP -----, 
Metro Outstate 

i 
Per- Per-

N= cent N= cent 

15 (63) 9 (37) 

13 (48) 14 (52) 

12 (24) 37 (76) 

.....Q _3 (100) 

103 
12.79 

.005 

<.1 



demonstrate consensus on same issues and division on others. For several 

issues on which division exists (especially location and time of training) 

geographical location is the primary explanation. Positions on many issues 

in the state are divided along metr%utstate lines. It is therefore not 'sur-

prising that opinions on how training should be offered also would differ 

along those lines. 

An evaluation of training delivery must consider several factors. The 

opinions of the law enforcement personnel most directly involved in and af-

fected by the system are certainly an important consideration. Responses 

collected from Minnesota law enforcement personnel lead to the identifica-

tion of the following training delivery needs. These needs will be discussed 

again in Chapter X in light of the needs identified through other types of 

evidence. 

TRAINING DELIVERY NEEDS 

1. Practical application in the basic program, particularly a period 
of field experience. 

Law enforcement personnel disagree when the field experience 
should occur but the majority of all groups support practi
cal application and field training (see Table 7.1). 

2. Investigation into the feasibility and advantages of coordinated 
criminal justice training. 

All groups are divided on the desirability of coordinated 
criminal justice training. Sufficient support exists (see 
Table 7.1) for its feasibility and advantages to be further 
investigated. 

3. Training within a time period that is shorter than the 12 month 
limit in effect until 1977. 

Many law enforcement personnel support the 12 month time 
period, but a slight majority favor immediate training or 
training within the first six months (see Table 7.4). 

4. Regional training facili ties. 
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5. 

Law enfor::"ement groups are fairly evenly divided DGltween 
metro and regional alternatives (see Table 7.5). The ar
rangement receiving the least support is the present system 
(different locations in the metro ar@a). Regional alterna
tives (either permanent or set up as needed) are generally 
more favored than a central academy, though support for the 
latter should not be ignored. Survey responses, in addi
tion to the recent legislative mandate for x'egional solu
tions, indicate a continued desire for regional locations • 

Two points should be kept in mind in interpreting responses 
on the issue of location. First 5 regional locations would 
include a metre location, so that those favoring such a lo
cation would still have the convenience~ . 

Second, in weighing whether to favor metro or outstate 
opinions on the issue one should clarify whether to con
sider recruits trained or agencie~t sending recruits to 
training. Close to 50% of recruit.s are from the metro 
area and hence a single metro location is convenient for 
half of the trainees. On the other hand more than half of 
the agencies that send recruits to training are outstate and 
hence more than half of the agencies are inconvenienced by 
a metro location. 

Improved facilities. 

A slight majority of law enforcement personnel rate BCA 
facilities as good. The fact that nearly half find the 
facilities only adequate or poor indicates that there is 
room for improvement (see Table 7.5)~ 

6. A longer mandatory basic training program. 

A majority of law enforcement personnel would favor a course 
in excess of 320 hours. If some of the burdens associated 
with the system in effect until 1977 (costs, loss of manpower) 
could be reduced as they are likely to be, then support for 
a longer course would no doubt be higher. Recent creation of 
a shortened skills course for college graduates with·a law en
forcement background will affect the need for a longet~ course 
and will be discussed in Chapter X • 
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INTRODUCTION 

This chapter complements the evaluation of current training delivery 

presented in this report by examining alternative means of future training 

delivery. Within a labor market context, monetary and persol1al incentives 

encourage individuals to undertake training and thus to become part of the 

trained personnel supply; while political considerations, within the contex.t 

of budget restraints, encourage law enforcement agencies to demand such 

trained personnel. Since it can take up to two years to train a peace offi

cer, a market forecast will enable individuals and agencies to plan their re

spective educational, budgetary, and capital needs so that changes in public 

safety wants are met with minimal delay. A complete market forecast is not 

attempted because future supply of trained personnel depends on a forecast of 

peace officers' wages as compared to wages in other occupations. Such a wage 

forecast is extremely difficult over a long time period. However, the trained 

personnel market c~mponents examined are as follows: 

1. Forecast demand for peace officers, 

2. Determinants of peace officer supply, and 

3. Cost comparisons of two future training delivery options. 

The entire analysis assumes the relevant market is the state of Minnesota, 

i.e., trained personnel migration between states is disregarded given the ex

pectation that it is very small. Other factors examined are the geographical 

locatio.n of future training facilities and the financing of training costs. 

In particular, cost.compirisons are made of training provision through 

either the community colleges exclusively or the vo-techs exclusively. 
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According to these two options, either community colleges alone or vo-techs 

alone would provide certified Ifw enforcement programs such that their gradu

ates would be licensed to be peace officers. These two alternative means of 

training delivery are the only mechanisms for which cost estimates and com

parisons are reported. 

A complete cost-effective analysis of alternative mechanisms for supplying 

trained peace officers is not attempted. Neither research resources nor data 

availability permits a comprehensive analysis of all possible training delivery 

systems. There are innumerable combinations of community college, four-year 

universities, vo-tech law enforcement programs, and instruction by the BCA 

which could be used to train peace officers in Minnesota. All possibilities 

and their respective costs cannot be anticipated. So comparisons are limited 

to the cost considerations of two options for providing training, through vo

tech programs exclusively or through community college programs exclusively. 

Although cost analyses are limited to these two options, there is ~ implica

tion that training would be limited to students in these two types of programs. 

There is no reason that a certified community college could not service students 

enrolled in other institutions or in-service personnel. 

The first section deals with the demand for peace officers in Minnesota. 

The future needs for trained personnel are projected. The second section dis

cusses supply of trained peace officers. This second section adaresses the 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

questions: • 

(1) What factors affect trained peace officer supply? 

(2) vfuo should bear training costs? 

(3) What are the implications of public and private financing? 

These questions direct attention to cost considerations of alternative mecha

nisms for training delivery. The thirc~ section reports cost estimates of the 
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training delivery options described above. 

DEMAND I!'OR LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL 

DEMAND FORECASTS AID TRAINING PROVISION PLANNING 

Those providing training for peace officers need to projeJct law enforce

ment personnel needs. If training is conducted larg~:!ly at public expense, 

foreknowledge of the relevant market conditions faced by trained personnel 

can lead to efficient decision-makitlg in the level 01:; training provision 

given the expected needs. 

INTERACTION BETWEEN THE DEMAND FOR PUBLIC SAFETY AND 

THE DEMAND FOR PERSONNEL 

In the case of law enforcement personnel, train~lg needs are a function 

of the demand for services. Peace officers perform a public service. They 

are intermediate products (or service producing agents) in a process whose 

outcome can be called lIpublic safety." The demand fOJ~ such personnel is de

rived from the demand for the service they provide. Since the demand for this 

public service is financed by public revenues, response to this demand is de

pendent upon political decisions, and not simply market phenomena. But if 

political decision~makers respond reasonably well to the demands for public 

safety, it makes sense to use the factors.tietermining citizen demand for pub

lic safety to estimate the number of trained peace officers that will be de

manded by local agencies. That is, variables that can be expected to affect 

dE®and for public safety can also be expected to affect the number of peace 

officers communities do employ. 
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DETERMIN~~TS OF THE DEMAND FORECAST 

The variables that affect the demand for public safety and thus the de-

mand for peace officers are: 

1. ~opu1ation size, 

2. Grime1 

3. Assessors' taxable valuation of property, and 

4. Time (to capture.trends not described by (1) - (3). 

Selection of these variables can be justified.. For example, a number of re-

cent studies have discussed the demand for law enforcement personnel and/or 

law enforcement expenditures. 2 Most have established that crime and demand 

for police services simultaneously affect each other, Figure 8.1 describes 

visually the mutual effect these variables have upon each other. Higher crime 

increases the demand for peace officers, and an increase in police services re-

duces crime. By using the other community characteristics which have been 

found to be related to demand for police services as well a.s the community's 

crime incid.ence, a demand function for the number of peace officers can be 

statistically derived. 

lIn analyses n;ported below, separate regressions were run using violent 
c.rime, property cri:me, and total crime. 

2A useful summary is provided by Eric J. Scott, "Determinant.s of Municipal 
Police Expenditures: A Review Essay," unpublished technical report, Workshop 
in Political Theory and Policy Analysis, Indiana University. Donald Genadek . 
and Stephen Coleman, "Costs and Performance of Criminal Justice: A Statistical 
Analysis of Minnesota Counties," Minnesota Statistical Analysis Center, Crime 
Control Planning Board: St; Paul, Minnesota, May, 1977 finds at the level of 
Minnesota counties that the relationship between Crime Rate and Police Expen.di
ture per capita is weak. These results should not be read as contradictory to 
the forecasting attempts of this chapter. The dependent variable is different, 
i.e., here it is police personnel. Also, forecasting analyses are based on 
data over-time, in contrast to the cross-county data at a single point in time. 
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FIGlJRE 8.1 

MUTUAL EFFECTS OF CRIME, DEMAND 

FOR POLICE AND NUMB"ER OF POLICE EMPLOYED 

Crime Rate 

~(PUbliC S'fetY)~ 

Number of Police Demand for 

Officers >m~7 Officers 

+ 
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DEMAND FOR TRAINED PERSONNEL FORECAST, 1980-2000 

two equations are estimated using the above sta.tistically significant 

variables; one peace officer demand equation which depends on the crime rate 

among other variables, and a second equation determining the crime rate which 

in turn depends on the number of peace officers and the population. In par-

ticular, the following equations are estimated. 

The procedure by which the statistically significant right hand side variables 

were determined is described in Appendix C. Equation (1) states that the de-

mand for officers is dependent upon the crime rate CCr), population (P), as-

sessed valuation in the community (V), and a time trend variable (T). In turn, 

equation (2) states that the crime rate (Cr) is determined by the populatioIl 

(p) and the number of officers (N). Both of these interdependent equations 

are used to estimate the demand for peace officers. 

The number of trained personnel required over the period 1980 - 2000 can 

be determined using these equations. Results indicate an initial decline in 

the number of new officers requiring training followed by a gradual increase 

over the period 1980 to 2000. The yearly projections are included in Ap-

pendix C. Caution should be used in interpreting the yearly projections, how-

ever. First, it is uncertain which categories of personnel to include in the 

proj ections. Estimates, for example, do not include paxt-time personnel. l Re-

liable data are not available on the number of part-time personnel, making it 

lpart-time personnel are not legally e,xempt from training but most part
time officers have not been trained since full-time personnel are given pri
ority in the limited BCA classes. Training Board staff suggest that there 
may b~ about 300 untrained, part-time officers in the state. 
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• 
difficult to estimate how much their inclusion would affect training needs. 

• To require training of currently sworn but untrained part-time personnel 

could increase sharply short-term training needs, while to require training 

of part-time personnel in the future would increase somewhat long-term train-

• ing needs. Similarly, inclusion of officers from small communities now ex-

empt from training requirements would affect future training needs. Second, 

all forecasts involve some range of error, and that error is likely to in-

• crease the farther one proj ects personnel beyond the base period. 011e should, 

not therefore, take the yearly projections reported in Appendix C too strictly 

especially those numbers near the year 2000. 

• On the other hand, readers should not discount the initial decline dis-

covered in the projections. Some of the recent demand for training can be 

accounted for by the backlog that resulted from mandated training in 1967. 

• For example, data reported in Chapter XV indicate that a number of trainees 

have been in their current positions well beyond the mandated one year, sug-

gesting that some of these trainees were grandfathered and are seeking training 

• by choice or else may be from exempt communities. As this backlog is met, 

training needs should decline. In addition, the analyses reported in Appendix 

C note a sharp increase in peace officer personnel for the 1965-75 period. 

• This period corresponds to an era of high LEAA funding for law enforcement, 

the continuation of which is uncertain. 

• Because of the inevitable methodological and practical problems which 

subject the forecasts to some error, the exact yearly projectionl are n~t re-
'~ .. :=JJ 

ported here but are reserved for Appendix C. The major finding td~{ress in 

• this context is that, barring inclusion of any new category of peace officers 

requiring training, the number of recruits to be trained in the future is 
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likely to decline from the levels of 1965-75. A reasonable conclusion would 

be ~ _after training has stabilized, a statewide capacity for producinli~

proxi~~tely 300 newly trained officers annually may be an appropriate estimate 

of training delivery needs. Given the human and financial costs of over- or 

under-supply, training administrators are encouraged to assess continually the 

short-term demand for peace officers so that training needs can be anticipated. 

The cost estimates reported later i~ this chapter are based on the above 

forecast and on the expectation that two options for training delivery would 

fully meet the state's future training needs. Therefore, costs are estimated 

for the implementation and operation of law enforcement programs which would 

produce 300 graduates a year statewide. 

SUPPLY OF LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL 

DETERMINANTS OF PEACE OFFICER SUPPLY 

As in most markets, the willingness of individuals to undertake training 

in an occupation and thereby to become part of the personnel supply in that 

occupation is determined by three factors: 

1. Present and future wages in the occupation as compared to 

other occupations available to the individual given his/her 

abilities, 

2. Training costs borne by the individual, and 

3. Income foregone during the training period. 

For example, the higher the training costs paid by the individual and/or the 

longer the training period during which the individual is not earning a full

time wage, the higher the expected wage in the occupation must be in order to 

induce the individual to undertake the training process. Similarly, the lower 

the training costs and/or the shorter the training period, the lower the wage 
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he/she is willing to accept • 

Labor economists would say the notion here is that individuals undertake 

education or training as an investment in human capital. Their willingness 

to pay training costs and to forego income during the training period in antic-

ipation of taking a job depends upon the expected value· of present and future 

benefits. This is similar to an investor's willingness to make a particular 

investment being dependent upon ex.pected returns. Just as an investor is ex-

pected to choose the particular investment with the greatest expected net re-

turn as compared to other investments, so the individual considering training 

is influenced by the expected net benefits of other possible occupations. An 

individual will be willing to pay the costs of training and to forego income 

during training whenever expected benefits exceed those costs and this dif-

ference (expected net benefits) exceeds the eA~ected net benefits of engaging 

in other possible occupations. 

TRAINING COSTS: WHO SHOULD PAY? 

This perspective leads to the questions: Who should pay the costs of 

peace officer training: the trainee, the public, or both? The cost of post-

secondary preparation for most professions is usually incurred, at least par-

tially, by the individual. Sometimes specialized training is provided outside 

the educational system by the employer. 

Labor economists distinguish between specific training and geh~~~l train-

ing,l Specific training is training in skills that are used only by the em-

ployer providing the training. The training cannot be used to obtain employment 

IGary Becker, Human Capital, New York~ N.:i.tional Bureau ot Economic Re
search, 1959 . 
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• 
e1sewhere since the employee cannot transfer the skills to another job. The 

skills are uniq1lely needed by one employer. Genei':al training is training • 
that provides skills useable to many employers. The employee can use the 

skills to obtai:n employment from a number of employers. The benefits of 

training accrue to the individual since he/she has more job options after the • 
training. 

Specific training is generally considered the responsibility of the em- • player since be:nefits from the skills accrue only to the employer. The trainee 

cannot use the skills to obtain a higher paying job elsewhere. However, em-

players are not considered responsible for the costs of general training. • There is little economic motivation for the employer to pay the costs of gen-

eral training. They cannot be sure of getting a return for such an investment 

in a trainee since he/she can use the skills for employment elsewhere once • training is con~leted. So) employers are usually unwilling to invest resources 

in general training unless the employer can thrust the training costs back on 

the individual in the form of wages lower than the typical market wage in the • occupation. 

Peace officer training falls into the category of general training. Once 

training is provided, trainees can seek employment with many agencies. In ad- • 
dition, many of the skills can be used to obtain employment with private agen-

cies which have need for police skills. Consequently, if the returns or 

expected benefits of employment as a peace officer exceed the training costs • 
borne by the individual, then trainees should be willing to incur some if not 

1 
all the training costs since they will benefit from the skills. 

• 
The above statement assumes that public agencies can pay a wage that is 

competitive with competing private agencies and with the wages in other possible 

• 
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• 
occupations. The source of peace officer wages is a budget determined by po-

• litical processes. There is no guarantee that the wage level will always be 

competitive. Too Iowa wage'ivill deter individuals from entering the occupa-

tion. In this instance, a case may be made for the public subsidization of 

• t.he general training process. 

If the public bears partial or full responsibility for the peace officer 

• training costs, local and other governmental units have numerous subsidy op-

tions at their disposal. The alternatives are: 

1. Tuition subsidies to individuals enrolled in approved programs, 

• 2. Direct subsidization of approved programs, and/or 
. 

3. Provision of, ,tt~ining by the governmental unit . 
.... ' 

Presently the state pays the full cost of training peace officers in the 

• BCA course, as well as partial payment of salary and/or living expenses of 

trainees who have already been hired by a local agency. Since hiring has O~~ 

curred prior to training, the supply of newly trained personnel has been gen-

• erally determined, by the number of newly hired peace officers sent to the BCA 

fot· training. So, to this point, individuals have not had to expend resources 

to pay training costs nor have they foregone any salary during the training 

• period. 

IMPLICATIONS OF ALTERNATIVE FINANCING /: 

• Both options for training delivery, through community colleges or through 

vo-techs, call for partial payment by the trainee and require the trainee to 

forego income during the training period. But they differ in the degree to 

• which trainees pay training costs. The share of educational costs vo-tech 

students bear is lower than the share of costs commu.nity college students bear 

• 
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since vo-tech students pay lower tuition costs on the average. l 

For a given salary, the incentive to choose a law enforcement career is 

higher if training is attained through a vo-tech law enforcement program. 

Consequently, it may take higher wage scales to attract the same quality of 

candidates if community college programs or high tuition four-year programs 

are used in the future as compared to vo-tech programs. This may not be true, 

however, if other benefits are attributed to a college degree which are not 

attributed to a vo~tech degree. If an A.A. or higher degree is more attrac-

tive perhaps because credits from a college may be more easily credited to-

ward higher degree attainment (and ultimately higher anticipated financial 

returns), then college law enforcement programs may be more successful than 

vo-techs in attracting quality students even though the cost borne by the stu-

dent is greater. The possible range of benefits open to such a student is 

larger since he/she can move between occupations more easily than avo-tech 

student. 

In summary, trainees should be willing to pay training costs. The bene-

fits accrue to them so there are incentives to incur training costs and forego 

income during training. The training costs borne by college students would be 

higher than for vo-tech students, but alternative considerations besides law 

enforcement wages may make colleges more attractive to potential students. 

There are many options at the state's disposal for bearing partial responsi- . 

bility for training costs. Partial responsibility of training costs may alle-

viate any need for higher salaries if the present wage levels are not suffi-

cient to attract quality recruits should they have to pay training costs and 

lSee Chapters III and IV for descriptions of tuition 
community colleges respectively. Share of costs borne by 
even higher for state four-year institutions and would be 
institutions. 
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forego income during training. It is difficult to determine whether the pres-

ent wage le .... els are sufficiently high to attract quality recruits if they as

sume partial or full responsibility for training costs. l 

PUBLIC PROVISION OF TRAINING: 

ALTERNATIVE COST CONSIDERATIONS 

COST COMPARISON FRAMEWORK 

Future peace officer training may be provided through at least two op-

tions: certified community college programs with skills courses or certified 

vocational-technical programs. 2 It is possible that four-year state or pri-

vate programs will be certified as preparatory law enforcement programs but 

their expansion to include skills training is not considered in this chapter. 

Each option involves training costs financed by public funds. This section 

will compare these public costs and will also compare present program costs. 

As stated before, neither a cost-effective nor a cost-benefit analysis 

will be conducted for these options due to measurement problems. For example, 

having a better educated citizen confers some indirect benefits on society 

yet this benefit's measurement has elude.d researchers. To conduct a cost-

effective analysis, the two programs' output must be similar. Presently~ the 

curricula at the community colleges and vo-techs are not identical and the 

curricula that would be offered by certified programs under each option ~1 

unclear. So, strict cost-effective comparisons of output are inappropriate 

IHowever, a recent announcement concerning 2 - 3 available law enforce
ment openings in a Twin Cities suburb resulted in 300 applicants. Under the 
present training system, wage levels appear quite attractive to recruits. 

2As mentioned in the introduction, investigation of these two options 
does not imply they are the only options nor that use of training facilities 
would be limited to students enrolled at the selected institutions. 
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and possibly misleading since the training of personnel under each option is 

not identica.l in form. 

COST MEASURES 

For each option, two cost measures are estimated, total program costs 

and marginal program costs. 

Total program cost has two components: fixed costs and variable costs. 

Fixed costs are ongoing costs incurred by the school, such as building main

tenance costs, whether or not the law enforcement program exists. Adminis

trators often arbitrarily -:1.istribute fixed costs to each program depending 

on ,its enrollment. Such overall fixed costs incurred by the school do not 

change if the law enforcement program is expanded. Variable costs are those 

costs which vary with program size and scope. The largest portion of an ex

isting program's variable cost is instructors' salaries. Calculation of 

variable costs is sometimes difficult. For example, if a law enforcement pro

gram shares faculties or supplemental instructional units providing elective 

courses, the program's variable costs associated with, these shared services 

are not easily separable from other programs. This holds true for community 

college programs. Each program does not have a separate budget but the Com

munity College Board is implementing a transition to such a budget system. 

The Division of Vocational-Technical Education maintains a program budget that 

identifies the program cost components. The total program cost for the present 

law enforcement program at each institutional type is shown in the next section 

along with the program cost per student. By dividing total program cost by the 

number of full time students, the program cost per student is calculated. This 

is the estimated annual cost of educating a peace officer. 
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Marginal program ~ is the added cost incurred by implementing a new 

program. The options examined involve supplementing the enrollment of existing 

community college or vo-tech programs based on personnel demand forecasts. 

Such options lead to increased variable costs at each institution e~amined. 

These increased variable costs are the marginal program cost. By dividing the 

marginal program cost by the expected enrollment, the marginal program cost per 

student is calculated. 

Training cost estimation requires data from specific institutions. There-

fore, five community colleges and five vo-techs are selected for the purposes 

of estimating costs for each option. All five community colleges presently of-

fer law enforcement programs, and two of the vo-techs have law enforcement 

programs. 

The five institutions of each type are selected on the basis of two cri-

teria. Since the law mandates that skills tr.aining at least be made regionally 

availablel and there is strong desire for regional training centers,2 the five 

are selected by providing for one institution in northern, western, and south-

ern Minnesota, and two in the metropolitan area (one east and one west). Sec-

ond, the locations are selected with the goal of making the programs at the 

five institutions as comparable in size as possible while still providing for 

regional availability. The five community colleges represent reasonable choices 

for locating training programs based on the two goals of serving geographic 

areas and the state's population distribution.3 

lSee Chapter II. 

2See Chapter VII. 

3The size of each hypothetical va-tech or community college program is 
determin.ed by assuming each location will draw students in proportion to the 
popUlation within the geographic area it serves. 
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For existing law enforcement programs, total program cost components are 

derived from the existing program budgets of Alexandria and Hibbing in the 

case of vo-techs, while for cqrrununity colleges, estimated figures were,avail

able from the Higher Education Coordinating Board. These figures attempt to 

break down the total budget at each community college int~ variable and fixed 

Cdsts per student for each type of course. These course costs were then ag

gregated using the typical curriculum of a law enforcement graduate in each 

community college program to derive the yearly program cost per student at a 

community college. The marginal program costs for vo-techs are based upon 

the cost of the Hibbing program's formation. For community colleges, the 

marginal program costs are based upon a structured cost survey of the insti

tutions involved. 

The following two sections describe total program costs and marginal pro

gram cost of each option. 

CURRENT PROGRAMS: COST/STUDENT 

According to Figure 8.2, vo-tech programs are more expensive per student 

than community college programs. In particular, the annual program cost per 

student is $1,983.16 at a vo-tech and $1,516.57 at a typical community col

lege. Annually, it is more expensive, specifically $466.59 more expensive, 

to enroll a student in a vo-tech program. 

No doubt, it is the strong practical orientation of the vo-tech programs 

which lead to higher variable costs per student as compared to the variable 

cost per student at community colleges. Practical curricula may entail higher 

equipment and supply costs and lower student-faculty ratios (thereby leading 

to higher personnel costs) than the academic curricula at comre~nity colleges. 
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Variable cost/ 
student 

Fixed cost/ 
student 

FIGURE 8.2 

PROGRAM COS~/STUDENT 

(in 1916 dol1ars)a 

Total 
$1,516.57 

$1,367.66 $728 .. 53 

$615.50b $788.04 

Vo-Techc Community 
Colleged 

(Established programs) 

aSources: Higher Education Coordinating Board (Preliminary 
figures for direct and support costs in vo-tech and com
munity college courses), Post-Secondary Vocational Techni
cal Education (Minnesota Department of Education), Survey 
of Current Business, (March, 1977). 

bThe variable cost per student of the 1976 Hibbing program is 
estimated by expressing the projected 1977 variable cost per 
student figure in 1976 dollars. This removes the effect, of 
inflation on the program between 1976 and 1977. Since the 
Hibbing program was still experiencing start-up costs in 1976 
(the second year of its existence), the 1977 deflated variable 
cost reflects a more normal level of such costs for the pro
gram. 

CThese figures are the average of costs at the Hibbing and 
Alexandria programs. 

dThese figures reflect the average costs at five community 
colleges) geographically described under the option described 
;1n the text. 
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Having investigated the cost per student under established programs in 

this section, the next section focuses upon the cost per student under each 

option. 

VARIOUS OPTlONS: COST/STUDENT 

Even though community colleges experience large initial start-up costs, 

such schools appear cheaper to operate in the long run. The program cost per 

student for the first three years of operation under each option is described 

in Figure 8.3. The vo-tech figures examine the establishment of these new 

law enforcement programs and the maintenance of two existing programs. The 

community college figures describe costs incurred at five on-going community 

college progra.ms brought up to certified program stan.dards. Hence, the data 

in Figure 8.2 (established programs) and Fig~re 8.3 (established, modified 

on-going, and new programs) are not directly comparable. 
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In the first year of operation, implementing certified programs at community 

colleges will add $749.84 per student to their existing cost structure (as 

described in Figun! 8.2) while it will add only $299.75 per student to vo-

tech programs. Community college programs are slightly more expensive to 

operate in the first year as compared to vo-tech programs ($2,265.06 versus 

$2,262.75) but are cheaper to operate in the second year as compared to vo-

tech programs ($1,696.08 versus $2,469.00). Most community colleges 'had 

stated that extensive remodeling would be needed in the first year. This is 

the primary reason for the first year added costs. The large second year vo-

tech marginal costs are primarily due to the timing of equipment purchases 

which fall mainly into the second year program expenditures • 

Year-three costs can be regarded as typical on-going program costs. Under 

the options described, an on-going community college program will cost $1,595.54 

per student while an on-going va-tech prog:r:am will cost $1,936.27 per stud.ent, 

thus making community college programs $360.10 cheaper on a per student basis 

than vo-tech programs • 

However, the va-tech costs ~ be viewed with caution. Currently,there 

is a program freeze mandated by the legislature at all vo-techs. H~nce, a law 

enforcement program may be initiated only if another program is phased out • 

Th~> cost impact of changing each vo-tech',g program mix, at an institution with-

out an on-going program, is not estimated but will tend to reduce the stated 

Vo-tech variable cost figures sharply. 

The figures given in Figure 8.3 assume that each .schoo1 makes provision 

for gym and firing range use. Driver train~ng is not included. Available 

estimates for 25 training hoursl range from $150.00 to $427.50. Presently, 

1Recommendation of Police Basic Training Curriculum Task Force, Minnesota 
Peace Officer' Training Board, June, 1977. 
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Marginal cost/ 
student 

Variable cost/ 
student 

Fixed cost! 
student 

FIGURE 8.3a 

VO-TECH OPTION: PROGRAMCOST/STUDENTb,c 

Total 

Total $2,469.0 

$2,262.75 Total 
$1,936.27 

$299.75 $532.73 

$1,367.66 $1,381.81 $1,381.81 

$595.42 $554.46 $554.46 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
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FIGURE 8.3a (Continued) 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE OPTION: PROGRAM ~OST/STUD~E£b 

Marginal cost/ 
student 

Variable cost/ 
student 

Fixed cost/ 
student 

Total 
$2,265.06 

$749.84 

$728.53 

$786.69 

Year 1 

Total 
$1,696.08 

$828.55 

$766.99 

Year 2 

Total 
$1,595.54 

$828.55 

$766.99 

Year 3 

aSources: State Board for Connnunity Colleges (estimated 
cost of new programs) and Figure 8.2 sources. 

b Estimated enrollnent in year 1 is 300 students, in year 2 
is 600 students, and in year 3 is 600 students. Remodeling 
and construction costs occur only in year 1 while equipment 
and supply costs are spread over the first two years of in~ 
creasing enrollment. 

cThe Hibbing equipment and supply budget over the period 
1975-1977 is compared with the 1971-78 budget in order 
to derive the vo-tech start-up costs for equipment and 
supplies • 
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it is difficult to gauge if the truck driver training facilities at the vo-

techs are adequate for police training especially for pursuit driving or 

whether schools would be forced to rent outside facilities. 

Discussion of state funded costs under each option follows in the next 

section. 

V~JtIOUS OPTIONS: STATE SHARE OF TOTAL COSTS 

Examining the options of graduating 300 students per yearl from community 

colleges alone or vo-techs alone, community colleges are less costly according 

to Table 8.1. 

Over the first three years of operation, the total cost of operating five 

community college programs is $2,654,490 while the total cost is $3,322,011 at 

five vo-techs. This means that the vo-tech option is $667,521 more expensive 

than the community college option over the first three operating years pro-

vided no other vo-tech program is phased out. 

Since the state pays for roughly 70% of the vo-tech costs and 76% of the 

community college costs,2 the state share of the fi);'st three years expenses 

is $2,325,407 for vo-techs and $2,017,412 for community colleges." Hence, the 

state will pay $307,995 more under the vo-tech option for the first three 

years. 

lSince the cost figures cited are average figures based on an anticipated 
outcome of 300 graduates per year, adjusted cost figures can be derived from 
unpublished cost data should outside influences strongly affect the projected 
graduate figures. 

2Although tuition is lower, the vo-techs generate additional revenue by 
providing service to the community. 
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TABLE 8.1a 

OPTION COSTS: TOTAL COST AND STATE SHARE 

r---- Vo-Tech Option Cost 

Year Total State Share 

1 $ 678,849.00 
2 1,481,400.00 
3 1,161,762.00 

TOTAL $3,322,011.00 

$ 475,194.30 
1,036,980.00 

813 2233.40 

$2,325,407.70 

Annual cost after third year: 

$1,161,762.00 $ 813,233.40 

a Source: See Figure 8.3. 

rCommunitY<Co11~se Option Cost 
I 

Total State Share 

$ 679,518.00 
1,017,648.00 

957,324.00 

$2,654,490.00 

$ 957,324.00 

$ 516,433.68 
773,412.48 
727,566.24 

$2,017,412.30 

$ 727,566.24 

After the third year of each option's operation the annual state dis-

bursement will be $727,566 to the five community colleges and will be 

$813,233 to the five vo-techs, a margin of $85,667 between the options pro-

viding the number of vo-tech programs remains the same. 

Therefore, during the first three years of operation and for each year 

thereafter, the vo-tech option appears more costly than the community college 

option assuming new law enforcement programs at vo-techs do not replace on-

going programs and assuming reliable cost estimates from the institutions 

used in this analysis. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter, using a demand-supply framework, presents a forecast de-

mand of law enforcement personnel over the period 1980 - 2000 by using vari-

abIes that affect the demand for public safety and from these prOjections 

estimates roughly 300 new officers per year. For the state to educate such 
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graduates exclusively at community colleges rather than exclusively at the 

vo-techs with an expanded number of programs, an annual cost savings of more 

tha n $ 8 5, 000 would 0 cc.ur • 

Estimation of supply was not undertaken since officer's wages relative 

to competing occupations' wages are difficult to forecast and since uncer

tainty surrounds the public and/or private provision of training costs. 

Economic theory predicts that individuals should pay training costs if offi

cers' wages are competitive, but such costs should be shared with the state 

or local agency if wages are not competitive. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Recent legislation amending the Peace Officer Training Law raises sev

eral legal questions regarding the training and licensing of peace officers 

in Minnesota. The 1977 amendments establish the Minnesota Board of Peace 

Officer Standards and Training (MBPOST) and empower that body to regulate 

peace officer training and licensing (see Chapter II). The legislation 

opens the door to vocational-technical institutes and academic institutions 

to become vendors of peace officer training. 

It is not within the purview of this study to render legal opinions; 

rather the intention is to raise questions which will help relevant officials 

find a legal solution to the problems raised. The MBPOST and educational in

stitutions concerned are st'rongly urged to seek legal interpretations on the 

matters addressed in this chapter. 

In order to examine the problems in more detail, it is useful to reex

amine the alternative training/selection routes described in Chapter II. 

Figure 2.1, which illustrates the three alternatives routes likely to result 

from the new legislation, is reproduced as Figure 9.1 and includes the pos

sible stages at which to implement selection standards. 

Currently selection standards are implemented at the time of employment 

(see traditional route in Figure 9.1). Selection standards are now estab

lished by Attorney General Rule 207 (b): 
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No appointing agency shall appoint any new peace officer 
who does not comply with the minimum selection standards 
hereinafter enumerated; provided, that these standards 
shall not be construed to restrict an appointing agency 
from promulgating more rigid standards in the areas enu
merated. 

1. The applicant must be a citizen of the United 
States. 

2. The applicant must possess or be eligible for 
a valid Stat€! of Minnesota driver's license. 

3. The applicant must successfully pass a written 
examination demonstrating the possession of all 
mental skills necessary for the accomplishment 
of the duties and functions of a peace officer. 

4. The applicant shall be required to complete and 
submit to the appointing agency a preliminary 
application form after testing and just prior 
to hiring. The prospective employee shall be 
fingerprinted, and a thorough background search 
shall be made through the resources of local, 
state and Federal agencies in order to disclose 
the existence of any criminal record or the ex
istence of unacceptable standards of conduct 
which would adversely affect the performance by 
the individual of his duties as a peace officer. 

5. The applicant shall not be convicted of a felony 
in this state or in allY other state or in any 
Federal jurisdiction, or of any offense in any 
other state or in any Federal jurisdiction, w.1 ich 
would have been a felony if committed in this 
state. 

6. A licensed physician or surgeon shall make a 
thorough medical examination of the applicant 
to determine that he or she is free from any 
physical condition which might adversely affect 
the performance by the individual of his duties 
as a peace officer. 

7. An evaluation shall be made by a licensed psycho
logist to determine that the applicant is free 
from any emotional or mental condition which might 
adversely affect the performance by the individual 
of his or her duties as a peace officer. 

8. The applicant must successfully pass a job-related 
examination of his or her physical strength and 
agility demonstrating the possession of physical 
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FIGURE 9.1 

ALTERNATIVE STAGES FOR THE IMPLElfENTATION OF SELECTION STANDARDS 

1. Traditional Route: 

Peace OfHcer Selection 
Standards 

Implemented f: 
Hired as a 

~ (in a tempo- ~ 
rary or pro

bationary 
position) 

Sent to 
Mandatory 

Basic 
Traininga 

~ Licensing ~ Licensed 
Peace Officet> Examination 

2. C~rtified Vo-Tech ~.oute: 

Possible Stages for the Implementation of Selection Standards 
, i , ,-
1 2 3 4 

Two-Year Law 
Enforcement 

Program 

3. Certifie.d Academic Route: 

Licenait:'g 
Examination 

~ Licensed h .-~ 
Peace OfficeX'"" 

~P..::o~s~s::;ib:;.:l:.:e;;",::Sr.t.:::.agQ;e::;.:s::....:f:.::o.;:.r_t:.:h;;.:e::....:Im=p:.;lem~e~n:.::t:;;:a.;:.ti:.;o:;,:n~o;.::f...;;.Se:.;l:.:e:.::c:.::t;.::i~onF'-'S;.;t;;;;a;;.:n_da_l;o;:d;;.;s ___ , __ r;-- Ib , ! • 
J. 1 2 3 4 

r:ademic La .. ·1_ Shortened _ Li,enoi., I ~~forcemen~J . SkIlls Course Examination I pl:'oS"cam_ 

8.rbe time wi thin which an officer must be 
decision to be left to the MBPOST. 

~ l.icensed b ~ 
Pe8.ce Officer 

trained after being hired is a 

b It is possible that MBPOST might include a probationary ~nployment pe-
riod as a licensing requirement. 

~he time within which a vo-tech graduate must be hired is a decision 
to be left to the MBPOST. 

d Students must become employed within one year from completion of skills 
training. 
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skills n~c.~ssary to the accomplisJ:unent of 
the duties and functions of a peace officer. 

9. The applicant must successfully complete an 
oral examination conducted by or for the ap
pointing agency to demonstrate the possession 
of communication skills necessary to the ac~ 
complisJ:unent of the duties and [unctions of 
a peace officer. 

The MBPOST may continue these standards or it may adopt new' ones. It will 

also need to address the implementation of selection standards for the two 

'new training routes--the certified vo-tech route and the certified academic 

route. Implementation of the standards in the new t.raining system is rele-

vant to training in two ways. 'First, should possibly unqualified persons 

be trained in la.w enforcement skills? Second, should resources be used en 

training persons who may' not be able to obtain employment in law enforce-

ment? 

The first, general issue to raise in this chapter is "t>Jhen and by whom 

selection standards should be imposed. The second, more specific issue is 

when, by whom, and to what extent a criminal history search (one of the 

selection standards) can be conduc:ted. 

SELECTION STANDARDS 

MBPOST legislation gives it the; ,:luthority to set selection standards 

for prospective peace office:cs. Minnesota Statutes 626.843 (d) states that 

the Board may adopt ru.les with respect to ''mi.n,imum standards of physical, 

mental, and education~l fitness which shall govern the recruitment ,~~ 

licenSing of peace officers • •• " Such standards in the past have included 

psychological testing, certiHcation of physical health, demonstration of 

physical strength and agility, and no evidence of a criminal record. A major 
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question requiring resolution is when to impose these standards. 

In the traditional route (see Figure 9.1) standards can be and have 

been applied at the point of employment. Standards have been specified 

by Attorney General Rule 207 (b). Adherence to these standards has been a 

prerequisite for an agency to receive reimbursement for the costs of training 

a recruit (Attorney General Rule 212 (b». Thus selection criteria have been 

implemented at the beginning of the employment/training cycle. 

In the vo-tech and academic routes, however, employment occurs at the 

end of the cycle. Should these standards be applied at an earlier stage in 

the process? 

First, it seems logical that MBPOST would want to impa.se the standards 

at least prior to licensing (i.e., at Stage 3 rather than Sta~e 4 in Figure 

9.1). The concept of licensing is to ensure high standards in the profes-

sion. Therefore, it would not make sense to mscertain an officer's ability 

to meet necessary standards after his/her licensing. Only qualified persons 

should be licensed and cvailable for employment. The one limitation to this 

notion is that the MBPOST would require the resou~ces to impose selection 

standards on applicants. Previously individual agencies have implemented 

the standards and the training board has not required the time, personnel 

and other resources necessary to implement the standards itself. This is a 

practical rather than a legal consideration. Moreover, licensing fees which 

"1 
the Board may charge presumably would. help to support such activities • 

Another possibility would be to implement standards at the time of the 

licensing examination (Stage 2 in Figure 9.1). The argument for this stage 

------.,.~-----------.-----
1 Chapter 214.16. 
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would be the same as for prior to licensing but this stage would have an ad-

ditional advantage of prohibiting unqualified applicants from taking the ex-

amination. 

Finally, is there an advantage to implementing standards prior to en-

rollment in a vo-tech or academic program (Stage 1 in Figure 9.l)? It would 

be advantageous to thB state, which is subsidizing training programs, that 

resources not be wasted in training unqualified personnel. From the individ-

ua~'s perspective it would be beneficial to be rejected prior to expending 

resources on an education that may not lead to employment. In addition, 

some law enforca~ent per~onnel have expressed concern that inadequately 

screened persons should not be trained in law enforcement skills. 

Two possibilities exist fGC implementing enrollment criteria. The 

certified institutions could make the selection standards known to appli-

cants and indicate that if they cannot meet these standards that they should 

voluntarily withdraw with the knowledge that possibilities of employment are 

slim. On the other hand, the MBPOST could consider making their selection 

standards mandatory enrollment criteria. If this latter course of action 

is deemed desirable, legal opinion~i on two issuesl would be required: 

1. Can the MBPOST through its powers of mandating 
selection and training criteria mandate enrollment 
criteria in certified training and/or prepara.tory 
law enforcement programs? 

2. If the MBPOST can mandate enrollment 
Board delegate implementation of the 
educational institutions, or mu.st it 
standards itself? 

criteria, can the 
standards to the 

implement the 

This section has pointed to the possible stages at which selection stan-

dards could be implemented in the two training arrangements that are likely 
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to result from 1977 1egis1ation--the certified academic route and the certi-

fied vo-tech route. Legal issues as well as practical problems of each 

stage have been highlighted. One selection criterion, the criminal history 

background search, poses special problems and is the subject of the next 

section. 

CRIMINAL HISTORY SEARCH 

Under the traditional route (Figure 9.1) the "app~'~nting agency,lt that 

agency responsible for the initial appointment and continued tenure of a 

person employed as a peace officer,l was required and authorized to complete 

a thorough background search to disclose the existence of any criminal re-

cord or the extent of unacceptable standards of conduct which would adversely 

affect the performance by thf- individual of his/her duties as a peace officer. 

This procedure was required by the Attorney General whose power. to e'nact such 

a regulation was derived from a now repealed Minnesota law. 2 Under authority 

of the Attorney Genera~ i s Regulation, therefore, employing agencie.s examined 

arrest and conviction records of prospective law enforcement officers. 

Introduct'ion of two additional routes--training through the vo-techs or 

academic programs prior to employment--raises new questions. First, as with 

the more general issue of selection standards, when should the background 

search be conducted? Second, who can conduct the search? Third, do re-

strictions on access to juvenile records pose special problems? 

The I?urpose of this section is not to examine the utility of the 

~irmesota State Regulations, "Rul.es and Regulat:i.ons of the Attorney 
General,1I Chapter 3, Section 201 (a), 1976 • 

2Section626.S44, Minnesota Statutes, (1976), repealed by Chapter 433, 
Sections 10-11, SF411, page 1, (1977) • 
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background search nor what should be included in the search. Differences of 

opinion exist, for example, on whether to investigate non-conviction as well 

as conviction data. The only questions addressed r,elate to the conduct of 

the search for training purposes, not the substancE~ of the selection crite

rion itself. 

Relevant legislation will be summarized before addressing these ques

tions. Title 28 (CFR) applies to federal criminal history information. The 

Bureau of Criminal Apprehension (BCA) infoLiUation system is funded under a 

federal grant and therefore is governed by Title 28. Information maintained 

by the FBI or other federal authorities is also governed by this legislation. 

Title 28 provides that E.2.!l::conviction data--·that is, information on arrests 

and court dispositions for which the individual was not convicted--is re

stricted, and consequently made available only to criminal justice agencies 

for use in performance of their normal fUnctions or' for employment purposes. 

Records kept by a local agency whose information systeJm has not received 

federal funding and whose records he-we not been obtalned from a federally

funded source would not be subject to Title 28. However, a thorough search 

would require use of federal or federally-funded (especially BCA) record sys-

tems. 

Minnesota state law (i.e., the Data Privacy Act) takes precedence over 

Title 28 in regards to conviction data since the state law is more restric

tive. Under a provision of that law, the BCA has sought an emergency classi

fication of conviction data as tlprivate," thereby restricting access to 

criminal justice agencies only. The Data Privacy Act allows only agencies 

for whose purpose Hit is necessary for the administration and management of 

programs specifically authorized by the legislature" to collect private data 
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held by other agencies.
1 

Again, information collected independently by local 

law enforcement agencies would not be subject to the Data Privacy Act, but 

a thorough search would eventually ~equire access to the BCA records. 

Finally,juvenile records are regulated separately. 2 Court records are 

to be guarded carefully and it1 fact are t:~ be destroyed upon adulthood. In 

addition, local law enforcement agencies are directed to keep juvenile records 

separate from adult ones, and contents of these records cannot be made public 

except by order of a juvenile court. 

The three questions outlined above can be addressed now with this back~ 

ground. First, the stage at which the search is conducted would be decided 

as part of the larger question of when selection criteria are imposed. 

Again, should imposition of standards prior to enrollment be deemed deSirable, 

an opinion on the legality of the arrangement should be sought. That is, if 

it wanted could the MBPOST make its licensing standards mandatory enrollment 

cri teria for entrance into certified training progranis? 

Second, who can conduct the search depends in part on the time of the 

search as well as on the relevant legislation. If the search were part of 

the licensing procedure (i.e., Stages 2 or 3 in Figure 9.1), the MBPOST pre

sumably would have the authority to conduct the search. Title 28 permits 

access to records for a criminal justice agency, and the Data Privacy Act 

permits access to records for the management of programs authorized by the 

legislature. Since the MBPOST has been constituted as a, licensing board 

with the ability to determine selection standards, it appears that it could 

ISection 15.1641 (b), Minnesota Statutes, (1976). 

2 Chapter 260.161 • 
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1 
have access to recor4s. 

If the MBPOST should decide that the search should be an enrollment 

criterion and if such criteria are found to be legally acceptable, who would 

conduct the search? As before, the MBPOST as the board authorized by the 

legislature to establish selection criteria presumably could have access to 

necessary records. However, delegating the responsibility to the educational 

institutions that conduct training makes the issue considerably fuzzier. As 

• 

• 

• 

with the more general issue of selection criteria, formal legal opinions • 

would be required on two issues: 

1. Can a background search be conducted as an enrollment 
criterion? 

2. If a background search can be conducted as an enroll
ment criterion, can the educational institution con
duct the search? 

The last question raised at the beginning of this section was whether 

specific restrictions placed on juvenile records would create problems. Ap-

plicants to the vo-tech and academic programs would generally be about 18 

years old so that any relevant criminal history record would be in juvenile 

records. No standard statewide search could be conducted since the BCA does 

not compile juvenile criminal history records. A search would have to be 

done at the local level with the consent of a juvenile judge. This proce-

dure raises two problems. On the one hand, jud~es may vary in their proce-

dures concerning juvenile records. Some judges may be more or less likely 

to disseminate information, and some judges may be more or less likely to 

lReaders should again be cautioned that this is not a formal legal 
opinion and that legal advice should be sought to further support findings 
of this chapter. It should also be ascertained that the MBPOST fits the 
definition of a 11criminal justice agency.11 
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• 
to seal or physically destroy juvenile records when an individual turns 18. 

• Thus, it might prove difficult to implement the selection standards uni-

formly. On the other hand, the principle behind separate compilation of 

juvenile records is to keep them confidential so that early juvenile mistakes 

• cannot ruin adult opportunities. To pursue a search of juvenile records 

would seem to contradict this principle. The entire issue of access to juve-

nile records is ambiguous and controversial. Reliance on access ttl these re-

• cords might create as many problems as it would solve. 

These latter problems place real restrictions on the utility of crimi-

nal history background searches at the enrollmei.1t stage, ~ if the imple-

• mentation of selection standards at this stage is found to be legal in 

principle. 

• SUMMARY 

The purpose of this chapter has been to raise legal issues that may arise 

with the creation of two new training routes. Traditionally peace officers 

• , 

have been screened by an employing agency, been hired, peen sent to training, 

and then been certified. Amendments to the Peace Officer Traiuing Law raise 

the possibility of two new routes. One is for an officer to attend a certi-

• fied vo-tech program, pass a licensing exam and then be licensed and available 

for employment. The second is for an individual to attend a certified aca-

demic program, a certified skills course, pass a licensing exam, and then be 

• licensed and available for employment. These routes are summarized in Fig-

ure 9.1. The objective of this chapter has been to discuss possible legal 

problems in the implementation of selection standards in the two new training 

routes. 
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Readers should be aware of two limitations of this analysis. First, 

this review of issues has not been conducted by legal experts. The purpose 

therefore, is to raise possible legal problems rather than to render legal 

opinions. Second, the intent is not to evaluate the selection standards 

per se, but rather to clarify when and by whom the standards should be im-

plemented. 

Or,;~ alternative for implementing selection standards in the two new 

routes is to make them licensing standards. Before a graduate of a vo-

tech or academic program would be licensed, he/she would have to successfully 

meet the standards established by MBPOST. These standards could be the same 

as those specified by Attorney General Rule 207 (b) or I1BPOST can establish 

new ones. Licensing standards could be applied either before or after the 

licensing exam. Implementation would occur after the training process, 

therefore, entailing some possible loss in training and educating a few 

~pp1icants who cannot pass standards. 

A second alternative is to pursue the possibility of making selection 

standards enrollment criteria for entrance into a certified training program. 

This procedure would help to ensure that state and individual resources not 

be wasted on training someone who later cannot be licensed and therefore 

employed. If this alternative were deemed desirable: 

there ~ ~ ~ E£ obtain ~ legal opinion ~ 
whether selection criteria ~ be applied ~ 
enrollment criteria for entrance into certified 
programs; ~nd g ~,--;hether ~ ~ationa1 
institutions or MBPOST should implement ~. 

One of the selection criteria that is currently used is a criminal his-

tory background search of peace officer applicants. This search poses addi-

tional legal issues because of data privacy regulations. Although the MBPOST 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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could probably have access to adult criminal history data to implement its 

licensing responsibilities, access to juvenile records poses additi~na1 

problems. The ambiguity of, controversy surrounding, and lack of uniform 

access to juvenile records casts doubts on the utility of a backgroun~ 

search at the enrollment stage. Most applicants to vo-tech and academic 

programs would be about 18. If it is decided that selection criteria could 

not be uniformly and thoroughly applied at the enrollment stage (even if le

gal) and if it is decided that selection criteria therefore should be ap-

plied at the licensing stage: 

there ~ ~~!£ inform ~ app1icants!£ certified 
~ enforcement programs £! ~ selection standards 
~ ~ be imposed !!E. ~ ~ .2f licensing !.!!£ !£ 
encourage ~ who cannot ~ ~ standards ~ 1£ 
enroll. 

In other words, implementation of the standards would be voluntary at the 

stage of enrollment and mandatory at the time of licensing. However, this 

alternative entails difficulties as well. How can prospective enrollees 

know whether they can meet the standards? The criteria would have to be as 

specific and unambiguous as possible (e.g., what exactly are the physical 

standards, what constitutes a job-related physical agility test, etc.). Also 

tests for psychological fitness, mental skills, and communication skills that 

might be administered at the licensing stage might be available to prospective 

enrollees for an accurate assessment of likely employability. Problems of 

by whom, where, when and at whose expense such "practice" examinations would 

be administered raise a host of issues concerning the feasibility of the vol-

untary alternative. 

In summary, two alternatives exist for implementing selection standards 

in the new training routes; each entails problems. First; the selection 

-183-
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standards could be pursued as mandatory enrollment criteria into cert.ified 

training programs. Legal opinions on whether such enrollment criteria are 

acceptable and by whom they can be imposed would be required. Second, the 

selection standards could be made known to applicants and voluntarily im

posEd. Standards would be mandatory at the time of licensing. This alter

native involves the problem of feasibility--can prospective enrollees really 

know whether they can pass the standards at the time of licensing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Four types of information have been collected to evaluate Minnesota's 

training delivery system. First, exten£~l1e comparisons were made in 

Chapter VI among the current delivery system, the recommendation$ of tho. 

National Advisory Cormnission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goa1s; 

and the positiol1S of the Minnesota Task Force on Criminal Justice Standards 

and Goals. The National Advisory Commission has proposed a series of 

standards and goals for police training and education. The comparison 

indicated which ones Minnesota fails to meet. The position of the 

Minnesota Task Force was included to indicate whether the staters criminal 

justice personnel find the standards appropr'ta.te for Minnesota. Chapter VI 

concluded with a list of needs identified through the comparisons. 

The national standards are only one basis from which to evaluate 

the training delivery system. In addition survey data from Minnesota's 

law enforcement personnel were collected. These are reported in 

Chapter VII. Perspectives of several law enforCeme'ilt samples (recruits, 

graduates of the BCA basic program, supervisors, and trainers) that repre

sent agencies throughout the state were t'eported on issues such as location, 

time, and length of training. Chapter VII concluded with a list of needs 

idElntified through the survey data analysis. 

Chapter VIII reported economic data relevant to training delivery. 

Manpower projections suggested an initial decline in the number of new 

officers, with a gradual increase after that. Projections are difficult 
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since factors afj:ecting the number of officers employed can change unexpect

edly. However, l;esults certainly do not suggest any significant increase in 

the number of ne'll officers. In addition costs associated with alt~ernative 

delivery systems were reported. Program costs for yo-tech training and for 

community college training were included. 

The purpose of Chapter IX was to identify any legal problans that might 

be associated with particular training delivery systems. The primary issues 

raised were when to implement selection ~Jtandards and the diffi.cul ty of con

ducting thorough background checks on prospective officers prior to their 

training. In the past most officers have been hired before training; a 

thorough check is permissible for law enfo'rcement employment. 

The remainder of this summary discusse!') each of the training delivery 

issues raised and includes relevant informat:lon from Chapters VI through 

IX. Each discussion includes the need(s) -identified. The outline of needs 

should not be read as recommendations. The r~~corranendations to meet these 

needs will be proposed in Chapter XVIII. 

COORDINATED CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING 

The National Advisory Commission recommended that police training be 

coordinated with other criminal justice trainin.g. Opinions of Minnesota's 

law enforcement personnel are evenly divided on this issue, but sufficient 

support exists to pursue the advantages and possibilities of coordinated 

training centers. Judgments are difficult since Minnesota personnel have 

not had experience with such training. Other states could provide examples-

Indiana has a central academy coordinated with correctional training; 

Washington state has a coordinated Criminal Justice Training Commission. 
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Neicher economic data nOl: legal considerations have been p'ltr.sued for this 

issue. Therefcrre, 

further ~,tigation ~ th~ feasibilitr 
~ advantag~ 2i coordinate~criminal justice 
traiB!21& for Minnesota peace officers 1! needed. 

TIME OF MANDATORY BASIC TRAINING 

The National Advisory Commission recommended training for all peace 

officers prior to the exercise ot authority. In the past Mirmesota peace 

officers have been required to attend training within the fi'rst year of 

employment, but 1977 legislation omits reference to the time of training. 

Survey data indicate that Minnosota law enforcement personnel would be 

generally supportive of training sooner than 12 months. Several states 

require training prior to the exerd.se of authority a'nd six require training 

1 
within a period of less than 12 months. Data from a study on statutory 

provisions regarding training indicated that 13 states :requil:s training 

. 2 
prior to active duty J~or at least Sl':lme groups of law enforcement officers. 

Recruits who 1:0110,,7 a college I:oute or vQ-tech route to law enforce-

JIlent employment (see Figure 2.1 in Ghapter II) would be trained prior to 

employment and hence prior to the exercise of authority, provided that the 

college and vo-tech programs are certified. 

Meeting the standard of training prior to the exercise. of authority 

however creates another issue--when to implement the selection standards for 

lNational Association of State Directors of Law Enforcement Training 
(NASDJ;;ET), Survey of State Officer Standards and T:;:aining, 1975. 

2Thomas W" Kramer and Larry J. 1'lagner, t!Statutory Provisions Regarding 
Entry-Level Training of Peace Officers, II Police Services Study Technical 
Report, Bloomington: Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis, 
April, 1976, p. 9 • 



the vo-tech and college students. Two alternatives suggest that: 

there II !! ~ E.£ obta..!,n legal .QPinions .2!! whether 
~ J2,}: ~ selection standards ~ E!:. implemented 
~ enrollment criteria ~ ~ified Erogr~; and/or 

~ ~ E:. need !£ pursue ~ feasibility 2! 
informing applicants !2 certified programs ~ 
standards ~ ~ ~ imposed ~ licensing ~ 
~ of having ~ standards imposed voluntarily 
~ the ~ £i training. 

Problems of conducting background searches on juvenile applicants plague 

the first alternative. Problems of feasibility--i.e., how can an applicant 

really know if hf./she can meet the standards--are involved in the second al-

ternative •. ' 

The time of training for recrui ts who follclw the tradi tiona1 route of 

employnlent prior to training has not been specified. In fact, if fewer reg-

ular mandatory courses are offered since fewer recruits are expected to fo1-

low this route, then training soon after employment might become more 

difficult, Therefore, 

the ~ .2! training iE£ recruits .!h2 2~ hired 
without training needs E.£ ~ specified ~~
~li2E needs !£ E.!:. given !2 ~ problem .2£ £f
fering training ~ after (or Erior !2) ~ 
exercise of authority" 

SUPPLEMENTARY FIELD TRAINING 

The National Advisory Commission recommended supplementary field train-

ing by individual agencies within the first year of employment. Survey 

data analysis indicated strong support among Minnesota law enforcement 
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personnel for a period of field training. 1 Implementation is particularly 

difficult for small agencies. Morea.vet, agencies in the future may have 

recruits trained by any or all of three processes--l) vo-tech programs, 

2) college programs, or 3) the minimum mandatory course (now the BCA 280-

hour course). Such diversity c.ou1d compiicate the design of a field train-

ing program intended to follow basic classroom training. Therefore, 

there .!! ~ ~ i£E. ~pplementary field training 
£Z individual agencies ~ particular attention !£: 

a) ~~ifficu1tie~ £! ~ agencies, ~ 

b) ~,difficu1ties £! designing ~ program 
~ graduates of three different training 
processes. 

REGIONAL TRAINING FACILITIES 

The National Advisory Commission recommended that both basic and in-

service training be available at "'convenient" locations. Minnesota lawen .. 

forcement personnel strongly support regional locations for training 

facilities. Although the majority of recruits are within commuting distance 

of the metro area, the majority of agencies are located outstate. The per-

sonne 1 of these outstate agencies in particular favor regional facilities and 

perceive that they are inconvenienced by the current metro location. 

Legislation passed iu 1977 mandates that the new skills training course 

for college graduates be offer~d regionally and that additional in-service 

courses be offered regionally. However, specific locations have not been 

chosen nor has the feasibility of these mandates been pursued. 

Although past studies have concluded that regional facilities are too 

IThe 1975 NASDLET survey, Ope cit., indicates that 15 states provide 
supervised field training. It is not clear whether the training is during 
the basic program or by individual agencies. 
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costly,l Minnesota laT,q enforcement opinions as well as recent legislation 

indicate a continued desire to purs~e the feasibility of employing regional 

facilities. The possibility of training through the vo-techs and colleges 

casts new light on the problem. These institutions already have facilities 

available so that the addition of new programs does not imply the creation 

of entirely new facilities. Two vo-tech programs are already in operation 

(Alexandria and Hibbing) which could be certified as mandatory trafning pro

grams. If these programs do meet the requirements of the Minnesot'a Board of 

Peace Officer Standards and Training, the possibility of using their faeili-

ties for 1) a short skills course for graduates of certified college programs 

in the area; 2) a shorter mandatory training course for employed but untrained 

personnel; and/or 3) in-service seminars for officers in the region could be 

pursued. 

To make training available regionally two or three additional locations 

would be necessary (metro and southern). Add.itional colleges or vo-tech in-

stitutes could be selected to expand their facilities for the three types of 

courses mentioned in the previous paragraph. Chapter VIII suggested that 

costs for expanding facili tj,es for college programs would probably be lower 

than establishing new va-tech programs. 

One danger in establishing regional training centers at vo-tech and/or 

college locations is the possibility of oversupply (see Chapter VIII). Too 

many centers could produce too many graduates who could not obtain law en-

forcement employment. 
I 

~he more training needs that each location could serve 

(e.g., mandatory basic, short skiD.s course, in-service seminars), the more 

feasible regional centers would be and the less likely that too many new 

~anagement Center College of St. Thomas, Report £E ~ ~ Enforc~ 
~ Criminal Justice Feasibility Study;, for the Office of the Attorney General, 
State of Minnesota, and the Hinnesota Peace Officer Training Board, St. Paul, 
Minnesota, 1968. 
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potential recruits would be produced. 'Evidence reported on the issue of 10-

cation of facilities suggests: 

Regional training facilities are needed to 
increase the .convenienc~.2E t;;rning "for
Minnes~ ~ enforcement personnel; ~ 
£articular attention paid !£ vo~tech and/or 
college locations !£ avoi~ ~ .2E entirely 
~ iaciliti~; ~ ~ particular att~n
~ paid ~ Eroblem_~ .2E oversupply. 

Establishment of such facilities could address a second need identi-

fied in the survey data analysis. Although Minnesota law enforcement per-

sonne1 do not express clear dissatisfaction with the quality of facilities, 

the majority do 'see room for improvement. Therefore, 

improved ~ci1ities ~ needed, especially 
to facilitate the use of audio-visual equiE
~nt ~ ~tude~skIfl~Eractiee. 

LENGTH OF THE MANDATORY BASIC TRAINING COURSE 

The National Advisory Commission recommended a basic program of 400 

hours. The Minnesota mandatory course has been 280 hours, although the 

survey data analysis indicated that a majority of law enforcement person-

nel would favor a course in excess of 320 hours. In 1975 14 states required 

more than Minnesota's 280 hours of basic training.
1 

Certification of va-tech and/or college programs would insure a longer 

training period for recruits who follow these two routes. Vo-tech programs 

include over 2,000 hours of law enforcement training and students in college 

programs take over 1,000 hours of law enforcement courses. The skills course 

for college graduates is expected to be only four weeks (140 to 160 hours) 

but this class would be in addition to at least two years of college 

11975 NASDLET survey, Ope cit. 
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education in the area of law enforcement/criminal justice. 

The question remains how long the training course should be for 

the officers who attend a regular training course. National Standards 

and Minnesota law enforcement opinions suggest: 

! mandat0~~ training course iE excess £i 
the current 280 ,hours is needed for officers 
not trained £y~~ifIed vo-te~£E 
college prosram. 

EXPANDED STUDENT INVOLVEMENT 

The National Advisory Commission made a number of recommendations 

such as small classes to enable expanded student involvement. Survey 

data also indicate that Minnesota law enforcement personnel strongly 

support practical application as a supplement to traditional classroom 

training. In the past the BCA has been limited in such techniques as 

role playing, group discussion, and so forth because of large classes 

and limited time. Therefore, 

there ~~ neei i2£ peace officer trainins 
prosrams ~ Eufficientlx ~ classes ~ 
with sufficient time to enable extensive 
"S"tUcien t par ti cij?at1On:-

Meeting this need should be easier in the vo-tech and college programs. 

Special attention will need to be given to this issue for the regular 

mandatory progrrun. This issue of student involvement is discussed 

again in the next section of the report when methods of instruction 

are evaluated. 

ADDITIONAL TRAINING DELIV1tRY NEEDS 

The needs discussed thus far have been based on evidence from two 
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or more of the preceding chapters (VI through IX). Additional needs 

were identified in Chapter VI. They are based only on the comparison 

to the·National Advisory Commission recommendations; survey data, economic 

data, and legal considerations have not been obtained to further support 

the conclusions. 

Legislation passed in 1977 retained the exemption for officers in 

communities with populations less than 1,000. The National Advisory 

Commis.sion recommended training for all peace officers. Survey data 

were not collected on this issue, but an informal survey of the BCA 

trainers (December, 1976) indicated that they support the elimination of 

this exemption. Therefore, 

mandatory training i2E ~ peace officers is 
needed in Minnesota. 

In the past local co«munities have had to bear the costs and burdens 

of sending a recruit to BCA training. A reimbursement program has 

helped to cover costs. Allocations vary, but reimbursement has been 

approximately 50% of costs. If recruits are trained through certified 

vo-tech or college programs prior to employment, local communities 

will no longer have to pay for the recruit to receive mandatory training. 

The National Advisory Commission recommended that communities be reim-

bursed 10070 of training costs. For those recruits who require post-

employment training, therefore, 

expansion .2! ~ coverage of the reimbursement 
program ~ needed. 

A third area in which the National Advisory Commission recomrnenda-

tions suggested a possible need was that of instructor qualifications. 
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Requirements for instructors in Minnesota are minimal. Therefore, 

successful ,completion ~ ~ basic course i2£ 4t 
instructors, periodic refresher training !2.E 
instructors, ~ regular review ~ evaluation 
of i~tructors' lesson pl~ns ~ classroom 
presentations ~ needed. 

• This section of the report has evaluated the delivery of peace 

officer training. Analyses have identified 11 needs in the area. 

Chapter XVIII will include recommendations designed to meet some of these • needs. The next section of the report (Section C) turns to an evaluation 

of the basic training curricula. 

• 

• 

e' 

• 
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INTRODucTION 

The training evaluation has focused On both the substance or coursf~ 

content as well as the delivery of training. Resolving issues raised in 

previous chapters, such as course length, locat'ion of training, and the 

training role for vo-techs and colleges is of little value unless the pro-

gram content is of high quality. Questions which need to be addressed in-

elude: "Is course content relevant to the tC\:sks performed by Minu.ssota. 

peace officers?" "Does training c.ontribute to the job preparation arid per- . 

formance of peace officers?" Unless traini1J'lg is of value to those who r~~-

ceive it, then obviously there is no reaSO,1 to increase levels of mandatC;FY 

training in the state. 

The evaluation of course content is a long and costly task. This eval-

uation has emphasized the BCA basic curriculum since it has affected the 

majority of Minnesota's new officers. Limited data on the vo-tech and col ... 

lege curricula are included although these programs are not thoroughly eval-

uated. Recruit classes of St. Paul, Minneapolis, and the State Patrol are 

included as paints for comparison. Some assessments of BCA in-service 

1 
classes were done and are included in separate reports. 

The task of evaluating course content or curricula was complicated by 

the fact that there were no obvious criteria by which to evaluate the cur-

ricula. If, for example, Minnesota had establishp.d performance objectives, · ..-1 See Appendix B for list of project reports. 
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I the course could be evaluated by the extent to which objectives are met. 

To assess if officers have learned what they need to know is difficult when 

what they need to know has not yet been agreed upon. Also, guidelines had 

not been established as to exactly what 'aspect of training should be eval", 

uated~-i.e., substance, emphasis, instruction, and so forth. Finally, eval-

uation efforts were restricted in that time and resources did not permit 

extensive observation of recruits or graduates as a method to assess their 

training or job performance. 

Although there were these initial problems in deciding the focus of 

evaluation, criteria by which to evaluate, and methods used to evaluate the 

curricula, several types of data have been obtained to evaluate the BCA basic 

course. First, content analyses of the course offerings and comparisons of 

this content to other programs in Minnesota and to other state's' programs 

should demonstrate whether any important topics are omitted or slighted. 

Content analysis information is pr.esented in this chapter. 

Second, survey data have been collected from a number of groups. Opin~ 

ions of trainees, graduate,s and supervisors on the curriculum and on the ade-

quacy of the curriculum for job preparation and perfo~~ance are reported in 

Chapter XII. 

Third, data on activities of Minnesota peace officers have been collected. 

A comparison of course content to tasks helps to reveal the extent to which BCA 

training is job-related. This information is included in Chapter XIII. 

Collection of evaluation data centered on the BOA 280-hour course. With 

the new skills course for college graduates and with the possibility of other 

lSome StiateS have articulated performance objectives (e.g., Washington, 
Oregon) and the former MPOTB discussed the possibility during 1976-77. 
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perhaps longer programs being certified as a result of 1977 legislation (see 

Chapters II and V), the future of the :regular eight-week basic program is 

uncertain. Implications of results obtained from the evaluation of the eight

week cOUrse for other types of programs will b{ included in the sunnnar'Y C\hap

ter (Chapter XIV). 

DESCRIPTION OF ENTRY LEVEL CURRICULA 

Three types of entry-level programs are expected to affect recruits 

throughout the state. These correspond to the three training routes out-

lined in F:i.gure 2.1 of Chapter II. The BCA basic program has been training 

app~'mdmately 90% of the state's recruits. However, 1977 legislation is ex

pected to increase the importance of vo-tech and college law enforcement pro

grams as pre-service training for prospective peace officers. This section (, 

presents descriptive infonnation on the content of 1) the BCA ma'l1datory 

course, 2) the two vo-tech law enforcement programs, and 3) the college and 

university law enforcement/criminal justice programs. 

THE BCA BASIC CURRICUlUM 

A logical first Step it'. content evaluation is to determine content cate

gories to assess substantive emphases of the courSe. Table 11.1 includes 20 
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TABLE 11.1 

BCA BASIC CooRSE CONTENT 

Num- Num_ 
btlr Total ber Total 

Course Catesorx Course Toeics 1975-76 .!!2!!!! ~ Course Toeics 1976-77 l!2!!!! ~ 
1. nRST AID, RI!SCU.E TECHNIQUES Multimedia Standard First Aid Multimedia Standard First Aid 

Rescue Techniques Advanced Rescue Training 
Emergency Childbirth 25 Advanced Flrs~ Aid 

Rescue Breathing 
Emergency Childbir~~ 25 

2. USE OF FIREARMS Introduction to Firearms Introduction to Firearms 
Safety. Nomenclature, Dryfiring 8 Safety, Nomenclature, Dryfiring 
Range 15 23 Firearms--Legal and Civil Liabilities 9 

Rartge 15 24 

3. PATROL PROCEDURES, INCWDING SER-
VICE AND DOMESTIC CALLS, PROIILER 
AND DISORDERLY CALLS Introduction to Patrol 2 Introduction to Patrol 1 

Foot ·and Motor Patrol 2 Foot and Motor Patrol 2 
Felony in Progress 2 Felony in Progress 2 
Service and Domestic Cells 3 Service and Domestic Calle 3 
Prowler and Disorder Calls 2 11 Prowler and Disorder Calle 1 9 

4. DEFENSIVE TACTICS Defensive Tactics 12 Defensive Tactics 11 
I 
N 5. IIRITl'EN REPORTS Written Reperts 6 Wri tten Reports 6 
0 6. TRAFnC AND AGCIDENTS Accident Reportea Accident Reportsa 
N 
~ Investip;ation 16 Investigation 15 

Traffic Code Traffic Code 
Directil.n Direction 
DWI 19 35 Dill 18 33 

7. ARREST Laws of Arrest 7 Laws of Arrest 7 
Tf.clmiques and Mechanics of Arrest 4 TechniqueS and .Mechanics. of Arrest 4 
Stopping Procedures 4 '·l~ Stopping Procedure. 4 15 

8. SEARCH AND SEIZURE Search ~nd Seizure 6 Search ~nd Seizure 7 

9. MINNESOTA JUVBNlLE STATUTES, CooRT 
DECISION, PROCEDURES Minnes~ta Juven~le Statute Minnesota Juvenile Statute 

Court Decisions Court DecislC~la 
Procedures 'Procedures 
Child Abuse ChlldAbuse 
Judges yiew from Apprehension to Dispoaition 11 12 

10. CRIMINAL CODE, CONSTITUTION, AND 
RELEVANT LPllISUTION Minnesota Criminal Code 11 Minneaota Criminal Code II \] 

U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights 3 U. S. Constitution and Bill of Rights 4 

Civil Rights wg1slatf,on 2 Civil .Righ~s Legislation 1 

''Hal!' to L1v3 with the La ... • 1 17 16 

() 
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11. CRIMINAL INVIlSTIGATION 

12. CONFESSION. INTERROGATIONS, INTER
VIEWS, LINEUPS 

13. ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, FIREARMS 
REGULATIONS 

14. HENTAL HEALTH 

15. NARCOTICS AND DRUGS 

16. RELATIONS IlITH PUBLIC 

17 • CRIME PREVENTION 

18. FUNCTION!: OF AGENCIES AND BUREAUS 

19. CWRTS 

20. ORAL COIKINICATION AND DISPATCHING 

1I0NCOURSE WORK 

TOTAL COURSE HOURS 

• • 

Preservation and Collection of Evidence 
Crime Lab 
Prints 
Identification Procedures 
Crime Scene Techniques 
Crime Scene Protection 
Criminal Investigation 
Investil,,,tive Field Note taking 
Rules 01 Evidence 
OrganiZEd Crime Unit 
Elements and H.O., of Crime 

untitled (4 hours) 
Robbery and Burglary (3 hours) 
Sex (4 hour.) 

'Credit Card Fraud (1 hour) 
Auto fheft (2 hours) 

Legal Aspects of Confossion. and Inter
rogations 

Lineups 
Techniquas of Interviewing and Inter

rogation 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Hental Hedth 

Narcotics a"d Drugs 
Human Rights 
Police and Public Relations 
Role of Police 
Crime Reparation 

Crime Prevention 

Functions of: 
Drivers License Bureau 
S;.!cret Service 
Corrections 
FBI 
Auto Theft ~ureau 
County Sheriff 
Probation and Parole 

Bomb Squad 

Court Systems 
Hoot Court 
Testifying in Court 

Oral Communication 
Dispatching and Radio 

,,!INCIS, NC,IC 
Notetaking and Stud)' 
Tests, Review, Graduation. etc. 

~ore detailed course topics listed on syllabus. 

• 

7 
12 

I 
4 
2 
4 
2 

14 46 

2 
I 

2 5 

3 

7 

4 

3 
3 
.1 
1 8 

2 

2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 13 

4 
2 
2 8 

2 
1 
2 5 
2 

16 18 

280 

• • 

Preservation and Collection of Evidence 
Crime Lab 
Polygraph 
Identification Procedures 
Crime Scene Techniques 
Crime Scene Protect-ion 
Criminal Investigation 
Investigative Field Notetaking 
Rules of Evidence 
White Collar Crime 
Elements and M.O. of Crime 

Robbery and Burp,lary (3 hours) 
Sex (4 hours) 
Credit Card Fraud (1 hour) 
Auto Theft (2 hours) 
Theft (1 hour) 
Assault, Forgery, Homicide (3 hours) 
Recognition 

Confessiofls and Interrogations 
Lineups 
Techniques of Interviewing 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

~;!en tal Hea 1 th 

Narcotics and Drugs 

Ethnic Awareness 
Police and PubUc Relations 
Police Community Relations 
Crime Reparations 
police Wife Problems 

Crime Prevention 

Functions of: 
Drivers License Bureau 
Secret Service 
Corr.ections 
FBI, Customs, li1IIIigration 

Bomb Squad 

Court Procedures 
Hoot Cou ... t 
Testifying in Court 

Oral r.~nication 
Radio and Dispatch 
HINqIS, NqIC 
Notetaklng ,nd Study 
Test., Review, Graduation, etc. 

11 
12 

1 
4 
2 
5 
1 

14 
2 

2 
1 
2 

4 
3 
1 
1 
2 

2 
2 
1 
2 
3 

2 
2 
2 

2 
1 
1. 
J 

16 

• . {' 

52 

5 

2 

6 

4 

11 

3 

10 

6 

" 
19 

280 



---~--~-

1 course categories. The BCA course topics for 1975-76 and 1976-77 are al-

located to the 20 categories in this table. The table familiarizes the 

reader with the content of the BCA basic program and also indicates a few 

content changes over the year. One can see from the table that in terms of 

hours basic training emphasizes Criminal Investigation, Traffic and Accidents, 

First Aid, Use of Firearms, and Criminal Code. With a total of only 280 hours 

and with hours required in certain subject areas according to the Rules and 

Regulations of the Attorney General #202 (e), the BCA has been limited some-

what in its ability to alter course emphasis. However, from 1975-76 to 

1976-77 one finds a slight increase in attention given to Criminal Investi-

gation and Public Relations; and a slight decrease in attention paid to 

1 Arriving at the categories for analysis has entailed some difficulties. 
Accepted principles of content analysis are that categories should be exhaus
tive (a category for all cases) and mutually exclusive (each case should fit 
in one and only one category), but categories devised for the BCA content 
analysis do not hold strictly to these principles. Some of the survey instru
ments employ the same categories as the content analysis so that during data 
analyses opinions on topics can be related to hour-emphasis of the topic. As 
a result, course categories have to be meaningful to respondents, and there
fore need to correspond closely to topics listed on the course syllabus. 
Using syllabus topics, however, occasionally conflicts with prinicples of 
content analysis. For example, the topic "stopping procedures" fits under 
both the categories of "traffic" and of "arrest." It was placed under 
lIarrest" since BCA handles it there. Such problems of where to place topics 
would not arise if categories were mutually exclusive. 

In addition, difficulties were encountered in arriving at an optimal set 
of categories. The MPOTB has employed a classification of 15 categories to 
specify mandatory hours, while course syllabus topics number over 50. The 
former small set excludes too much information while the latter set is too 
large to be manageable for survey instruments. A set of 20 categories was 
derived, based on, but condensing, topics listed on the syllabus. This set 
is the optimal balance for the survey and content analytic uses of the cate
gories, though perfect for neither. 

In computing hours 'or 1976-77, 1 hour was arbitrarily added to non-course 
work, since repeated addition of total hours came to 279. The 35 hours for 
Traffic and Accidents in 1975-76 includes 2 hours of test and review in these 
topics. These two hours cou.ld be put under non-course work as well. 
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Patrol, Functions of Agencies and Bureaus, and Courts. 

VO-TECH LAW ENFORCEMENT CURRICULA 

The same course categories have been used to describe the Alexandria 

1 
and Hibbing Vo-Tech programs as were used for the BCA course content de-

scription. Categorization has been accomplished with the assistance of pro-

gram administrators. lihile some topic titles under the same category may 

not seem comparable, topic content has been deemed to be similar. Also, if 

certain topics fall under more than one category (e.g., sociology), total 

topic hours have been d:l.vided among the appropriate categories. Since both 

of the vo-techs have longer programs, percentages have been used to control 

for these differing lengths. In this way, different emphases of the three 

programs can be compared. Table 11.2 provides a complete breakdown of the 

two vo-tech curricula; Table 11.3 lists the six topics for each program that 

receive the most amount of time. 

Both of the vo-tech programs have claimed to be complete mandatory basic 

training programs (using the BCA course as their model for minimum mandatory 

training requirements). According to this ~ourse content description they 

appear to be. The vo-tech programs cover the major categories that the BCA 

covers with the exception of Crime Prevention (see Table 11.2). 

Both of the schools require additional topics whi!~h the BCA does not of-

fer. These courses range from social science topics to mathematics and compo-

sition. They also teach some specialized topics in areas comparable to the 

IThe program at Hibbing was somewhat different in the past from what is 
indicated in Table 11. 2. A revised curriculum is reported here in which 
there have been many additions but only one deletion (Crash Injury Manage
ment), with 240 hours added in all. 
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TABLE 11.2 

COORSE CONTENT OF BCA I ALEXANDRIA I AND HIBBING PROGRAMSa 

NIDU- Per- Num- Per- "'urn- Per-
ber cent ber cent ber cent 

COORSE-CATEGORY BCA COURSE TOPICS 1976-77 !!.2!!!! l!2!!!:! HIBBING 1977-78 !!.2!!!! .!!2!!!! ALEXANDRIA 1976-77 and 1977-78 ~ !!.2!!!! 
1. FIRST AID, RESCUE Multimedia Standard First Aid Emergency Medical Training First Aid 57 

TEGIDlIQUES Advanced Rescue Training Emergency Care 50 
Advanced First Aid 
Rescue Breathing 
Emergency Childbirth 

TOTAL: 25 09~ 74 03~ 107 057; 

2. USE OF FIREARMS Introduction to Firearms Firearms 84 Firearms 88 
Safety, Nomenclature, Dryfiring Field Tactics 36 Field Tactics 30 
Firearms--Legal & Civil 

Liabili ties 9 
Range -ll.. 

TOTAL: 24 09~ 120 05~ 118 05~ 

3. PATROL PROCEDURES, nl- Introduction to Patrol 1 Police Patrol and Procedures Patrol Procedures 50 
CWDING SERVICE AND Foot and Motor Patrol 2 Police Operations 15 
DOMESTIC CALLS, PROWLER Felony in Progress 2 Criminal Investigation II 5 
AND DISOROER CALLS Service and Domestic Calls 3 

Prowler and Disorder Calla __ 1_ 
J 
N TOTAL: 9 03'X. 120 05~ 70 on 
0 4. 0\ DEFENSIVE TACTICS Defensive Tactics Physical Training and Self_ Offensive and Defensive Tactics 85 
I Defense 212 Physical Development 1 - IV 240 

Body Building 2!L 
TOTAL: 11 04'X. 236 lO'X. 325 15'X. 

5. WRITTEN REl'ORTS Written Rilports CCOIIlunications and Police Report Report liriting 60 
Writing 120 Typewriting 60 

Typewriting 120 CompositiOn 60 
Freshman Composition --!!L 

TOTAL: 6 02'X. 298 12% 180 08'X. 

6. TRAFFIC AIm ACCIDENTS Accident Reports Traffic Law Enforcement 36 Minnesota Traffic Laws 48 
Investigation 15 Accident Investigation 120 Accident Investigation I 60 
Traffic Code Traffic Law and Criminal Code 48 Accident Investigation II 60 
Direction Highway Safety Enforcement 18 
Dill .....!L Emergency Care -1.2... 

TOTAL. 33 12'X. 204 08'X. 196 091: 

7. ARREST Laws of ArreSl: 7 Search and Seizure 70 Search and Seizure 20 
Techniques and Mechanics of Traffic Law and Criminal Code 12 Criminal Investigation I 10 

Arrest 4 Minnesota Traffic Laws 10 
Stopping Procedures 4 Highway Safety 20 

Patrol Procedures 5 
Offensive and Defensive Tactics .2!!... 

TOTAL: 15 05'X. 82 031- 85 04'X. 
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8. SEARCH AND SEIZURE Search and Seizure Search and Seizure Search and Seizure 
TOTAL: 7 03~ 62 037- 40 02't 9. HI~~ESOTA JUVENILE STATUTES, Hinnesota Juvenile Statute Minnesota Juveniles Minnesota Juvenile Court Ca!RT DECISIONS, PRCCE. Court Decisions 

DURES Procedures 
Child Abuse 

TOTAL. 12 04't 4B 027- 60 031. 10. CI!IKINAL CODE CONSTInJ- Minnesota Criminal Code 11 Traffic Law and Criminal Code 36 MinnQsota and Federal Constitu-TION AND RELEVANT U.S. Constitution and Bill of Political Science 60 tion 36 LEGISLATION Rights 4 Political Science 21 4B Minnesota Criminal Code 50 Civil Rights Legislation 1 Introduction to Criminal Juatice 4B Business Law in Police, Admini4\-
tr3tion 60 

Civil Process Service --ML TOTAL. 1'5 061. 192 081. 260 091. 
11. CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION Preservation and Collection of Criminal Investigation 168 Criminal Investiga't1on I 46 Evidence Fingerprinting 60 Criminal Investigation II S5 Crime Lab Photography 84 Fingerprinting ClaSSification Polygraph 

and Identification 60 Identification Procedures 11 'Photography 90 Crime Scene Techniques 12 Docum~~t ,Examination 30 Crime Scene Protection 1 
Criminal Investigation 4 
Investigative Field Notetaking 2 

I Rules of Evidence S 
N \/hite Collar Crime 1 
0 Elements and'M.O,' of Crime, -..J Robbery and Burglary (3 hours) I 

Sex (4 hours) 
Credit Card Fraud (1 hour) 
Auto Theft, (2 hours) 
Theft (1 hour) 
Assault, Forgery, Homicide (3 

hqurs) 14 
Recognition 2 

'l'OTAL. 52 191. 312 131. 281 131. 12. CONFESSION, INTERROGATIONS, Confessions and Interrogation. 2 Criinina1 Inve6tigation 4B Minnesota ,and federal Constitu-INTERVIElIS, LINEUPS Lineups 1 tion 24 Techniques of Interviewing 2 Psychol"gy 5 
Patrol Procedures __ 5_ 

TOTAL. S 02't 4B 027- 34 021. 
13. ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, FIRE- Alcohol, Tobacco, Firea~ Introduction to Law Enforcement Criminal'Investigation I 4 ARKS Ra.."ULATIONS Firearms __ 2_ 

TOTAL: 2 017- 4 0027- Ii 0031. 
14. MENTAL HP.ALTH Mental Health 6 FlDergency Medical Training 10 Psychology S5 

Psychology --ML 
TOTAL. 6 027. 70 037. 55 031. 
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TABLE 11.2 (ContinuEd) 
CooRSE CONTENT OF BCAz ALEXANDRIA,~!I!i HIBBIIIC PROGRAMS· 

Nurn- Per- Nurn- Per- Num- Per-ber cent ber cent ber cent CooRSE-GATECORY BCA COURSE TOPICS 1<;16-77 ~ .!2!!:!. IfIBBINC 1977-78 l!2!!!:! .!!2:!!!! _ALEXANDRIA 1976-77 and 1977-78 l!2!!!:! ~£.! 
15. NARCOTICS M1l DlUmS Narcotics and Drugs 4 Criminal Investigation 24 Sor.1oiogy 5 

First Aid 3 
Traffic Laws 2 
Righway Safety 2 
Ruman Relations __ 4_ 

TOTAL: 4 01~ 24 01" 16 01" 
16. RElATIONS IlITH PUBLIC Ethnic Awareness 4 Police Administration 60 Sociology 55 

Police and Public Relations 3 Social Problems 48 Human Relations 54 
Police COllmmity Relations 1 Introductory Sociology 48 Speech and Police Public 
Crime Re~aratlon 1 Soeiology 51 48 Relations :10 
Police Wife Problems __ 2_ Soeiology 52 -!!L 

TOTAL. 11 04~ 252 l~ 129 06lt 
17. CRniE PREVENTION Crime Prevention -L 

TOTAL: 3 01" 
18. FUNCTIONS OF AGENCIES AND Functions of: Introduetion to Law Enforeonent ,56 I::'lltroduction to Criminal Justice 

I BUREAUS Drivers Licenae Bureau 2 
I\:) Secret Service 2 
0 Corrections 1 (» 
I FBI, Customs, ·lIIIDigration 2 

Baub Squad -l... 
TOTAL: 10 04" 56 02l{ 60 .03" 

19. coons Court Procedures 2 Court Procedures Criminal Proeedures 60 
Moot Court 2 Criminal G~a 10 
Testifying in Court 2 "peech 8 

Human Relations __ 2_ 

TOTALs 6 02" 96 Oli'1. 80 04T. 
20. ORAL COttiUNlCA'IlOl< AND Oral Ccmnunieation 2 Speech I 48 Speech 32 

DISPATCHING Radio end Dilpatch 1 1."echanie. of I." Enforeement 48 Highway Safety Enforcement 20 
MINCIS" NCIC --L 

TOTAL: 4 01" 96 04" 52 02" 
NONCaJRSE WORK Tests, review, gradua tion, etc. ....!2... Orientation ---L 

TOTALs 19 07" 6 003" 
Instruction Areas not covered 

by the BCA Breathalyzer (Mechanic of Law Jail Mar~g~~nt (Business Law) 20 
Enforccmcmt) 16 Breathalyzer (Highway Sarety) 10 

Teletype Operation (Mechanics Defens.h'e Driving (Highway 
of Law Enforcement) 6 Safllty) 10 

Radar Instruction (Traffic Law Teletype Operation (Highway 
En:orcern.ent, 36 Safety) 10 

Radar Instruction (Highway Saf 
Safety) 10 

Mathematics for ~cllce 60 
Environmental. Ecology 60 

GRAND TOTALSI 280 2,400 2,220 

aCategorf.:ation of progrsm hours was fltc.llitated by the assistance of Vemen Mal'Ie, &irector, Alexandria AVTI, and by Gary Rick, Progrsm Direetor of Hibbing AVTI • 
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BCA program. Hibbing instructs its ~tudents in the llse of the breathalyzer, 

teletype, and radar units. Alexandria teaches these sam(. '~hree subjects and 

also Defensive Driving and Jail Managemertt. A recruit attending the BCA must 

take additional courses to rece'ive training in these areas. 

Table 11.3 indicates that three classes are among the most important in 

all three basic programsM-Criminal Investigatibn, Traffic and Accidents, and 

Criminal Code. 1hree other topics are among the most important to the vo-

tech programs which are not among the six topics that the BCA emphasizes. 

These are Written Reports, Public Relations, and Defensi-ve Tactics. One 

should note that both vo-tech programs include typewriting land composition 

for Written Reports and both require sociology and other social science 

courses that cover Public Relations. Also vo-tech hours for physical train .. 

ing are included with Defensive Tactics, accQuntingfor the large proportion 

of time given to that topic. 

COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY I~W ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS 

The 21 college programs in Minnesota provide an orientation to law en-

forcement and criminal justice that is .nore theoretical than that of the vo. 

tech or BCA programs. This difference in orientation makes c~pariSQn5 

difficult. Ivloreover, none of the college programs is id6ntical either iil 

terms of course titles or course content. It was not possible to make a 

topic-by-topic comparison of the college programs to the BCA curriGulum. 

However, comparisons were possible to demonstra'te: 1) topics taught by the 

BCA that t4e colleges generally do not offer, 2) topics which are taught in 

hath curricula, and 3) topics which are Qffered only by the colleges. D1"f-

ficulties in categorization are noted in the following discussion. Readers 

should be aware th'):"oughout this section that statE!J!lents EE lli q,ollege 
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TABLE 11.3 

TOP SIX CLASSES BY PERCENTAGE OF TIME SPENT ON TOPIC FOR BCA, ALEXANDRIA, ANU HIBBING 

Percent Percent 

BCA Basica Pr;)gram Program 
.l'~ Hibbing Hours Alexandria 

Criminal Investigationb 19% b Criminal Investigation 13% Defensive Tactics c 

Traffic Accidentsb 12 Written ReportsC 12 b Criminal Investigation 

Fiil:st Aid 09 Defensi.ve Tactics c 10 Traffic and Accidentsb 

Firearms 09 Relations with the PublicC 10 Criminal Codeb 

Criminal Codeb 06 Criminal Codeb 08 Written ReportsC 

Arrest 05 Traffic and Accidentsb 08 Relations with the Publicc 

aSeven percent oj: BOA's time is spent on what ~s labeied non-course work, e:g., tests, 
reviews,graduat.ions, etc. This category is excluded from the table since it is not 
a major police science topic. 

blncluded in the t~,p six for all thr~;: ",,;!:tools. 

Canly in the top sill.. for the vo-tech' fI,' 

Percent 
Program 

Hours 

1S"/. 

13 

09 

09 

08 

06 

~--------.----.... ----~--------------,---------------.... --.... -------------~~--.... ------~ 
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Y-Fograms ~ general; particular schools could differ somewhat. 

The list below indicates topics taught by the BCA that the colleges gen

erally do not offer. Of the first five topics listed, Fire~rms is the only 

class that cannot be found in any of the college curricula. ]):st Aid may 

be taught through a health department at some colleges and Defensiv.e Tactics 

may be offered through physical education courses. A composition class is a 

good background course for writing reports but cannot be considered comparable 

to the BCA topic of Written Reports. The BCA category labeled Oral Communica-

tion includes dispatching and teletype instruction as well as speech. 

Firearms 

First Aid and Emergency Medical Techniques 

Defensive Tactics 

Written Reports 

Oral Communication 

Traffic and Accidents 

:Patrol Procedures 

Techniques of Arrest 

Confessions~ Interrogations, Interviews 
and Lineups 

Narcotics 

The ne~t two classes in the list (Traffic and Accidents and Patrol Pro-

cedures) appear in f.our community college curricula in a course labeled Police 

Operations. However, none of the other colleges cover these two topics. 

The last three top;i.cslisted can be menti~ned in college classes on laws 

but the technical aspects of j)these topics are not taught~ Rochester", Communi~y 
\, 
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College is the only college that offers a class dealing with Narcotics (Drugs: 

Use and Abuse).l • 
The classes listed below are covered both by the BCA and through the 

college law enforcement/criminal justice programs. However, even these 

classes have different emphases. Classes on Criminal Investigation present • 
a more theoretical and legal perspcactive on investigation than in the BCA pro-

gram. In the college programs Criminal Behavior classes emphasize psycho1ogi-

cal and sociological determinants of criminal behavior. Law classes (Criminal • 
and Constitutional) analyze more the implications of and trends in law making. 

Crimina1istics and Criminal Evidence and Procedures in the BCA program empha-

• size the technical aspects more than in the college curricul.a. Courses 

dealing with juveniles in the college programs usually ~over what type of 

juvenile becomes involved in crime and what types of crime are likely to be 

• committed by juveniles. The BCA curriculum is more concerned with how to han-

/' d1e juveniles. 

• Criminal Investigation 

Criminal Behavior 

Public Relations 

• Criminal Law 

Constitutional Law 

Criminalistics 

• Criminal Evidence and Procedures 
'1~> 

Juveniles 

1 Rochester Community College is the only one to offer Report Writing and • Traffic Law: Accident Investigation. 
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Additional topics covered in the college curricula are indicated below. 

Some of these merely cover in more depth topics listed previously, (e.g., 

classes on behavior and psychology). Police Administration artd Organi~ation 

is taught by 11 of the 21 programs. This class is not offered by the BCA 

basic training course. In the BCA curriculum four of the eight hours spent 

on courts deal with testifying and moot court, leaving only four hours for a 

general introducti'?n to court processes. Some colleges provide entire classes 

on the judicial system which provide a much more detailed introduction to the 

judicial process. Nine colleges offer courses on corrections, which is merely 

mentioned in the BCA program. 

Police Administration and Orgat'd,zation 

Crime Victims and Social Policy 

.Behavior: 

Psychology of Law Enforcenlent 

Deviant Behavior 

Delinquent Behavior 

Criminal Psychopathology 

Attitudes and Behavior Changes 

Criminology 

Judicial Process 

Corrections: 

Introduction to Corrections 

Probation and Parole 

Penology 

A complete list of academic courses offered by each of the college and 

university programs is provided in Figure 11.1. The community college programs 
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J.71CURE 11.1 

COORSES OFFERED IN COLLEGE AND 

UNIVERSITY LAW ENFORCEHENT/CRIHINAL JUSTICE PROCRAMS 

Hibbingl 

Crime and Delinquency 
Soc101ogy of Criminal Law 
Introduction to Criminal Justice 

Inver Hills: 

Criminal Law 
Cortstitutiont~l Law for Law Enforcement 
Criminal Inv~st.igation 
Criminal Eviciellce and Procedure 
Police Community Relations 
Introduction to Corrections 
Introduction to Law Enforcement 
Police Administration and Organization 
Criminal Behavior 
Introduction to Criminalistics 
Psychology of Law Enforcement 

Lakewood: 

Criminal Law 
Criminal Evidence and Procedure 
Criminal Investigation 
Intr.,duction to Law Enforcement 
Pol':ce Administration and Organization 
Police Operations . 
Introduction to Criminalistic! 

Mesabi: 

Introduction to Criminal Justice 
Crime and Delinquency 
Criminal Law 
Polic€) Role in DuUTlquency Control 
Police Con:i,lunity Relations 
Police Administra tion 

Metropol1 tan: 

Cdmlnal Law 
Criminal Evidence ",,:1 Procedure 
Police Community Relations 
Introduction to Criminal Justice 
Criminal Behavior 
Police Administration and Organization 

Bemidji: 

Juvenile Delinquency 
Applied. Statutory Law 
P~oceduras and Evidence 
Law Enforce~ent and Society 
Human Relatl'ons in Criminal Justice 
Introduction to Corrections 
Criminal Justice in America 
Criminology 
Family and Business Law 
Seminar: Criminal Justice 

Hankato: 

Criminal La" 
Criminal !nvestigation 
Penology 
.Introduction to Law Enforcement 
Law Enforcement Administration and 

Planning 
Criminology 

Moorhead: 

Delinquent Behavior 
Topics in Constitutional Law 
Criminal Justice and Corrections 
Punishment and Penolop,y 
Probation alld Parole 
Judicial Syst~s 
Criminology 
.Seminar in Sociology and Deviance 

COlflUNITY COLLEGES 

, UNIVERSITIES 

.. 214-

Nonnandalo: 

Principles of Criminal Law 
Constitutional Law for Police 
Evidence and Procedure 
Introduction to Law Enforcement 
Police Administration and Organization 
Administration of Justice 
Police Operations 
Deviant Behavior 

Northland I 

Principles of Criminal Law and Evidence 
Criminal Investigation 
Introduction to Law Enforcement and 

Administration of Justice 
Delinquent and Criminal Behavior 
Police Administration and Organization 
Police Operations 

North Hennepin: 

Principles of Criminal Law 
Evidence and Procedure 
Criminal Investigation 
Introduction to Law Enforcement 
Criminal Behavior 
Police Administration and Organization 
Police Operations 

Rochester: 

Police Records and Report Writing 
Traffic Law: Accident Investigation 
CrWnal Law 
Drugs: Use and Abuse 
Law Enforcement in the COIlIIlunity 
Introduction to Criminalist1.cs 

Willmar: 

Criminal Law 
Crimi..,al Evidence an,\ Procedure 
Police Community Relations 
Introductioll to Law Enforcement 
Deviant Behavior 
Criminology 

University of Minnesota~i~neapolis: 

Juvenile Court in the United States 
Criminal Law 
Criminal Procedure 
Law, Justice and the Illdividual in Society 
Origins of the 5th Amendment 
Criminal Psychopathology 
Police and Community Relatiuns 
Community Based Corrections 
Comparative Penal Policy 
Seminar in Correctional Administration 
The Role and Function of Municipal Police 

Administration in a Changing Society 
Law and Social Issues 
Wornen in Criminal Justice Systems 
Criminal Justice in American History 
Legal Sociolization: The Impact of. Leg&l and 

Criminal Justice Systems 
Comparative Criminal Justice Administ.ration 
Evaluative Research in Criminal Justice 

University of Minnesota-Duluth: 

Theories of Crime and Delinquency 
Sociology of Criminal Law 
Police Community Relations Correctional 

Continuum 
Introduction to Criminal Justice 
Criminal Justice Systems Analysis 
.Attitude and Behavior Change 
Planning of Crirntnal .Tustlce Servicea 
Crime Victims ~nd Social Policy 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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FIGURE 11.1 (Continued) 

UNIVERSITIES (continued) 

St. Cloud 

Juvenile Delinquency 
The Courts and Civil Ri~hts 
Correctional Administration and Processes 
Philosophy of Law and Punishment 
Judicial Process 
Survey of Criminal Justice 
~ganization of Administration in 

Law Enforcement 
Seminar in Criminal Justice 
Economics of Crime and Justice 
Criminology 

Antioch Communiversity: 

Development of Western Law 
Introduction to Coromon Law 
AWerican Legal System 
Legal Research and PrDcedure 
Investigation and Evidence 

Golden Valley Lutheran College: 

!r.troduction .to Law Enfot'cement 
Introduction ,to Corrections 
Police Administration and Organization 
Police and Community Relations 
Criminal Behavior 
Criminal Law 
Constitutional Law for Law Enforcement 

PRIVATE COLLECES 
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St. Mary's College 

Sociology of Deviance 
Contemporllry Theories of Correctior. 
Criminal Justice in the United States 
Law and the Judicial Process 

St. Thcmas College: 

Criminal Justice I 
Criminal Justice II 
Sociology of Crime and Delinquency 
Sociology of Deviant Behavior 
Issues of the Reform of Criminal Justice 
Criminal La.· und the Social Order 



• 
tend to provide a more practical orientation than do the four-year university 

programs. Chapter IV discussed the learning objectives that we~e proposed by • 
the former MPOTB and representatives of the community college law enforcement 

programs. The objectives include all non-skills topics as well as a f8w tech-

nical subjects. The reconstituted Board of Peace Officer Standards and Train- • 
ing has not yet acted on these learning objectives. Adoption of them, however, 

would change the curricula described in this' section considerably, particu-

larly those of the four-year universities. • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• 
THE BCA BASIC PROGRAM 

• IN COMPARISON TO OTHER BASIC TRAINING PROGRAMS 

A comparison of the BCA program to other programs is a first step in 

evaluating the adequacy of the curriculum. Gomparisons in this section are 

• designed to evaluate only the BCA course since the vo-tech and college pro-

grams described above have not yet been fully certified and hence recognized 

as meeting minimum standards (at the time of writing). Moreover, the vo-tech 

• and college programs often use the BCA program as an example of what a mini-

mum course should cover. 

• Two types of comparisons are included in this section. The BCA program 

is compared to the three other courses that have met (and exceed) the state's 

minimum requirements--St. Paul, Minneapolis, and the State Patrol. Second, 

• some comparisons of the BCA program to programs in other states are included" 

COMPARISON OF THE BCA CURRICUlUM TO OTHER MINNESOTA PROGRAMS 

• Table 11.4 includes comparisons of the 1976-77 BCA basic course to those 

of the State Patrol, Minneapolis, and St. Paul. Since the latter three courses 

are considerably longer than the mandatory 280 hours, the additional topics 

'. that a longer course can include as well as topics which receive additional at-

tention can be discovered. Moreover, one can probe different emphases of the 

four courses; that is, extra hours are not necessarily allocated equally to 

• all topicS; different training programs might give disproportionate shares of 

hours to different content areas. 

Table 11. 4 divides course topics into three sets. The first set con-

• , , 

tains eighteen course categories included in all four basiC courses. This 

is set A in Table 11.4, labeled "Shared 'ropics." Comparisons here consider 
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total number of hours allotted to each category as well as per(~entage of 

class hours given to each. 1 The second set contains topics shared by the 

four courses but not considered important for substantive content compari-

sons--e.g., hours allocated to testing, review, and assorted academic topics. 

This is set B in Table 11. 4, labeled "Other Shared Topics." Finally, the 

third set includes topics not shared across the four programs. Of particular 

interest here will be topics that the State Patrol, Minneapolis, and St. Paul 

cover but the BCA does not. These topics are in set C of Table 11.4, labeled 

"Topics Not Shared. \l 

Examination of the first set of categories in Table 11.4 reveals that 

the three 10nge'r courses in general give more attention to almost all the 

content areas. Since the State Patrol, Minneapolis, and St. Paul devote a 

total of 500 hours, 487 hours, and 457 hours, respectively, to this set of 

topics, while the BCA course includes only 252, one would expect this to be 

the case. There are a few exceptions. Although it has fewer total hours, 

the BCA offers more time in the areas of Search and Seizure and Juvenile Is-

sues than the three other programs; more hours in Criminal Investigation 

than Minneapolis and the State Patrol; more hours in Public Relations than 

the State Patrol; and more hours in Functions of Agencies than St. Paul. 

Otherwise the three longer programs give more attention to all the course 

content areas. 

Different emphases of the programs are as interesting as different total 

INO hours are recorded for the State Patrol in the category of Patrol 
and for the State Patrol and St. Paul in the category of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
and Firearms Regulations. As noted in Table 11.4 related topics are put 
under other categories and hence these topics are listed as shared ones. 
See footnote on page 204 for difficulties of creating mutually exclusive 
categories. The percent2ge of hours per category is based on the total num
ber of hours in Set A (Shared Topics). 
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TABLE lL 4 

Coh"PARIRoN OF CONTENT OF m'lNESoTA PASTC TIl,\ !NING COURSES 

Num- P"'t'- STATE Num- P"r- HlNN&- N\Ill1- Per- ST. Num- Per-

CON1'F.NT ,\RE:\-StL\RETl TorTCS" 
DCA bur c('nt: PATROL ber cent .\POLIS ber cent PAUL ber cent 

~ .!2l!:2l l!.!!!!.ll ~ ~ ~ ~ ..l![t, l!.!!!!.ll l!.2!!!.!. .llil Hours !l.2!!.!:.!!. 
1. FtIl::T ATO! RSSCI'E "ErItNII~\'ES 

Multim.;,d,ia St .. mdard <'Lrst ALd, 
Advanced Rescue Tr~ining X 

Fl:cst Aid-Emergency Childbirth X 
r.lrst Aid X 24 X 
Qnergency Childbirth X X 2. 
Advanced First Aid ' . .-
Rescue Breathing X 
General Hospital Ambulance X 1 
EMT X 80 

TOTALS: 2S 10'!. 62 12% 107 22% 40 091. 

2. USE OF FIREARMS 
Introduction to Firearms X 
Firearms Traint~g X 
Safety, Nomenclature, Dryfiring X 
Firearms--Lega1 and Civil Liabil-

ities X 9 
Range X 15 X 35 X 21 
Range--Glassroom X 1 X 9 
Depe.rtm".lt Policy X 
Legal Aspects X 
Basic Course X 
Advanced Course X 
Night Range X 

TOTALS 24 lO'!. 40 08% 36 07% 30 071; 

3. PATROL PROCEDURES, INCWDING SER-
VICE AND DOMESTIC CALLS. PROWLER 
AND DISORDER CALLS 

Introduction to Patrol X 1 X 2 
Patrol driving (under category C-3) lC 
Patrol Procedures X 1 
Foot and Motor Patrol X 2 X 2 
Patrol-Robbery X 1 

Felony in Progress X 2 lC 2 
Service and Domestic Calls l( 5 X 3 
Proy1er and Disorder Calls X 1 
Proy1er and DisturbancG Calf X 2 
Drunk and Disorderly Persons X 1 
Geography X 4 
Crisis Intervention X 7~1/2 

Crisis Intervention Practice X 14 

Civil Disturbance X 2 
Observation X 2 

City Geography X 4-1/2 
Tours and Geography X 7 
Missing Persons/AWOL X 1 

Recovered Au to X 1 

Drunks X 1 

K-9 Unit X 1_1/2 

Emergency Vehicles 'it 1 

Road Blocks X 1-1/2 

Building Search X 1-1/2 

Surveillance X 2 

f.I. Cards and working Traffic X 3-1/2 

Bombs and Explosives X 2-1/2 

O.J.T. X 21 

TOTALS: 9 047: _0_ 16 03% 76-1/2 171. 

4. DEFENSIVE TACTICS 
Defensive TacJ;ics X X E; X 

Explosive Ide!ltification and Evacua-
tion X 4 

16_1/2b 
Self-Defense 

X 

Chemical Weapons 
X 7 

Tear Gas X 

Federal Streamer and Disposition 
,.' X 1-1/2 

Crowd Control X __ 7_ ----
TOTALS: 11 041. 19 047: 12 02% 2S 051-

5. WRITTEN R!:PORTS 
Written Reports X 6 X 6 X 58 X 15 

Reports and Forms X 12 
tntroduction to Report Writing X 4 

Language Skill. X ~ 

TOTA1.S: 6 021- 18 047- 62 13% 55-1/2 121. 
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TABLE 11.4 (Continued) 

£Q.~!!~~!qSON OF CONTENT OF mNt;ESOTA lIASIC TR,\lNING Cal!lRF.S 

NlI1n- l\!r .. 5ThTF. tlum- I'''~~ mNN~- Nunl- I'er. ... ST. Num- Pr·r .. 

(:\I::'lT\l' AnE\-~~1I \ltl;ll 1OI'H~:;'l 
ne" ~or c~nl rATk(\!. bl.~L· Cl'1lt Al'OI.IS hl't' cont PAUL l",r cr·nt 

A. 1.'!.!.!!::I!. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ..l.'!.!!!.... ~ lI~lllru lli1. l!!!!.'.!:.:: ~ 
6. 1'11\I'I1G ,INO .\CI:1I11;N l'~; 

~ld\'nt blv.\!Jtlt~.ltr;ll X 15 X 92 X 12 X 20 
A~dtl,'nt l{pl'"rt, X X 5 X " Tt'nClIc Cod<> d X X 12 
TrolCiic Supl'rvi5ionc , X 33 
Trn CL Ie Law X /\0 X 22_1/2 
Tl'nrCic Control X 5 
IHr<."~ion X X 
DIll X 18 X 1 
0111 ",,<I Implied Cons~lIt X 8 
DWl and Chemical Test X 3 
Acdd~l1t SC~1I0S X 5 
Itlt~r\licwin!l witn"ss~s, Drivers X 1 
L.S.A. X 1 
Driver's LicenSE! l.aw X __ 5_ 

1'OTALS~ 33 13% 178 36% 33 07% 59-1/2 13% 
7. AnRF.5T 

i:':i.WiOf Arrest X 7 X 15 X 2 
Laws of Arrest and Probable Cause X 6 
Techniques and Hcchallics 01 Arrest X 4 X 4 X 1 
Mechanics of Arrest "nd ROod Blocks X 5 
Booklnsr. X 1-1/2 
StoppinG Procedures X 4 X" 3 
TraU!c lln(ot:ecm"n~ Action" X 2 
Traffic Enfot:cemcnte X ---L 

TOTALS: lj 061. 20 04% 21 04% 4-1/2 01% ' 
8. SEARCH AND SIEZURF. 

Search tll1d Seizure X 7 X 4 
Lnw,s or Se~rch and Seizure X & X 3 
Physical Scarches X 1 

TOTALS, 7 03% 4 01% 6 01% 4 01% 

9. lIlNNESO'rA JUVENILE STATUTES, COURT 
DECISIONS! PROCEDllRES 

HlntlCoota Juv~l1il(' St~tutC5 and 
Court Decisions X X 7 }C 4 

Juv(!nile Laws Bnd Court X 6 
Proccssi"~ the Juvenile Offender X 2 
Juvenile X 1 
Pl'occdllrcs X 
Child Abuse X 

TOTALS: 12 (l5·~· 6 01% 9 02% 5 01% 

10. CRUIIJ;\L CODE, CONSTITUTIOn, ANO 
REI.i;1IANT LEGISIAl'IOll 

Minllc"ota Criminal Code X 11 
U .f.. C mstitution and lIi11 of Rights X 4 X 5 
Civ11 lights Lcgisla tion X 1 X 2 
Crimi! •• l Law X 10 
Criminal Code X 14 
L.wF X 45 
Hiscell meoUS Laws: Snowmobile, Gun 

COnLl'll, ate. X II 
C()ntra ... ~ and Common Carriers and 

PctrQl\!wn Tax Law X 2 
Registration and Reciprocity X 24 
No Fuule Insurance Law X 4 
Parking Regulations X 3 
City Ordinances X _4_ 

TOTALS: 16 06% 44 09% 28 06% 45 10% 

11. CRIHlllAL INVES1'lGATIOl1 
Preservation and Collection of 

Evidence X X 4 X 2 
Prescrva tion of Evidence X 4 
Crime Lab X X 6-1/2 
ScientHic Aids and Crime Lab X 1 
PolYGraph X 
ldentification Procedures X 11 X 3 
Cdn\(\ Scelle Te~bni'lu"s l( 12 
Crime Scene X 8 X 6 
Crime Seeno Protection X 
Investlr,ativc Techniques X 8 
Cdln!n"l ItlVl'~tif."t10tl l( 4 X 4 
1nvestigative Fic.ltl 1lotctaking X 2 
Fidd )lotl·to\'ing ami Sk~tdlins X 4 X 3 
Pho~ol~raf'i'y X 7 
Rilles f)~ Lvld""cc X 5 X 16 X 4 
While Colltlr Crb.,~ X 1 
El<?l.,""t sand M.O. of Cr.ime X 

RobLery and 1\urglary y 3 X 4 
Smt ~r!m~~~ X I, X 2 X 9 
Credit (lJrcl f.·,ml X 1 
Alit" Tl,,·fl X 2 X 4 X 2 x 2 

Theft X 1 " 2 
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TABLE 11. 4 (Colltinu~d) 

COHPARl~ON OF CONTENT OV ~mmE~01'A l\,\SlC 'I'RA iN1NO Co.IR$ES 

NUI1l- Pc,,_ 5'1',\TE N\lm- Pcr- HINNE- Num- :'or- ST. Num- Por-

CONTENT ARr·.A·Slt\IlEn Tlll'lGS" 
BOA ber cent PATROL ber cont APOLIS ber cene PAUL bot" cont A. .!21.2.:I!. ~ l!!1!!!! .li!.§.. ~ ~ ..ill.§... ~ ~ ill1. ~ ~ ll. CRHIIN.\L INV~STW.\'\'TON (,·"nt.5 

Assuult, For~(,r)', lIomicidu It 3 
Homicide X 

lIomicidu an'.! A.s.u1 t. X 4-t/2 
Fraud and ¥c.trgcry X 2 
Assault X t 
Forgery X 1 
Arson X 1-1/2 
Vice X 1 
Criminali!ttics X 2-1/2 
Criminal Tags X 1 
Recognition X --L 

TOTALS: 52 21~ 32 06,; 35 07'; 54 12% 
12. CONFESSIONS, INTERROQ~TIONS, INTER-

VIEIIS 1 LINEUl'S 
Confessions and Interrosations X 2 X 3 
Statements and Interrogations X 
Lineups X 1 X 1 
Intervielling X 7_1/2 
Techniques of Interviewing X 2 X 4 
Statements X 1 

TOTALS: 5 02~ 6 01% 8 027: 8-1/2 021-

13. ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, FIR£ARMS RECULA-
nONS 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms (Func-
'i"no of) X X 

Mentioned under outside agenCies X 
(Note gun control included under 

miscellaneous lalls) and this title 
under Functions of Agencies X 

TOTALS: 2 01% -0- t 01% _0_ 

14. NARCOTICS AND DRUGS 
Narcotics and On .... X X 4 
Narcotics, Dang<>rous Drugs X 6 
Narcotics X 4 
Dr>i8 Awarene~l X _3_ 

TOTALS: 4 ott 6 01,; 7 01% 4 01% 

15. RELATIONS WITN l'UBLIC 
Ethnic Awarancss X 4 
Police a~d Public Relations X 3 X 3 X 1 
Police C~nity Relations X 1 
Crime Rep~~ation X 1 X 1 
Police lIife Problems X 2 
Human Relations X 
Human Relations Panel X 3 
Dealing with Public X 16 
Human Behavior X 4 
Police Ethics X 1 
Psychology of the Victim X 7 
Understanding Ourselves X 6 
Ntln-Verba1 CO!!Illunication X 5 
Crime Victimization x: 1 

TOTALS; 11 04% 6 01'1. 35 07% 13 031; 

16. FUNCTIONS OF ACENCIES AND BUREAUS 
Functions of: 
Driv~r's License Bureau X 2 
Secret Service It 2 
Corrections X I 
FllI, Custom~, lDxnigration X 2 
Bomb Squad X 3 

Functions of several agencies 
listed on syllabus X x: X 

Topics relevant to Minneapolis 
Police Organization (e.g., 
retirement, pension, listed 
under non-cOUrse work) X 

TOTALS: 10 041. 30 06'1. 57 12% 8.1/2 02% 

17. CroRTS 
Court Procedures X 2 
Court Procedure and Organization X 
Courts X t 
Court Demeanor X 2 
Courtroom~unicipal X 3-1/2 
Courtroom-County X 3-1/2 
Moat Court X 2 X X 4 X 3-1/2 
Testifying in Court X 2 
Administration of Justice, testi-

fying and Case Pr~oaration X 3 
Court Fleld Tril' X 7 

toTALS: 6 02'1. 11 027- 8 02'; 19-112 047-
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TABLE 1l.4 (ContinUl.d) I COHPARISON OF CONTENT OF HINNE~OTA llASm TR.HNINC calRRES 

Num- Per- STATE Nllm- Por- MINNE_ Num- Per_ ST. Mum- l'nr_ 
DCA ber cent PATROL ber cC!nt IIPOLIS ber cant PIIUL b\1r cont 

A. CONTENT AI!F.\-SII'\RID TOPleSS .l:222.:1l l!.2!!.::! l!.2!!.::! ~ l!!!!!!! ~ ...!2.2L ~ ~ .!1ll .!!2!!!:! ~ 16. OIlAL cmL'IIINJ(:\'l'10N ANIl Ul~I'.\TCIllNG 

Oral COIlIlIUlliC.1tion X 2 X 2 
Radio and Di"patch X 1 
HINCIS, NCIC X 1 
Public Speaking X 12 
Radio Tcchniques--Patro1 radio X 6 
Radio Procedures/NCIC/MINCIS X 
Radio X 2 
Usc of Custom Digital X 2 
(Speech i. handled prior to begin-

ning of progrom) X 
Ccmnunications Center X 2-1[2 

TOTALS: 4 .021. 16 .041. 6 .017- 4-1/2 .01% --------------------------------------------------------------TOTAL HWRS SET II: 252 500 467 45; 

B. OTHER SHARED TOPICS 
1. ACADEMIC 

Study and Notetaking X 3 X 4 X 2 
(Spelling is included in course but 
hours not allotted on syllabus.) X 

Updating Law Books and Manuals X 2':'1/2 
Minnesota History and Government X 4 
Minnesota Geography X 4 
Spelling X 4 
Study Methods, Notetaking X 2 
R ... edisl Ma th X _4_ 

'L(hALS: 3 18 4 4-1/2 

2. NON-CWRSE WORK 
History and Origin of MSP X 2 
Orientation X 4 X 6 X 1 
Rule. and Regula tions X 6 X 1 
Supervised study Time X 122 
Tost and revie" X 26 
Tests, review, graduation, etc. X 16 
Review X 10-1/2 
Testing X 12_1/2 
Graduation X 3-1/2 
Equipment Issue/Uniform/personal 

Appearance X 2-1/2 
Maintenance of Equipment X 
Trouble sho<,Ung Vehicles X 8 
Uniform Rab~lations X 1 
Elective tL~e/not labeled X 15 
Department origin X 9 
Department Organization, Units, and 

Issues X 21 
Staff Time X L3 
Class Discussion X 6-1/2 
Miscellaneous X ....!!?... 

TOTALS: 16 152 57 71-1/2 
------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL I!WRS SET B: 19 170 61 7€ 

C. TOPICS NOT SHARED 
1. MENTAL HEALTH 

Hental Health X 6 
Patrol-suicide, mentals, DOA's X 1 
Emotionally Disturbed, Retarded X 1_1/2 

TOTALS: 6 _0_ -0- 2-1/2 

2. CRIME PREVENTION 
Crime Prevention X 3 X 2-1/2 

3. DRIVING 
Patr'OIDriving Techniques X 
Defensive Driving Course X 36 X 7 X 7 

4. PIlYSICAL FITNESS 
PhYSical Training X 45 X 28 
Physica 1 Fi tness X 33b . 

5. FIREFlGIITlNG 
Firefighting X 4 
Fire Department listed under 

Function of Agencies X 
Fire Call listed under Patrol-

Service c.ll X 

6. BREI\TIIIILVZER 
~athalyzer Training X 44 

7. ELECTRONlIl SPEED nf.TECTION 
Electrol1ic Speed Detection X 5 
Radar X 1 

8. NIGHT PRnBI.f:l1S 
Night ProiJi<1!lls X 8 
Night Field Problems X 7 

9. OTlIER 
Other ~'lcld I'roulems X 8 ------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL lIalRS SET r" 9 134 4) 61 
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TABLE 11.4 (Continued) 

COHPARISON OF CONTENT OF HINNE~OT.\ HASle TRA lNJNC CO:1R$ES 

N,.!" .. P"lr- STATE Num- Per .. MINNE. Num- Per- ST. Num- Per.,. 
BCi\. ber cc.nt PATROl. ber cent. M'OLtS ber cent Pi\.UI. ber cent 

1222::J.J... ~ ~ .2..lli... ~ .!!2.!!ll ..l2Z§.... ~ ~ .!.2ll. lIours .l!.2.!!.!.! 
TOTAL COURSE HOURS 280 804 390& 594h 

·See footnote 1, page 218. 

bSelf-Defense and Physical Training are listed together on the St. Paul syllabus. Two-thirds of total tinle 
was allotted to Physical Training and one-third to Self-Defense. 

'iiore detailed course categories provided on course syl1abu~. 

dCWits "electronic speed detection," "Patrol Driving 'rechniques," Ilnd "Defensive Driving Course" which are 
listed separately in this table. 

eIncluded under tfArrest," since it relates to Stopping Procedures, and BCA course included Stopping ~ith 
Arrest topics. 

fExcludes hours allotted to 'rraffic, Arrest, Search and Seizure, and .Tuveniles. St. Paul training director 
l.ndica ted that addt tional hours not noted on the syllabus "ere giVen to law •• Moreover, ~ecruits B1:e tested 
daily on l.w. and these hours also are not shown on the syllabus and therefore in this table. 

~cludes four holidays. 

hAll hours recorded in the St. Paul Recruit course syllabus are listed in this table. In addition the training 
director has indicated where additional hours have been offered. Some testing hours are not shown on the syl-
labus nor on this table. Also, field exercises often take morn hours than scheduled. 
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hours per category. Table 11.4 includes the percentage of hours devoted to 

each category in set A (Shared Topics) in parentheses beside the total hours. 

Comparisons of these percentages indicate that the four programs emphasize 

different content areas. In addition to the two topics to which the BCA de-

votes more total hours than the other three programs (Search and Seizure and 

Juvenile Issues), the BCA g:i.ves rela.tively more emphasis than the other pro-

grams to Use of Firearms, Criminal Investigation, and Arrest. 

On the other hand, content areas to which the three longer programs 

give greater emphasis are Written Reports and Criminal Code. 1 In addition, 

Minneapolis provides considerably more attention to Public Relations, the 

State Patrol to Traffic and Accidents, and St. Paul to Patrol. 

Information thus far suggests that the BCA course emphasizes areas of 

criminal investigation and procedures (i.e., Criminal Investigation, Search 

and Seizure, Arrest, Juvenile Issues). The BCA course included a somewhat 

larger proportion of hours for Firearms, but since the proportional differ-

ence is so slight (10% versus 8%, 7%, and 7%) and since total hours of prac-

tice is vital in this area, this topic will not be considered an area of 

relative stress. On the other hand, the BCA basic course de-emphasized the 

content areas of Written Reports, Criminal Code and Laws, and to a lesser ex-

tent Public Relations and Patrol Procedures. The additional time given to 

Traffic by the State Patrol is a function of its specialization and probably 

does not reflect insufficient attention in the BCA (and other) courses.
2 

1 The percentage for Minneapolis and the BCA are the same. 

2 In part, the emphases of the BCA course reflect the more general orien-
tation of a program catering to the entire state. Areas of Criminal Investi
gation, for example, would be handled by specialists in la,rge, urban departments. 
The BCA emphases may also reflect the resources and skills available to the 
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension. 
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GompariJons in the second set of categories (set B in Table 11.4) are 

interesting, although not central to an assessment of substantive course con

tent. Examination of the first category in this set reveals that the ~tate 

Patrol includes a number of academic topics in its curricula, in addition to 

police science topics. Minneapolis, St. Paul, and the State Patrol offer a 

number of hours in department organization and procedures, issue of equipment 

and uniforms, and so forth. All four programs provide a few hours of instruc

tion in study skills. 

The third set of categories in Table 11.4 contains topics not shared 

across the four programs. Two topics--prob1ems of Mental Health and Grime 

Prevention--are covered only by the BGA and St. Paul. 

of particular interest in identifying possible needs in the BGA manda

tory program, howe'~er, are topics included in the other programs but excluded 

by the BGA. Discussion of these topics will be in terms of: 1) those whose 

inclusion might be considered as an option if electives were available; and 

2) those whose inclusion might be considered for the regular mandatory course. 

Four topics are suggested through these comparisons as possible elective 

options. Two topics offered by the State Patrol are necessary for the Patrolfs 

traffic function--breathalyzer training and electronic speed detection. The 

BGA lab offers spe;cialized breathalyzer certification and recertification 

courses, and the State Patrol trains officers in electronic speed detection 

in its various di~tricts. These topics are not vital to include in the man

datory course since training is available elsewhere. Inclusion might be 

convenient for many agencies, however. The State Patrol offers four hours 

of firefighting, a topic mentioned by Minneapolis and St. Paul. The topic 

is probably not sufficiently important to be included in the mandatory course, 
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unless it were to be mentioned briefly perhaps as a service call (as St. 

Paul does). Finally, all the other three programs offer hours in physical 

fitness training. The BCA does include hours in Defensive Tactics but not 

in physical fitness per see This topic could be considered either as a pa:.ct 

of the mandatory course or as an option. It is mentioned here as a possible 

option only because of the relatively low evaluations received by a simiLi'r' 

topic, Defensive Tactics, which are discussed in subsequent chapters. 

Three topics listed in Part C of Table 11.4 provide suggestions for 

inclusions in the mandatory curriculum. The State Patrol, Minneapolis, and 

St. Paul, all provide some training in evasive/pursuit driving. BCA trainers 

do not have access to a driving course. Minnesota officers can receive driver 

training at St. Cloud University (see Chapter II), but the university is not 

able to handle all who want the training. Driving is not a part of the man

datory course, and recruits must seek this training on their own. 

Both Minneapolis, and St. Paul, provide explicit training in Night Prob

lems. This training can cover topics such as Firearms, Patrol, and photo

graphy. St. Paul Academy holds several field problems at night to provid~ 

recruits with experience at night patrol. Since most officers will at Borne 

time be responsible fOL night shifts, and since problems can vary fundamen

tally during night hours, special attention to Night Problems may well be 

warranted in the mandatory course. 

St. Paul is exemplary in its use of field exercises and opportunities 

for recruit practice. Most of the field practice hours have been allocated 

to substantive topics in Table 11.4 (e.g., moot court, Patrol O.J.T.). Some 

of their exercises, however, cover a variety of topics; what is actually 

covered also depends in part on how the participating recruits act out their 
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I 
scenes. Some hours of practice which could not be allocated to substantive 

categories ar~ listed under set G of Table 11.4 for St. Paul. The extent 

of practice exercises in this one program illuminates the general lack of 

such exercises in the BGA program. Recruits do get s~e practice for 

firearms, moot court, and crime scene, but facilities and class size do 

not permit extensive student participation in the BGA program. This final 

suggestion for the mandatory program is not to add a particular substantive 

category to the curriculum, but to incorporate more student involvement in 

teaching the substantive topics. 

Summary 

The emphasis of this section has 'been to compare the BGA mandatory ba-

sic curriculum to the more extensive courses offered by the State Patrol, 

Minneapolis, and St. Paul. The focus of this evaluation is on the statewide 

program, but readers more interested in one of the other three programs 

cCluld alter the emphasis by comparing the hours (total and percentage) of 

that program to the remaining three. 

The following conclusions regarding the BGA mandatory program have re-

sulted from the comparisons: 

1. The ECA program appears to emphasize areas of criminal 
investigation and procedures (Search and Seizure, Ju
venile Issues, Griminal Investigation, Grime Prevention, 
Arrest) and problems of Mental Health. 

2. The EGA program appears to de-emphasize Written Reports, 
Griminal Gode,. and to a lesser extent Public Relations 
and Patrol Procedures. 

3. The BGA omits several areas that might be included as 
part of the mandatorx program--Driving, Night Problems, 
and general Field Practice exercises. 

4. The BGA omits several ay'eas that might be included as 
options i~ectives were available--Ereathalyzer, ~lec
tronic Speed Detection, and Firefighting • 
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COMPARISON OF THE BCA BASIC CURRICULUM TO PROGRAMS IN OTHER STATES~ 

One limitation of the comparisons in the previous section is that BCA 

must offer training acceptable throughout the state (i.e., for urban, metro, 

rural areas; for police and sheriff agencies; for large and small agencies), 

while the State Patrol, Minneapolis and St. Paul programs are tailored to 

specialized needs. Mandatory statewide courses elsewhere, then, are in some 

ways more comparable. The National Association of State Directors of Law 

Enforcement Training (R~SDLET) began compiling information on states' train

ing programs in 1975. T~ble 11.5 lists some information on hours per content 

area from NASDLET r s 1975 survey. The cat.egories that NASDLET employed differ 

from those used in Table 11.4 and therefore the number of hours per category 

will differ somewhat. Categories listed in Table 11.5 though not identical 

to those in Table li. 4 at least parallel them. The first five (Legal Sub

jects, which is parallel to Criminal Code; Police/Community Relations, 

parallel to Public Relations; Driving Training; Physical Training; and Patrol) 

are content areas to which previous comparisons indicated that the BCA program 

might give insufficient attention. The next four (Traffic, First Aid, Fire

arms, Self-Defense) are ones in which the BCA course appeared neither to em

phasize nor slight. The last two areas (Juvenile and Criminal Investigation/ 

Evidence) appeared previously to be areas of particular emphasis for the BCA 

program. 

Including Minnesota, forty-three states have hours recorded in Table 11.5: 

Hours are listed only if the proportion exceeds Minnesota's, and the bottom 

row indicates the number of states that offer a larger percentage of hours 

per category than does Minnesota. Cc®parisons here provide some supporting 

as well as conflicting evidence for conclusions drawn above. The two content 
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areas that the BCA fails to cover--'Driving Training and Physical Training--

are offered by other states. Twenty-six of the forty-three states (i.e., 

over half) in 1975, provided training in driving, while eighteen, more than 

one-third, provided Physical Fitness Training. Minnesota, then, continues 

to appear to de-emphasize these areas. Similarly, in the content area of 
. .; .' 

Police/Community Relations (Public Relations); where the BCA gave less at-

tention than Minneapolis, the Minnesota course ranks thirty-first of forty-

three in percentage of hours allotted. In the category or Patrol 16 states 

(more than one-third) provide more time than does the BCA program. Evidence 

is not so supportive for Legal Subjects, where only thirteen of forty-three 

states allocate proportionally more hours. Here Minnesota is in the top 

third. 

Examination of the second set of categories in Table 11.5 indicates 

that Minnesota does not stress especially these topics. In the areas of 

Traffic, Firearms, and Se1~-Defense more than one-third of the reporting 

states offer more training than does the BCA course. First Aid is the only 

topic in this set for which Minnesota offers relatively more time (only 

three states provide relatively more time). 

Finally, data on the last two categories in Table 11.5 support conc1u-

sions drawn before. The BCAts emphasis in the areas of Criminal Investiga-

tion and Juvenile Issues continues to be apparent.'~· " 

SUMMARY 

Two types of comparisons have been made to evaluate the BCA basic 

course. The curriculum has been compared to the more extensive Minnesota 
...... 

courses offered by the State Patrol, Minneapolis Police Department, and St. 
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Paul Police Department. Areas of BGA program emphasis, de-emphasis, and 

omission discovered in this comparison were summarized. The BGA program 

was then compared to basic programs in other states. Although categories 

in the two comparisons differed, results of the two analyses were generally 

supportive. Only a few modifications to the summary based on the within 

Minnesota ~omparisons dere required. 

The following conclusions regarding the BGA basic program resulted 

from comparisons to other Minnesota programs and to programs in other states: 

1. The BGA program appears to emphasize areas of criminal 
investigation and procedures (Search and Seizure, Ju
venile Issues, Criminal Investigation, Grime Preven
tion) and probl/ems of Mental Health. 

2. The BGA program appears to de-emphasize Written Reports, 
Public Relations, and Patrol Procedures. 

3. The BGA omits several areas that might be included as part 
of the mandatory program--Driving, Night Problems, and gen
eral Field Practice exercises. 

4. The BGA omits several areas that might be included as op
tions if electiv~ were avai1ab1e--Breatha1yzer, Electronic 
Speed Detecti?n, and Firefighting. 

5. The BGA program provides relatively less emphasis to 
Traffic, Self-Defense, and Firearms in comparison to 
other states but not in comparison to other Minnesota 
programs. 
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CHAPTER XII 

LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSPECTIVES 

ON BASIC TRAINING CURRICULA 





INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter contained comparisons of the BCA basic training 

program to other Minnesota programs and to programs in other states. These 

comparisons pointed to some areas that the statewide mandatory program tends 

to de-emphasize which might be areas for future attention. Further evidence 

is necessary however; other programs should not be the sole basis by which 

to evaluate the state'S basic training program. 

The opinions of Minnesota's law enfo~cement personnel regarding the 

basic curriculum are necessary to consider. An effort has been made to ob

tain the perspectives of as many law enforcement groups as possible and to 

be certain that all areas of the state and all types of agencies are repre

sented in samples. Table 12.1 summarizes the samples whose opinions were 

obtained. Groups of recruits, graduates with post-training job experience, 

supervisors and~training officers were asked for their opinions on various 

aspects of the basic curriculum. The supervisory questionnai.re!> were com

pleted by officers who most directly supervise recent BCA graduates. A vari

ty of ranks are represented including those of chief and sheripf. Supervisory 

respondents indicated whether they were also training officers within their 

agency. Training officer responses have been analyzed separately but are not 

reported since they are not noticeably different from responses of the other 

supervisors. 

Each of these samples included personnel from all parts of the state and 

frqm agencies of all types and sizes. Every recruit trained by the BGA during 
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TABLE 12.1 

SURVEY DATA COLLEC'f.§!LE.OR CURRICUllJM EVALUATION 

LAW ENFORCEMENT SAMPLE 

SUPER-
GRADUATES VISORS 

r- ,-----, 
Cl)RRlCUllJM 1976-77 Six-Month 1973-74 
EVAllJATED OPINIONS OBTAINED Recruits f.£>J.low-UE Graduates I 11. 
BCA Basic 

Program Course Evaluation 
Survey--opinions 
on topic impor-
tance, time, in~ 

struction, mate": 
rials, methods X 

Opinions on most and 
least v:aluable 
topics X X X X 

Assessments of job 
preparation in 20 
course areas X X X X 

Assessments of job 
performance in 20 
course areas X X X X 

Opinions on tasks for 
which recruits are 
not prepared X X X X 

Vo-Tech Law 
Enforcement 
Program 
(Alexantiria) Assessments of job 

preparation in 20 
Xb course areasa X X X 

Assessments of job 
parformance in 20 

Xb course areasa X X X 

Opinions on value of 
vo-tech preparationa X X X X 

College 
Curricula Assessments of job 

preparation in 20 
X

b course areasa X X X 

Assessments of job 
~erformance in 20 

Xb course areasa X X X 

Opinions on value of 
a 

X X X X college preparation 

aQuestion was also included in the survey of exempt agencies but the 
number of re.$ponses is too small to include in analyses. 

b Results from this sample are the only ones reported in text. Size of 
groups from other samples is too smaLL for statistical analysis • 
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the 1976-77 school year was included in the evaluation. About 75% of the 

state's agencies subject to mandatory training (251) received mail question-

naires for graduates and supervisors. At least 190 different agencies (over 

50% of the state's agencies subject to mandatory training) are represented 

in returns. In other words the survey data reported in this chapter are 

broadly representative of the state's law enforcement agencies and person-

1 nel. 

Survey data were not collect.ed from non-law enforcement personnel. It 

would be desirable to obtain opinions on issues such as the adequacy of re-

cruit preparation and job performance from various groups in society served 

by peace officers. Howeve~, limited resources resulted in the decision to 

thoroughly sample law enforcement personnel rather than select less represen-

tative samples from more groups. 

Several types of questions were asked to assess the .adequacy of the basic 

curriculum. Most of the information collected pertains to the BCA 280-hour 

course, although some opinions on the vo-tech programs and college curricula 

are also included in later sections. Table 12.1 includes the types of opin-

ions asked for and the law enforcement groups which provided these opinions. 

The project research design includes copies of all of the questionnaires 

used. 2 

IAppendix A provides a thorough discussion of each of the samples and 
assesses their representativeness. Although each sample may be somewhat 
unrepresen-i:ative on particular characteristics, such bias ca~ 'be and is ac
counted for in appropriate analyses. Moreover, the biases in each sample 
are somewhat different so that overall it is certainly fair to say that 
taking the samples together, the Minnesota law enforcement community is 
broadly represented. Percentages of agencies in samples and returns are 
not precise because of fairly inaccurate population data on number of law 
enforcement agencies in the state (see Appendix A). 

2See list of project reports in Appendix B. 
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Sevel:'al types of opinions oIt the BGA curriculum were sought. First, 

recruits trained during the 1976-77 school year completed end-of-course 

evaluation questionnaires ~'7hich asked for ratings of course topic impor

tance, adequacy of time spent, quality of instruction, appropriateness of 

methods, and helpfulness of materials. 

Second, the samples of graduates and supervisors as well as a control 

group of agencies with untrained personnel were asked for opinions on the 

~ost and least valuable topics included in the basic curriculum. 

Third, the basic curriculum was categorized into 20 course areas (see 

description of the course in Ghapter XI, Table 11.1). Graduates were asked 

to assess how well prepared they felt in each course area and how well they 

perceive that they have performed on the job :tn each area. Similarly super

visors were asked to make the same assessments of their recent BGA graduates. 

Assessments by untrained personnel (control group) are also included for com

parison. These various ratings of job preparation and performance are indi

rect means for making inferences on the adequacy of the curriculum. 

Fourth, the graduates and supervisors were asked to list any task for 

which they felt that they (or their recruits) were not prepared. Such a list 

would suggest the need for more attention or improvement in lhose areas of 

the basic course mentioned and can isolate areas that are excluded from the 

BGA curriculum. 

A small set of respondents in the BGA graduate sample had vo-tech law 

enforcement preparation from Alexandria and another small set had college 

education. Also, in the supervisory samples it is possible to isolate the 

recruits with vo-tech or college education who are being evaluated in terms 

of preparation and performance. These ratings of jcb preparation and 
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perfo:t'lllance of officers with va-tech and college backgrounds are explored to 

disco"li'er if either group appears to be more or less prepared than others. In 

addition, the graduates and supervisors were asked directly for their opinions 

on the contribution of vo-tech education and college education to overall job 

preparation and performance. These data are only a first step in evaluating 

the vo-tech and college curricula and should be taken as merely suggestive. 

EVALUATION OF THE BCA BASIC PROGRAM 

COURSE EVALUATION BY RECRUITS 

Recruits trained by the BCA were requested to complete an end-of-course 

evaluation survey to rate various aspects of the training program. All re-

cruits trained during the 1976-77 school. year (class numbet=s 56 through 63) 

completed the questionnaire as did students in the last two spring classes 

of 1975-76 (class numbers 54 and 55). Results reported in this section are 

based on this entire recruit sample unless otherwise noted. l Alexandria 

graduates in the special BCA class held for them (class number 68) also 

completed an evaluation but results are not reported here since their course 

was shortened and hence topic presentation was not entirely comparable. 

In designing the evaluation form an effort was made to isolate differ-

ent aspects of the course to be rated so that problems with particular topics 

could be identified. Thirty course topics were listed and each recruit was 

asked to rate the following five aspects of each topic; 

lAPpendix A notes that recruits in class numbers 54 and 55 are not en
tirely representative of the full 1976-77 sample. Also presentation of a 
few topics changed between 1975-76 and 1976-77. As a result all analyses 
reported in this section checked for the possibility of different conclu
sions if these two classes were treated separately. Unless otherwise noted 
readers can assume that class numbers 54 and 55 are included in analyses 
and that their inclusion does not b.ias results. 
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1. Importa'nc~: ''How important to your effectiveness as an entry 
level peace officer is training in each of the following areas? 
(1 = not important to 5 = extremely important) 

2. Time: "How much time do you feel should have been spent on 
ea;;h of the areas?" (1 = much less to 5 = much more) 

3. Instruction: "How would you rate the quality of instruction 
you received?" (1 = very poor to 5 = very good) 

4. Materi&ls: "How helpful to you were the handout materials you 
received?" (1 = not helpful to 5 = very helpful; respondents 
could also indicate if they felt the question was not appro
priate to the topic) 

5. Methods: I~O you think that the method of instruction was 
appropriate to the subject matter?" (1 = yes, 2 = uncertain) 
3 = no; respondents could then suggest more appropriate methods) 

Information on these five dimensions is presented below. An effort is 

then made to isolate those topics that are rated consistently high or con-

sistent1y low on the five aspects in order to suggest topics in most need of 

improvement. The data on the five aspects will be used to illuminate findings 

in later sections of this chapter. If, for example, data presented later in-

dicate that recruits are poorly prepared in a particular area, then it is 

possible to inspect this course evaluation information for hints as to the 

exact prob1em--e.g., not enough time was spent, instruction was poor, and so 

forth. Finally, attempts to discover if ratings vary by recruits backgrounds 

or by agency characteristics are reported. Readers should keep in mind 

throughout these sections that results reflect perceptions of only one law 

enforcement group, those of recent recruits. 

Perceived Importance of Topics 

Students rated the importance for job effectiveness of each topic on a 

scale of 1 (not very important) to 5 (extremely important). Table 12.2 in-

cludes the average rating for each topic and lists the topics in rank order 
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from highest average rat:l.ng to the lowest. 

TABLE 12.2 

~CRUIt RAtINGS OF COURSE TOPIC TI1PORTANCE 

A1rerage 
C,ourse TOEic _Rating ~ 
Firearms 4.83 1 
First Aid 4.76 2 
Search and Seizure 4.70 3 
Laws of Arrest 4.61 4 
Stopping Procedures 4.51 5 
Techniques of Arrest 4.45 6 
Traffic 4.42 7 
Criminal Code 4.35 8 
Service and Domestics 4.32 9 
Rules of Evidence 4.22 10 
Crime Scene Techniques 4.19 11 
Patrol 4.18 12 
Crime Preventio!'t 4.16 13 
Narcotics 4.15 14.5 
Juvenile Issues 4.15 14.5 
Defensive Tactics 4.13 16.5 
Criminal Investigation 4.13 16.5 
Public Relations 4.04, 18 
Preserving Evidence 4.01. 19 
Accidents 4.0'0 20 
Written Reports 3.912 21 
M.O. of Crime 3.139 22 
Confessions, Interroga,tions, 

Interviews, Lineups 3.,82 23 
Mental Health 3.54 24 
Civil Rights Legislat.ion 3.53 25 
Bomb Squad :1.51 26 
Functions of Agencies :3.38 27 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Regulations 3.33 28 
Organized/White C()11ar Crime 3.17 29 
Human Rights/Ethmk Awareness 2.95 30 

Absolute ratings rather than rank is the most important information in 

Table 12.2. Recruits rate most OIf the topics very high sO that the rank 

orders are somewhat misleading. Since the 280-hour course is the minimum 

1 length for the state, one could assume that planners of the course would 

include only those topics that they perceive to be most important. The 

1 Recall that hours per category have be~n established by the MPOTB in 
the past. The BCA has been able to allocate topics and time only within 
these categories. 
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scores in Table 12.2 indicate that recruits generally agree on the impor-

tance of course topics. Moreover, the experience of other studies suggest 

that respondents do not discriminate much between topics when asked for 

impor.tance ratings. In other studies respondents generally find most topics 

to be very important. Survey data, in other words, do not appear to be th~ 

I most efficient for determing relative importance of course topics. 

A few top:!.cs, however, are rated relatively low. Functions of Agenciee-, 

and Bureaus; Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms Regulations; and Organized/White 

Collar Crime have scores on) y slightly above average (3.00); and Human Rights/ 

Ethnic Awareness has a below aver.age score. Perceived importance of these 

topics could possibly reflect g~neral dissatisfaction with the presentation of 

the material (see low ratings fOT instruction, materials and methods). In re-

sponse to early results that indicated recruit dissatisfaction with the Human 
\ . 

Rights segment of the program, the BeA revised the topic for 1976-71. How

ever, students continue to find the topic least important.
2 

Perceived '~e Per Topic 

Deciding what topics to include in a course is a less difficult challenge 

------------------------
I Recruits also were asked to rank a set of knowledge, skills and abili-

ties for importance. Many recruits claimed they could not rank them s\ince 
all were important, and results indicated that responses of those who did 
rank them were somewhat arbitrary. Other studies have asked for importanc.a 
ratings and resulting ratings have been uniformly high (e.g., the recent in ... 
service needs assessment conducted by the Metro Council). The importance 
ratings of tasks obtained in the MAMA job analysis (see Chapter XIII) did" 
discriminate the importance of tasks, but their list contained over 70 items 
and included tasks not covered in a basic program and hence would be expected 
to receive lower importance ratings. 

2 Actually ratings for Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness were lower for the 
1976-77 classes. Mean ratings on Importance were 3.3 for classes 54 and 55 
and 2.9 for classes 56 through 63; on Ti~e were 2.7 and 2.5; on Instruction 
'I.,~re 2.3 and 2.3; on Materials were 3.1 and 2.3; and on methods were 2.0 
~nd 1.8. On all aspects the topic ranked 30th for both sets of classes. 
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than determining th", time to be allotted to topics. This is particularly 

true for a minimunt length course where time is precious and needs to be al~ 

located carefully. Students were asked whether more or less time should be 

spent on topics. Average ratings are reported in Table 12.3. Si11ce I'more 

time" and "less time" are l!elative to the hours provided by the BCA, readers 

may want to refe:r to Table 11.1 in Chapter XI which lists course topics and 

h . 1 ours per topl.c. 

TABLE 12.3 

~CRUIT RATINGS OF TIHE FOR COURSE TOPICS, 

Average 
~~e TOEic Rat:/.ns ~ 
Stopping Procedures 3.86 1 
l- ... rearms 3.83 2 
Search and Seizure 3.81 3 
Techniques of Arrest 3.79 4 
Narcotics 3.70 5 
Laws of Arrest 3.65 6 
Defensive Tactics 3.63 7 
Crime Scene Techniques 3.54 8 
Service and Dome~tics 3.47 9 
Public Relations 3.46 10.5 
Criminal Irlvestigation 3.46 10.5 
First Aid 3.44 12 
Traffic 3.43 13 , 
C~imina1 Code 3.41 14.5 
Crime Prevention 3.41 14.5 
Rules of Evidence 3.37 16 
.juvenile Issues 3.:~6 17 
Pxeserving Evidence 3.32 18 
Patrol 3.30 19 
ConfeSSions, Interrogations, 

Interviews,Lineups 3.22 20.5 
M.O. of Crime 3.22 20.5 
Bomb Squad 3.14 22 
Accidents 3.12 23 
Civil Rights LeEislation 3.04 24 
flental Health 3.03 25 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Regulations 3.01 26 
Functions of Agencies 2.99 27 
Organized/White Collar 

Crime . 2.94 28 
Written RepOrts 2.83 29 
Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness 2.55 30 

IThe 30 topics are condensed into 20 categories in Table 11.1, but readers 
can find the individual topics listed under the 20 categories. 
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Although there is some correspondence between importance and time 

rankings, responses do provide different information. On the average re-

cruit5 indicate that most topics deserve more time (i.e., average ratings 

are 3.00 or above). Additional time is especially desired for Stopping Pro-

cedures, Firearms, Search and Seizure, Techniques of Arrest, Narcotics and 

Drugs, Laws of Arrest, and Defensive Tactics. Recruits rate the last four 

topics (Functions of Agencies and Bureaus, Organized/White Collar Crime, 

Report Writing, and Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness) as deserving less time. 

As one might expect these topics are perceived as the least important (see 

Table 12.2). 

Perceived Quality of Instruction 

Wh::.le perceptions of importance and time spent ar~~ relevant to the de-

sign of any basic program, perceptions of instruction, materials and methods 

~ 1 
are more speci.fic to the conduct of the current BCA program. Ratings on 

the quality of instruction appear in Table 12.4. Recruits appear to be sat-

isfied with tile. quality of instruction. A1l but two topics have above aver-

age r<'itings while five topics have mean ratings abOVE! four (4 = "above 

averagell)--Firearms, First Aid, Search and Seizure, Narcotics and Drugs, and 

Crime Prevention. Recruits appear to be relatively dissatisfied only with 

the instruction in Written Reports and Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness. 

lStudent comments ·on questionnaires regarding particular instructors or 
presentation of material will be provided to the Bell. to assist in program im
provement. 
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TABLE 12.4 

RECRUIT RATINGS OF QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION 

Average 
Course TOEic Rating ~ 
Firearms 4.53 1 
First Aid 4.42 2 
Search and Seizure 4.25 3 
Narcotics 4.10 4 
Crime Prevention 4.07 5 
Juvenile Issues 3.97 6 
Accidents 3.95 7 
C~ime Scene Techniques 3.87 8 
Bomb Squad 3.86 9.5 
Techniques of Arrest 3.86 9.5 
Defensive Tactics 3.83 11 
Stopping Procedures 3.82 12 
Traffic 3.77 13 
Service and Domestics 3.76 14 
Criminal Investigation 3.75 15 
Preserving Evidence 3.68 16 
Rules of Evidence 3.67 17.5 
Laws of Arrest 3.67 17.5 
Patrol 3.62 19 
Public Relations 3.61 20 
Confessions, Interrogations, 

Interview, Lineups 3.60 21 
M.O. of Crime 3.54 22 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Regttlaticlns 3.51 23 
Functions of AgenCies 3.47 24 
Organized/White Collar Crime 3.45 25 
Criminal Code 3.35 26 
Civil Rights Legislation 3.34 27 
Mental Health 3.33 28 
'Written Reports 2.98 29 
Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness 2.28 30 

Perceived Helpfulness of Materials 

The BCA provides each recruit with a notebook of class materials and as-

sorted handouts throughout the course. Recruits were asked to rate the help-

fulness of these materials. Average ratings are presented in Table 12.5. 

Once again recruits are quite satisfied. All but one topic receives a mean 

rating above average (3.00). Materials for six topics were rated as espe-

cially helpful--Firearms, First Aid, Search and Seizure, Criminal Code, 

Narcotics and Drugs, and Traffic. On the other hand, Human Rights/Ethnic 

Awareness was rated lowest·.for its materials. 
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· TABLE 12.5 

MCRUIT RATINGS OF HELPF1JLNESS OF MATERIALS 

Average 
Course TOEic Rating Rank 

Firearms 4.34 1 
First Aid 4.19 2 
Search and Seizure 4.14 3 
Criminal Code 4.05 4 
Narcotics 4.03 5 
Traffic 4.01 6 
Juvenile Issues 3.92 7 
Accidents 3.88 8 
Crime Prevention 3.84 9 
Laws of Arrest 3.83 10 
Criminal Investigation 3.76 11.5 
Bomb Squad 3.76 11.5 
Crime Scene Techniques 3.75 13 
Stopping Procedures 3.72 14 
Rules of Evidence 3.71 15.5 
Techniques of Arrest 3.71 15.5 
Preserving Evidence 3.68 17 
Patrol 3.50 18 
Confessions, Interrogations, 

Interviews, Lineups 3.58 19 
M.O. of Crime 3.56 20 
Service and Domestics 3.53 21 
Public Relations 3.59 22 
Defensive Tactics 3.49 23.5 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Regulations 3.49 23.5 
Civil Rights Legislation 3.36 25 
Functions of Agencies 3.35 26.5 
Organized/White Collar Crime 3.35 26.5 
Mental Health 3.30 28 
Written Reports 3.15 29 
Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness 2.51 30 

Perceived Appropriateness of Method of Instruction 

Methods of instruction have received attention from the National Advi-

sory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals which has suggested 

that lecture should be minimized while student participation and practice 

should be encouraged (see discussion of National Standards in Chapter VI). 

Students were asked whether they felt the method of instruction was appro-

priate for each topic; mean responses are listed in Table 12.6. 

Students generally felt that the method was appropriate, although Hu-

man Rights/Ethnic Awareness received a fairly low rating and there appears,:_ 
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to be some dissatisfaction with the methods of Stopping Procedures, Confes-

sions, Interrogations, Interviews and Lineups, Laws of Arrest, Criminal Code, 

and Written Report~. For this variable, 1 = appropriate, 2 = uncertain, and 

3 = not appropriate. 

TABLE 12.6 

RECRUIT RATINGS OF APPROPRIATENESS OF ~rHODS 

Average 
Course TOEic_ Rating" Rank 

Crime IJrevention 1.05 1 
Narcotics 1.07 2 
Bomb Squad 1.08 3 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Regulations 1.09 5 
Juvenile Issues 1.09 5 
First Aid 1.09 5 
Search and Seizur~ 1.10 6.5 
Functions of Agencies 1.10 6.5 
Public Relations 1.11 9 
Rules of Evidence 1.13 10 
Patrol 1.14 11 
~irearms 1.15 i3 
Accidents 1.15 13 
Organized/White Collar Crime 1.15 13 
Crfrne Scene Techniques 1.16 15.5 
Preserving Evidence 1.16 15.5 
TeChniques of Arrest 1.17 18 
M.O. of Crime 1.17 18 
Traffic 1.17 18 
Civil Rights Legislation 1.18 20 
Criminal Investigation 1.21 21.5 
Service and Domestics 1.21 21.5 
Defensive Tactics 1.23 23.5 
Mental Health 1.23 23.5 
Stopping Procedures 1.26 25 
Confessions, Interrogations, 

Interviews, Lineup$ 1.27 26 
Laws of Arrest 1.28 27 
Crfrninal Code 1..31 28 
Written Repo1:'ts 1.50 29 
Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness 1.87 30 

Additional information can be gained from student suggestions for im-

proved methods. The topics with the most frequent suggestions are listed 

in Table 12.7 with the frequencies for each suggestion. Categories most 

often suggested are Role Playing and Field Practice, indicating a desire 

for more participation and practice in these topics. 
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TABLE 12.7 

~lGGESTED METHODS OF INSTRUCTIONa 

SUGGESTION S 

Course Topics Demon- Group Role Field 
Most Suggested Lecture strations Discussion PlaxinB Practj.ce .!!?El 
Human Rights/Ethnic 

Awareness 6 16 42 18 2 84 
Stopping Procedures 13 2" 20 32 67 
Patrol Procedures 1 16 6 10 34 61 
Report Writing 1 18 3 5 27 54 
Laws of Arrest 5 7 10 11 11 44 
Techniques and Mechanics 

of Arrest 1 10 14 19 44 
Confessions 1 12 1 15 13 42 
Service and Domestics 1 4 5 IS 9 37 
Cr:1me Scene Techniques 9 3 6" !2. 37 

TOTAL ALL TOPICS: 38 165 113 157 251 724 

~ased on course evaluations by BCA class numbers 54 through 63; 
respondents = 400. Underlined numbers indicate the category with 
the most suggestions. 

Frequencies for each category of suggestion were tallied for all topics 

to indicate student perspectives on methods in general rather than on partic-

ular topics. This information is also contained in Table 12.7. The desire 

for more involvement can be seen clearly from these results. The category 

with th~ most suggestions is Field Practice, followed by Demonstrations, 

the Role Playing. 

SUMMARY 

The thirty course topics are listed in Table 12.8 with their corresponding 

rank on the five aspects evaluated. The purpose of this summary table is to 

assist readers in isolating which aspects of which topics need the most or 

least improvement. Recall that the mean ratingS are uniformly high so that 

lower rankings of topics are relative to other topics and may not necessarily 

indicate recruit dissatisfaction. 

In a few cases topics rate fairly consistently high or low. For example, 
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First Aid receives high scores on all aspects except for perceived need for 

more time. Also, Narcotics and Drugs receives high ratings on all of ,the in-

structional aspects and student0 perceive more time in the area would be bene-

ficia1. On the other hand, topics such as Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness, 

Written Reports, and other topics toward the bottom of Table 12.8 rank con-

sistently low compared to the other topics. 

TABLE 12.8 

SUMMARY OF RANKINGS OF BCA COURSE TOPICS 

FROM RECRUIT COURSE EVALUATION 

ASPECT EVALUATED 
I I 

Course TOEic IrnEortance ~ Instruction Materials Methods 

Fireanns 1 2 1 1 12 
Pirst Aid 2 12 2 2 6 
Search and Seizure 3 3 3 3 7 
Laws of Arrest 4 6 18 10 27 
Stopping Procedures 5 1 12- 14 25 
Techniques of Arrest 6 4 10 16 17 
Traffic 7 13 13 6 19 
Criminal Code 8 14 26 4 28 
Service and Domestics 9 9 14 21 22 
Rules of Evidence 10 16 17 15 10 
Crime Scene 11 8 8 13 15 
Patrol 12 19 19 IS 11 
Crime Prevention 13 15 5 9 1 
narcotics 14 5 4 5 2 
Juvenile Issues 15 17 6 7 5 
Defensive Tactics 16 7 11 23 23 
Criminal Investigation 17 11 15 11 21 
Public Relations 18 10 20 22 9 
Preserving Evidence 19 18 16 17 16 
Accidents 20 23 7 8 13 
Written Reports 21 29 29 29 29 
M.O. of Crime 22 21 22 20 18 
Confessions 23 20 21 19 26 
Mental Health 24 25 28 28 24 
Civil Rights Legislation 25 24 27 25 20 
Bomb Squad 26 22 9 12 3 
Functions of Agencies 27 27 24 26 8 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Fireanns 

24 4 RegUlations 28 26 23 
Organized/White Collar Crime 29 28 25 27 14 
Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness 30 30 30 30 30 

More striking than consistent ratings is the fact that the separate as-

peets of each topic tend to receive quite different rankings. It is useful 
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then for program administrators and instructors to inspect each aspect when 

aiming to improve presentation. Two examples will illustrate the use of 

Table 12.8. 

First, recruits are relatively satisfied with Firearms training. On 

the average they perceive this topic to be the most important, to have the 
." 

best instruction and the most useful materials. If there are any perceived 

inadequacies they are that recruits feel more time should be spent and that 

the method of instruction ~ould be improved. 

Second, students believe that Laws of Arrest is an important topic and 

should be given more time. However, perceived quality of instruction, help-

fulness of materials, and appropriateness of method indicate that relative 

to other topics attention could be given to improve the presentation of this 

topic. 

This table will be referred to later in this chapter for suggestions as 

to which aspects of particular topics need improvement. Before reporting ad-

ditional survey data on the training curriculum, efforts to isolate determi-

nants of recruits' course topic ratings are discussed. 

DETERMINANTS OF RECRUITS' RATINGS 

The course evaluation data reported thus far indicate average or general 

recruit perceptions of topics. It is possible, however, that opinions on 

aspects of the course vary among certain types of recruits. Perceived time 

for topics might differ by the type of agency a recruit represents (e.g., 

sheriff/police, size, or metr%utstate) or perception of instruction might 

vary by level of education. Discovery of relationships between course ratings 

and type of recruit would have implications for the training curriculum and 
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presentation, which ~;ill be elaborated below. 

The importance ratings were uniformly high and, with the exception of 

only a few topics, recruits did not differ greatly in their perceptions of 

topic importance. Since perceptions of importance do not vary much, it is 

useless to analyze whether recruit characteristics explain perceptions. 

Similarly, ratings of methods of instruction demonstrate too little variance 

for fruitful analysis. l Of the remaining three aspects, perceived time for 

topics was analyzed in relation to agency characteristics. It was believed 

that some of the variation in perceptions of necessary time per topic would 

be explained by individual characteristics but that what is important to 

curriculum development is whether recruits from different types of agencies 

perceive that they have different tra:i.ning needs. On the other hand, per-

ceived quality of instruction and helpfulness of materials were analyzed in 

relation to individual characteristics. Personal background variables such 

as past experience and education are more likely than agency characteristics 

2 
to affect recruit receptiveness to top!c presentation. 

Agenc¥ D,ifferences in Perceptions of Necessar¥ Time Pe.E., Topic 

The purpose of analyses reported here is to discover whether recruits 

from different types of agencies appear to require or desire different 

amounts of time on any training topic. One begins with the assumption that 

there are no differences and that what variation exists in recruits' 

lA variable or characteristic cannot explain different perceptions if the 
latter do not vary or differ. If there i.s no variance, there is nothing to ex
plain statistically. 

2The vast amount of survey data available for analysis for this chapter 
necessitated decisions on which variables would be the most important to re
late to perceptions of curricula. It would be too costly both in terms of 
personnel time and dollars available to analyze all possible relationships. 
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perceptions of desired time per topic can be explained by individual or idio

syncratic characteristics. This is, in fact, the unstated assumption behind 

a uniform 28D-hour course for all law enforcement personnel in the state. 

Should any perceptions of desired time differ significantly by type of 

agency, the assumption of no difference is shown to be inaccurate. One can 

then state that recruits from different types of agencies do vary systemat

ically in their perceptions of necessary time per topic. 

If such findings result, they could have two immediate uses. First, 

they indicate that training needs of all agencies are in fact not uniform 

and therefore could provide suggestions for a modularlized curriculum. For 

example, if recruits from certain types of agencies perceive that signifi

cantly more time needs to be given to a topic, then additional hours in that 

topic could be an elective available for recruits from these agencies. Sec

ond, the same results could be used for suggestions for additional in-service 

training. For example, if outstate police recruits appear to want signifi

cantly more time given to a particular topic, then an in-service seminar on 
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1 the topic could be offered specifically for officers in those agencies. 

IThe technique employed in the following analyses is multiple regression. 
This technique results in an equation that estimates the effect of several 
independent variables on a dependent variable, that is the variable one is 
trying to explain. Two types of information can be obtained with the equa
tion. First is the proportion of variance in the dependent variable (per
ception of time) explained by the independent variables (agency character
istics). Second, a test of significance tel1s one whether the differences 
found between groups are likely to occur by chance. A IIstgnificantll dif
ference is not likely to occur by chance and can be interpreted statistically 
as a real difference. A test of significance is provided for the entire 
equation as well as for the coefficients of each of the independent variables 
which estimate the effect of each variable on the dependent variable. 

Given the assumption of no difference and the utility of findings just 
stated, the important statistic is the test of significance rather than the 
proportion of variance explained. Since the assumption is that there are 
not differences among types of agencies, a test of Significance tests that 
assumption. 

Furthermore, since one is assuming here that most of the variance can 
be explained by idiosyncratic characteristics, one would not expect the agency 
characteristics to explain much of the variance in perceptions of time. In 
other words the regression equations will not be models of the main determi
nants of perceptions of desired time but instead a test of the impact of those 
determinants that are relevant to curriculum development. 

A large proportion of variance explained is also not important given the 
utility of findings. The question is not whether entirely different courses 
should be designed for different law enforcement personnel but instead 
whether a few additional hours in certain topics could be offered as elec
tives or in-service seminars. The test of significance tells one whether 
agency characteristics make a difference (not how much difference), and 
that knowledge is sufficient to suggest that if elective or in-service op
tions were available whether different types of agenc~es would take advan
tage of these options. Therefore tests of significance are used in the 
follOWing analyses and the proportion of variance explained is not reported. 
As expected the proportion of variance explained is fairly low, in the area 
of 10%. 
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The following agency characteristics were included in analyses--size 

of agency, loc~t~on of agency (metr%utstate), and type of agency (police/ 
1 r 

sheriff).:n addition, the interaction effects of these variables were 

included. That is, location and type would be considered together so that 

effects of the following categories could be assessed: metro police, 

metro sheriff, outstate police, outstate sheriff. Differences could emerge 

2 here that would not by treating type and location separately. 

1 
Recruits from other types of agencies (e.g., park, state) are excluded 

from these analyses since there are too few to consider statistically. 

2 
In technical language, the analyses conducted were dummy variable re-

gressions. The equation estimated is: 

Where: 

Y = Perception of Time 
X = Agency Size 

DI = Location (Dummy Variable 1, metro = 1, outstate = 0) 
D2 = Agency Type (Dummy Variable 2, sheriff = 1, police = 0) 

DIX = Interaction of Location and Size 
D2X = Interaction of Type and Size 

DID2 = Interaction of Location and Type 
DID2X = Interaction of Location, Type and Size 

The interpretation of the coefficients of these terms is less straight
forward than in regular regression since the inclusion of dummy variables 
means that separate estimates are made for each group, controlling for the 
others. 

Normally, the intercept is the value of the dependent variable (Y, or 
perception of Time) when X (the independent variable, or Size) is O. When 
dummy variables are included there can be separate intercepts for each group. 
In this case: 

(X 

(32 + (X 

(34 + (X 

SE) + ct + (32 + (3Lf 

= intercept for outstate police (0, 0) 
intercept for metro police (I, 0) 

= intercept for outstate sheriff (O~ 1) 
= intercept for metro sheriff (1, 1) 

If the coefficients (32' (3Lj- and (36 are not significant then the intercepts 
for all the groups are the same which is tt. However, if any of these coeffi
cients is significant then the corresponding group has a different intercept. 
That is, the perception of desired time for this group is significantly 
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Analyse5 of perceptions of necessary time for the 30 topics with the 

agency characteristics indicated that for 19 topics there are no signifi

cant differences among recruits from different types of agencies. These 

different ~ ~ groups ~~ controlling i9E. ~ . .£f agency. 

The remaining coefficients are slopes, which are interpreted as the 
amount of increase in Y (perception of desired time) for ever.y corresponding 
increase in X (Agency Size). A positive coefficient means that perception 
of time increases with size and a negative coefficient means that it de
creases with size. In this Case: 

$1 
$3 + $1 
Ss + $1 

$7 + Sl + 133 + 135 

= 
= 

= 

slope 
slope 
slope 
slope 

of X on Y for outstate police (0, 0) 
of X on Y for metro police (1, 0) 
of X on Y for outs tate sheriff (0, 1) 
of X on Y for metro sheriff (1, 1) 

If the coefficients are all insignificant, they are considered equal to 
0, or that X (Size) has no effect on Y (Perception of time). If any coeffi
cient is significant, then for the group associated with the coefficient each 
increase in Agency Size can be related to a change in desired time equal to 
that coefficient. 

A .10 level is chosen to determine whether coefficients (intercepts and 
slopes) are significant. 

In effect, separate regressions are being estimated for the dummy vari
able groups, but this method is far mo~e efficient than running the separate 
regressions for each group. The one problem is that inclusion of the inter
action terms builds in some multicollinearity (that is, the independent vari
ables included in the equation to estimate the dependent variable, perception 
of desired time, are interrelated) which can make estimates somewhat unreli
able. As a result the dummy variable regression WaS used for the first 
regressions on the 30 topics. On those topics where statistically signifi
cant differences by agency type were discove'red, separate regressions were 
run to check for the possibility of unrelia~le estimates. 

Appendix A notes that recruits from the BCA spring classes (numbers 54 
and 55) are not representative of the annual 1976-77 sample on~ome of the 
agency characteristics included in the regressions. These classes therefore 
were not included in analyses. 
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results suggest that uniform training in these areas for all law enforce-

merIt personnel is appropriate (at least in terms of time). The 19 topics 

are: 

First Aiel 

Firearms 

Defensive Tactics 

Confessions, T.nterrogations, Interviews 
and Lineups 

Mental Health 

Public Relations 

Crime Scene Techniques 

Organized!White Collar Crime 

Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness. 

Bomb Squad 

Stopping Procedures 

Functions of Agencies 

Civil Rights Legislation 

Service and Domestics 

Written Reports 

Accidents 

Elements and M.O. of Crime 

Preserving Evidence 

Narcotics and Drugs 

Significant differences were found for 11 topics, but the nature or pat-

tern of differences is quite varied. For one topic, ~ of agency is impor-

tant in determining recruits' perceptions of desired time (see Figure 12.1). 

A slight but significant negative relationship exists between recruits per-

ceptions of desired time for Rules of Evidence training and size of agency; 

that is, recruits from smaller agencies perceive the need for more time in 

this topic than do recruits from larger agencies, 
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FIGURE 12,1 

EFFECTS OF SIZE OF AGENCY ON RATINGS OF TIME 
PER TOPIC: RULES OF EVIDENCE 

(slope ., - .006) 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Size of Agency 

Analyses of four topics resulted in differences by locatic~ £! ~ £f 
agerlcy. These are listed in Table 12.9. The majur difference tha.t emerges 

in this table is the metro-outstate division rather than the police-sheriff 

one. . For Grime Prevention there is an interaction effect of location and 

type such that metro sheriff recruits favor more time in this topic. For 

Juvenile Issues and Laws of Arrest metro recruits (both police and sheriff) 

desire more time than do outstate recruits, but for Criminal Investigation 

the outstate recruits desire more time. 

Patterns for the remaining six topics are more complex because it is 

the interaction of agency characteristics rather than the effect of a single 

variable that has an effect. The patterns are depicted in Figure 12.2. In 

this figure the vel:' ,;';.cal axis of each graph represents the time r.ating. Reo, 

call that ratings were on a scale of one to five; a score of three indicates 

that about the right amount of time was spent on a topic; a score of five 
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indicates that much more time should be spent on a topic. The horizontal 

a.xis represents size of agency. The type of agency represented by each line 

in each graph is labelled. If groups intersect the vertical axis at dif

ferent points it means that perceptions of desired time for the topic are 

significantly different for the groups represented (controlling for agency 

size). The direction of the lines indicates the type of relation between 

perception of desired time and size of agency for the group represented by 

the line. A flat line means that for that group, size of agency has no im

pact on desired time. A line that slopes means there is a relationship--an 

upward slope indicating that recruits from larger agencies desire more time 

than do recruits from small agencies, and a downward slope indicating the 

opposite. A few sentences e~plaining the interpretation of each pattern 

are included in Figure: 12.2 £01: interested readers. For purposes here, how

ever, more important than what the patterns are, is the fact that different 

sets of recruits do have different perceptions of training needs. 
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r-------------------------------------------------TABLE 12.9 

BCA BASIC COURSE TOPICS: DIFFERENCES IN RATINGS 

OF TIME PER TOPIC BY LOCATION A}ID TYPE OF AGENCY 

Group l1eam 
Rating Significance 

TOEic GrouE of Time of Difference a 

Criminal 
J:nvestigation Outs tate 3.£0 

Metro 3.26 • OS 

Laws of Arrest Outstate 3.53 
Metro 3.87 .07 

Juvenile Issues Outstate 3.33 
Metro 3.69 .05 

C'!:'ime 
Prevention Outstate 

Police 
Outstate 

Sheriff 
Metro 

Police 3.30 

Metro 
Sheriff 3.81 .07 

aThe test of significance is the test of 
significance of the regression coefficient. 

Results of these analyses of time ratings do indicate that recruits from 

different types of agencies perceive differently how much time should be spent 

on particular topics. Differences emerged for 11 of 30 topics. Uniform at-

tention to these topics for all peace officers may not be the most appropriate 

method of presentation. Results suggest that agencies would utilize addi-

tional hours in some of these areas either as electives in a basic program 

or as in-service seminars. 1 

lEmphasis for this report has been to discover that there are agency dif
ferences rather than to elaborate the pattern of differences. Additional work 
could be done to suggest to administrators which rec~uits would be likely to 
take. advantage of what electives or in-service seminars if any agency desired 
this information. One limitation of pursuing this work is that opinions ana~ 
lyzed are those of recruits. They are the ones ",ho directly experience the 
program and hence are in the best position to judge if more or less time per 
topic would be beneficial. However, it would be the agency head who selects 
the elective or seminar for the recruit. If one is willing to assume that 
recruit and agency head perceptions of necessary time per topic would be 
likely to be simi~ar, then further work in this area could be fruitful. 
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FIGURE 12.2 - INTERACTION EFFECTS BETWEEN AGENCY CHARACTERISTICS 
AND RATINGS OF TIME PER TOPIC 

,A. TopiC: PATROL 

3.80 
INTERPRETATION: Average ratings of time 
for Patrol for outstate police, outstate 
sheriff and metro police recruits is 
slightly above average (3.28); size of 
agency has no affect on perception of 
time for these recruits. For metro sher
iff recruits the larger the agency, the 
less the perceived need for mor~ time. 
Since most metro agencies are larger 

B. 

C. 
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INTERPRETATION: The highest mean rating 
for time for Traffic is for metro police 
recruits (3.69) and then for outstate po
lice and sheriff recruits (3.39). Metro 
sheriff recruits provide the lowest rat
ings, and the larger the metro sheriff 

.agency, the lower the perceived need for 
more time •. 

Topic: SI!ARCl! iJID SEIZURE INTERPRETATION: Outstate police recruits 
r.~ve the highest mean rating for time for 
Search and Seizure (3.70). For all other' 
recruits, the larger the agency, t.he lower 
the perceived need for more time. The 
negative relationship is stronger for 
metro police and outstate li :eriff recruits 
(- .011) than for metro sheriff recruits 
(- .005). 
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D. Topie: C1tUttNAL COD! 
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INTERPRETATION: For metro sheriff, metro 
police, and outstate sheriff recruits, 
the larger the agency, the lower the per
ceived neec for more time for Criminal 
Code. The negative relationshlp is 
strongest for metro sheriff (- .02), then 
metro police (- .011) and finally out
state sheriff (- .010). Outstate police 
have a mean rating of 3.11, with no rela
tionship to agency size. After an agency 
size of 45, outstate police have the high
est perceived need for more time because 
of the negative relationshIp with size 
that holds for the other groups. 

INTERPRETATION: Recruits from metro 
agencies begin with slightly higher 
perceptions of need for more time in 
Techniques of Arrest than do outs tate 
recrui ts (note intercep ts), However, 
for metro and outstate sheriff recruits, 
the larger the agency, the lower the 
perceived need for more time; for metro 
and outstate police recruits, the larger 
the agency, the higher the perceived need 
for more time. Overall ratings for time 
are high for all groups. 

INTERPRETATION: Outstate police and 
sheriff recruits have a mean rating of 
time for Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms RegU
lations of 3.13 with no relationship to 
agency size. Metro police recruits start 
at a lower level, but the larger the agen
CYt the higher the perceived need for more 
time so that by an agency size of 57 per
ceptions of time are higher than for out
state recruits. Metro sheriff recruits 
provide the highest ratings, and the 
larger the agency, the higher !:he l:at-ing 
of time • 



Recruit Differences in Perceptions of Instruction and Materials 

It was assumed that perceptions of course instruction and materials 

would be more affected by individual characteristics than agency ones. Re-

lationships between ratings of instruction and materials and recruits' edu-

cation, experience, and age were probed to discover if any particular types 

of recruits appear to be more receptive to the BCA instruction than others. l 

These personal background characteristics are described in more detail in 

Chapter xv. 

All relationships are quite low and therefore individual correlations 

are not worth reporting. However, interesting patterns do emerge--relation-

'ships are uniformly in the same direction (1. e., either positive or negative) 

in spite of the fact that they are low. Such patterns tell us something 

about the presentation of the BCA basic program. 

Types of relationships that obtained between the ratings of instruction 

and materials on the one hand, and education, experience, and age on the 

other hand are reported in Tables 12.10, 12.11, and 12.12 respectively. Top-

ics are listed according to whether there is no relationship, a positive re-

I " h" "1 " h" 2 at~ons ~p, ox a negat~ve re at~ons 1p. 

Relationships with education3 demonstrate a clear pattern of lower ratings 

lRatings were also correlated with final score to assess if students who 
perform better like the course better. Results were not significant. 

2A significance of .10 was used to determine whether a relationship 
exists. Pearson correlations were calculated because of cheaper and faster 
processing time. Significant results were rerun with Spearman rank order 
correlations since the dependent variables are ordinal. Results presented 
in Tables 12.10, 12.11 and 12.12 are based on Spearman correlations. 

3An education index. was constructed in the following way: education = 
years of high school + years of vo-tech + 2X (years of college + graduate 
school) + degree, where 1 = associate degree, 2 = bachelors degree, and 3 = 
masters degree. 
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TABLE 12.10 

RELATIONSHIPS OF RECRUIT EDUCATION WITH PERCEPTIONS OF INSTRUCTION AND MATERIALS 

PERCEIVED QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION PERCEIVED HELPFilLNESS OF MATERIALS ---, 
No RelationshiE! Positive RelationshiE! Nesative RelationshiE! No RelationshiE! Positive RelationshiE! Nesative Relatio.1shiE! 

First Aid Firearms Search and Seizure Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness First: Aid 
Defensive Tactics Patr~.l Juvenile Issues Firearms 
Crir.inal Investig~tion Search and Seizure Crime Prevention Patrol 
Rules of Evidence Written Reports Techniques of Arrest Defensive Tactics 
Confessions, Interrogations, Accidents Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms Criminal Investigation 

Intervie~s, Lineups Regulations 
M.O. of Crime Traffic Bomb Squad Written Reports 
Juvenile Issues Laws of Arrest Narcotics Accidents 
CrL~e Prevention Service and Domestics Civil Rights Legislation Traffic 
Hur.an Rights/Ethnic Awareness Criminal Code Laws of Arrest 

I Techniques of Arrest Preserving Evidence Service and Domestics 

'" B cx:!b Squad Crime Scene Techniques Criminal Code 
~ Mental Health Organized/White Collar Crime l\1l1es of Evidence VJ 
I Public Relations Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms Confessions, Interrogations, 

Narcotics Regulations Interviews, Lineups 
Civil Rights Legislation Stopping Procedures M.O. of Cl'ime 

Functions of Agencies Pl'esel'v1ng Evidence 
Cl'ime Scene Techniques 
Organi"zed/lfuite Collar Crime 
Hental Health 
Stoppin~ Procedures 
Public Relations 
Functions of Agencies 

N = 15 N=O N = 15 N = 8 N=1 N = 21 



from more educated recruits. Significant relationships emerg'ed for 15 of 

the 30 topics for ratings of quality of instruction. All of these relations 

are negative, indicating that more educated recruits rate the instruction 

lower. Similarly, ratings of materials for two-thirds of all the topics 

demonstrate significant negative relationships with recruit level of edu-

cation. The only exception to this pattern is the more educated recruits 

tend to rate the material for Human Relations/Ethnic Awareness higher than 

the less educated recruits. In general, the instruction and materials of 

the BGA basic program tend to be more appropriate for recruits with less 

formal education. 

1 On the other hand, level of criminal justice experience relates posi-

tively to ratings of instruction and materials (see Table 12.11). In gen-

eral there is little relationship between ratings and past experience but 

for those topics where a relationship emerges recruits with more experience 

rate more favorably the instruction and materials. 

Finally, a definite pattern emerges for age of recruits. The rela-

tionship with age is most noticeable with ratings of materials. For 8 of 

30 topics older recruits rate the quality of instruction higher and for 14 

of 30 topics older recruits find the materials more helpful than younger re-

cruits. 

Chapter XV discusses recruits backgrounds and notes the heterogeneity 

of recruits that BGA instructors must address. Results reported in this 

section suggest that less educated, older, and more experienced recruits 

are more receptive to the current orientation of the BGA basic program and 

IGriminal justice experience is the sum of all months in criminal jus
tice/law enforcement positions prior to training. 
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I 
N 
0' 
V1 
I 

!/o Relationship 

First Aid 
Firearms 
Patrol 
Defensive Tactics 
Laws of Arrest 
Service and Domestics 
Search and Seizure 
Criminal Code 
Rules of Evidence 
M.O. of Crime 
JU'J't:nllc Issues 
Crime Prevention 
Crime Scene Techniques 
Organized/White Collar Crime 
H~n Rights/Ethnic Awareness 
Techniques of A=e.t 
Ilental Health 
Stopping Procedures 
Public Relations 
!iareotlcs 
Civil Rights Legislation 
Functions of AgenCies 

N = 22 

TABLE 12.11 

RELATIONSHIPS OF RECRUIT CRIHINAL JUSTICE EXPERl'lNCE WITH PERCEPTIONS OF INSTRUCTION AND 11ATERIALS 

PERCEIVED QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION 

Positive Relationship 

llritten Reports 
Criminal Investigation 
Accidents 
Traffic 
Confessions, Interrogations, 

Interviews, Lineups 
Pre~&rving Evidence 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Regu~attons 
Bomb Squad 

N = 8 

Negative Relationship 

N=O 

No lIelllttonship 

First Aid 
Firearms 
Patrol 
Defensive Tactics 
Criminal Investigation 
llritten Reports 
Laws of Arrest 
Service and Domestics 
Search and Seizure 
Rules of Evidence 
ConCessions, Interrogations, 

Intervl.ews. Lineups 
M.D. of 'urlme 
Juvenile Issues 
Crime Scene Techniques 
Organized/White Collar Crime 
Human Rights/Ethnic Awareness 
Techniques of Arrest 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Regulations 
Bunb Squad 
Mental Health 
Stopping Procedures 
Public Relations 
Narcotics 
c1.vLl Righee Legislation 
Functions of Agencies 

N = 25 

PERCF,lVED HELPFULNESS OF MATERIALS 

Positive Relationship 

Accidents 
Traffic 
Criminal Code 
Preserving Evidence 
Crime Prevention 

N=5 

Negative Relationship 

N = 0 



I 
N 

'" '" I 

:;0 Relationship 

first Aid 
Patrol 
Defensive Tactic. 
Accidents 
Traffic 
LaIiS of Arre::t 
Service and Domestics 
Search and Seizure 
Rules ?f Evidence 
Confessions, Interroc,tions, 

Interviews, Lineups 
M.O. of Crime 
Preserving Evidence 
C~ioe Prevention 
Cri~e Scene Techniques 
Organized/White Collar Crime 
Techniques of Arrest 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Regulations 
Bo"b Squad 
Stopping Procedure. 
Public Relations 
Civil Rights Legi.lation 
Punctiona of Agencies 

N = 22 

TABLE 12.12 

RElATIONSIlIP OF RECmlIT ACE WITII PERCEPTION£ OF INSTRUCTION AND MATERIALS 

PERCEIVED QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION 

Positive Relationship 

Firearms 
Criminal Investigation 
I/r~tten Reports 
Juvenile Issues 
Criminal Code 
Human Rights/EthniC Awarene.'s 
Mental Health 
Narcotics 

N=6 

Negative Relationship 

N = 0 

No Relationship 

Firearms 
Patrol 
Accidents 
Service and Domestics 
Search and Seizure 
Criminal Code 
Rules of Evidence 
Canfessions, Interrogations, 

Incerviews, Lineups 
Preserving Evidence 
Juvenile Issues 
lIuman RightS/Ethnic A~·e.\!'eness 
Techniques of Arrest 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Regulations 
Bomb Squad 
Narcotics 
Functions of Agencies 

N = 16 

PERCEIVED HELPFUWESS OF MATERIALS 

Positive Relatiollship .'~_ 

First Aid 
Defensive Tactics 
Criminal Investigation 
Wri tten Reports 
Traffic 
Laws of Arrest 
M.O. of Crime 
Crime Prevention 
Crime Scene Techniques 
Organized/White CoU-r Crime 
Mcntal Health 
Stopping Procedures 
Publ1c Relations 
Civil Rights Legislation 

N = 14 

Negative Relations!l!e--

N=O 





that the more educated, younger, and less eY-perienced recruits are less re

ceptive. The implications of these findings for a new skills course will be 

discussed in the summary chapter (Chapter XIV). 

CONCLUSION 

Recruits trained by the BCA from spring, 1976, through spring, 1977, 

completed end-of-course evaluations in which they rated five aspects of each 

course topic--the importance, the adequacy of time spent, the quality of in

struction, helpfulness of materials, and appropriateness of methods of in

struction. Average ratings for the five aspects of most topics were 

relatively high, indicating general recruit satisfaction with the BCA basic 

program. Topics were rank ordered on eaLn aspect to highlight topics which 

are preceived relatively high or low. These rank orders can be used by 

administrators as a guide to discover which aspects of the course might need 

the most or least improvement. 

Further analyses of these ratings indicated that for some topics recruits 

from different types of agencies (i.e., size, location in state, and police/ 

sheriff) have significantly different perceptions of the adequacy of time 

spent on topics. Results indicated that if additional time on these topics 

were available in the form of electives or in-service seminars that certain 

agencies might take advantage of the opportunity. Ai~alyses of the ~atings 

of instruction and materials indicated that the current presentation of the 

BCA program is more oriented to the less educated, older, more experienced 

recruits. 

The course evaluation by recruits provides useful information on the . 

content and presentation of the BGA basic program. Recruits who have just 

participated in the training program are in the best position to evaluate 
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some aspects of the course. Moreover, if the course is to be effective it 

must be received well by trainees. However, perceptions of recruits are not 

yet affected by much law enforcement experience. l What appears to be a good 

program to new recruits may later. be perceived to have some inadequacies after 

they have more experience on the job. As a result additional data have been 

obtained from more experienced law enforcement personnel and are reported in 

the following sections. 

PERCEPTIONS OF MOST AND LEAST VALUABLE TOPICS IN THE BCA BASIC CURRICULUM 

Five groups of law enforcement personnel were asked for their opinions 

on the most and least valuable topics in the BCA basic curriculum (see Table 

12.1). First n a sample of the 1976-77 recruits with six-months of post-

training job experience provided their opinions; second, a sample of offi-

cers trained three years ago (1973-74) by the BCA listed most and least 

valuable topics; two samples of supervisors also were asked for their per-

ceptions; finally, the sample of officers from agencies exempt from training 

suggested topics that they would find most and least valuable. 

Respondents could list up to four ''most valuable" and four "least valu-

able" topics. The questions sought opinions on course topic value specifi-

cally for job preparation and perform~. Some respondents did not fill 

in all four suggestions and some simply wrote that all topics are valuable. 

However, the responses that were provided indicate both an ability to dis-

criminate between most and least valuable topics as well as remarkable 

1 Chapter XV discusses the extent of past experience of recruits. 
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1 
consistency in opinions across the samples. 

Table 12.13 rank orders the courSe topics by number of times mentioned 

2 as a most valuable topic for each of the five samples. In all cases the 

same topics fal1 w-ithin the top ten (Le., top half) of the list and rank 

orders are very similar across the samples. Four topics--First Aid, Patrol, 

Traffic and Accidents, and Arrest--are consistently in the top five, and in 

only one case (Supervisory Sample I) is Search and Seizure below the top 

five. 

Only one topic demonstrates inconsistency in rank across the samples 

and that is Written Reports. This topic received generally low evaluations 

from recruits but in all samples here is perceived to be in the top half of 

the most valuable topics list. However, ratings are somewhat lower for 

graduates than for supervisors, more of whom tend to perceive this topic as 

most valuable. This is the only topic for which there is a hint of differ-

ences in perception by law enforcement rank; perceptions of other topics are 

consistent across rank (i.e., across the samples). 

The rankings for least valuable topics are included in Table 12.14. 

Responses from the sample of exempt agencies are included. Since the num-

ber of responses is so small, the ranks may be misleading and hence this 

sample is not discussed in comparisons. (Many respondents in this sample 

IForcing respondents to list a few topics of most and least value may 
be one way to differentiate better among topics and to avoid the problems of 
rating scales in which all topics are rated high (see discussion of this 
problem on p. 242). One problem, however, is that simple listing of a few 
topics limits the types of analyses that can be conducted. Respondents can
not be given any score that can be analyzed; rather information is on topic 
rather than respondent. 

2The 30 course topics used in the course evaluation have been condensed 
to 20 topics for other surveys. 
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TABLE 12.13 

PERCEPTIONS OF MOST VAWABLE TOPICS IN THE llC~ crJRRICUWM: NUMBER OF .TUIES MENTIONEDa 

SIX-~IOh'TH FOLLOW-UP SAMPLE THREE-YEAR GRADUATE SAMPLE SUPERVISORY I SAMPLE 

~ ~T~op~i~c~ ______________ __ 

1 First Aid 

2 ~ 

3 Traffic and Accidents 

4 ~e,!r.£h_a.!!d_S~i,!.u£e 

5 ~ 

6 Firearms 

7 Criminal Code 

8 &ritten Reportij 

9 Criminal Investigation 

10 Public Relations 

11 Crime Prevention 

12 Courts 

13 Narcotics and Drugs 

14 Juvenile Issues 

15 Defensive Tactics 

16 Confessions 

17 Oral Communication 

18 Mental Health 

19 Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire
arms Regulations 

20 Functions of Agencies 

RESPONDENTS: 

__N__ ~T~o~p:i~c ________________ __ 

61 ~ 

57b First Aid 

55 ~e,!r.£h_a.!!d_S~i,!.u£e 

35 ~ 
32 Traffic and Accidents 

30 Criminal Investigation 

22 Public Relations 

20 Criminal Gode 

19 Firearms 

18 IWritten Reportij 

15 Courts 

14 Crime Prevention 

9 Narcotics and Drugs 

6 Gonfessions 

6 Defensive Tnctics 

5 Oral Communicacion 

3 Juvenile ISSUel 

3 Mental Health 

Alcoho 1, Tobacco, Fire-
o srms Regulations 

o Functions of Agencies 

110 

I 
N Topic 

40
b ~ 

39 IWritten Reportij 

35 Traffic and Accidents 

35 First Aid 

33 ~ 

26 ~e,!T.'.£h_a.!!d_S.!:i.!.u£e 

19 Public Relations 

18 Criminal Code 

17 Criminal Investigation 

13 Fi1:'earms 

12 Courts 

8 C1:'ime Prevention 

6 Narcotics and Drugs 

6 Juvenile Is~ues 

3 Mental Health 

3 Defensive Tactics 

Confessions 

2 Oral Communication 

Alcoho,l .. T!!b.ecco, F'Lre-
o arms Regulations 

o Functions Qf Agencies 

85 

SUPERVISORY II SAMPLE 
i 

_N_ ~T;:.op",i",c~ ___________ _ 

44 ~ 

36 !'.!.!:E.2.! 
3~ Traffic and Accidents 

29 ~e.!!.r.£h_a.!!d_S~i,!.u£e 

23 First Aid 

22 @ritten Report4 

18 Firearms 

15 C1:'iminal Investigation 

14 Criminal Code 

12 Public Relations 

10 Gourts 

7 Crime Prevention 

6 Narcotics and Dru,S" 

3 Juvenile Issues 

3 Mental Health 

2 Confessions 

2 Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire
arms Regulations 

2 Defensive Tactics 

o Oral Communication 

o Functions of Agencies 

88 

EXEHPT AGENCY SAMPLE 

--l!- Topic -

45 ~ 
42 Fin t Aid 

35 Traffic and Accidents 

34 ~ 

32 J?e,!r.£h_a,!!d_S.£i,!.u£e 

24 IWritten Reportij 

23 Criminal Investigation 

23 Public Relations 

21 Firearms 

20 Narcotics and Drug. 

13 Crime Prevention 

5 Courts 

5 Defensive Tactics 

4 Confessions 

3 Criminal Code 

2 Juvenile Issues 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire-
2 arms Regulations 

1 Functions of Agel'lcies 

1 Mental Health 

o Oral Communication 

101 

aRespondents could list up to four most valuable topics each. 'Boxed topic..s demo'ilstrate inconsistent 1:'anks ac1:'oSS samples. Topics vith solid 
underline are conSistently in the top ftve. TOFtes vith broken underline are ~enera11y in the top five. 

bThe number for Patrol includes a few suggestions specifically for Service and Domestics. 

N 

20b 

14 

12 

12 

9 

7 

7 

7 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

5 

2 

2 

1 

1 

o 
o 

43 





stated that all topics would be valuable and did not list any least valuable 

ones.) In general, the two lists are similar--topics listed frequently as 

least valuable are generally listed infrequently as most valuable and vice 

versa. 

Six topics are mentioned consistently in the top ten of the "least 

valuable ll list for all four samples ~ consistently appeared at the bottom 

of the "most valuable" list. One can conclude that there is consensus 

among law enforcement personnel that these topics are least valuab1e--

Functions of Agencies; Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms R~gulations; Mental Health; 

Defensive Tactics; Oral Communication; Confessions, Interrogations, Interviews 

and Lineups. 

Similarly, seven topics consistently appear in the bottom half of the 

"least valuable" list and consistently appear in the top half of the "most 

valuable" list. One can conclude that there is consensUS among law enforce-

ment personnel that these topics are most valuable--Arrest; Search and Sei-

zure; Traffic and Accidents; Patrol Procedures; Criminal Code; Criminal 

Investigation; and Firearms. 

Three topics are boxed in Table 12.14 to indicate that rankings are in-

consistent across the four samples. The topics are Written Reports, PubliC 

Relations, and First Aid. These topics are also inconsistent with those in 

Table 12.13. That is, they sometimes rank high as both a most valuable and 

as a least valuable topic. For these three topics, then, there is disagree

ment among law enforcement personnel as to their value.
1 

lThe low rank of Public Relations for the six-month follow-up may be 
explained in part by the dissatisfaction of 1976-77 recruits with the Human 
Rights/Ethnic Awareness segment of the course. 
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TABLE 12.14 

PERCE:PTIONS OF LEAST VAWABLE TOPICS IN TilE BCA CURRICUWM: NUMBER OF TIMES MENTIONEDa 

SlX-HONTIl FOLLOlf-UP SAMPLE THREE-YEAR CRADUATE SAMPLE SUPERVISORY I SAMPLE 
~ .T~o~p~i~c ________________ _ 

1 Functions of Agencies 

2 Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire-
ams Re~lations 

3 Mental Health 

4 Defensive Tactics 

5 Oral Communication 

6 pUblic Relationij 

7 @ritten ReOciiiii!L 

8 Confessions, Interroga
tions, Interviews, 
Lineups 

9 Crime Prevention 

10 Narcotics and Drugs 

11 Courts 

12 Juvenile Issues 

13 Patrol 

14 Criminal Investigation 

15 Traffic and Accidents 

16 Criminal Code 

17 Firearms 

18 Search an~ Seizure 

19 Arrest 

20 ffiSt'A"idj 
RESPONDENTS. 

, 
_N_ .T.:;o"'pi"'c"'-______ _ 

47 Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire
arms Regulations 

Functi~ns of Agencies 
39 

38 Defensive Tactics 

29 Mental Ilealth 

24 Oral Communication 

19b Crime Prevention 

18 pritten Report~ 

Confessions, Interroga
tions, Interviews, 

17 Lineups 

13 Narcotics and Drugs 

9 Courts 

8 Juvenile Issues 

8 /First Aid! 

.8 public Relations! 

5 Criminal Investigation 

5 Criminal Code 

3 Traffic and Accidents 

3 ~atrol 

1 Firearms 

1 Search and Seizure 

o Arrest 

110 

i 
_N_ .::.T~op"'i:;c"-_____ . _______ _ 

Functions of Agencies 
34 

24 Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire-
arms Regulations 

24 Mental Health 

22 Oral Communication 

20 Defensive Tactics 

11 Confessions, Interroga
tions, Interviews, 
Lineups 

11 Courts 

Juvenile Issues 

10 

9 /First Aid! 

8 Narcotics and Drugs 

8 Crime Prevention 

6 Criminal Code 

5 Criminal Investigation 

S Firearms 

5 Wubl1c RelationS! 

3 @ritten Rep~~ 
3 Search and S~izure 

2 Arrest 

1 Patrol 

o Traffic and Accidents 

85 

SUPERVISORY II SAMPLE EXEMPT AGENCY S.~lPLE 

. .1L 'TopiC _N_ 
i 
Topic 

Functions of Agencies 32 !!..lcohol, 'l'ob~ccol" Fire-
arms Regulations 34 

Functions of AgenCies 
25 

17 Menta1.~ 

17 Oral C~unication 

16 Defensiye T~ctics 

Juvenile Issues 

11 
9 Confessions, Inter,roga

tlons, Interviews, 
Lineups 

9 Grime Prevention 

9 !public Relationsl 

8 @ritten Reportij 

7 Criminal Investigatibn 

7 IFirst Aid! 

'S Courts 

S Criminal Code 

4 NBrcotics and Drugs 

4 Search and Seizure 

3 Petrol 

2 Arrest 

2 Traffic and Accidents 

I Firearms 

88 

29 Oral Communication 

29 Courts 

23 Mental Ilealth 

17 Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire
arms RegUlations 

12 Confessions, Interroga
tions, Interviews, 
Lineups 

Criminal Code 

10 Juvenile Issues 

10 Firearms 

8 Criminal Investigation 

8 Written Reports 

8 Crime Prevention 

7 Defensive 'ractics 

6 First Aid 

2 Public Relations 

2 Search and Seizure 

2 Patrol 

1 Narcotics 

1 Arrest 

o Traffic and Accidents 

101 

aRespondents could mention up to four least valuable topics. Boxed topics demonstrate inconsistent ranks across the samples. Topics with solid 
underline are consistently in the top five. 

bSuggestions for Public Relations include several spe~ifically for Human Rights/Ethnic Awarenes •• 

.L 
14 

10 

8 

8 

8 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

o 
o 
o 

43 
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Finally, four topics generally rank in the middle of both lists for all 

samples. Law enforcement personnel do not appear to have particularly strong 

feelings about Crime Prevention, Juvenile Issues, Courts, and Narcotics and 

Drugs. 

Table 12.15 provides a summary of findings regarding law enforcement 

perceptions of most and least valuable topics. 

Since analyses reported in previous sections suggested that personnel. 

from different types of agencies perceive differently their training needs 

in some areas, lists of most and least valuable topics were compiled sepa

rately for police/sheriff subsamples and for metr%utstate subsamples. 

Ranks of topics by agency type or location a~e very similar to the overall 

rankings provided in Tables 12.13 and 12.14. Officers from police and 

sheriff agencies and from metro and outstate areas agree on the most and 

least valuable topics summarized in Table 12.15. However, among the most 

valuable topics police officers rate Patrol Procedures somewhat higher, 

Sheriffs! officers rate Criminal Investigation somewhat higher, and out

state officers rate Search and Seizure higher. Among the least valuable top-

ics, sheriffs l officers rate Defensive Tactics as less valuable. Rankings of 

two of the three topics on which there was disagreement on perceived value 

(see Table 12.15) differ by agency characteristics. Police officers ra~e 

Public Relations more highly, while metro officers rate First Aid as more 

valuable. 

Law enforcement personnel tend to agree on the value of the topics cov

ered in the BCA basic program. There is general consensus across the gradu

ate and supervisory samples and across types of age1")\cies on the most and 

least valuable topics. On a few topics, however, respondents differ in 
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TABLE 12.15 

SUMMARY OF PERCEPTIONS OF MOST AND LEAST VAIlJABLE TOPICS IN THE BCA CURRICUllJM 

Consensus on Most Valuable , 
Techniques of Arrest 

Search and Seizure 

Traffic 

Patrol 

Criminal Code 

Criminal Investigation 

Firearms 

Consensus on Least Valuable Consensus on Ave'rage Value 
---, I 

Functions of Agencies Crime Prevention 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 
Regulations 

Mental Health 

Defensive Tactics 

Oral Communication 

Confessions, Interrogations, 
Interviews, Lineups 

Juvenile Illsues 

Cou:t'ts 

Narcotics and Drugs 

I 
Disagreement on Value 

Written Reports 

Public Relations 

First Aid 





their perceptions of topic value. Just as the previous analyses of percep

tions of time per topic resulted in suggestl~~s for electives and/or in

service seminars, so also these topics on ~nlich perceptions of value differ 

could provide possible elective or in-service options. 

ASSESSMENTS OF RECRUIT JOB PREPARATION AND PERFORMANCE 

The survey data reported thus far are responses to direct questions on 

the BCA curriculum. The remaincier of the data provide indirect information 

about the adequacy of the curriculum. Questions regarding job preparation 

and performance indirectly indicate the adequacy of the training program, 

but one cannot make a one-to-one correspondence between prepc:n:ation in an 

area and adequacy of trai.ning in the area. It is possible, for instance, 

that recruits could perform well in certain areas but such performance has 

nothing to do with training··-the task could be easy, the task could be learned 

already in the agency, etc. Or it is possible that recruits could perform 

less well in an area in spite of excellent training--more time might be needed, 

more practice might be needed, and so forth. Inferences about the curr.iculum 

from these data must be made with this awareness that factors other than the 

BCA training program affect job preparation and performance. The use of a 

sample of officers from exempt agencies (1. e., untrained personnel) can help 

to assess the actual contribution of the training program. 

The two samples of graduates (six-month and three-year) rated themselves 

on levels of preparation and performance in 20 course areas. Similarly, the 

two samples of supervisors rated the preparation and performance of their re

cent BCA-trained recruits in the same 20 areas. Fip·;.lly, the sample of offi

cers from exempt agencies provided the same self-ratings. 
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Comparisons to the exempt agency sample must be made with caution since 

the response rate for the group was low and since the representativeness of 

the sample is unclear (see Appendix A for a technical discussion of these 

issues). However, if ratings of this sample of untrained officers are simi-

lar to those of trained personnel, results would suggest that training is 

not contributing to levels of preparation and performance. On the other 

h~ud, if ratings of the untrained group are lower, evidence would indicate 

that. training does make a contribution. 
1 

Three sets of comparisons will be made. First, ~ltings .£!. ,Ereparation 

in the 20 course areas will be compared across the five samples. Second, 

ratings ~ performance in the 20 course areas will be compared across the 

five samples. Emphases in these two sets of comparisons will be to discover 

whether graduate and supervisory ratings are similar on each topic, and then 

if. the untrained personnel have ratings .similar to or different from the 

others. Conclusions will be based on the following assumptions: 

1. The more anreement on ratings by graduates and supervisors, 

the stronger the evidence that recruits are in fact well or poorly prepared 

in each area; 

2. Agreement on ratings between the trained and untrained samples 

suggests that levels of preparation and performance are not a result of 

training; 

3. Disagreement of ratings between the trained and untrained sam-

pIes suggest that levels of preparation and performance are a result of 

lSince the exempt agencies are predominantly ~nall (lor 2 persons), 
police, outstate agencies, analysts have checked whether ratings vary by 
these agency characteristics and thus whether differences between the ex
empt agencies and others are really a result of different agency character
istics rather than training. There is no indication that these variables 
are systematically affecting results. 
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training; the greater the difference, the greater the contribution of training. 

The third comparison will be ~~ ~ preparation ~ performanc~ 

ratings of each topic. Questionnaires specified to respondents that prepara-

tion refers to whether recruits know what to do and that performance refers 

to whether they can apply the information skillfully. Most important in 

this analysis is the discovery of topics that rank lower on performance than 

on prepaJ":ltion. Such findings suggest that recruits have learned what to do 

but perhaps need more skills practice to perform well. 

JOB PREPARATION RATINGS 

Graduates and Supervisors rated their (or their recruits r) preparation 

on a scale of one to five ( 1 = poorly prepared, 3 = somewhat prepared, 

5 = very well prepared). Mean ratings are rank ordered (i.e., listed from 

highest to lowest) for each sample in Table 12.16. The average ratings 

across the four samples are rank ordered in Table 12.17. 

Inspection of Tables 12.16 and 12.17 indicates that there is general 

agreement on the relatively high preparation ratings for Firearms, First 

Aid, Traffic and Accidents, Arrest, Public Relations, and Patrol. On the 

other hand there is general agreement on the relatively low ratings for 

Criminal Investigation, Juvenile Issues, Defensive Tactics, Functions of 

Agencies, Mental Health, Confessions, Interrogation, Interviews and Lineups; 

and Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms Regulations. Ratings for only two topics are 

I-I. . 1 genera y ~ncons~stent. The relative position of Search and Seizure differs 

somewhat across the four samples and ratings for recruit preparation in the 

area of Written Reports are quite inconsistent. Statements on perceptions 

ISee footnotes to Tables 12.16 and 12.17 for criteria of judging con
sistency. 
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TABLE 12.16 

RECRUIT JOB PREPARATION RATINGSa 

S IX-MONTH FOLLOW-UP SAMP LE THREE-YEAR GRADUATE SAMPLE SUPERVISORY I SAMPLE SUPERVISORY II SAMPLE 

~ .:T.:;:oJ;:p"'ic"-_______ _ 

1 Firearms 

2 First Aid 

3 Public Relations 

4 Tra ffic and Accidents 

S Techniques of Arrest 

6 Patrol 

7 (Search and Seizure 

8 r.rime Prevention 

9 @ritten Reports 

10 Criminal Code 

11 Courts 

12 Oral Cormrunication 

13 Juvenile Issues 

14 Criminal Investigation 

15 Narcotics and Drugs 

16 Mental Health 

17 Functions of Agencies 

i8 Defensive Tactics 

19 Confessions, Interroga
tions, Interviews, 
Lineups 

20 Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire
arms Regulations 

I 
~ .:T.:;:o"'p::i.:;:c'-_______ _ 

4.37 Firearms 

4.07 First Aid 

4.05 Techniques of Arrest 

4.02 Traffic and I.ccidents 

3.83 Public Relations 

3.71 Patrol 

3.671 @ritten Reports 

3.66 @earch and Seizure 

~f55l Criminal Gode 

3.52 Oral Gommunication 

3.51 Criminal Investigation 

3.50 Gourts 

3.46 Gd,ne Prevention 

3.44 Narcotics and Drugs 

3.38 Juvenile Issues 

3.28 Mental Health 

3.25 

3:16 

Defensive Tactics 

Confessions, Interroga
tions, Interviews, 
Lineups 

3.16 Functions of Agencies 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire-
2.96 arms Regulations 

i 
~ 

r 
Topic 

4.16 First Aid 

3.96 Traffic and Accidents 

3.92 Firearms 

3.88 Public Relations 

3.68 Techniques of Arrest 

3.60 Patrol 

3.58: Oral Communications 

I 
~ .:T.:;:os;.p"'ic:;.-_______ _ 

4.06 Firearms 

4.01 First Aid 

3.98 Traffic and Accidents 

3.94 Patrol 

3.a~ Techniques of Arrest 

3.80 ISearch and Seizure 

3.76 Public Relations 

3.53\ f&.fui!i:.!!R.!:.epI!:O~r'"t:.;s!_ ____ ..::3~ • .!.7~9 Courts 

3.45 Courts 3.66 Narcotics and Drugs 

3.39 Defensive Tactics 3.52 Griminal Code 

3.36 @earch and Seizure 3.59 Oral Communication 

3.29 Crime Prevention 3.45 Crime Prevention 

3.24 Criminal Code 

3.23 Narcotica and Drr.ss 

3.11 Functions of Agencies 

3.00 Mental Health 

3.00 Juvenile Issues 

2.98 Criminal Investigation 

Confessions, Interroga
tions, Interviews, 

2.89 Lineups 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire-
2.74 arms Regulations 

3.43 Functions of Agencies 

3. 'd C.:iminal Investigation 

3.38 Defensive Tactics 

3.34 Juvenile Issue. 

3.33 @fitten Reports 

3.28 Mental Health 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire-
3.08 arms Regulation. 

Confessions, Interroga-
3.02 tions, Interviews, 

Lineups 

I 
~ 

I 
Topic 

EXEHPT AGENGY SAMPLE 

3.89 Firearms 

3.89 Public Relations 

3.87 Oral Communication 

3.63 Traffic and Accidents 

3.59 First Aid 

3.491 Patrol 

3.46 Written Reports 

3.46 Techniques of Arrest 

3.35 Courts 

3.29 Crime Prevention 

3.28 Defensive Tactics 

3.23 Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire
arms Regulations 

3.20 Search and Seizure 

3.19 Mental Health 

3.16 .Narcotics and Drugs 

3.15 Juvenile Issues 

3.0q Criminal Investigation 

2.97 Functions of Agencies 

Confessions, Interrog~
tlons, Interviews, 

2.94 Lineups 

2.80 Criminal Code 

aCrime Prevention was not covered in the 1973-74 BCA course. Boxed topics indicate inconsistent rankings across samples. Consistency is defined 
as falling in the same third in at least three of the four samples. 

I 
~ 
3.84 

3.73 

3.54 

3.50 

3.50 

3.42 

3.17 

3.Q8 

2.87 

2.86 

2.84 

2.60 

2.49 

2.lt<O 

2.43 

2.41 

2.37 

2.27 

2.22 

2.08 
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TABLE 12.17 

RECRlJIT JOB PREPARAT10N RATINGS: AVERAGE fOR 

GRADUATE AND SUPERVISORY SAMPLESa 

Average 
Rank Topic Rating -

1 Firearms 4.10 

2 First Aid 4.00 

3 Traffic and Accidents 3.95 

4 Techniques of Arrest 3.81 

5 Public Relations 3.78 

6 Patrol 
. 

3.61 

7 ~e~r.£h_a.!!d_S~1£u!:e 3.55 

8 Courts 3.48-

9 Oral Communication 3.48-

10 .!!r.!ty.!! !e.E.0!:t~ 3.47 

11 Criminal Code 3.42 

12 Crime Prevention 3.40 

13 Narcotics and Drugs b 3.34 

14 Criminal Investigation 3.33 

15 Juvenile Issues 3.26 

16 Defensive Tactics 3.21 

11 Functions of Agen~ies 3.18 

18 Mental Health 3.15 

19 Confessions, Inte~~ogations, 
Interviews, Lin~ups 3.01 

20 Alcohol, Tobacco. cirearms 
Regulations 2.92 

~opic~ with broken underline do not 
have consistent ratings across the 
four samples. Consistency is de~ 
fined as falling in the same third 
:tn at least three of the four 
~lamples. 

bThe average of the four samples 
places Narcotics and Drugs in the 
second third, but in three of the 
fo'ur samples it ranks in the last 
third (see Table 12.16) • 
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of lavl enfurcement personnel on l~ecrui t preparation in these two areas 

are therefore difficult to make. 

With the exception of the two topics just mentioned, law enforcement 

personnel tend to agree on the relative levels of job preparation of new 

recruits. However, the contribution of the BCA training program to these 

levels of preparation has not been addressed. An inspection of the last 

column in Table 12.16 (sample of officers from exempt agencies) provides 

suggestions. In all cases one can see that the average rating for each 

topic is lower for untrained personnel than for the trained personnel. While 

readers might expect these results, it should be pointed out that for three 

of the five samples (graduates and exempt agencies) the ratings are evalua

tions of one-self~ which could be subject to bias and overestimation of one's 

own abilities. It is encouraging that differences of trained and untrained 

personnel emerge despite the use of self-ratings. Overall the level of p~ep

aration seems higher for trained personnel. 

Table 12.18 includes information that estimates the training contribu

tion to job preparation in each area. The average rating of the untrained 

personnel is subtracted from the average rating of the trained personnel. 

The greater the difference, the greater the indication that training has 

helped job preparation. These data suggest that the training program has 

contributed most in the areas of Criminal Code and Search and Seizure, as 

well as C~iminal Investigation, Narcotics and Drugs, Functions of Agencies, 

Juvenile Issues, and Confessions, Interrogations, Interviews and Lineups. 

Topics toward the bottom of the table appear to have had less effect on job 

preparation. In fact, the average rating for untrained personnel was slightly 

higher in one case--Oral Communication! 
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TABLE 12.18 

ESTIMATES OF T~~INING CONTRIBUTION TO JOB PREPARATION 

Topic 

Criminal Code 

Search and Seizurea 

Criminal Investigation 

Narcotics and Drugs 

Functions of Agencies 

Juvenile Issues 

Confessions, Interrogations, 
Interviews, Lineups 

Techniques of Arrest 

Mental Health 

Courts 

Crime Prevention 

First Aid 

Traffic and Accidents 

Average Rating of Trained 
Personnel Minus Average 

Rating of Untrained 
Personnel 

1.34 

1.06 

.96 

.91 

.91 

.85 

.79 

.73 

.69 

.61 

.54b 

.50 

.45 
-----------------------------
Defe'nsive Tactics 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms Regulations 
Regulations 

Written Reportsa 

Firearms 

Patrol 

Public Relations 

'Oral Communication 

.37 

.32 

.30 

.26 

.25 

.05 

- .06 

aScores could be somewhat misleading since the 
average for trained personnel is based on in
consistent ratings across the four samples. 

bA specific topic of Crime Prevention was not 
offered in 1973-74. Xhe difference between the 
graduates who had the topic (six-month follow-up) 
and the exempt officers is .80. Use of this fig
ure would raise the contribution of training in 
the area considerably • 
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Estimates of training contribution provide different information from 

the simple preparation ratings. Generally, those topics in which recruits 

appear to do well (i.e., those at the top of Table 12.17) are not the topics 

in which trained personnel are substantially better prepared than the un-

trained officers. Figure 12.3 combines the information on preparation level 

and training contribution to facilitate discussion. 

The topics in Figure 12.3 fall into two sets. Thc~ first set includes 

those for which the relative training contribution is greater than or equal 

to the preparation rank; the second set includes those for which the training 

ib . . 1 h 1 h .. 1 contr ut~on ~s ess t an or equa to t e preparat~on rat~ng. 

Topics in the first set are ones which appear to benefit recruits most, 

regardless of their perceived level of preparation. Even for those areas in 

which perceived preparation is relatively low, trained personnel appear to 

be considerably more prepared than the untrained officers (i.e., training 

contribution is high or medium). Topics in this set are: 

Search and Seizure 

Criminal Code 

Juvenile Issues 

Confessions 

Criminal Investigation 

Narcotics and Drugs 

Functions of Agencies 

Mental Health 

It is interesting that these topics are largely informational rather 

than technical skills. The concept of preparation corresponds to the 

1Square I is included with the greater than or equal to group; Square IX 
with the less than or equal to group; and Square V is eliminated from the dis
cusJion given :!.ts average rank on both dimensions. 
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FIGURE 12.3 

pUMMARY OF LEVEL OF JOB PREPARATION AND TRAINING CONTRIBUTION 

TRAINtNG CONTRIBUTION 
~~~~------------------------------~ 

High 

Confessions, Interroga
tions, Interviews, 
Lineups 

Criminal Investigation 
Narcotics and Drugs 
Functions of Agencies 

/,. 

Medium 

IIII1111111 

First Aid 
Traffic and Accidents 
Techniques of Arrest 

Crime Prevention 
Courts 

~l 

[]]]] 

Training contribution is greater than 
or equal to level of preparation. 

Training contribution is lower than 
or equal to level of preparation. 

VI 

Low 

Firearms 
Public Relations 
Patrol 

Written Reports 
Oral Communication 

l 

IX 

Defensive Tactics 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire

arms Regulations 

J I 



acquisition of ~nformation (does a recruit know what to do). Trained offi-

cers appear to have more information and thus are better prepared than their 

untrained counterparts. More info~ation or higher levels of preparation 

might be desirable in these areas, especially those in Squares VII and VIII 

of Figure 12.3, but current training still doe,s contribute to preparation. 

Administrators desiring to improve knowledge acquisition in these topics 

can refer back to Table 12.8 for suggestions. This tablp summarizes the 

course evaluation by recruits and irtdicates the rank oi each topic on each 

aspect evaluated. For example, if one wants to increase the preparation in 

the area of Narcotics and Drugs, Table 12.8 suggests that overall inst~uction 

is good but that more time might)·se~ needed. On the other hand, increas~.ng 

levels of preparation in the~ea of Confessions, Interrogations, Interviews 

and Lineups might require attention to all instructional aspects. 

Training contribution in the second set of topics is less apparent. 

Estimated training contribution is low or lower than the level of prepara-

tion. Topics in this set are: 

First Aid 

Traffic and Accidents 

Patrol Procedures 

Arrest 

Firearms 

Public Relations 

Written Rer::~rts 

Oral Communication 

Defensive Tactics 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms Regulations 

These course areas include more technical skills or practice than do 

those in the first set. With the possible exception of Traffic and Accidents; 
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and Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms Regulations, training in these areas is 

less directed toward relaying infonnation and more directed toward explaining 

procedures and to actual practice. The better perceived preparation of 

trained officers over untrained officers is relatively less for these more 

skills-oriented topics. These results suggest that much preparation is 

obtained through on-the-job practice and that the BCA curriculum is less 

adequate in preparing recruits in the more skills-oriented procedural topics. 

These conclusions suggest the importance of investigating perceptions of re-

't f 11 . t' 1 cru~ per ormance as we as recru~t prepara ~on. 

JOB PERFORMANCE RATINGS 

Graduates and Supervisors rated their (or their recruits') job perfor-

mance on a scale of one to five (~= poor performance, 3 = average perfor~ 

mance, 5 = very good performance). Mean ratings are rank ordered (Le., 

listed from highest to lowest) for each sample in Table 12.19. The average 

ratings across the four sampl~s are rank ordered in Table 12.20. 

Inspection of Tables 12.19 and 12.20 indicates that there is general 

agreement on the relatively high performance ratings for Public Relations, 

Traffic and Accidents, Firearms, First Aid, Patrol, and Arrest. On the 

other hand, there is general agreement on the relatively low ratings for 

Crirdnal Investigation; .fuvenile Issues; Mental Health; Defensive Tactics; 

Confessions, Interrogations, Interviews and Lineups; and Alcohol, Tobacco, 

Firearms Regulations. Ratings for three topics are inconsistent. Oral 

lIt is possible that the more skills-oriented topics are more identified 
with an image of a peace officer and hence that ratings by law enforcement 
personnel tend to inflate preparation and performance ratings in these areas. 
If this is the case then perhaps the real difference between trained and un
trained personnel might be greater and hence actual training contribution 
would be greater. This is a possibility that cannot be assessed from avail
able data. 
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TABLE 12.19 

RECRUIT JOB PERFOIDi~NCE RrtrlNGSa 

SIX-HOl'o'TIJ FOLLOW-UP SANPLE THREE-YEAR GRADUATE SANPLE SUPERVISORY I SANPLE SUPERVISORY II SANPLE EXEHPT AGENCY SANPLE 
r-~~~~~~~~~~~~~', r-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I r--~~~~~~~~~~~--" ri-~~~~~~~~~~:;--'I rl---~~~~~~~~~=--~ 

~ Topic ~ Topic !!!!!!.E Topic !!!!!!.E Topic !!!!!!.E .:T.:o"'p..::i"'c"'-_________ _ 

1 Public Relations 4.28 Public Relations 4.11 Public Relations 4.03 Traffic and Ac~identB 3.87 Public Relations 

2 Firearms 3.98 Firearms 3.89 Traffic and Accidents 4.01 Firearms 3.73 Firearms 

3 Traffic and Accidents 3.98 Patrol 3.87 @ral Communication 3.94 First Aid 3.72 First Aid 

4 pral Conmu. ~cation 3.911 Traffic and Accidents 3.83 Techniques of Arrest 3.91 Public Relations 3.60 Oral Conmunication 

5 Patrol 3.92 Techniques of Arrest 3.82 First Aid 3.91 Techniques of Ar~est 3.57 Patrol 

6 First Aid 3.85 First Aid 3.78 Patrol 3.84 Patrol 3.48 Traffic and Accidents 

7 Crime Prevention 3.76 (Written Reports 3.7ij Fireanns 3.82 Courts 3.44 Techniques of Arrest 

8 Technique. of Arre.t 3.73 Pral Communication 3.7Q Written Reports 3.7ffl prnl Communication 3.39 Written Reports 

9 @i!i:ten Reports 3.731 CourtO 3.64 Courts 3.72 Search and Seizure 3.34 Courts 

10 Search and Seizure 3.59 Crime Prevention 3.57 Crime Prevention 3.64 NarcoticS and Drugs 3.34 Defensive Tactics 

11 Courts 3.59 Search and Seizure 3.47 Search and Seizure 3.55 Crime PrelfenttQn 3.23 Crime Prevetltion 

12 Narcotics and Drugs 3.46 Criminal Investigation 3.41 Defen.ive Tactics 3.53 Wunctions of AgenCies 3.2~ Alcobol, Tobacco, Fire-
arms RegulatiQnn 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Crimina 1 code 

Criminal Investigation 

Menta 1 Hea Ith 

Juvenile Is.ues 

Confessions, Interroga
tions, Interviews, 

3.45 Narcotics and D1'\IS. 

3,44 Criminal Code 

3.39 Juvenile Jssues 

3.36 Confessions, tntcrrQBa~ 
tions, Inte -views; 
Lineup. 

3.39 /Functions of AgenCies 

3.33 Cr~inal Ceie 

3.27 Hental Health 

3.19 llarcot1c6 and Drug. 

Lineups 3.27 Henta1 Health 3.17 Juvenile Issues 

Defensive Tactics 3.26 Defensive T~et1.cs 3.1~ '/':l'iminat !/lvestigation 

/L:.F.=u.:.:n;::.c.:.tl::.;o:.:n;:.5:....::o"'f-'A:.:.gg;e::.;n"'c:.:l:.;:e:.;:s~_--s:TI!..:3:.;.= Wunctiomi'"Qr A.-s"'e-n""c""'i ... e-s---.j ... ""O"",9 A1eo\101" Tobacco, Fire
ar.us Regu la tions 

20 Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire
arms Regulations 

A1coholl Tobacco, Fire-
2.96 arms Regulations 

Conlessions, InterrQga-
2.89 tions, Interview., 

Lineups 

3.SQ Criminal Code 

3.49 Juvenile Issues 

3.46 Defensive Tactics 

3.40 Criminal Investigation 

3.40 Erittcn Reports 

3.37 Mental Health 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire-
3.24 arms Regulations 

Confessions, Interroga
tions. Interviews, 

3.16 Lineups 

3.21 Criminal Investigation 

3.20 Juvenile Issues 

3.20 Mental Health 

3.13 Search and Seizure 

3.1Q Nnrcotics and Drugs 

3.04 functionS of Agencies 

3.95 Contesstons, Interroga
tions, Interviews, 
Lineups 

2.82 Criminal Code 

8 crime Prevention was not cov@rcd in the 1973-74 BCA course. Buxed topic. indicate inconsistent ranking. a~o&s the samples. Consistency is defined 
as falling in tbe .mne third in at least three of the four samples. ' 

~ 
3.86 

3.72 

3.60 

3.58 

3.51 

3.49 

3.20 

3.17 

3.17 

3.11 
2.97 

2.74 

2.57 

2.56 

2.51 

2.50 

2.49 

2.44 

2.43 

2.08 





TABLE 12.20 

RECRUrr JOB PERFORMANCE RATINGS: AVERAGE FOR 

GRADUATE AND SUPERVISORY SAMP~a 

~ 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Average 
TOEic Rating 

Public Relations 4.01 

Traffic and Accidents 3.92 

Firearms 3.86 

First Aid 3.82 

Patrol 3.78 

Techniques of Arrest 3.76 

Oral Communication 3.73 ---------
Courts 3.60 

lir!t!e~ !e.E,oE.t,!! 3.59 

Crime Prevention 3.!i!'i 

Search and Seizure 3.49 

Narcotics and Drugs 3.40 

Criminal Code 3.37 

Criminal Investigation 3.34 

Juvenile Issues 3.31 

Defensive Tactics 3.29 

Mental Health 3.27 

!.u~c!i.2.n'!! .2.f_A.s.e~c!e.!! 3.24 

Confessions, Interrogations, 
Interviews, Lineups 3.11 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 
Regulations 3.01 

aTopi,cs with broken underline have incon
sistent ratings across the four samples. 
Consi~tency is defined as falling in the 
same third in at least three of the four 
samples. 
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Communication falls in the top third in two samples, and in the second third 

for the two other samples. Functions of Agencies fall~ in the bottom third 

for the two graduate samples and in the second third for the supervisory 

samples. Finally, ratings for performance in the area of Written Reports 

1 
are quite inconsistent across the samples. Statements on perceptions of 

law enforcement personnel on recruits' performance in these three areas are, 

therefore, difficult to make. 

The question of the contribution of the training program to the levels 

of perceived performance just discussed needs to be addressed. Inspection 

of the last column in Table 12.19 indicates that the perceived levels of 

performance in each course area are lower for the untrained officers than 

they are for the samples of trained officers, as was the case with perceived 

levels of preparation. Table 12.21 includes the information that estimates 

the training contribution to job performance in each area. The di.;=ference 

between ratings for trained and untrained officers is greatest for Criminal 

Code, Search and Seizure, Fnnctions of Agencies, Narcotics and Drugs, Crim-

inal Investigation, Mental Health, and Juvenile Issues; hence, the conclu-

sion is that the contribution of training to job performance is greatest in 

these areas. The topics at. the bottom of Table 12.21 are ones in which the 

difference between ratings of trained and untrained personnel is lowest and 

hence training is inferred to make the least contribution. 

The previous discussion of job preparation ratings provided a summary 

of the level of preparation and the training contribution. Figure 12.4 pro-

vides identical information except for job performance ratings. Again, 

lSee footnotes to Tables i2.l9 and 12.20 for criteria of judging consis
tency. By these criteria ratings for criminal code are inconsistent. HOvl
eve~, this topic is not discussed as one with inconsistent ratings since all 
ranks are within the same two positions, on either side of the cutting point. 
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TABLE 12.21 

!.STTI1ATES OF TRAININ(LCONTRIBUTION TO JOB PERFORMANCE 

Topic 

Criminal Code 

Search and Seizure 

Functions of Agencies 

Narcotics and Drugs 

Criminal Investigation 

Mental Heslth 

Juvenile Issues 

Confessions, Interrogations, 
Interviews, Lineups 

Crime Prevention 

Tecbniques of Arrest 

Courts 

Traffic ana Accidents 
b Written Reports 

Patrol 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 
Regulations 

First Aid 

Defensive Tactics 

Oral Communicationb 

Public Relations 

'Firearms 

Average Rating of Trained 
Personnel Minus Average 

Rating of Untrained 
Personnel 

1.18 

.99 

.96 

.91 

.77 

.77 

.75 

.68 

.SSa 

.56 

.43 

.43 

.42 

.27 

.27 

.22 

.1S 

.15 

.15 

.14 

a A specific topic of Crime Prevention was not 
offered in 1973-74. The difference between 
the graduates who had the topic (six-montb 
follow-up) and the exempt officers is .79. 
Use of this figure would raise the contribu
tion of training in the area considerably. 

bScores could be somewhat misleading since the 
average for trained personnel is based on incon
sistent ratings across the four samples. 
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topics can be divided in two sets from this figure--those for which the rela-

tive training contribution is greater than or equal to the preparation rank; 

and those for which the training contribution is less than or equal to the 

. . 1 
preparat~on rat~ng. 

Although the location of topics in a particular square differs somewhat 

between Figures 12.3 and 12.4, topics in the two sets are almost identical. 

Topics included in the first set are those which appear to benefit recruits 

most, regardless of perceived level of performance. These topics are: 

Search and Seizure 

Narcotics and Drugs 

Criminal Code 

Criminal Investigation 

Juvenile Issues 

Mental Health 

Functions of Agencies 

Confessions, Interrogations, 
Interviews and Line\lps 

This list is identical to that for job yreparation ratings. 

Training contribution in the second set of topics is less apparent. 

TOFics in this set in which training contribution appears to be low or 

lower than the level of performance are: 

Public Relations 

Traffic and Accidents 

Arrest 

Firearms 

First Aid 

lSI.l.uare 1 is included with the greater than or equal to group; Square IX 
with the less than or equal to- group; and Square V is eliminated from the 
discussion given its average rank on both dimensions. 
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Patrol 

Oral Communication 

Defensive Tactics 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms Regulations 

The only difference in this list from the one for preparation is that Writ

ten Reports does not appear here. It now appears in the center square (V) 

for which performance and training contribution are both medium. 

Training contribution to job performance seems to be greatest in Ule 

same areas it was for job preparation, that is in topics which are largely 

informational ' rather than skills-oriented. Again, for those topics that 

require more procedural information and skills practice, the difference be

tween the trained and untrained personnel is not so great and hence inferred 

training contribution is less. One should not infer that training cannot 

contribute more in these areas but only that the current BCA program appears' 

to contribute less. Given the similarity of findings in this section to the 

last, the utility of Table 12.8 will not be repeated. Suggestions for im

provement in training areaA can be gained from Table 12.8 as was explained 

in the last section. 

COMPARISON OF JOB PREPARATION AND JOB PERFORMANCE RATINGS 

The concepts of job preparation and job performance were made distinct 

in order to discover whether the training program contributes more to the 

acquisition of information (preparation, i.e.s knowing what to do) Or to the 

exercise of particular skills (performance). Ratings of preparation and 

performance are very similar for each topic, but a few differences can be 

noted (use Tables 12.17 and 12;.20 for thh comparison). The few differences 

that emerge can perhaps be: explained by respondents' difficulty in distin

guishing the two concepts. 
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FIGURE 12.4 

SUMMARY O~ LEVEL OF JOB PERFom1ANCE AND TRAINING CONTRIBUTION 

TRAINING CONTRIBUTION 

High Medium 

Traffic and Accidents 
Techniques of Arrest 

Courts 
Written Reports 
Crime Prevention 

Criminal Investigation 
Juvenile Issues 
Mental Health 

--
Training contribution is greater than 
or equal to level of perfonnance. 

Training contribution is lower than 
or equal to level of performance. 

Low 

Public Relations 
Firearms 

VI 

First Aid 
Patrol Procedures 
Oral Communication 
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Two topics have considerably higher ratings for performance than for 

preparation--Public Relations and Oral Communication. Law enforcement 

personnel perceive that officers perform relatively well in these areas, 

but the lower preparation rating suggests that they do not feel that the 

training program has contributed much. These findings are consistent with 

the generally low evaluations of these topics provided by recruits (see 

earlier section of this chapter) and with the estimation of low training 

contribution made in the last section. In summary, higher levels of per

formance obtained despite training. 

Two topics have considerably higher ratings for preparation than for 

performance--First Aid and Firearms. These findings suggest the need for 

more practice in these areas. Since these two course areas receive the 

most hours of skills practice already, additional training on the job, 

rather than in the basic program, might be most appropriate. However, the 

recruit course evaluation did indicate that trainees desire more time for 

Firearms (see Table 12.3). 

In addition to these minor differences, a notable pattern emerged in 

the previous two sections. Topics were categorized by the extent of inferred 

training contribution. Those topics for which training appeared to contri

bute most were course areas that focus on disseminating information (e.g., 

Criminal Code, Functions of Agencies, etc.); training appeared to contribute 

l~ss in areas in which skills are more important. Such results confirm the 

general lack of skills practice in the BCA curriculum and the less adequate 

training in these areas. It is interesting that many of the topics with a 

low estimated training contribution are ones for which recruits desired more 

involvement and practice (see Table 12.7). 
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TASKS FOR WHICH RECRUITS ARE NOT PREPARED 

The two samples of graduates and the two samples of supervisors were 

asked to list any tasks they have been assigned (or have assigned) for 

which they (or their rec~uits) have been inadequately prepared. Two lists 

were compiled for each sample. The first list consisted of tasks that di-

rectly correspond to one of the 20 course areas in the BCA curriculum. The 

second list consisted of tasks not covered in the BCA course. 

The first list is not reported here since the previous section contains 

ratings of recruits in the 20 course areas. What is of most value from this 

open-ended question is suggestions of areas that are excluded from the BCA 

curriculum. Table 12.22 lists the tasks mentioned as ones for which re-

cruits are not prepared. The number of times a task was mentioned in each 

sample is indicated as well as the total for all four samples. Some of 

these topics may be mentioned in the BCA curriculum, but none is a major 

topic in the course. 

Defensive/Pursuit Driving was the most frequently mentioned activity. 

This topic is offered in ot~er Minnesota Programs as well as in basic pro-

grams in other states (see Chapter XI). However, the BCA has not had the 

facilities to include driving trai?ing and interested officers have had to 

obtain such training at St. Cloud State University (see Chapter II). 

The next three tasks are ones performed primarily in sheriff's offices. 

Serving papers is conducted by sheriffs and jail experience is a sheriff 

rather than police duty. A few respondents listed "sheriffs' tasks" 

without specifying particular activities. These suggestions indicate that 

training is not available to sheriff deputies that may be necessary for 
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TABLE 12.22 

'!ASKS FOR WHICH RECRUITS ARE NOT PREPARED: 

TOP1CS "EXCLUDED "FROM THE BCA CURRICULUM 

NUMBER OF TIMES MENTIONED "' \ 

Six-Honth Three-Year Super- Super-
Follow-up Grad'll ate visory I visory I1 

l asks Sam:e1e Sample SamE Ie SamE Ie ~ 
Defensive/Pursuit Driving 10 5 1 1 17 

Serving Papers 2 1 2 9 14 
Jail Experience 3 0 4 6 13 
Sheriffs t Tasks 1 2 1 3 7 

Surveillance/Stakeouts/ 
Barricaded Suspects 4 0 1 0 5 

Small Town Problems 2 0 1 0 3 
Stress Situations 1 1 1 0 3 
Riot, Crowd Control 1 0 1 1 3 
Radar Assignments 2 1 0 0 3 
Security Guard Work 1 2 0 0 3 
Inter-Departmental Relations 2 0 0 0 2 
Boat and Water Safety 2 0 0 0 2 
Firefighting 1 1 0 0 2 
Anilua1 Control 0 2 0 0 2 
Teaching/Speaking to Public 

Groups 0 2 0 0 2 
SexLal Assaults 1 0 0 0 1 
Sev~re Storm Watch 0 0 1 0 1 
Breathalyzer 0 0 1 0 1 
Administration and Management 0 1 () 0 1 
Care of Equipment 0 1 0 0 1 

'-----
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h i . b 1 t e r JO s. 

The remaining tasks are mentioned by only a few respondents. However, 

perusal of this list may suggest to program admi'nistrators areas that could 

be added or embellished in the BCA curriculum. 

In summary, the list of activities for which recruits ar.e not prepared 

suggests the need for driving training as well as hours available to sheriff 

deputies for training in activities limited to sheriff offices. 

lTwo grants funded through the Crime Control Planning Board aim to 
provide supplementary tr.aining for sheriff deputies. Jailer/Dispatch 
training has been offered as part of a grant to Region 10. Funding for 
a statewide Jail Technical Assistance Unit is anticipated through a 
federal discretionary grant from LEAA. Approximately one-half of the 
$130,000 LEAA funds are earmarked for Jailer Training at six regional 
centers. 
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EVALUATION OF VO-TECH LAW ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS 

Data gathered on the BCA curriculum provide information on particular 

course areas. Such detailed information has not been collected on the vo-

tech and college programs, but some analyses are possible to provide general 

assessments of the curricula, particularly as they relate to job preparation 

and performance. 

Chapter XI described the content of the vo-tech programs. Since Hibbing 

had not yet had graduates that could be included in the samples analyzed,l 

the Alexandria program is the only one relevant for this discussion. The 

vo-tech law enforcement program covers the same topics as the BCA, though 

with more hours per topic. In addition, attention is given to some areas 

excluded by the BCA and additional emphasis is given to topics such as 

Report Writing and Public Relations (see Table 11.3 of Chapter XI). 

Two questions specifically on the vo-tech programs were asked in the 

two graduate and two supervisory surveys. The first question asked for 

opinions on the extent to which the vo-tech law enforcement training had 

contributed to recruit job preparation and performance. Responses reported 

in Table 12.23 indicate strong agreement that the training is beneficial. 

A small percentage of the supervisors were uncertain (15% in each case) and 

a few respondents felt that the vo-tech program did not contribute, but the 

vast majority find that it contributes somewhat or a great deal. 

IHibbingfs first law enforcement class graduated in 1977. 
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TABLE 12.23 

PERCEPTIONS OF CONTRIBUTION OF VO-TECH LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING TO RECRUIT JOB 

PREPARATION AND PERFORMANCE 

QUESTION SAM P L E 
I 
"If you (or your recruits) Three- Super- Super-
have attended a vo-tech law Six-Month Year visory visory Group 
enforcement program, do you a Graduate Ib IIb Average Follow-uE 
feel that this education has t j I I j i 

contributed to your (their) PeT- Per- Per- Per-
..1L ~ 2L ~ .JL ~ .JL ~ Percent job preparation and perfor-

mance?" 

Has contributed a great 
deal 4 671- 19 861- 13 50% 20 36% 60% 

Has contributed somewhat 0 3 14 8 31 22 40 22 

Not sure 2 33 a 4 15 8 15 16 

Has not contributed a 0 1 04 3 05 02 

Has hindered 0 .JL. 0 2 04 01 

TOTAL: 6 22 26 55 

aThis question was not included in the first mailing of follow-up questionnaires. 
Moreover, most vo-tech graduates of 1976-77 attended a special BCA class and 
hence are not included in the six-month follow-up sample. See Appendix A for 
a discussion of sample selecticn. 

bThe assessments for the first supervisory sample are on particular individuals; 
for the second supervisory sample on recent recruits in general. 

Somewhat contradictory results were obtained from a second question 

which asked whether additional BCA training should be required of the vo-

tech graduates. As Chapter III noted, the exemption of vo-tech graduates 

from further training requi~ements has been a goal sought by the vo-tech 

programs and by the agencies hiring these graduates. Although most law en-

forcement personnel respondtng find the vo-tech programs make a contribution, 

the majority feel that additional BCA training is at l£ast somewhat neces-

sary (see Table 12.24). This belief is particularly strong in the second 

supervisory sample. 
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TABLF. 12.24 

PERCEPTIONS OF NECESSITY OF ADDITIONAL BCA TRAINING 

FOR VO~TECH GRADUATES 

QUESTION SAM P L E 
j r--
"If you (or your recrllits) Three~ Super~ Super· 
have had vo~tech "law enforce- Six~Month Year visory visory Group 
ment educatiort, do you feel Follow-Up Graduates Ib IIb Averase 

i. , I I i I I that additional BOA training 
is necessary or helpful?" Per- Per- Per- Per-

L ~ ..1L ~ .1L ~ .Ji.. ~ Percertt 

Very necessary 2 4O'Y. 6 27% 8 32% 27 50% 37% 

Somewhat necessary 1 20 7 32 6 24 12 22 25 

Uncertain 1 20 3 14 3 12 6 11 14 

Probably not necessary 1 20 6 27 4 16 6 11 19 

Definitely not necesBary 0 0 -.!i.. 16 ..1.... 06 06 

TOTAL: 5 22 25 54 
__ 1 

a . This question was nl)t inc.lud-ed in the first mailing of follow-up questionnaries. 
Moreover, most vo-t(~ch graduates of 1976-77 attended a special BCA class and 
hence are not included in the six-month follow~up sample. See Appendix A for a 
discussion of sample selection. 

bThe assessments for the first supervisory sample are on particular individuals; 
for the second supervisory sample on recent recruits in general. 

Additional evidence on the contribution of the va-tech programs can be 

gained by comparing the perceived levels of preparation and performance in 

the 20 course areas discussed in previous sections to perceptions of prepara-

tion and performance of other recruits. Average ratings of four groups were 

compared. The groups are: 1) those with high school education only; 

2) those with a va-tech law enforcement degree; 3) those with some college 

education; and 4) those with a college degree. Results reported in Table 

12.25 are merely suggestive since only one sample is used and since the size 

of the va-tech group is small for statistical tests.
l 

It is also not possible 

1Ana1yses of the six-month follow-up, second supervisory and three-year 
graduate samples are not reported because the total sample size and thus group 
sizes are even smaller. Moreover, the six-month follow-up sample did not in
clude Alexandria graduates. A t .. test was used to test for differences between 
groups; a .10 level of significance was used. The total sample size is 127, 
with 34 high school only, 43 some college, 36 college degree, and 14 vo-tech 
recruits evaluated. 
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to control for the possibility that supervisors rate vo-tech and/or college 

graduates in a certain way because of expectations rather than actual job 

performance. In other words a "halo effectll could surround these recruits 

and account for differences found. 

In five curriculum areas supervisors perceive that the job prepa'ration 

of Alexandria vo-tech graduates is significantly better than all other re

cruits--Juvenile Issues; Oriminal Investigation; Oonfessions, Interrogations, 

Interviews and Lineups; Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Regulations; and Nar

cotics and Drugs. In two additional areas the supervism'Y ratings for vo

tech graduates are not significantly higher than those of college-educated 

recruits,l but are significantly higher than those of recruits with neither 

a vo-tech or college education. These course areas are Search and Seizure 

and Mental Health. 

The areas in which vo-tech graduates perform better tend also to be 

ones in which BOA graduates as a group compar~d favorably to the sample of 

untrained personnel (see Tables 12.18 and 12.21). The implication is that 

job preparation in these areas is a real function of the amount of- 'time 'Of 

training in the area. Those with some training perform better in these' 

areas than recruits with no training, and those with more training (Alexandria 

lsee next section for the discussion of the college group. 
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TABLE 12.'25 

COMPARISON O~' SUPERVISORS' PERCEPTIONS OF JOB PREPARATION AND 

~ORMANCE OF VO-TECH GRADUATES AND OTHER RECRUITSa 

I 

COURSE AREAS IN WHICH VO-TECH 
GRADUATES RATE HIGHER 

THAN ALL OTHERS 

Juvenile Issues 
Criminal Investigation 
Confessions, Interrogations, 

Interviews, Lineups 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Regulations 
Narcotics and Drugs 

N = 5 

I 

COURSE AREAS IN WHICH VO-TECH 
GRADUATES RATE HIGHER THAN 
RECRUITS WITH NO COLLEGEb 

Search and Seizure 
Mental Heal th 

N=2 

COURSE AREAS IN WHICH VO-TECH 
GRADUATES RATE NO HIGHER 

THAN OTHER RECRUITSC 
i 
First Aid 
Firearms 
Patrol 
Defensive Tactics 
Written Reports 
Techniques of Arrest 
Traffic and Accidents 
Public Relations 
Crime Prevention 
Functions of Agencies 
Courts 
Oral Communication 
Criminal Code 

N == 13 

aAll ratings with significant differences are preparall:ion rather than performance 
ratings. A .10 level of significance is used to determine if groups differ. 

bIn these areas the vo-tech students a~e not rated Significantly higher than 
either some college or college degree groups. 

Cyo-tech graduates rate significantly lower than college-educated recruits in Oral 
Communication performance. -



graduates) perform better than those with less. l It is noteworthy that the 

areas of better preparation listed in Table 12.25 are largely informational 

(Criminal Investigation is in part an exception) and that the two years of 

specialized training does not appear to affect ratings in the more skills-

oriented topics. Again the limitations of the data dictate that these re-

sults b~ read as suggestive and not conclusive. 

In summary, law enforcement personnel perceive that vo-tech training is 

beneficial, although most believe that additional BCA training is helpful. 

Supervisors rate the job performance of vo-tech graduates significantly 

higher than other recruits in a few areas. Additional training time in 

these areas (listed in Table 12.25) may well have payoffs. 

EVALUATION OF THE CONTRIBUTION OF COLLEGE EDUCATION 

The contribution of college education to recruit job preparation and 

performance is more difficult to assess. First, the assumed advantage of a 

college background is provision of abstract qualities rather than specific 

skills. Unlike the vo-tech programs the primary goal of the college and 

university law enforcement programs has not been to train potential officers 

in particular skills. Some argue that the police role involves complexity, 

1 Results of higher ratings in some areas for Alexandria and college 
graduates raised the possibility that the estimates of BOA training con
tribution in previous sections were biased by the inclusion of ~lexandria 
and college graduates in the BCA sample. What appeared to be the training 
contribution of the BCA program might have been the contribution of vo
tech and college education for part of the samples. Using the supervisory 
ratings reported in this section all of the analyses estimating BCA train
ing contribution were replicated comparing the untrained personnel to the 
recruits with no vo-tech or college degree (i.e., BCA training only). It 
is possible that the BCA contribution in the areas of Search and Seizure 
and in Criminal Investigation is somewhat exaggerated. However, these 
topics would still rank in the top third for training contribution estimates; 
therefore, no conclusions would change • 
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discretion and role conflict, and that higher education can contribute to 

dealing with such situations. 
1 

Such attributes are difficult to measure 

and are not ones addressed in this study. 

A second problem in evaluating the college curricula is that respondents 

differ in the types of college education received. They are not products 

of a uniform program, like the Alexandria one, and therefore one would ex-

pect considerable variation in the abilities of the graduates. Chapter Xl 

noted that the course content differs considerably from program to program, 

and of course instruction could vary considerably from program to program. 2 

In summary, the survey questions probe the direct contribution of col-

lege education to job preparation and performance, but since college educa-

tion might have more indirect effects and since graduates of different 

college programs could be quite different, readers should not expect results 

to indicate any dramatic contribution. 

Table 12.26 provides the responses of the graduate and supervisory sam-

pIes to a question on the general contribution of college education to job 

preparation and performance. The majority of each sample believe that a 

college background does contribute at least somewhat, but a larger percent-

age are uncertain or do not perceive a contribution than was the case for 

the vo-tech respondents. 

1 U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Police Educational 
Characteristics and Curricula, Washington, D.C., 1975. 

ZIn addition analysts cannot be certain that the college degree is in 
law enforcement or criminal jU$tice. Questionnaires asked for type and years 
of education and degree obtained, but information on a law enforcement con
centration was not coded. Therefore, some recruits with a college educ~tion 
in a non-criminal justice area are probably included in this group • 
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The preparation and performance ratings of college students were com-

pared to those of other recruits. In only one instance did the college stu-

dents excel. The average performance ratings of both the college degree and 

some college groups were significantly higher than the average ratings of 

the vo-tech group in the area of Oral Communication. Otherwise, supervisors 

did not rate the preparation or performance of college-educated recruits 

1 
Significantly better than the iTo-tech. or high school only groups. 

Evaluation of college curricula is hampered by the lack of clearly de-

fined goals. If the goal. of college and university programs is to develop 

qualities that can help an individual deal more effectively in a complex 

police role, then such goals should be defined and efforts to measure at-

tainment of such toals should be pursued. Such efforts have been beyond 

the scope of this evaluation. 

On the other hand, if the purpose of college curricula is to teach 

prospective peace officers substantive information on law enforcement and 

criminal justice then learning objectives can be set and students can be 

evaluated by whether they attain these objectives. Recent efforts by com-

munity college personnel and the forme~ MPOTB to arrive at learning objec-

tives (see Chapter IV) implicitly assumes that the major function of these 

programs is to teach substantive law enforcement information. 

The integration of college programs into the training delivery system 

(see Chapters IV and V) probably means that these programs will educate more 

lThe college group was divided into those with degrees and those with 
some college but no degree. It waS assumed that some college education not 
directe,i toward a degree would have littled expected impact on preparation 
and performance. In one case, Grime Prevention Performance, the some col
lege group rated significantly lower than the high school only group. 
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of Minnesota's peace officers. The establishment of learning objectives for 

these programs means that in part the purpose of the curricula will be de-

fined in terms of teaching certain law enforcement information and/or skills. 

It should be noted, however, that the underlying assumption of past reeom~, 

mendations for higher education for peace officers is that college educa-

tion develops more abstract attributes that contribute to the performance 

of police tasks. To ignore this potential contribution is to make the col-

lege programs into extended training programs where students simply learn 

more information and skills. 

TABLE 12.26 

PERCEPTIONS OF CONTRIBUTION OF COLLEGEEDUCAT!ON TO RECRUIT 

JOB PREPARATION AND PERFORMANCE 

QUESTION 
• 

SAMPLE 

IIIf you (or your recruits) Three- Super- Super-
have had college education, do Six-Month Year visory visory 
you feel that this education Fol1ow_U~a Graduate Ib IIb 
has contributed to your I I , , , 
(their) job preparation and Per .. Per- Per .. Per-

L ~ .1L ~ .JL ~ .1L ~ per~ormance?1I 

Has contributed a great 
!leal 12 35% 11 26% 19 20% 12 17% 

Has contributed somewhat 16 47 18 42 39 41 28 40 

Not sure 2 06 5 12 29 31 15 21 

Has not contributed 4 12 9 21 7 07 13 . 19 

Has hindered ....!L 0 0 2 03 

TOTAL: 34 43 94 70 

aThis question was not included in the first mailing of follow-up question
naires. Moreover, most vo-tech graduates of 1976-77 attended a special BCA 
class and hence are not included in the six-month follow-up sample. See 
Appendix A for a discussion of sample selection. 

Group 
Average 
j I 

Percent 

25% 

43 

18 

15 

01 

bThe assessments for the first supervisory sample are on particular indiViduals; 
for the second supervisory sample on recent recruits in general. 
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SUMMARY 

This chapter has reported analyses of survey data relating to the 

evaluation of basic peace officer training curricula that affect Min

nesota's recruits. Emphasis has been on the BCA 280-hour basic program. 

Some evidence has been reported on the vo-tech and college curricula since 

they are expected to serve more recruits given the 1977 legislative chattges 

(see Chapter II). 

Several types of opinions were gathered on the BCA basic curriculum. 

Most results indicate overall assessments of the program although a few 

analyses point to differential training needs for different types of agen-

cies. 

Conclusions on the general adequ'lcy of the course followed from four 

types of data. First, 1976-77 recruits evaluated course topics on five 

dimensions--importance for job effectiveness, adequacy of time spent, qual

ity of instruction, helpfulness of materials, and appropriateness of methods. 

Rankings of each aspect are discussed and a summary of rankings on five as

pects of each topic is provided in Table 12.8. 

Second, graduates and supervisors were asked to list most and least 

valuable topics in the curriculum for recruit job preparation and perfor

mance. Results generally were consistent both across samples and across 

the most and least valuable lists. Topics are categorized by perceived 

value in Table 12.15. 

Third, more indirect assessments of the curriculum were obtained from 

job preparation and performance ratings in 20 course areas provided by gradu

ates and supervisors. These ratings were compared to those of untrained 
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officers in exempt agencies to infer in which areas training has contrib

uted the most. Conclusions from these analyses are summarized in Figures 

12.3 and 12.4. 

Finally, the graduates and supervisors were asked to list activities 

for w;~':"ch recruits are not prepared, particularly to indicate topics 

omitted from the curriculum. Sugg"estions are listed in Table 12.22. 

In addition analyses were conducted to discover areas of differential 

training needs. Recruit perceptions of adequacy of time spent on topics 

were related to various agency characteristics such as size, location and 

type. Recruits from different types of agencies generally do not differ in 

their perceptions of adequacy of time but on some topics recruits do differ 

significantly. In addition comparisons of rankings of most and least valu

able topics for differe7tt types of agencies suggest a few areas in which 

metr%utstate and sheriff/police officers differ in their perceptions of 

topic value. The discovery of differential perceptions of training needs 

can be used to suggest areas for basic course electives and/or in-service 

seminars to follow the basic course. 

Evidence presented on the vo-tech and college curricula are very sketchy. 

Information available does suggest that the two types of programs are per

ceived by law enforcement personnel to be beneficial to job preparation and 

performance and that in particular curriculum areas graduates of the vo-tech 

program appear to be better prepared than other recruits. These areas are 

summarized in Table 12.25. 

Chapter XIV will review these findings again and will summarize them in 

relation to evaluation results of Chapter XI (content) and Chapter XIII (job 
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analysis). Needs identified through the course evaluation will b~ pre

sented in that chapter. Implications of results for the new skills course 

will be elaborated in Chapter XIV also. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

JOB ANALYSIS 

OF THE MANDATORY BASIC TRAINING CURRICULUM 

'; .~ ; 
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INTRODUCTION 

The determination of appropriate subject matter for peace officer training 

is one key aspect of this evaluation project. The job analysis portion of the 

study asks the sequence of questions, "What does the patrol officer do. on the 

job'll!; 'lHow are these activities related to the basic training course,?l!; and 

I~hat are the discrepancies between topics presented in training and activi

ties performed on the job?" 

Ideally, the selection standards specify abilities, skills, and knowledge 

that recruits bring to their new job. The basic training course should then 

provide additional needed skills and knowledge which would be applied to job 

requirements as indicated in the job analysiS. 

The analysis of training and job activities conducted for this evaluation 

relates to the BCA basic course and three current job studies supported through 

the Crime Control Planning Board (formerly Governor f s Connnission on Crime Pre

vention and Control) using samples of peace officers trained through this 

course. The largest of these job studies was contracted through the Metro

politan Area Management Association (MAMA) to Arthur Young & Company. This job 

analysis involved field observation of patrol activities, post-shift inter

views, and incident-oriented interviews in suburban police deparbnents in the 

Metropolitan area surrounding Minneapolis and St. Paul. The second study, 

conducted by Springs ted Incorporated for the Minnesota Valley Council of 

Governments (MVCOG), involves the initial data of their job analysis in po

lice and sheriff's departments in south-central Minnesota. This initial data 
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collection effort for the MVCOG study consists of an analysis of job activi-

ties through sampling of patrolman and deputy-sheriff log sheets. The third 

source of job activity data was collected by staff of che Crime Control Plan-

ning Board (GCPB) itl a sample of police and sheriff departments in northern 

Minnesota. These three sets of data provide a sample of activities that rep-

resents different geographical regions and departments of various sizes. 

The content analysis of the BCA basic course utilized a classification 

of 20 general topics as listed in Chapter XI. A list of these general topics 

along with the more specific topics included within that classification and 

the number of hours devoted to these topics is presented in a subsequent dis-

cussion within this chapter (pages 333-335). 

The relationship of a training topic to an on-~he-job activity is seldom 

a direct one, but involves an analysis of the job activity into required in-

formation and skills in order to perform the task, and a specification of the 

portions of the training course that address the appropriate peace officer 

response to an activity. Approximations of the time spent in the training 

course to prepare peace officers for an activity were made by staff members 

of this study and verified by the BCA instructors. 

The job analysis of the MAMA, MVCOG, and CCPB studies provides estimates 

of the frequency that an activity is performed in the field and differences 

in frequency as a function of large-small, rural-metro (suburban), and 

police-sheriff depar.tments. The basic questions to be answered in the analyses 

in~lude: 

1. Does the BCA basic course provide job-related information for 
the activities performed by patrolmen~ 

2. Are there tasks performed for which little or ll~ training is 
provided i~ the BCA basic course? 
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3. Is the frequency of acti'Tities in certain types of departments 
(rural-metro, large-small, police-sheriff) different to a de
gree that the training course should vary emphasis for recruits 
being trained for these kinds of departments? 

In the MAMA study a panel of citizens rated the activities in terms of 

importanc,~ for police effec.tiveness. These judgements provide an additional 

dimension for the evaluation of topics included in the training ~ourse. 

Another data collection procedure used in the job analysis for the MAMA 

study involved interviews with patrol officers to determine their experience 

with critical, emergency, or threatening sit~ations. This procedure provides 

additional information which can be related to training course emphases. 

DATA COLLECTION OF JOB ACTIVITIES 

The job activity frequency data for this analysis have been gathered 

from three sources. The MYCOG study used officers' log sheets to collect in-

formation about the tasks officers perform on their job. The MAMA study uti-

lized observations of patrol activities through an entire shift (ride-along 

observations) and interviews immediately following a duty shift to ascertain 

activities of that shift (post-shift interviews). The Crime Control Planning 

Board staff conducted similar post-shift interviews with officers in northern 

Minnesota sheriff and police departments to complement the strictly police 

suburban-metro data of the MAMA study. These data sources are represented 

graphically in Figure 13.1. This figure illustrates the variety of compari-

sons that can be made concerning activity frequency. For example, comparisons 

of sheriff departments and police departments through post-shift interview 

data can be made only through use of MAMA and CCPB information. 

The interviews by MAMA and the Crime Control Planning Board were conduf,' ad 

immediately following completion of a shift of duty by each officer. Then, 
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while events of the previous shift were still fresh in the officer's memory, 

the interviewers extracted detailed accounts of all the activities each of-

fieer performed during that shift. The activities described in the inter-

views were thert coded according to an extensive activity list (data on 

specific activities are included in Appendix D). These comparisons provide 

detailed estimates of patrol activity frequencies among northern sheriff, 

northern police, and metro police agencies. 

FIGURE 13.1 

JOB ANALYSIS 

DATA SOURCES FOR ACTIVITY FR~UENCIES 

Job Study 

MVCOG - Southern 
Minnesota 

MAMA - Metro
Suburban 

CCPB - Northern 
Minnesota 

Log Entries 

Police and 
Sheriff 

Post-Shift Ride-Along 
Interviews Observati~ 

Police 

Police and 
Sheriff 

Police 

The MVCOG data were collected by examining officer log sheets. These 

data provide some comparative information about small city police departments 

and sheriffs offices. The data seem comparable to the interview data on note-

worthy activities. That is, activities sue 1S Service Calls or Traffic Stops 

would be expected to have been noted on a log sheet, even though some activi-

ties such as talking with citizens or searching of record files undoubtedly 

would be underrepresented. These data were tallied within general actiVity 

groupings, so that the specific activity frequencies cannot be compa~ed to 

the MAMA or CCPB data. The usefulness of the MVCOG information is primarily 

in estimating whether the more complete MAMA data can be used to represent 



----- --~----------------

the kinds of departments included in the MVCOG study. 

SAMPLING CONSIDERATIONS 

The MVCOG study utilized log sheets for all cooperating agencies sampled 

from the previous year's activity. The sample was drawn so that day of week, 

shift, and time of year were balanced within the sample. Eight police depart

ments and four sheriff departments are included in this study. 

The MAMA study involved a careful sampling plan for metro-suburban po~ 

lice departments. It included balanced representation of large and small 

departments in the inner and outer ring suburban areas. The sample was bal~ 

anced in terms of day of the week and shift. The observations and interviews 

were conducted over the period of February to June of 1977. 

The post-shift intE-~rviews of northern officers by the CCPB staff were 

done in May and June of 1977. Sheriffs' officers provided 15 interviews and 

police officers provided 23. The interviews were representative of all shifts 

and days of the week. 

COMPARISONS OF ACTIVITY FREQUENCIES 

Analysis of activity frequency data was done in three stages. The first 

analysis utilizes the post-shift interview data from the MAMA and CCPB studies. 

Therefore, this is a comparison of metro-suburban police officers to northern 

Minnesota police and sheriff personnel. Comparisons can suggest on which ac

tivities frequencies differ for metr%ntstate (northern) officers or for po

lice/sheriff officers. 

The second analysis is based on the MVCOG log data. These data enable 

comparisons of large police departments, small police departments and sheriff 
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off.ices in southern Minnesota. A few general comparisons can be made to the 

other samples but analyses are limited because of non-comparable data. 

The third analysis is based on the MAMA data derived from the post-shift 

interviews and ride-along observations. Comparisons within the metro suburban 

sample are made between large and small agencies and between inner ring and 

outer ring departments. 

COMPARISON OF ACTIVITY FREQUENCIES FROM METRO AND NORTHERN SAMPLES 

The task list used in this section was derived from the task list devel-.' 
oped in the MAMA study and differs only slightly. Some modifications were 

made to evalua.te better the job relatedness of BCA training and hopefully to 

derive training implications from the tasks officers actually perform. These 

modifications of the MAMA task list reflected the need to discriminate between 

activities for which training differed. For example, instead of classifying 

service calls to all serious crimes into one category, responses to burgla-

ries were distinguished from calls for assaults. The rationale for the minor 

modifications was to derive a task list more closely corresponding to activi~ 

ties which differ in their training requirements. 

This modified task list was used to recoda the raw interview records o~ 

the MAMA study, which, when combined with the Crime Control Planning Board inw 

terviews, yielded cOmparable task frequency interview data. A random sample 

of the MAMA interviews yielded 47 interviews which were recoded according to 

the modified task list. This sample of 47 interviews is approximateLy one-

half the total number of interviews conducted for the MAMA study. The CCPB 

interviews involved 23 northern police patrolmen and l~ deputy sheriffs. 

Three tables provide activity information for the three samples. Table 
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13.1 presents the frequenci,~s of performing activitir;s per eight hour shift 

according to the 11 broad activity categories. Table D.1 provides activ! ty 

information on all 80 specific activities. This table is provided in Appen-

dix D for readers wanting to investigate the detailed infortliation. Finally, 

.;' Tabl'e 13.2 lists the activities from Table D.I of the Appendix whose fre-

quencies appear to differ sufficiently across the samples to suggest that 

. . it' h . h d' fC I tra~n~ng requ remen s ~n t ese areas m~g t ~ Ler. 

Inspection of the three tables indicates that for most activities fre ... 

quencies do not differ greatly across the th~ee samples. The implication 

for the training program is that uniform training in most activities is 

probablyappropriate. 2 

For some activities, however, differences emerged in the frequencies 

across the samples. These activities are reported ion Table 13.2. The table 

indicates for which samples the activity frequency differed from the average. 

It is for these activities that different amounts of training time for re-

cruits from different types of agencies may be appropriate. 

Frequency differences were found for activities in the categories of Pa-

trol, Service Calls, Preliminary Crime/Accident Investigation, and Enforcing 

Traffic Laws. For the Eatr?l activities it is generally the norther~ sheriff 

sample that performs the activities less frequently. The two exceptions are 

transporting or guarding prisoners and serving papers which are much more 

IThe nature of the data available does not permit the calculation of a 
statistical test for a significant difference between samples. If an activity 
frequency is greater or lesser than .25 + the sample average, the activity is 
included in Table 13.2 as one whose freq~ency differs across the samples. 

, 2This statement assumes, of 'course, that training time should be in part 
a fUnction of activity frequency. 
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TABLE 13.1 

COMPARISON OF GROUPED ACTIVITIES 

BY SUBURBAN POLICE AND NORTHERN POLICE AND SHERIFF AGENCIESa 

r-
FREQUENCYc 

Metro 

ACTIVITY GROupb North North Suburban 
Sheriff Police Police AVERAGE 

r. d 

II. 
III. 

IV. 
V. 

VI. 

VtI. 

VIII. 

IX. 

X. 
XI. 

Routine Patrol 7.32 9.40 9.40 9.04 
Responding to Service Calls 1. 41 2.68 2.97 2.63 
Providing Emergency Service .07 .22 .39 .28 
Checking Out Suspicious 

Situations .53 1.25 .80 .87 
Performing Arrests at Scene 

of Crime/Accident .14 .39 .14 .21 
Preliminary Crime/Accident 

Investigation 1.67 .91 1.65 1. 47 
Follow-Up Crime/Accident 

Investigation .75 .61 .49 .60 
Identifying Physical and 

Safety Hazards .20 .39 .32 .32 
Enforcing Traffic Laws 1.14 1.84 1.98 1. 79 
Other Activities 1. 42 .86 .63 .82 

TOTALS: 14.65 18.35 18.77 18.03 

aData on sheriff deputie:; and northern police officers collected 
by the Crime Control Planning Board. Data on suburban police 
officers collected by the Metropolitan Area Management Associa
tion. 

bFor a full list of the activities within each activity group, 
see Table D.I in Appendix D. 

CFrequency refers to the average number of times an officer engages 
in an activity within each group per eight hour shift. 

dAdministrative and nonpatrol activity data (Category I) was not 
collected for northern sheriff deputies and police officers since 
such local procedures would not be trained uniformly. 
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TABLE 13.2 

ACTIVITIES FOR WHICH FREQUENCIES DIFFER ACROSS SAMPLES 

BROAD CATEGORY 

PATROL 

SERVICE CALLS 

PRELIMINARY CRIME/ACCI
DENT INVESTIGATION 

ENFORCING TRAFFIC LAWS 

SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 

Patrol related paperwork 

Patrol residential area by 
auto "\ 

Patrol business district by 
auto 

Patrol public areas by auto 
Call in license number or stop 

vehicle for motor vehicle 
check 

Transport and/or guard pris
oners 

Provide transportation to 
individuals 

Serve warrants, summonses, 
subpoenas, etc. 

Handle report of mischie
vous conduct/vandalism 
(juvenile) 

Handle report of burglary/ 
robbery/theft 

Search crime scene for phys
ical evidence 

Issue warning for moving, 
mechanical safety violation 

Write traffic citation 
Maintain patrol for traffic 

violations 

SAMPLE FOR WHICH FREQUENCY IS: 

ABOVE AVERAGE 

metro police 

metro police 
northern police 
northern police 

metro police 

northern sheriff 

northern sheriff 

northern sheriff 

northern sheriff 

metro police 
northern police 

BELOW AVERAGE 

northern police 
northern sheriff 

northern sheriff 

northern sheriff 
metro police 

northern police 

northern sheriff 

ntttthern, sheriff 

northern sheriff 
northern police 

northern sheriff 



frequent sheriff tasks. Frequencies for some types of Patrol (e.g., Patroling 

Public Places, Calling in License Numbers) tend also to differ between the 

metro police and the northern police samples. 

In the category of Service Calls sheriff deputies appear to deal less 

with juvenile problems (i.e., mischievous conduct/vandalism). On the other 

hand, they handle more often reports of burglary, robbery, and theft. 

The sheriff sample appears to be more involved in searching crime scenes 

for evidence. For many of the other activities under Investig;;!.t~.on, however, 
~~=~"" -

major differences across the samples did ,lot emerge. 

Frequency differences are apparent for ~forcing Traffic~. Ncrthern 

sher'lffs and to a lesser extent northern police engage less frequently in Traf-

fic activities. 

It is apparent that differences in Table 13.2 do not systematically fo1-

low metr%utstate (i.e., northern) or police/sheriff lines. Similarly, it 

was discovered in Chapter XII that agency type and location, as well as size, 

interact in different ways to determine recruits' desired amounts of training 

time for various topics (see pages 251-261). Thus, analyses in both ehapters XII 

and XIII indicate that several characteristics of an agency (e.g., type, loca-

tion, size) are relevant for determining differential training needs. Re-

suIts in Chapter XII corroborate the suggestions here for different amounts 

of training emphases for topics of Patrol, Juvenile Problems, Criminal Inves-

tigation and Traffic. 

COMPARISONS OF MVCOG DATA 

The previous discussion of activity frequency included a sample of post-

shift interview information from the MAMA and CCPB northern interviews. This 
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short discussion includes the frequency data collected by log inspection (see 

Table 13.3). 

The MVCOG data were coded with a slightly different task list, so there 

are limits to the comparisons that can be made of these log data with the 

other interview data. However, two broad categories of activities, Service 

Calls and Traffic, are nearly identical. (The categories are designated by 

Roman numerals II and X in Tables 13.1 and 13.3. The MVCOG task list was d(~-

rived from the MAMA task list.) Since the MVCOG task frequencies are only 

available in terms of the frequencies for these broad activity groups, one 

can only compare their frequencies with frequencies for similar broad cate-

gories for the metro and northern officers (Table 13.1). 

These general comparisons suggest the same data in the MVCOG study are 

complete and not deflated because of the collection procedure. The MVCOG 

study reports in Table 13.3 a frequency of 2.55 Service Calls and 1.38 inci~ 

dents of Traffic Enforcement per eight hour shift in larger departments. 

This compares with 2.97 Service Calls and 1.98 Traffic Enforcement episodes 

indicated by the interview-based data for metro-suburban poliee (Table 13.1). 

While there is no necessary reason for the agencies in the MVCOG study to 

have the same rate of such incidents, these results add credence to the va-

lidity of the log-based data. 

Activity frequency rates for smaller police departments in the MVCOG 

study are systematically lower. This may be the result of poorer recording 

in smaller departments, or these officers may perform fewer activities per 

shift. Data on sheriff activi\jies are based on records kept by dispatchers. 
)) 

These data can be expect~d to be less reliable and probably underestimate 

frequencies. Therefore, these limitations place restrictions on further use 
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TABLE 13.3 

PEACE OFFICER ACTIVITY FREQUENCY 

MINNESOTA VALLEY COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTSa 

FREQUENCY OF ACTIVITYc 

Large Small 

ACTIVITY GROUpb Police Police 
Sheriffd 

DeEartment DeEartment 

I. 

II. 
III. 

IV. 
V. 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

IX. 

X. 
XI. 

XII. 

Administration and Non-Patrol 
Activ~ities 4.30 1. 75 5.12 

Routine Patrol Activities 6.98 5.78 4.08 
Responding to Service Calls 2.55 1.05 .74 
Providing Emergency Service .29 .09 .05 
Checking Out Suspicious 

Situations .12 .18 .22 
Performing Arrests at Scene 

of Crime/Accident .29 .08 .38 
Preliminary Crime/Accident 

Investigation No datae .08 .14 
Follow-Up Crime/Accident 

Investigation .14 .09 .16 
Identifying Physical and 

Safety Hazards .05 .09 .14 
Enforcing Traffic Laws 1.38 .69 .26 
Providing Community Service No datae .29 .03 
Other Activities No datae No datae No data e 

a 
Data collected and reported by Minnesota Valley Council of 
Goverrnnen t s • 

bFu11 list of activities within each group given in Table D.2 of 
Appendix D. 

CFrequency of occurrence equals the average number of times an 
officer engages in one of the activities within each activity 
group per eight hours. Frequencies are based on officers' log 
sheets. 

d See page 321 for limitations to reliability of data for sheriffs. 

elnsufficient data for analysis. 
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of the J:.fVCOG data in this study. 

COMPARISONS AMONG METRO SUBURBAN POLICE DEPARTMENTS 

The MAMA study involved post-shift interviews (covering 94 shifts) and 

ride-along observations of 97 shifts in the metro-suburban police departments. 

The analyses of these data involved comparison of activities of small-large 

departments and inner ring-outer ring suburbs. The departments classified 

as large were agencies with more than 15 patrol officers; the inner~outer 

ring distinction was primarily in tr~rms of distance from the Twin Cities and 

growth rate. Inner suburbs show lower rates of population change and lower 

growth of police personnel. This classification procedure applied to the 55 

departments provided the following: 

Departmental Size 
I z:z; - , 

l!.arge Small 

Inner Ring 11 13 

Outer Ring 7 24 

Three tables include information for the metro police comparisons. Table 

13.4 provides the frequencies for the 11 broad activity categories. Table D.2 

in Appendix D lists all of the specific activities with frequencies for each 

type of department. Finally Table 13.5 draws frrnu Table D.2 of the Appendix 

the activities for which frequencies differed noticeably acrosS the fou.r types 

1 of departments. 

Inspection of these tables indicates that the differences among types of 

1Data reported in these tables are original data provided by the MAMA 
study, not the recoded data reported in previous sections. As before, if an 
activity frequency is greater or lesser than .25 + the sample average, the 
activity is inclUded in Tat1e 13.5 as one whose £;equency differs across the 
samples. 
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TABLE 13.4 

GROUPED SUBURBAN POLICE OFFICER ACTIVITIES BY TYP1t 

OF DEPARTMENT: METROPOLITAN AREA MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATIONa 

FREQUENCYc BY TYPE OF DEPARTMENTd 

ACTIVITY GROupb I IJ[ III IV AVERJr,GE -- -
I. Administrative and Non-Patrol 5.15 5.1+7 4.56 3.71 4.91 

II. Routine Patrol 9.10 8.80 7.49 10.54 9.16 
III. Responding to Service Calls 3.26 3.00 3.07 2.09 2.97 
!V. Providing Emergency Service .29 .28 .42 .14 .27 
V. Checking Out Suspicious Situ-

ations .70 .74 .56 .37 .63 
VI. Performing Arrests at Scene 

of Crime/Accident .18 .35 .28 .03 .20 
VII. Preliminary Crime/Accident 

Investigation .22 .16 .14 .20 .19 
VIII. Follow-Up Crime/Accident 

Investigation .26 .33 .37 .43 .32 
IX. Identifying Physical and 

Safety Hazards .20 .30 .19 .40 .26 
X. Enforcing Traffic Laws 4.29 3.09 3.53 2.14 3.55 

XI. Other Activities 2.49 2.33 2.70 1+.14 2.79 

TOTALS: e 26.14 25.16 23.26 23.91 25.26 

aData collected and reported by Metropolitan Area Management 
Association. 

b For a full list of the activities included in each activity group, 
see Table D.2 of Appendix D. 

CFrequency refers to the average number of times an officer en
gages in the activity per eight hours. Frequencies are based 
on post-shift interviews and rida-along observations. 

dDepartments'are classified by size and location in the metro
politan area. The following codes apply: 

I large, inner ring suburban department 
II large, outer ring suburban department 

III small, inner ring suburban department 
IV small, outer ring suburban department 

e Totals may not equal the sum of the column entries due to 
rounding. 
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metro police departments are fewer than those found in the northern sheriff, 

northern police, and metro police comparisons. One could infer that in most 

cases similar training emphases are appropriate for all personnel of metro 

police agencies. l Data, of course, are not available on metro sheriff activi-

ties" 

A few differences are noted in Table 13.5, particularly in the categories 

of Patrol, Service Calls, and Enforcing Traffic Laws. The different type~ of 

metro departments differ in their frequencies of Patrol activities such as 

patroling residential areas and bUsiness areas and transporting money and ma-

terials. 

Officers from small, outer ring departments provide bac;k-up for Service 

Ca11s less often (and therefore respond to ca11s with less back-up). This 

fact could have implications for training in a number of areas such as stop-

ping and arrest. 

Patrolmen from large, inner ring departments engage in some !saffic En-

for cement activities more often than other suburban officers, although patrol~ 

men from small, inner ring agencies appear to use radar more frequently. 

Few differences in activity frequency were found among the four types of 

metro police departments. However, the differences that were found further 

support the suggestions drawn from previous comparisons that personnel from 

different types of agencies may require different amounts of training in 

areas of Patrol, Service Calls, and Traffic Enforcement. 

lAS mentioned before, such a statement assumes that training time should 
be in part a function of activity frequency. 
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BROAD CATEGORY 

PATROL 

SERVICE CALLS 

ENFORCING TRAFFIC LAWS 

TABLE 13.5 

ACTIVITIES FOR WHICH FREQUENCIES DIFFER 

ACROSS TYPES OF METRO SUEpRBAN POLICE DEPARTMENTS 

SAMPLE FOR WHICH FREQUENCY IS: 

SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 

Patrol residential area by auto 
auto 

Patrol business district by 
auto 

Transport or deliver money or 
other materials 

Provide back-up to responding 
officer 

Write citation or warning for 
moving, 'ltiechanical, or safety 
violation 

Maintain moving/stationary ra
dar unit 

Maintain moving/stationary pa
trol for traffic violation 
(without radar) 

ABOVE AVERAGE 

small, outer 

large, outer 

small, outer 

large, inner 

small, inner 

large, inner 

BELOW AVERAGE 

small, inner 

small, inner 
small, outer 

small, outer 

small, outer 

small, outer 

large, outer 
small, inner 
small, outer 

I 





PEACE OFFICER DRIVING ACTIVITY 

One activity all peace office~s engage in with great freqtiency is driving 

an automobil-e. Driving is not a separate listed task on the list of activi

ties, but it is an implied part of many of the activities. Transporting in" 

dividuals or materials, and stopping other vehicles to'issue traffic warning(; 

or citations are all activities engaged in with high frequency for which op

erating an automobile is essential. The ~~ study reported suburban officers 

spend 36.2% of their time on duty patrolling residential, business, or public 

areas. Enforcing traffic laws and responding to service calls are the next 

most frequent activities (excepting non-patrol administrative work) for police 

officers. The MAMA study also reported that driving an automobile at normal 

speed was a "critical" part of police activities for oVer 40% of the activi

ties performed by officers. In addition to the frequency of the activity and 

its necessity in performing a peace officer's job, driving an automobile is 

also an activity for which the skill of the officer is quite important. Of

ficers frequently have other individuals in the squad car for whose safety 

they are then responsible. This is indicated by the frequency with which they 

transport other people. Furthermore, some activities require more than the 

'Usu.al driving skills and knowledge. For example; stopping other autos, re

sponding quickly co service ca lIs (red light and siren), and participa tion in 

a traffic chase are all critical driving activities. 

The implications of the frequency of driving activities for the training 

program will be drawn later when acth·ity da.tu a1:'e compared to the BCA cur

riculum. The point of thi~ section is to emphasize the frequency of this ac

tivity since i~ is not listed as a separate activity in the job analyses 

reported above. 
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SUMMARY 

Data on job activity frequency from three samples have been reported in 

this section. The job analysis conducted for MAMA provided data on metro, 

suburban police departments. The CCPB conducted post-shift interviews in 

northern police and sheriff agencies from Which activity frequency has been 

coded. Initial data from the MVCOG study of southern, rural agencies were 

not sufficiently complete to include in comparisons but do suggest initially 

that frequencies of major activity categories do not differ greatly from 

those of .officers in metro or northern agencies. Two major comparisons were 

made in this section: 1) among metro suburban police departments, northern 

police departments, and n~rthern sheriff offices; and 2) among different types 

of metro police departments (small/large; inner ring/outer ring). 

Two types of assessments of the mandatory training program are made in 

this chapter from job analysis data. A later section uses activity data (fre-

q~ency, importance, criticalness) to evaluate the substantive emphases of the 

current BCA program. The purpose of this section, on the other hand, is to 

evaluate the adequacy of a uniform training program [or all law enforcement 

personnel. The assumption here is that if activity frequencies for all per-

sonnel are similar, that uniform training for all personnel is appropriate; 

on the other hand, if personnel from different types of agencies perform dif-

ferent activities, then different amounts of training in these areas would be 

warranted. 

In general activity frequencies were quite similar across the different 

types of departments. The major categories in which activity frequency d:!.f-

ferences were found are: 

Patrol - Specific types of patrol activities differ among 
police/ sheriff, metro/northern and large/ smal1 agencies. A 
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few tasks appear to be almost exclusively ones of sheriffs 
(e.g., transporting and guarding prisoners; serving papers). 
Otherwise police officers tend to perfonn patrol activities 
more frequently. 

Service Calls - Types of calls handled differ somewhat by type 
of agency (e.g., metro police handle more frequently juvenile
related calls). How calls are handled may also differ as indi
cated in differences of providing back-up. 

~pforcing Traffic ~ - A number of traffic activities are 
performed more frequently by patrolmen, especially from metro 
departments and larger departments. 

Preliminary Crime/Accident Investigati~n - In one area, search 
of a crime scene, northern sheriff deputies are more frequently 
involved. 

While unifonn training appears justified in most curriculum areas, the 

above activities provide suggestiollS for areas where differential training 

might be warranted. Chapters XI and XII contain other suggestions for areas 

of differential training. Chapter XVIII raises the issue of how best to han-

dIe differential training needs (i.e., electives, in-se~ice seminars, etc.). 

The purpose of this section is only to indicate possible areas for differen-

tial training based on differences in activity frequency. 

JUDGED IMPORTANCE OF JOB ACTIVITIES 

All actiVity data reported thus far relate to frequency. In addition, a 

representative panel in the MAMA study judged each activity in terms of its 

importance for 110verall police effectiveness. l1 This representative panel in-

cluded adult citi.zens (N == 106), youth eN = 32), police patrol officers 

(N = 51), police patrol supervisors eN = 32), and city managers (N = 30). 

These 251 residents of the metro-suburban area w?re asked to rate on an 11 

point scale "how important a part of police work" is described by each of the 

activity statements. In general, there was agreement among these groups, so 
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that overall mean rlating has been utilized in the subsequent discussions of 

importance ratings. These ratings which are available only for the metro, 

suburban police activities, are listed in Table 13.6. According to the rep~ 

resentative panel the activity categories of Preliminary Investigation, Re-

sponding to Service Calls, Performing Arrests, and Providing Emergency 

Service are the most important. 

TABLE 13.6 

AVERAGE JUDGED IMPORTANCE 

OF ACTIVIT1[ CATEGORIES: HETRO SUBURBAN POLICE DEPARTMENTS
a 

AVERAGE 
JUDGED 

CATEGORY IMPORTANCE 

I. 
II. 

III. 
IV. 
V. 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 
IX. 
X. 

Ad.ministrative and Non-Patrol 
Routine Patrol 
REi,sponding to Service Calls 
Providing Emergency Service 
Checking Out Suspicious Situations 
Performing Arrests at Scene of Crime/ 

Accident 
Pn~liminary Crime/Accident Investiga-

tion 
Follow-up Crime/Accid~~t Investigation 
Identifying Physical and Safety Hazard 
Enforcing Traffic Laws 

aData provided by Metropolitan Area Management 
Association Study. 

5.73 
6.35 
8.14 
7.67 
6.73 

7.70 

8.38 
6.89 
4.76 
5.37 

The importance ratings of the representative panel were compared to the 

frequency of performing these tasks as obtained through the ride-along and 

post-shift interviews of the MAMA study of suburban officers. As might be 

expected many of the activities judged to be very important by the represen-

tative panel actually occur infrequently in the field. Overall the rela-

tionship (rank order correlation) of importance with frequency was r = .15 
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for the individually listed activities.
l 

This result indicates that in de-

fining job requirements (and training requirements) activity frequency and 

activity importance are both required information. A job activity ~vhich oc-

curs infrequently may be of such importance to effective police work that ex-

tensive training in performing the activity is indicated. 

INCIDENT-ORIENTED DATA 

The MAMA study also interviewed a sample of 94 patrol officers to obtain 

a description of the critical, emergency, or threatening situations that oc-

cur on the job. Each officer was asked to describe in detail each critical 

situation that occurred over the last year. This procedure provided esti-

mates of the frequency of these critical aspects of the patrol job. The 

classification of these incidents was done using the same activity list as 

used in the post-shift interviews and ride-along observations. Table 13.7 

is reproduced from the Arthur Young & Company draft report. 

These activities were, in general, a part of the kinds of patl:ol activi-

ties also observed or reported in the other data collection pl'ocedu:~es; how ... 

ever, the critical aspect of these particular episodes involve& such things 

as the requirement for a quick decision, the introduction of a threat or dan-

ger to the officer or a citizen, etc. 

The most frequently encountered critical situation was that of providing 

emergency medical service. From the incident interviews it is estimated that 

this activity occurs as a critical episode about once eve~y three to four 

mrnths for a metro patrol officer. From the ride-along observations and post-

shift interviews this activity (not necessarily a critical episode) occurs 

------------------------
lImportance ratings of the specific activities can be found in Table D.3 

of Appendix D. 
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TAELE 13.7 

ACTIVITY CONTEXTS FOR CRITICAL, 

EMERGENCY, OR THREATENING INCID~~Sa 

Number 
Activity Reported 

Provide emergency medical service (first 
aid) at scene of accident/crime 351 

Handle report of arguments/disputes among 
family/neighbors 282 

Respond to report of serious crime (shoot-
ing, breaking and entering, robbery, 
assault, rape, homicide, etc.) 86 

Handle report of traffic accident 81 
Handle report of fighting, disorderly con-

duct, or mischievous conduct 72 
Handle report of noise complaints 69 
Participate in traffic chase 66 
Handle report of intoxicated (liquor, 

drugs) person 57 
Other response to service call 51 
Respono to emergency, non-routine ser-

vic~ ~all (red light, siren, etc.) 42 
Plac€.~ individual under arrest (search, 

gi~;'s rights, question) 26 
Res',:'ond to burglar alarm 10 
Pr(vide backup to responding officer 8 
Control or extinguish fire 8 
Handle crowd control at parades, fairs, 

etc. 8 
Handle missing/found person call 7 
Drive persons to hospital 6 
Stop and interrogate suspicious persons, 

vagrants, possible runaways 6 
Participate in "raid" to serve warrant 6 
Write traffic citation or warning for 

moving, mechanical, or safety viola-
tion 5 

a Reproduced from draft report of MAMA study. 

Frequency/ 
Year 

3.73 

3.00 

.91 

.86 

.77 

.73 

.70 

.61 

.54 

.45 

.28 

.11 

.09 

.09 

.09 

.07 

.06 

.06 

.06 

.05 

Importance 
Rating 

9.94 

6.96 

10.67 
7.81 

8.15 
5.78 
6.10 

7.25 
b 

9.76 

9.33 
9.50 
9.46 
6.37 

5.10 
7.23 
5.32 

7.31 
6.55 

7.42 

Note: Based on critical, emergency, or threatening incidents reported 
as having occurred during the last 12 months of service by 94 
officers. Total number of incidents reported was 1321. Average 
number of incidents per officer per year was 14.03. Incidents 
reported 5 or more times shown in table. 

bNo importance rating was obtained for this ''miscellaneous'' service call 
category. 
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approximately once per 20 shifts or about once a month. Another frequently 

reported critical episode was the handling of arguments/disputes among fam

ily/neighbors. The estimate of frequencies for these suburban officers irtdi

cates that this activity occurs approximately every seven shifts, and develops 

as a critical incident about four times per year. 

An inspection of the kinds of critical incidents reported indicates that 

these activities are ones that the representative panel rated as "important.ll 

The importance ratings are included in Table 13.7 to demonstrate the general 

correspondence between importance and criticalness. 

THE BCA BASIC TRAINING COURSE 

Chapter XI presents content analyses of the BCA basic course. These anal

yses are primarily concerned with comparisons of time spent in presenting top

ics among various Minnesota Training courses and among COurses in other 

states. In Chapter XII questionnaire responses of patrol officers and their 

supervisors to issues concerning the training course and on-the-job perfor

mance are discussed. 

The description of the course presented in this section of the report 

concerns the allocation of training time to developing the knowledge and skills 

of recruits required to perform the activities of the patrol officer. 

The activity lists provide a description of job activities; the course 

topics indicate subject matter organization of the course. Table 13.8 in

cludes an estimated allocation of training hours to activity groups. These 

estimates allocate 255 of the 280 hours of the course. Time spent in the 

course (19 hours) on such activities as testing, orientation, study skills, 

. and graduation were not accounted for by on-the-job activ;!.ties. In addition, 
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,----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ TABLE 13.5 

ALLOCATION OF ~CA BASIC COURSE HOURS TO ACTIVITY CATEGORIES 

TRAIN- ACT I V I T Y CAT EGO R I E S 
I:NG 

TRAINING COURSE TOPICS ~ ~ -1L -ill...- ....:£L .....::!- --Y!....- --Y!L ....Y!!L ~ ___ X__ TOTAL 

First Aid, Rescue Techniques 
Use of Fireal.11lS 
Patrol Procedures, Including 

Service and Domestic Calls, 
Prowler and Iliso:.:-der Calls 

Defensive Tactics 
Written Reports 
Traffic and Accidents 
Arrest 
Search and Seizure 
Minnesota Juvenile Statutes, 

Court Decisions, Procedures 
Criminal Code, Constitution, 

and Relevant Legislation, 
Criminal Iuvestigation 
Confessions, Interrogations, 

11ltervie~ls, Lineups 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

Regulations 
Mental Health 
Narcotics and Drugs 
Relations with Public 
Crime Prevention 
Functions of Agencies and 

Bureaus 
Courts 
Ora·l Communication and Dis

patching 

TOTALS 

aActivity categories are: 

25 
24 

9 
11 

6 
33 
15 

7 

12 

16 
52 

5 

2 
6 
4 

11 
3 

10 
6 

__ 4_ 

261 

I. Administrative and Nonpatro1 
II. Routine Patrol 

III. Responding to Service Calls 
IV. Providing Emergency Service 

1 

1/2 

4 

3-1/2 
1 
2 

1/2 
2~1/2 

1/2 

12 

1-3/4 
3 
2 

10 
6 
1-1/2 

3-1/2 3-3/4 

1 5 
1/2 3-1/2 11 

1/2 1/2 

2 
3 

3-1/2 1 
1-1/2 1-1/2 

1 2 
3 

1 1 __ 1/2 

4-1/2 32-1/2 65 

V. Checkillg Out Suspicious Situations 

24 

1 
2 

1-1/2 
1/2 

1 

1-1/2 

2-1/2 

2 

36 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1/4 
5 
1 
4 
5-1/2 
3 

1-1/4 1 

2 5 
6 5 

1 1/2 

1-1/2 
2 

2 

3 

-2:.l.!i -2:.l.!i 
18 37-1/2 

1 

6 

1 
19 

1/2 

1-1/2 

2 

31 

1 
6 

1 

1/4 

1/2 

3/4 

1 
3 

2 

1 

1 

1/4 1 

9 

1/4 1/2 

1/2 1/2 

---l.!.l 
9 11-1/2 

VI. Performing Arrests at Scene of Crime/Accident 
VII. Preliminary Crime/Accident Investigation 

VIII. Follow-up Crime/Accident Investigation 
IX. Identifying Physical and Safety Hazards 
x. Enforcing Traffic Law:s 

25 
2/~ 

\I 
11 

6 
33 
15 

7 

12 

16 
52 

5 

2 
6 
2 

11 
3 

6 
6 

4 

255 





four of the 10 hours concerned with the Functions of Agencies and Bureaus 

and two of the four hours spent in the area of Narcotics and Drugs were not 

allocated to specific activity groups. For several training topics account

ing for training time required assumptions about variations in that particular 

activity. For example, the activity list does not include separate statements 

for handling juvenile and adult offenders; however, the procedures required 

of the peace officer in these two situations can vary. 

The basic course provides a considerable block of training t~nes (12 

hours) specifically related to juveniles. This training time was allocated 

to activities where juveniles are frequently involved (e.g", mischi.evious 

conduct, questioning of runaways). Similar pr.'ocedures were used to allocate 

firearms training, since no single task was listed in the use of firearms. 

Firearms training time (24 hours) was distributed among the tasks where the 

presence of an armed officer is considered a factor in the performance of 

that task; for example, serving of warrants, handling of arguments, and han

dling of reports of serious crimes. Table D.3 in Appendix D provides the al

locations of training hours to the specific activities. These estimates 

involved inspection of training course handouts and notebooks, observation of 

the course, and intensive review of the initial estimates with the instructor

supervisors of the BCA course. 

OVEEAJ ... L COMPARISON OF TRAINING TIME, 

JOB ACTIVITY FREQUENCY, AND RATED JOB ACTIVITY IMPORTANCE 

Information on the frequency of activities has been discussed and special 

attention has been given to discover whether personnel from different types of 

agencies appear to perform a.ctivities at different frequencies. The implica

tion for training was that if activity frequencies differed, training needs 
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for personnel of different types of agencies would differ. Importance 

ratings of activities and information on critical incidents were then re-

ported. The purpose of this final section is to evaluate the general ade~ 

quacy of the current BCA curriculum in light of activity frequency and 

. I 
~mportance. 

Table 13.9 presents ten activity categories with estimated training 

hours, observed average frequency per eight hour shift, and average impor-

tance rating for each category. All data are from the metro, suburban 

study. 

The relationship of tr~ining time to importance (rank order correlation) 

is substantial (r = .72). However, the relationships of importance and fre

quency (r = _.18)2 and training time to frequency (r = -.48) are both nega-

tive. This indicates that the time spent in the BCA basic training course 

reflects the importance of tasks to be performed (as judged by metro, sub-

urban residents), but is not based upon the actual frequency of the occur-

rence of the tasks in the field. 

The representative panel judged as highest in importance the four activ-

ity categories of Preliminary Crime/Accident Investigation:; Responding to 

Service CAlls; Performing Arrests at the Scene of a Crime/Accident; and 

Providing Emergency Service. Training time allocations in the BCA course 

correspond quite well to this order of importance even though the frequency 

of these activities is relatively low (Service Calls' frequency of 

lThe information on criticalness appears to be most useful for specific 
activities. Since analyses in this section rely on the broad activity cate
gories, information on criticalness is excluded. 

2This correlation differs from the one reported previously. This cor
relation is based on the broad activity categories. The correlation men
tioned previously was based on the specific activities. 
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T.ABLE 13.9 



approximately three per eight hour shift is the exception). 

An area of job activity not specifically listed in the job activity coding 

system concerns that of driving a patrol venicle. Driving was noted previously 

to be involved in many important and critical tasks. There is a notable lack 

of corresponding training for this activity in the BCA basic course. Only 

verbal descriptions and minimal demonstrations of stopping autos, red light 

and siren, responses to service calls, etc., is provided to these peace offi-

cers. Many departments send their officers to the Center for Driving Educa-

tion and Safety at St. Cloud in order to give their officers this type of 

training. The Center provides practice in braking, evasive driving, pursuit 

driving and practice driving generally, as well as classroom training. But 

not all departments make such arrangements and those that do are subject to 

the capacity limits of the Center and must wait for available spaces in the 

1 
Center's classes. The need for this type of training is acknowledged by 

law enforcement trainers; however, the facilities and time for such training' 

requires aaditional funding which has not been provided. 

In summary, the emphas~s of the current BCA program correspond quite 

well to judged importance c;f activities. The lack of Driving training is 

the only obvious gap in the BGA program discovered thus far. However, the 

most frequently performed categories Cother than administrative)--Patrol, 

Enforcing Traffic Laws, and Responding to Service Calls--constitute an im-

portant portion of the pclltrolman's job. The question that needs to be ad-

dressed is: "Should therR be a stronger correspondence between training time 

~inneapolis and St. Paul Police Departments and the State Patrol include 
defensive driving in their training course. The Police Basic Training Curric
ulum Revie1'f Task Force of the Minnesota Peace Officer Training Board has rec
onnnended that training in driving skills be added to the basic course. 
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and activity frequency?" That is, can one conclude that the BCA curriculum 

should be altered to give more attention to frequent, though less important 

and less "critical" activities? 

Previous findings suggest a possible answer. The categories that are 

most frequent but are given less training emphasis are the ones for which 

activity frequencies differed by type of agency. While more time could be 

spent on Patrol for some officers, others might not benefit frOnl additional 

training if routine patrol is an infrequent activity for them. For example, 

sheriff deputies might find beneficial training in transporting prisoners 

and serving papers but might not require more training time in the patrol of 

residential or business areas (this example is taken from Table 13.2). Ad ... 

ditional training time in the more frequent activities would appear to bene-

fit some reC"'fuits but not all. 

The suggestion that comes from these findings is that core training time 

correspond closely to activity importance (and possibly criticalness), as it 

appears now to do. Additional time for more frequent activities) but whose 

frequencies vary by agency type, is more appropriate as an elective or op-

tion to meet differential training needs. 

priorities of the current BCA program seem 

By these criteria 

1 
adequat~. 

the general 

lldea11y, a more rigorous analysis could be done with the specific ac
tivities, rather than the broad categories. Such an analysis would involve 
specifying ~~glning time as an explicit function of frequency, importance, 
criticalne"!§'s, and possibly other relevant variables. This type of analysis 
has not"yet been done for several reasons. First, analysts require consulta
t;i..o'I1 with trainers and other law enforcement personnel to decide the relative 
weights to be given frequency, importance, and criticalness. Second, consulta
tion is also necessary to decide if other variables should be included (e.g.) 
difficulty of training in an area) and how these additional variables should 
be measured. Third, data are available now only for the metro police sample. 
Evidence would be necessary to indicate that importance ratings and critical
ness would be similar for other Minnesota agencies. It seems probable that 
importance and criticalness would be less variable across types of agencies 
than frequency, but such evidence would be required. Efforts at more rigor
ous analysis could be pursued if desired by outside agencies. 
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Readers should be cautioned that this assessment holds at a very general 

level. Analyses here are in terms of ten very broad categories. It is in 

t~rms of these broad categories that the conclusion on the general adequacy 

of training program emphases is based. Analyses in Chapter XI (content com

parisons) and XII (survey data analysis) use finer breakdowns and do suggest 

possible areas for altered time allocations. In addition, this assessment 

of general adequacy is in terms of time allocations only and reveals nothing 

about quality of instruction, methods, materials, and so forth. 

SUMMARY 

-The job analysis indicates that the peace officer patrol job involves 

a tremendous variety of activities. An officer's time is usually spent on 

relatively routine non-demanding activities, but officers are called upon 

occasionally to do a number of demanding, important, and at times critically 

dangerous activities. 

A comparison of activity frequency, importance, and hours of training 

provided in the BCA basic program indicated a fairly close correspondence be

tween activity importance and training time--the more important the activity, 

the more time is spent in the BCA program. The major exception was training 

in driving. The lack of training in defensive and pursuit driving in the BCA 

basic course seems to be an important deficiency. The assumption that these 

personnel have the requisite driving skills to perform their job in a superior 

manner is questionable. The topic coverage of the course is generally related 

to judged importance of the activities actually performed with the exception 

of driving skill development. 

Comparisons of the frequencies of performing activities in northern po

lice, northern sheriff, and metro suburban police departments showed marked 
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similarities. Some differences were noted that could have training imp1ica-

tions, especially for the provision of differential training (that is, for 

the provision of different amounts of training in certain areas for person-

nel of different types of agencies). In particular: 

Patrol - Specific types of patrol activities differ among 
police/sheriff, metro/northern and large/small agencies. 
A few tasks appear to be almost exclusively ones of sheriffs 
(e.g., transporting and guarding prisoners; serving papers). 
Otherwise police officer tend to perform patrol activities 
more frequently. 

Service Calls - Types of calls handled differ somewhat by type 
of agencY-C;:g., metro police handle more frequently juvenile
related calls). How calls are handled may also differ as in
dicated in differences of providing back-up. 

Enforcing Traffic ~ - A number of traffic activities are 
performed more frequently by patrolmen, especially from metro 
departments and larger departments. 

Preliminarx Crime/Accident Investigation - In one area, search 
of a crime scene, northern sheriff deputies are more frequently 
involved. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

SUMMARY OF CURRlCUIlJM EVAWATION 
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INTRODUCTION 

The previous three chapters have presented information on basic training 

curricula in Minnesota. Chapter XI described the curriculum of the BGA 280-

hour course, the vo-tech law enforcement programs, and the college and univer

sity law enforcement/criminal justice programs. Preliminary evaluations of 

the BCA program, which has in the past trained 90% of Minnesotals peace of

ficer recruits, were based on comparisons to the curricula of more extensiv~ 

programs in Minnesota (St. Paul, Minneapolis, and the State Patrol) and to 

basic training programs in other states. These comparisons provide prelimi

EeEY suggestions of general needs in the ECA training curriculum. 

Chapter XII presented survey data that related to course content evalua

tion. Some questions asked law enforcement personnel directly for their 

opinions on the course while other data (e.g., job preparation and perfor

mance ratings) provided indirect bases from which to make inferences on the 

adequacy of the programs. Most data reported in Chapter XII relate to the 

BCA basic program although some are relevant to the vo-tech and college cur~ 

ricula. Conclusions drawn from data in this chapter provide suggestions of 

general needs in the training program as well as of differential training 

needs for recruits from different types of law enforcement agencies. 

Chapter XIII reports job analysis data. Information on the frequency 

of activities has been obtained on samples of metro suburban police personnel, 

southern-rural police and sheriff personnel, and northern police "IUd sheriff 

personnel. The metro police study sponsored by the Metropolitan Area 
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Management Association also collected data on activity importance and on crit-

ical tasks. Comparisons of activity data among the samples and to the BCA 

training course provide a few suggestions on general training needs. Their 

primary contribution, however, is to identify differential training needs 

among Minnesota law enforcement agencies. 

This summary of results from Chapters XI, XII, and XIII contains three 

sections. First, all of the general training needs identified in any or all 

of the chapters will be noted. Second, suggested areas of differential 

training ~ will be summarized. Third, the implications of findings in 

Chapters XI through XIII for ~ ~ training delivery system will be dis-

cussed. This evaluation commenced when the BGA was training 90% of Min-

nesota's recruits. Amendments to the Peace Officer Training Law passed in 

the spring of 1977 (see Chapter II) are likely to increase the importance of 

college and vo-tech programs for preparing prospective peace officers. More-

over, a new shortened skills course will serve college graduates while the 

BCA 280-hour course which has been the center of this evaluation is ex-

pected to serve fewer and fewer recruits. The relevance of results to this 

new training system therefore will be elaborated. 

GENERAL TRAINING NEEDS 

Topics for which general training needs emerged can be found in Table 

14.1. The 20 categories of course topics used in most of the content eva1ua

tions
1 

are listed in the left column as well as two training areas excluded 

from the BCA curriculum. The second column indicates the training contribu-

tion of each topic that was estimated in Chapter XII and summarized in 

1 The recruit course evaluation included 30 topics which were condensed 
to 20 for other surveys. 
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Figures 12.3 and 12.4. To the degree that these estimates are accurate, 

administrators might want to emphasize improvement of topics whose training 

contribution appears to be low although summary information on all topics is 

included in the table. l 

Evaluation data were collected on different dimensions of the curricu-

lum. The remaining four columns include information on whether needs have 

been identified in previous chapters on particular aspects of each curricu-

1~m1 area. The first of these columns includes information on whether addi-

tional ~ was deemed 'useful for the topic. The second column provides 

information on the perceived ~ of the topic. Presumably topics with a 

low perceived value contribute less to the curriculum. Less emphasis might 

be warranted for these topics, or instructors might attempt to change pre-

sentations in order to clarify the value of the topic for job effectiveness. 

The third ~olumn indicates whether the recruit course evaluation data re-

ported in Chapter XII suggested a problem with the quality £i instruction ~ 

helpfulness ~ materials. Finally, the last column suggests whether a need 

for more skills practice ~ student involvement was identified. Conclusions 

are drawn from the recruit course evaluation of methods and the suggestions 

for irr~hoved methods provided by recruits. Moreover, if Table 14.1 indicates 

that .:~i.ning contribution is low but that more time is not desired, that 

perceived value is high, and that student evaluations identified no 

lTraining contribution was estimated as the score of trained personnel 
minus untrained personnel. Estimates thus involved the use of data from un
trained personnel. The sample is fairly small and it cannot be certain that 
it is representative of all untrained personnel in the state. See discussion 
in Chapter XII and Appendix A. 
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TABLE 14.1 

IDENTIFICATION OF GENERAL T.RAINING NEEDS IN THE MANDATORY BASIC CURR1CUUJMa 

CURRlCUillM AREA 

Defensive Tactics 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire
arms Regulations 

Oral Communication 

Estimat~d 

Training b 
Contribu tian. 

AREA OF TRAINING WHERE NEED IDENTIFIED 

. Low Perc,,~.ved 
More Time Value/ d 

Neededc Importance 
No .,/ Yes-

No 1< [J Yes 

No * Yes 

Problems with 
Instruction/ 
Mater:!.a~ 

Yes 

Yes 

o 

i 
Need for More 

Practicel 
Involvement 

No 

No 

o 
Pub Ii c Rela tions ::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~: 

Wri t ten Repor ts !:;:::;:;:;:::;:;:!:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::;:; 

Firearms 

q :::::;:::::::::::::::::: Yes * a g ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::::::::::::; 'l g [:::~~:::~:~:;:;:;:;:;:;:~:;:~:~:~:~:~: 
_ :;:::::::;:::;:::::::::: Ye s* i i:.:::::::::::::::::;::::::: 'l :::::::::::::~::;::::::::::::::::::::::: Yes ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Yes ::::::::::::::: 

First Aid 

Traffic and Accidents 

Yes
j 

No 

No * [J 

No * [] 
'l 

No 

No Yesk 

No Yesk 

No Yesk 

Patrol (including 
Service and Domestics) ::;::::::!:::::::::::::::::: _ ::::::::::::::::::::::: Yes* [J 1 iii:::::::::::::::::::::: No :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::: Yes

l
,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Yes~:::::::::::::: 

Arrest (including 
Stopping Procedures) Ye!t_ !J No No Yes 

Dri ving ;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::; _ ~::::::::::::::::::::::: Yes* Q A::::::::::::::::::::::: 0 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;; . 0 ::::::::::::::::;::~:::::::::::::::::: 0 ::::::::::::::::: 

Physical Training 
m o o o 

Functions of Agencies + No * [J Yes Yes No 

Mental Health + No * [J Yes Yes No 

Conf e s si on s ::!:!:!:!:f!:!:!:::::::!:::::::!:!:::::;:::::::!:!::::iii:::::::::::::::::: + iii::::::::::::::::::::::: ,N 0 * 0 iii:::::::::::::::::::::::::: Yes l:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:~:;:!: Yes :!:~:t!:!:::::!:!:!:!:~:!:~:!:::!:~; '!!' es :!:!:!:!:!:!:!::; 

Search and Seizure + Yes [J No No No 

Juvenile Issues ~///////////////////,+ ~~//~ No * [J ~/~//- No '///////////~ No '1':{I/////h(/; ~o ~ 
Criminal Code + No * 0 No Yes No 

Criminal Investigation~~+W////hNo * [] W~//.No 0~//.Non ~~m 'ln~ 
Narcotics + Yes 0 No No No 

Crime Prevention ~//////~{~/&/. '1 ~ No * .0 r;'/////.//. No '0Y//7.///////' No ~ No ~ 
Courts 'l No * No o o 
----------.---------------------------------------------------. -----~~------... -------



I 
W 

~ 
I 

aThe following symbols are used in the table: - = low; + = high; 0 = no evidence; 
? "'" conflicting evidence; * = based on evidence from content comparisons (Chapter XI); 
0= based on evidence from survey data (Chapter XII); ~~ based on evidence from job 
analysis (Chapter XIII). 

b 
Estimates of training contribution are summarized in Figures 12.3 and 12.4. See dis-
cussion of tables for basis of estimates. 

cConclusions on the need for more time from recruit evaluations are based on whether the 
topic ranked in the top ten; conclusions on 'problems in instruction or materiais based 
on whether the topic ranked in the bottom ten. If one but not the other set of com
parisons in Chapter XI suggested the need for more time, the topic is not included as 
needing more time in this summary (e.g., Traffic). 

~erceptions of value are summarized in Table 12.15. See discussion of that table for 
basis of conclusions. 

~ased on recrcit course evaluation of instruction and helpfulness of materials. 

fDefensive Tactics, however, ranked seventh in recruits desire for more time (Chapter XII). 

~ecruits do not desire more time for the Human Rights segment of this category. Recruits 
perceive Human Rights of low value. 

h In particular, students suggested more discussion for the area of Human Relations. 

iRecruits do not indicate a desire for more time in the area, although the BCA program 
includes fewer hours than do other programs (Chapter XI). 

jRecruits would desire more time. In comparison to other Minnesota programs the BCA 
progrmn includes sufficient hours, but not in comparison to other states. 

kConclusions based on discussion in Chapter XII, pages 26Q-ii]j. If the training contribu
tion is low, but no needs can be identified, then one could assume more practice is needed. 

1 Conclusions are largely for Service and Domestics, rather than for the broader category 
of Patrol. 

~ese topics are rated 0; low contribution since no training is provided. 

nSome small topics within the category of Criminal Investigation received low ratings 
for instruction and material, and received suggestions for more student involvement. 

b@}~;~t)= In most need of improvement 

~ = In least need of improvement 



---------------------------

1 instructional problems, then one could infer that more practice is needed. 

This reasoning is the basis for several of the conclusions in this last 

column. Symbols are provided in the table to indicate in which chapters sup-

porting evidence can be found. 

T.hese general training needs can be used as a basis for recommendations 

(se2 Chapter XVIII). In addition, readers with an interest in peace officer 

basic training curriculum development can work directly from Table 14.1. 

The topics listed suggest problema~ic subject areas in the curriculum while 

the information provided in the columns suggests what aspects need to be ad-

dressed--time, topic value (which could have implications for time), need for 

skills practice and student involvement, and/or instructional problems. The 

more aspects needing attention and the more evidence the conclusions are 

based on, the more certain readers can be that training needs for a topic 

have been identified accurately. By these criteria the topics of Public 

Relations, Written Reports, Patrol, Confessions, and Driving are the most 

problematic. The results for the category of Public Relations are heavily 

influenced by recruit evaluations of one topic--Human Rights/Ethnic Aware-

ness. Law enforcement personnel generally rate low aspects of this topic. 

Results for the category of Patrol are heavily influenced by ratings of Ser-

vice and Domestics. It is primarily for this topic that recruits desire more 

time, perceive instructional problems, and desire more practice and invo1ve-

mente 

In comparison to other Minnesota programs the BCA curriculum provides 

relatively less emphasis on Written Reports. Survey analysis revealed 

1Recall that training contribution estimates are based on job preparation 
and perfomance ratings. This basis for estimates lends credence to the in
ference on the need for more skills practice to improve training contribution. 
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considerable inconsistency (i.eo, law enforcement personnel disagree) on per-

ceived value of and levels of preparation in the area of Written Reports. 

Various results, however, suggest the need for more time, improved instruc-

tion and more practice in the topico Training in the topic 1s complicated 

by the use of different forms and procedures in different agencies. (Note 

that the BGA has changed the presentation of this topic for 1977-78.) 

Although training in the area of Confessions was inferred to contribute 

to job preparation and performance, problems in curriculum are apparent. Law 

enforcement personnel tend not to perceive the topic as valuable, recrui'ts 

are critical of the instruction, and trainees desire more practice and in-

volvement. 

Finally, all three chapters--content, survey, and job analyses--pointed 

to the lack of Driving training. There is strong consensus that draving tech-

niques should be included in the hasic curriculum. Chapter XI also pointed 

~o the omission of Physical Training. The relatively low ratings for a 

similar t,opic--Defensive Tactics--and its low perceived value suggest that 

this omission is not critical and that perhaps the topic could be included 

as an elective option. 

On the other hand, a third omission discovered in Chapter XI might be 

more essential to the basic curriculum. Both Minneapolis and St. Paul pro-

vide explicit training sessions on Night Problems. The Crime Commission 

evaluation of the 1976 Minneapolis recruit course conducted for the Minne-

apolis Training Division indicated that trainees perceived this topic an 

important one and deserving of more time. 1 More attention to Night Problems 

J~ight Problems ranked eighth of 30 topics on perceived importance and 
fifth of 30 topics on }t. ·ceived need for more time. See Appendix B for list 
of projects reports. Th.e topic includes problems encountered on night shifts 
particularly relating to Firearms and Patrol. 
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could be provided by additional time to the areas of Patrol and Firearms. 

In contrast to these topics, evaluation results were generally favor-

able in the areas of Juvenile Issues, Criminal Investigation, and Crime 

Prevention. Search and Seizure and Narcotics are evaluated highly also ex-

cept that trainees desire more time for the topics. 

General training needs can be identified for most curriculum areas 

listed in Table 14.1. However, th~ followi~ substantive areas appear !£ 

have the ~ needs identified: 

Public Relations (especially Human Relations) 
Written Reports 
Patrol (especially Service and Domestics, and perhaps Night Prob

lems) 
Confessions 

The overall assessments 2f ~ ~~ aspects of curriculum ~ suggest 

There is a need for 

~ total ~ 2E ~ mandatory course, and 
~ skills practice ~ .student involvement. 

THE MPOTB TASK FORCE ON BASIC TRAINING CURRICULUM 

One final piece of information can be brought to bear on this evaluation 

of the basic training curriculum. This project surveyed trainers on some 

delivery issues. Also, responses of training officers were analyzed separately 

from the larger supervisory samples. Responses have not been reported, how-

ever, since they did not differ from the larger supervi sory samples. Be-

cause of time and resource limitations, trainers and training directors were 

not adequately represented in the eval:.1ation of the curriculum. It is there-

fore useful to mention the recommendations of the MPOTB Task Force on the 
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~asic Training Curriculum. The Task Force report was released in june, 1977, 

with the following recommendations: 

1. The basic course be expanded, with the understanding that 
hours of instruction alone cannot ensure that the recruit 
has acquired necessary police skills. 

2. Greater flexibility in establishing curriculum. 

3. Greater involvement by the Board in evaluating recruit 
per formance. 

4. More extensive use of "hands on" training. 

5. Deletion of 25 hours of first aid training from the basic 
course, but retention of first aid as a requirement for 
certification. 

6. Expansion of training in police patrol fUnctions by as 
much as 40 hours to provide for "hands on" training 
situations. 

7. Increasing training in human behaviour by as much as 20 
hours, so that stress training and training in cOTImlunica
tions skills can receive greater attention. 

8. Twenty-five hours of training in pursuit, emergency and 
defensive driving. 

9. Firearms training be expanded by at least 20 hours, to 
provide for greater understanding of the use of deadly 
force. l 

These recommendations, as well as some of the more specific ones included in 

the report, corroborate the training needs identified above. In particular, 

1 f h ' 2 the fo1 owing needs mentioned above are urt er supportea: 

~innesota Peace Officer Training Board, Task Force Report on the Basic 
Training,Curriculum, June 7, 1977, pp. 8-9. 

2Readers should recall that MPOTB categories are not directly comparable 
to the 20 course categories used in this evaluation. See footnote 1 on page 204 
in Chapter XI. 
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1. Expansion of the basic program. 
2. More skills practice and involvement. 
3. More time and practice in the area of Patrol. 
4. More time and practice in the area of Public Relati.ons 

(Human Behavior) 
5. Addition of Driving to the curriculum.. 

The Task Force recommendation for more attention to Firearms training cor-

roborates evidence in Table 14.1, although Firearms was not identified as 

a major area of need. Moreover, one of the specific recommendations of 

the Task Force is to increase hours in the area of Written R~ports. 

DIFFERENTIAL TRAINING NEEDS 

To da~e Minnesota t s p.eace officer recruits have been required to attend 

a uniform mandatory 2BO-hour basic training course. Only recruits from Min-

neapolis, St. Paul, and the State Patrol, who receive more extensive agency 

training, and officers in communities less than 1,000, who are exempt from 

training requirements, have not received this uniform training. Chapter XV 

will discuss the heterogeneity of peace officer recruits who attend the 

standard BCA program. Not only do they came from a variety of backgrounds 

but they also represent a variety of law enforcement agencies (e.g., type, 

community served, size, location in state). Are these recruits frcrn diverse 

agencies adequately served by a uniform program? 

Results presented in previous chapters suggest areas of differential 

training needs. Survey and job analyses indicate tha.t needs appear to be 

similar in most training areas but for a number of topics officers from dif-

ferent types of agencies appear to have different needs. These results 

could be used to suggest elective hours within the basic program or topics 

for in-service seminars. Implications for the new training delivery sys-

tern will be mentioned in the next section. 
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Table 14.2 lists topics for which differential training has been sug

gested in previous chapters. Information in the columns indicates in which 

chapter analyses supporting this conclusion can be found. 

The first two possibilities in the table that were suggested in Chapter 

XI are not essential to provide at the basic level since specialized training 

in the operation of radar and breathalyzer is available through the State 

Patrol or the BCA. Inclusion of these topics at the basic level would be 

convenient however. The elective options in the Indiana basic program in

clude radar and breathalyzer training as two of the three options. Physical 

training is offered by a number of other basic programs, but the relatively 

low evaluations for a similar topic (Defensive Tactics) led to the cate

gorization of this topic as a possible elective rather than a part of the 

mandatory program. 

Analyses of the survey data uncovered a set of topics for which the time 

desired by recruits varied by the type of agency represented. There is cor

roboration on a number. of these from activity data in the job analysis. In

formation from Chapters XII and XIII are not entirely comparable since survey 

data course categories are generally more comprehensive than the specific 

activity categories. However, there is corroborating evidence from both the 

surveys and the job analyses that different agencies have differential needs 

i~ the areas of Traffic, Criminal Investigation, Sheriffs' Activities (e.g., 

jails, serving papers), Juvenile Issues, and Patrol. The job analysis 

data also indicated that different types of Patrol are more common for per~ 

sonnel of different types of agencies. The more corroboration across anal

yses, the more likely differential training in an area would be beneficial. 

However, activity frequencies are not available in Chapter XIII to directly 
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TABLE 14.2 

IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFERENTIAL TRAINING NEEDS 

CHAPTER IN walCH NEED IDENTIFIED 
I 

Chapter XI Chapter XII Chapter XIII 
CURRICUWM AREA Content Survel Data Job Anal:x;sis. 

Breathalyzer 
Radar 
Firefighting 
Physical Fitness 
Laws of Arrest 
Techniques of Arrest 
Search and Seizure 
Rules of Evidence 
Criminal Code 
Criminal Investigation 
Traffic 
Patrol 
Juvenile Issues 
Crime Prevention 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Fire-

ams Regulations 
Sheriff Activities (e-g., 

jails, serving papers) 

X 
X 
X 
~' 
,l.. 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X

a 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X 

X 

X X 

aOne activity classified as ''Preliminary Investigation" showed 
frequency differences. Several activities under "Sel:vice 
Calls" in Chapter XIII which correspond to topics under 
"Criminal Investigation" also showed frequency differences • 
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reflect on the needs for differential training in Rules o~ EVidence; Criminal 

Code; Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms Regulations; and to same degree Laws of Ar~ 

rest and Search and Seizure. 

The areas with differential training needs are quite different fram the 

areas with general training needs. Patrol is the only area in which both 

general and differential needs were identified. More topics are listed in 

Table 14.2 than could be included as basic course electives. However, the 

major conclusion here is that: 

There ~ ~ ~ !£ provide different amounts 
2E training ~ !2! recruits ~ different 
types £! agencies. 

Elective options could be chosen fram the list in Table 14.2. Addi-

tional analyses could be conducted to establish priorities for electives 

once the details of delivering differential training have been established. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE NEW TRAINING DEI,IVERY SYSTEM 

Evaluation efforts have centered on the mandatory 280-hour basic course 

offered by the BCA. Legislation passed in 1977 is likely to result in three 

routes to a law enforcement career (see Figure 2.1 in Chapter II). These 

routes correspond to three distinct types of preparatory law enforcement 

training. The traditional route is to be hired by an agency and sent to the 

mandatory basic training course. The second route is to be trained in a 

certified two-year vo-tech program. Two programs are in operation (Alexandria 

and Hibbing) although neither has yet received certification from the Min-

nesota Board of Peace Officer Standards and Training. The third route is 

to attend a certified academic program and then a certified shortened skills 

course (approximately four weeks in length). The purpose of the remainder 
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of this chapter is to-specify the implications of the curriculum evaluation 

for each of these three routes. 

REGULAR MANDATORY BASIC TRAINING 

The results of the BCA curriculum evaluation relate directly to the 

regular mandatory basic program. The general and differential training 

needs identified and sunnnarized in the previous two sections are the needs 

associated with this program. This training course would be attended by 

recruits hired by an agency with no prior training or education from a cer

tified law enforcement program. 

The background of recruits attending the regular program has further 

implications. It was noted in Chapter XII (pages 262-267) that the presen

tation of the current BCA program apparently is better received by recruits 

with less formal education, suggesting that the orientation of the BCA pro

gram will be appropriate for the personnel expected to be enrolled in this 

program. Additional implications of recruit backgrounds for the conduct of 

the regular mandatory course are specified in Chapter XVII. 

VO-TECH LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING 

If the vo-tech law enforcement programs are certified, graduates would 

no longer attend the BCA mandatory course and would thus follow a different 

route to a law enforcement career. As was pointed out in Chapter XI, these 

programs are two-years in length (over 2,000 hours of classroom instruction) 

and cover the same topics as the shorter BCA course. Implications of pre

vious curriculum evaluations for the vo-tech programs can be drawn. 

First, the length of the vo-tech programs ~ the need .£f ~~: 
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identified for the BCA program. Also, the correspondence between length of 

training and subsequent job preparation for informational topics such as 

Juvenile Issues and Search and Seizure (see Chapter XII, pages 300-302) indi

cates that the longer program may be particularly beneficial in these areas. 

The ~ for ~ skills Eractice ~ student involvement holds for the 

vo-tech programs as well. The failure of preliminary and admittedly tenta~ 

tive analyses to discover better job performallce of vo-tech graduates in 

more skills-oriented curriculum areas further suggests the need of attention 

to skills practice in these programs. 

The identification of substantive ~ ~ general training needs (e.g., 

PatrQl, Written Reports, and Public Relations) can be used by va-tech admin

istrators as guides to potentially problematic curriculum areas. The pre

liminary comparisons of job preparation of va-tech graduate~ to BCA graduates 

does not indicate that the vo-tech students are better prepared in these 

areas in spite of more hours of training. 

Differential training needs identified in the BCA curriculum are par

tially ~ by a longer program. For example, the vo-tech curricula include 

training in the use of radar and breathalyzer, ~nd Ale~andria includes 

training in jail management. Meeting differential training needs of stu

dents, however, cannot be built into the vo-tech programs since students 

generally are not yet employed and do not know the needs of their prospec

tive agencies., 

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY LAW ENFORCEMENT/CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS 

The implications of previous evaluations for the college and univer

sity programs are more difficult to draw since two types of programs are 
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involved--the academic program and the short skills course. Also the content 

of the college programs has not yet been standardized. The length of the 

academic programs (generally two years) ~ ~ ~ E! ~ .E~ identi

fied for the BCA program. The anticipated emphasis of academic programs on 

background information (e.g., Criminal Code, Investigation) and the corre

spondence discovered between length of training and job preparation in these 

areas suggests that the preparatory law enforcement education in these areas 

is likely to be especially beneficial. 

Second, the need ~ ~ skills practice ~ student involvement holds 

for the academic programs. As was the case with vo-tech graduates, college 

graduates did not appear in preliminary analyses to perform significantly 

better than other BCA graduates in the more skills-oriented curriculum areas. 

The provision of a skills course for college graduates of only four weeks 

raises two suggestions. First attention needs to be given to more student 

involvement in the academic courses if only a four-week skills course is to 

be offered. However, it is recognized that the academic courses aim pri

marily to provide a broad background and orientation rather than particular 

skills training. Therefore, if skills practice is not appropriate in the 

college curricula, attention needs to be given to maximizing student involve

ment in the short skills course. 

The identification of substantive ~ E! general training ~ can 

be used as gUides to potentially problematic curriculum areas in both the 

college curricula and the skills program. Aspects of Patrol, Written Reports, 

Public Relations, and Confessions would be covered in both programs. 

Differential training needs identified in the BCA curriculum ~ par~ 

tially ~ by more hours of education, particularly in the areas of background 
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information (e.g., Oode, Search and Seizure, Juvenile Issues, etc.). Meeting 

differential training needs of students, however, cannot be built into the 

college or skills program since students generally are not yet employed and 

do not know the needs of their prospective agencies. Moreover, since many 

of the areas with differential training needs are areas of skills practice, 

it would be difficult to cover essential skills as well as elective topics 

in the proposed brief length of the skills course. 

Finally, a point raised in Chapter XII has implications for the conduct 

of the skills course. It was reported that more educated recruits appear to 

be the least satisfied with the instruction and materials of the BOA basic 

program. Presentation of material may need to be changed for the skills 

course if it is to be received well by college-educated recruits. Chapter 

XVII raises some additional implications of recruits' backgrounds for the 

skills course. 

SUMMARY 

The curriculum evaluation which focused o~ the BOA mandatory program 

identified a need for more time, a need for more skills practice, a need 

for improvement in a number of substantive areas, ann a need for differen

tial training in certain substantive areas (i.e., personnel from different 

agencies require different amounts of training in these areas). These re

sults were then generalized to the new training delivery system which is 

likely to include three types of preparatory training--the regular manda

tory basic program, certified. vo-tech law enforcement programs, and certi

fied college programs to be followed by a brief skills courSl:~ 

These evaluations and the implications drawn for the new training 
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delivery system lead to the following identification of needs in the basic 

curriculum: 

There ~ ~ need !£ expand ~ regular mandatory 
basic training E!0gra~ i££ officers without vo
~ ~ college preparatory Eraining. 

There ~ ~ ~ !£ incrMse skills practice i£!. 
students enrolled ~ all ~ types £! prepara
tory programs. Meeting this need will be most 
problematic in the college route, since academic 
courses are not skills-oriented and since the 
skills course is;~xpected to be quite short. 

There ~ ~ need !£ improve training lE particular 
curriculum areas (summarized in Table 14.1). Al
though conciusions are based on the evaluation of 
the BGA program, they point to potential areas of 
need in all three types of programs. 

There ~~ need!£E differential ,traini~!E~
tain areas. Provision of differential training 
is more complicated in the new training delivery 
system. Fewer students will be attending the 
regular mandatory program, making electives less 
feasible; and students in the vo-tech and college 
programs will not be hired and hence will not know 
the needs of their employing agencies. Therefore, 

Eossibi1ities of providing ftifferent~ 
training other ~ through ~ system £f 
electives ~ !£ ~ pursued. 
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SECTION D 

\1 

THE MINNESOTA ~EACE OFFICER RECRUIT 





CHAPTER x:v 

MI~mESOTA PEACE OFFICER RECRUITS 





-----------~------~ ~-~~- ~-

INTRODUCTION 

The purpos(~ of this section is to discuss the recipients of the manda

tory basic training program in Minnesota. An evaluation of the basic pro

gram is not complete without an understanding of who it is that is trained. 

In the previous section which analyzed the content of the basic course some 

agency characteristics that might influence the adequacy of the course con

tent were raised. For example, differential training needs were identified 

in areaS such as Traffic, Investigation, and Juveniles for officers from 

different types of agencies (metr%utstate, police/sheriff). In addition, 

recruits of different ages, education and experience reacted differently to 

the instruction. In summary, the adequacy of the course is not independent 

o~ who it is that is trained. 

In this chapter various recruit characteristics are discussed in order 

to provide a thorough description of who has been trained recently. These 

characteristics are f'lrther analyzed in Chapter XVI to assess which, if any, 

predict training and job performance. Finally, in Ghapter XVII the impli

cations of these descriptions ,and analyses of -recent recruits for the content 

and conduct of the basic training program are elaborated to supplement the 

conclusions of the course content evaluation in Section G. 

Data on a variety of recruit characteristics have been collected through 

surveys or coding from BGA files. The following four sections summarize re

cruits' characteristics such as age and education, extent of law enforce

ment or criminal justice experience, agency and community characteristics, 
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and attitudes. Information is reported on the sample of recruits trained 

during the 1976-77 school year (cla.ss numbers 56~63), on the two spring, 

1976, classes (numbers 54 and 55),1 on the 1976 Alexandria graduates trained 

in the special BCA class number 68,2 and on the sample of RCA graduates 

trained in 1973-74. Unfortunately limited resources did not permit col-

1ection of background data on recruits from Minneapolis, St. Paul, or the 
--.. 

State Patrol academies. Since ;SCA recruits account fot" approximately 90% 

of all recruits trained in Minp..!:e;ota,·aiscussion of the BCA sample will 

provide a fairly accurate picture of the state's recruits, z.lthough compar-

isons to trainees in the other academies would be of interest. 

Each section contains four types of information. First, 1976-77 re-

cruit characteristics are summarized. Second, BCA graduates of 1976-77 

are compared to Alexandria graduates of 1976, to infer on which character-

is tics recruits following the two different training routes might differ. 

Third, BCA 1976-77 graduates are compared to 1973-74 graduates to infer on 

which characteristics recruits might be changing. Inferences here must be 

made with caution since the sample of 1973-74 graduates may not be entirely 

representative of all recruits trained in that year (see Appendix A for a 

technical discussion of samples). Inferences are further complicated by 

the fact that the 1973-74 Sample is based on agencies rather than recruits. 

Also, problems are encountered in these comparisons since Alexandria graduates 

lSince class numbers 54 and 55 appear to differ from the annual sam~ 
pIe on some characteristics (see Appendix A) and since data are missing on 
several variables for these classes, they have been treated separately for 
analyses in this chapter. Information on these classes is not incorporated 
into discussions but is included for readers wanting to see breakdowns for 
all the recruit data collected. 

2Alexandria graduated 65 law enforcement students in 1975-76. The 18 
November graduates attended regular BCA classes. Of the May and August 
graduates, 5 attended regular BCA classes and 42 attended special class num
ber 68. 
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are included in the 1973-74 sample but excluded from the 1976-77 sample. 

Fourth, attempts to isolate types of recruits are reported. Relationships 

among the demographic variables are analyzed to discover whether trainees 

are recruited from one or several types of backgrounds and whether BCA and 

Alexandria graduates are recruited from different backgrounds. 

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MINNESOTA PEACE 

OFFICER RECRUITS 

Table 15.1 summarizes data on personal characteristics for the four 

samples of recruits. The majority of recent recruits are in their twenties 

with nearly one-half (48%) falling in the 25-29 year-old category. The av-

erage age is 28, but there is a considerable range in age from 20 to 59 

years. It was expected that perhaps the older recruits would be officers 

of higher rank from small towns that are exempt from training. An inspec-

tion of data on recruits over 40, however, indicated that all but two are 

from towns over 1,000 and all but two are in entry-level positions. In 

other words, the range in age accurately reflects the range of those cur-

rently being recruited into law enforcement positions. 

The Alexandria graduates in class number 68 are both younger and more 

homogeneous than the BCA graduates. The average age for the group is 21 and 

the oldest gradua.te is 25. 

Data from the 1973-74 ECA graduate sample are similar to the other 

data. The majority of these officers were in their twenties when they at-

tended the basic program. A breakdown of the sample into Alexandria and non-

Alexandria recruits again indicates that the va-tech recruits are younger; 
I 
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TABLE 15.1 

PERSONAL BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS: MINNESOIA PEACE OFFICER RECRUITS 

1976-77 ANNUAL SAMPLE: CLASSES 54-55 SPRING, ALEXANDRIA CLASS 68 SAMPLE OF BCA GRAD-
CLASSES 56-63 1976 1976 GRADUATES UATES"J.973-74 ,---- j 

VARL'.BLE FreguencI Percent Freguencx, Percent Fregucnc:i Percent Freguenc:z: Percent 

ACE III!ElI TRAINED 
Less than 20 J 0 0 1 017:. 

20-24 81 26% 22 27% 39 95% 28 357. 
25-29 152 48% 37 45% 2 05% 34 43% 
30-34 71 22% 18 22% 0 8 10% 
35-39 12 04% 5 06% 0 5 06% 
40-44 6 02% 1 01% 0 3 04% 
1.5-49 2 01% a 0 a 
50 + 2 01% 0 a 1 017:. 

N"" 316 83 41 80 
Missing 1 a 1 5 
Mean 28 27 21 27 

(non-Alexandria) 29 
(Alexandria) 24 

YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL 
8 a a a 0 
9 a a 0 0 

10 a a a 0 
11 1 ..,01% 0 0 1 017:. 

(lED or 12 316 >99% 63 100% 42 100% 83 99% 

I 
N= 317 63 42 84 

W Missing 0 0 0 1 
Q'\ Mean 12 12 12 12 
()) 

I YEARS OE' VOCATIOlIAL-'£ECHNICAL 
0 290 95% 70 95% 0 56 667:. 
1 3 01'y. 0 a 6 077:. 
2 13 04% 4 05% 42 100% 23 27% 
3 or ~re 0 a 0 0 

N= 306 74 42 85 
Missing '11 9 0 a 
Mean .10 .11 2 .6 

(non-Alexandria) .2 
(Alexandria) 1.8 

YEARS OF COLLEGE 
0 100 33% 29 39% 40 95% 45 537:. 
1 21 07% 5 077- 1 02% 10 12% 
2 67 22% 17 237- 1 02% 12 147-
3 26 09% 10 14% a 6 077:. 
4 91 30% 13 16% a 12 147:. 

N= 305 74 42 85 
'Missing 12 9 0 0 
Mean 2 1.6 .01 1.2 

(non-Alexandria) 1.6 
(Alexandria) .3 



YL\RS OF CRADUATE SCHOOL 
0 305 96% 83 1007- 42 100% 82 97t 
1 9 03% 0 2 027-
2. 1 .011. 0 1 01t 
3 0 0 0 
4 2 01% 0 0 

N= 317 83 42 85 
HisBing 0 0 0 0 

DFCREE 
~ 166 52% 46 54t 

Associate 54 17'1. 42 100% 27 327. 
Bachelors 83 26% 11 13t 
Masters 1 01% 1 01t 
Other 13 04% 0 

N= 317 0 42 85 
Hissing 0 83 0 0 

VlITERAN 
--y;;s 140 45% 33 427. 2 05% 43 55t 

.'- 172 55% 46 58'Y. 40 957- 35 4St 

N= 312 79 42 78 
Hissing 5 4 0 7 

SEX 
Female 12 04% 2 027. 7 In 1 017. 

I Male 304 967. !f!. 987. 35 8n 79 997. 
W 

N= 316 83 42 SO 
'" \0 Missing 1 0 0 5 
I 

RANK 
"Dcputy. Sheriff 100 33% 28 36% Not Yet Employed 

Patrolmen 189 62% 4B 627. At Time of Training 
S. O. Seargent 1 011. 0 
s. O. Captain 0 1 017. 
P. D. Captain 1 01% 1 017. 
Chief 12 047. 0 
Other 4 01% 0 

N= 307 78 0 
Missing 10 5 85 



average "Iges for these two subgroups are 24 and 27, respectively.l 

Virtually all recruits are high school educated. Although several in-

dividuals did not complete 12 years of high school in each of the samples, 

most of these recruits did obtain the GED equivalency. Differences emerge, 

however, when investigating post-high school education. Since the special 

BCA class number 68 was held to accomodate 1976 Alexandria graduates and 

since no special class arrangements were made for Alexandria students in 

1977, one would not expect many va-tech educated recruits in the BCA 

1976-77 sample. Of the sample, 95% had no va-tech education while 26 re-

cruits, or 5%, reported one or two years.2 Obviously the Alexandria sample 

is vo-tech educated. The sample from 1973-74 combines the Alexandria and 

non-Al,exanciria students, but a division of the sample into the two subgroups 

indicates again that recruits have little vo-tech education unless they at-

tend a law enforcement program (average for the non-Alexandria group is .2 

years of vo-tech education). 

The reverse pattern exists for years of college. Two Alexandria 

1976 graduates have some college education, but two-thirds 0.1: the 1976-77 

recruits have some college, almost half hold some college degree, and a ~ew 

have some graduate education. While the average level of education would be 

about the same for the BCA and Alexandria groups, the types of education rep-

resente.d differ. Alexandria students have a uniform Vo-tlech education; the 

IAttendance in the Alexandria va-tech law enforcement program was in
ferred from responses to a question that asked if the respondent attended 
the program, how much vo-tech education had contributed to job preparation. 
Of the 85 officers, 24 responded to the question, but it is possible that 
a non-Alexandria student could incorrectly respond. The Alexandria average 
age is inflated considerably by one respondent who claimed to be 52 at the 
time of training. 

2This vo-tech education need not be vo-tech law enforcement education. 

" 
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BCA recruits have high school only, or college education. 

The comparison to the 1973-74 BCA graduates suggests that the level of 

recruit education has been increasing. A larger proportion are now col1ege-

educated and hold college degrees. 1 

The next personal characteristic reported in Table 15.1 is veteran sta-

tus. Of the 1976-77 recruits, 45% enter law enforcement with a military 

background. The propor.tion for the 1973-74 graduates is somewhat higher, 

but the recent decrease may be a result of the end of the Vietnam war and 

reduction of the draft. The Alexandria graduates in class number 68 are 

quite different in that very few are veterans (N = 2, 05%). Few women 

have entered law enforcement careers in Minnesota. Twelve women (04%) were 

trained in 1976-77. A la~ger proportion (N = 7, 17%) of the Alexandria 

1976 graduates are female. Only one respondent in the 1973-74 sample, 

however, is female. 

The majority of trainees in 1976-77 are entry-level officers (95% are 

pat~olmen or deputy sheriffs), All but one of the trainees indicating the 

rank of chief are from co:ro:'l1unities of less than 1,000, 'tv-hich are exempt from 

mandatory training, and hence, they attended training by choice rather than 

1When the 1973-74 sample is broken down into Alexandria and non
Alexandria groups, 10% of the non-Alexandria recruits have no college de
gree and 40% have no college education. 

Several biases in the 1973-74 sample are working in different directions. 
First, more educated respondents are more likely to retura questionnaires, 
hence the level of education of the sample would be overestimated. On the 
other hand, the sampling procedure that selected on1~e recruit from each 
agency (see Appendix A) means that larger agencies with more than one recruit 
are underrepresented, that larger agencies are more likely to have more edu~ 
cated recruits, and hence that level of education might be underestimated. 
However, the high response r.ate from larger, metro area agencies (see Appen
dix A) would reduce the underrepresentation of these agencies. Since the 
sample biases seem to counteract each other, the inference that level of 
education is increasing is no doubt warranted. 
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law. With the exception of these more experienced officers from smaller 

communities, virtually all recruits are at the entry level. No data are 

available for comparisons to the Alexandria and 1973-74 samples. 

In sum, BCA graduates of 1976-77 are a heterogeneous group. Their ages 

vary widely although the majority are in their twenties; they have had a va

riety of educational experience from high school education only to some grad

uate education; and about half of the graduates enter law enforcement with a 

military background. 

The Alexandria 1976 graduates differ from the BCA samples on several 

characteristics. They are yOl1nger, most are in their early twenties, and 

they have a uniform educational background (generally, two years of vo-tech 

education only). Most have entered the va-tech directly from high school 

and have not had military experience. 

Comparisons to the 1973-74 BCA graduate sample have been made with 

caution since the sample ma~ not be representative of all graduates of that 

year (see Appendix A). The age of recruits is apparently not changing, but 

educational levels appear to be increasing, slightly more women are entering 

law enforcement careers, and somewhat fewer recruits are entering with a 

military background. 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE EXPERIENCE OF MINNESOTA 

PEACE OFFICER RECRUITS 

Although the basic course is designed for entry-level recruits, trainees 

enter the program with some criminal justice experience. Table 15.2 contains 

information on recruits' criminal justice backgrounds. The 1976-77 trainees 

were in their current law enforcement positions for an average of 12 months, 
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which was the mandated time limit during that school year (see Chapter II 

for the recent change in the law), The average score is somewhat deceptive 

since it is raised by a few trainees from exempt agencies who have been in 

their current position for as long as 99 months. However, a large number 

(25%) indicate having been in their current positions for motre than a year, 

suggesting that many recruits are not trained within the mandated time 1imit.1 

Some recn-tits are sent directly to training (06%) and nearly half (44%) are 

trained within the first six months of their current position. 

Since the Alexandria students were not employed at the time of train-

ing, all in this sample have no time reported for a current position. Com-

parison to the 1973-74 BCA graduate sample suggests that time in current 

position is decreasing (i.e., on the average recruits are trained sooner). 

No doubt some of the decrease can be explained by reducing the backlog of 

untrained recruits as well as a wider understanding of the mandated time 

limit for training. 

Data have been colJected on criminal justice experience beyond current 

position. About 20% of both BCA samples report past law enforcement experi-

ence and some in each sample have criminal justice, military police, police 

reserve or a variety of othe'.c law enforcement/criminal justice experience. 

Types of experience listed in Table 15.2 and the wide range of months of 

experience indicate that the BCA l~ecruite are a heterogeneous group in terms 

of their criminal justice backgrounds. 

Composite scores of past experience have been created to facilitate 

discussion and comparisons. The Criminal Justice Experience Index reported 

1Months in current position was coded from BCA files from information on 
employment reported by the employing agency. These data should be quite ac
curate. 
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VARIABLE 

MOliTHS IN CURRENT POSITION PRIOR TO 
TRAr.:IJ;G 
Mini= 
Haxinrum 
Range 

Mean 

LAII E:lFORCEMElIT EXPERIENCE PRIOR TO 
ct.:RRENT POSITIONa 

Yes 
No 

N = 
Missing 

MO::THS EXPERIElICE FOR THOSE WITH PRIOR 
EXPERIENCE . 
Minir.lUm 
Maximum 
Range 

Mean 

CR~I~AL JUSTICE EXPERIENCE 
Yes 
No 

N= 
Missing 

MO:ITHS EXPERIENCE FOR THOSE \lITH CRIM-
TI:AL JUSTICE EXPERIENCE 
!1inimum 
Max:flnum 
Range 

Mean 

MILITARY POLICE EXPERIEllCE 
Yes 
No 
National Guard 

N= 
Missing 

MD:ITIIS EXPERIENGE FOR THOSE \lITH MILI_ 
TARY POLICE EXPERIENCE 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Range 

Mean 

. 

TAULB 15.2 

CRIHINAL JUSTICE EXPERIENCE: MINNESOTA PEACE OFFICER RECRUITS 

1976-77 ANNUAL SAMPLE: CLASSES 54-55 SPRING, ALEXAN~RIA CLASS 68 SA:iPLE OF BeA GRAD-
CLASSES 56-63 1976 1976 GRADUATES UATES 1973_74 

I I I I j I j I 
FreguencI Percent Freguenc;l Percent Freguencl Percent Freguenc:z: Percent 

0 0 Not Yet Employed 0 
99 84 At T:flne of Training 300 
99 84 300 

12 10 10 

65 21% 36 43% 16 38% 17 20% 
252 79% 47 571- 26 621. 68 80% 

317 83 42 85 
0 0 0 0 

2 3 2 
112 192 170 
110 189 168 

18 21 27 

14 041. 3 047- 3 041. 
303 967- 80 96% 82 961. 

317 8 42 85 
0 0 0 0 

2 10 2 
32 24 24 
30 14 22 

14 15 15 

40 13% 13 161- 9 111. 
277 877. 70 841- 75 881. 

1 011. 

317 83 42 85 
0 0 0 0 

3 2 6 
120 40 72 
117 38 66 

28 18 29 



POLICE RESERVE ElCPERIENCE 
'ies 59 197- 20 247- 19 227-
No 258 81"1. 63 767- 66 787-

N= 317 83 42 85 
Missing 0 0 0 0 

l-!O!TrIlS ElCPERIENCE FOR T'dOSE WITH 
POLICE RESERVE EXPERIENCE 
Minimum 2 1 3 
Maximum 108 72 72 
Range 106 71 69 

Mean 24 26 18 

OTIIER CXPERIEllCE 
Securi ty Cuard 15 057- 5 067- 6 177. 
Dispatcher 11 047- 7 087. 
Intern 9 03% 2 02% 
C.S.O. 8 03% 1 017-
Metermaid 3 .017. 0 
Welfare Agent 1 ... 01% 0 
Ocher 0 3 04% 
None 270 85% 65 78% 79 93'1: 

It = 317 83 ti2 85 
Missing 0 0 0 0 

I MONTHS EXPERIENCE IF OTllER EXPERIENCE UJ 
-..J Minimum 2 1 3 
In Maximum 84 42 13 
I Range 82 41 10 

Mean 20 18 9 

CRTIiTI1AL JUSTICE ElCPr:RIEl:CE INDEXb 
:11nimurn 0 041. 0 Ol'y. 0 011. 
Maximum 125 206 318 
Range 125 206 318 

Missing 3 8 
Mean 24 29 30 

(non-Alexandria) 29 
(Alexandria) 13 

aAlexandria data coded from BCA files. Data for other classes are fro .. 1 questionnaires. Hore experience "as listed on qUestionnaires than on 
personnel form in BCA files and thus, psst experience of Alexandria students could well be inaccurately deflated in comparison to other groups. 

bCrimina1 Justice 2xperience i8 the sum of all months of experience. 



in Table 15.2 is the sum of all months in current position, other law en-

forcement positions, criminal justice jobs, military police, police reserve, 

and "other" criminal justice categories (see Table 15.2 for "Other" cate-

gories). In the 1976-77 BCA sample only 4% had no experience prior to 

training, one had as much as 125 months of previous experience, and the 

average is 24 months or two years. Information on the 1973-74 sample sug-

gests that current recruits have somewhat less previous overall experience, 

but the first two categories in Table 15.2 (current position and previous 

law enforcement) account for most of the difference. 

Comparable data do not exist for the Alexandria group, but whether or 

not these students had previous law enforcement experience was coded from 

BCA files. Some previous experience was reported by 38% on their personnel 

forms. In addition field traini~g provided in the vo-tech program increases 

the overall level of experience of these students. The breakdown of the 

1973-74 sample into those with and without Alexandria vo-tech education 

indicates that the Alexandria graduates have an average of 13 months ex-

perience prior to BCA training while the non-Alexandria group has an aver-

age of 29 months. Given the young age and the pre-employment status of 

Alexandria graduates the level of past experience at the time of training 

is somewhat less than the typical BCA recruit, but as a group they cannot 

be considered inexperienced. 

Relationships between past experience and some personal characteristics 

were probed to discover if certain types of recruits have more or less expe-

rience. 1 It seemed possible that those with more criminal justice experience 

1Calcu1ations were based on the sum of past experience, excluding cur
rent position. Past experience is the recruitment characteristic of inter
est; months in current position is determined by the agency, not the recruit. 
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might not have a military background. In other words, two sources of re-

cruitment might be those with military versus criminal justice backgrounds. 

In addition, it seemed probable that those pursuing higher education would 

have less previous criminal justice employment. However, past experience 

is not an alternative career route to military background and/or an educa-

tiona1 background. No strong nor significant relationships were discovered 

among these characteristics meaning that neither education nor military ex-

perience has been pursued to the exclusion of past experience. 1 

In sum, most recruits attending the basic program carry some past law 

enforcement or criminal justice experience with them even though they are 

in entry-level positions. Most have been in their current position for at 

least a few months and many (57% 1976-77 BCA sample, 38% Alexandria sample, 

and 55% 1973-74 BCA sample)2 have some sort of law enforcement or criminal 

justice experience prior to their current position. BCA recruits arehetero-

geneous in terms of type and extent of criminal justice employment~ but in 

general Minnesota peace officer recruits are not entirely new to the crimi-

nal justice system~ 

AGENCY AND COMMUNITy CHARACTERISTICS OF NINNESOTA 

PEACE OFFICER RECRUITS 

Recruits trained annually reflect the diversity of law enforcement 

agencies q~d communities throughout Minnesota. Table 15.3 contains infor-

mation for the four samples of recruits. First, recruits are hired by dif-

ferent types of agencies. In 1976-77 about one-third of the trainees were 

lOne reason that more educated recruits do not appear to have less 
criminal justice experience is that many of the college programs incorpor
ate an internship, which would be counted as 'previous experience. 

2See footnote to Table 15.2 for noncomparabi1ity of Alexandria data. 
These data on past experience, excluding months in current position, are 
not reported in Table 15.2. 
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TAnJ,E 15.3 

AGENCY AND CO~lliNITY GHARACTERISTICS: MINNESOTA PEACE OFFICER RECRUITS 

1976-77 ANNUAL SAMl.'LE: GLASSES 54-55 SPRING, ALEXANDRIA GLASS 68 SAMl.'LE OF BCA GRAD-
GLASSES 56-63 1976 1976 GRADUATES UATES 1973-74 

i i -, i i 
VARIABLE Freguenc2, Percent Fregl\2~ Percent Freguenc;z: Percent Fresuenc:i Percent 

AGE:;CY TYPE 
Sheriff 103 33% 30 36% 4 15% 27 32,. 
Police 206 661- 52 63% 23 857- 55 65,. 
State 4 01% 0 0 2 02,. 
Park 1 Ot% 1 lIt% 0 0 
County/Gity Officer 0 0 0 0 

27 Employed 
15 Employment Not 

Located 
Na 314 83 42 84 
Hissing 3 0 1 

AGENCY SIZEa 

1- 4 44 14% 8 10% 12 44,. 21 25% 
5- 9 46 15% 14 177- 10 37% 22 26% 

10-24 8Z 26% 21 25% 5 197- 23 27% 
25-49 58 18% 20 24% 12 14% 
50 + 87 27% 20 24,. 6 17% 

27 Employed 
15 Employment Not 

Loeated 

I N= 317 83 42 84 
W Missing a a 1 
-..l 
00 SIZE OF POFULATtoN SERVED 
I Less than 1,000 18 06% a 3 11% 3 04'1. 

1,000 to 2,499 24 08% 8 11,. 6 22% 10 12% 
2,500 to 9,999 54 19% 20 26% 15 56% 22 26,. 

10,000 + 195 67% 49 64% 3 11% 49 58% 
27 Employed 
15 Employment Not 

Loea'ted 

N= 291 77 42 84 
Hissing 26 6 1 

REGION 
-A-- 17 05% 6 07% 1 04% 3 04% 

11 30 09% 13 18% 8 30% 8 10% 
C 15 05% 9 11% 2 07% 7 09% 
D 42 13% 5 06,. 2 07% 11 13% 
E 24 08% 7 08% 2 07% 9 11% 
9 22 07% 2 02% 3 111- 10 In 

10 17 05% 9 11% 8 30,. 9 11'1. 
G 142 47% 32 39% 1 04% 25 30% 

27 Employed 
15 Employment Not 

Located 
N a 314 83 42 82 
Hissing :3 0 3 



DISTAHCE FROM HErRO AREA 
Metro 14'1 46% 32 39"1. 1 04~. 24 281; 
Within 75 Hil,~'s of Metro Area 68 21% 15 18% 6 22% 24 28~ 
75-150 Miles from Metro Area 41 13% 6 071- 8 3rfl. If1 21% 

150 Miles from Metro Area 57 l8% 30 36% 12 1.4% 17 20% 
27 Employed 
15 Employment Not 

Locate.d 

11= 313 83 42 83 
MiSSing 4 0 t 

TRA'INn;G ARR-\!(CEMENTS 
1. BCA only 41 15% 9 111. 9 127.: 
2 .• Suggested Reading ~ 7 03% 0 0 
3. Special Arrangemenc~ 10 04% 5 06% 9 12~ 
4. County or Regional Pr'~grau\s 33 12% 9 11% 11 1.5% 
5. County or Regional a',ld Special 5 021. 0 2 03% 
6. Officer Assigned Trnlning 104 38% 25 30'1. 28 37% 
7. Officer Assigned Training and 

SpeCial 14 051. 3 04% 6 08% 
B. Officer Assigned ~rraining and 

County/Reg. 8 031. 5 06% 2 03't. 
9. Full-time Unit or Trainer 52 1'.1% 9 1l'X. 8 111. 

I 
U = 274 65 42 75 

W Missing 43 18 42 10 
~ JOB AFTER BCA (Fr~J Fol1o~-up 
\0 Ouestionnaires Returned2 I 

L. Alone 65 591. 56 68't. 
2. Alone and llith All Equal 5 115% 1 on. 
3. With An En,ual 16 151. 2 027,; 
4. Aloroe/with Equal/ .. ith Veteran 7 06% 5 061-
5. A10n~/with a Veteran 5 05% 6 on; 
6. With a Veteran 11 10'1. 13 16% 

II = 109 42 83 
Missing 1 42 2 

"nefine,d as number of full-time sworn officers. 

bSpec1.al arrangeme.nts refers to availability to officers of courses such aa those offered by the FBI or Northwestern Traffic Instit~te. 



from sheriffs 1 offices and two-thirds frolH police agencies, with a smattering 

of recruits from other types such as state (e.g.; BCA) and park agencies. 

The breakdown for sheriff and police recruits is similar for the 1973-74 

sample and one would not expect a significant change in type of agency re-

presented over time. However, the Alexandria graduates whose employer could 

be located were hir.ed disproportionately by police agencies--only 1510 were 

located in sheriffs' offices while 85% were located in police agencies. 1 

The 1976-77 recruits came from a range of agency sizes, although there 

were more from larger agencies. One would expect more recruits from larger 

agencies since they hire more individuals and hence send more to training. 

The comparison to the 1973-74 sample is not meaningful here because the 

sampling procedure eliminated more than one recruit per agency (see Appen-

dix A) and hence larger agencies are expected to be underrepresented. 

Again the comparison to Alexandria demonstrates a real difference in that 

the Alexandria graduates are hired disproportionately by smaller agencies. 

Two other agency characteristics are especially releva~t to training. 

One is the training arrangements that agencies provide. If agencies rely 

solely on the BCA for training, then a greater burden is placed on the unit 

conducting mandatory training than if agencies provide additional training 

of their own. Many recruits failed to respond to the question on training 

arrangements (43 missing cases), but of those who responded 36% are from 

agencies that rely on the BCA or special programs (e.g., special courses or 

county or regional programs, i.e., codes 1-5 in Table 15.2); another 46% 

1Names of the 42 students in class number 68 were sent to the 'rraiuing 
Board and their personnel located law enforcement employment for 27. Records 
provided by Alexandria va-tech since that time indicate the level of law en
forcement employment is higher. Of all 65 1975-76 graduates, 40 were in 
police agencies and 11 in sheriff's offices, excluding dispatchers and 
security guards. 
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are from agencies that have an officer assigned training functions in ad

dition to special arrangements (codes 6-8), and 19% are from agencies with 

a full-time training unit or trainer (code 9). 

Comparisons to the 1973-74 sample are limited in that agencies, rather 

than recruits, ar~ sampled (see Appendix A). Changes over time, therefore, 

cannot be inferred, but it is apparent that when the unit of analysis is 

agency rather than recruit the reliance on the BCA and special arrangements 

is even greater. Of the agencies responding, 42% rely on the BCA or special 

courses; 48% assign an officer to training functions; and only 11% provide a 

full-time unit or trainer. Since the 1973-74 sample appears to overrepresent 

larger, metro area agencies where officers assigned to training or full-time 

trainers are more likely (see Appendix A), it is probable that the reliance 

on the BCA is even underestimated from these data. 

Information on the training arrangements of the agencies hiring Alex

andria graduates are not available, but since training arrangements are re

lated to size of agencyl and since Alexandria graduates are hired dispropor

tionately by small agencies, one would expect that these agencies rely 

heaVily on the vo-tech and BCA training provided to these individuals before 

they are M.red. 

The second agency characteristic relevant to training is the extent of 

supervision receivedhy recruits after training. The less supervision re

ceived upon returning to the job, the greater the burden on mandatory training 

programs for adequate job preparation. Data on the full 1976-77 sample are 

not available, but graduates of class numbers 54-57 were asked for this in

formation in the six-month follow-up questionnaire. Of those responding, 59% 

lSpearman correlation = .41, sig. = .001. 
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indicated they were alone on the job upon their return from training, while 

another 16% were with a recruit of equal experience or sometimes alone and 

sometimes with an equal (i.e., codes 2 or 3 in Table 15.3). Only 10% were 

regularly supervised by a veteran officer (code 6) and another 11% had par-
~. 

tial supervision (code 4 or 5). A similar pattern exists for the sample of 

agencies with. 1973-74 ECA graduates. The majority of recruits apparently are 

on their OWll or are with officers of similar experience after their training. 

Information is not available on the agencies hiring Alexandria graduates. 

1 
Given the relation between supervision and size of agency- and the dispro-

portionate hiring of Alexandria graduates by small agencies one would expect 

little supervii;ion of these recruits and hence high reliance on the ade-

quacy of preparation from their vo-tech and ECA training. 

£~le types of communities represented differ by recruit a.s do agency 

charact.~rist.ics. Distributions by cormnunity size are similar to those of 

agency size as one would expect. Recruits come mostly from middle and 

large size communities. The small proportion frqm to~ms under 1,000 is 

expected since these agencies are exempt from training. Sampling by 

agency rather than recruits means that the 1973-74 sample distributions 

cannot be compared to the 1916-77 ones to infer change. Alexandria gradu-

ates of 1976 were disproporUonately hired by middle and small- size com-

munities. 

Information on Region and distance from the metro area indicates that 

about half of the recruits are from Region G (the metro area) and another 

21% might be considered to be ~vithin corrnTlUting distance of the metro 

1 
Spearillan correlation = .30, sig. - .001 • .. ' 

';' 
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area (i.e., within 75 miles of metro area). Inferences of change from the 

1973-74 sample again are not possible because of different sampling proce-

duras. HOvlever, the Alexandria comparison indicates that the 1976 graduates 

were hired predominately by outstate agencies (i.e., outside Region G and 

more than 75 miles from the metro area). 

The previous two sections of this chapter hu· .. e pointed to some dif-

ferences between Alexandria students and regular BGA graduates and have 

pointed to sorne possible trends in types of recruits trained over the past 

few years. In this section on agency and community characteristics, sampling 

procedures for the 1973-74 BGA graduate sample precludes meaningful compari-

sons to the 197,6-77 recruits to infer change. However, major differences 

appeared between the 1976-77 BGA graduates and the Alexandria graduates. 

Small outs tate police agencies in smaller communities tend to hire Alexandria 

graduates. In contrast, the "typical" BCA graduate is from a larger agency 

and community in or near the metro area. Some of this diffe:rence can be 

explained by economies--smaller agencies with fewer resources want to hire 

someone already trained to avoid the costs of sending a recruit to eight 

weeks of BOA training. Part of the ditference might also be explained by 

a smaller agency preference for the type of recruit trained by Alexandria 

vo-tech, although no information collected during this evaluation can be 

used to test this possibility. 

Previous sections of this chapter have noted the heterogeneity of BGA 

recruits and hence it may be somewhat misleading in comparisons to Alexandria 

students to speak of the l'typicalll BCA recruit. Although no reportable rela .... 

tionships were discovered among the various background characteristics, it 

is possible that some of these variables might relate to agency or community 

characteristics. The question of interest here is whether certain types of 
"."" .. oJ,-
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BCA graduates are recruited into particular types of agencies or communi-

ties. Analyses of the BCA 1976-77 school year graduates indicate a dif-

ferent recruitment pattern for sheriff and police agencies. The level of 

past criminal justice experiencel is significantly higher for police 

agencies than it is for sheriffs' offices,2 but other background charac

teristics did not differ by agency or community type. 3 

When the sheriff and police recruits are analyzed as two separate 

samples additional recruitment patterns emerge. Within the sheriff g'coup 

there is a tendency for older, more educated recruits to be hired by metro 

offices,4 although age, and education do not differ by agency or community 

size. In police agencies, on the other hand, recruit educational level in-

creases with agency size, community size and in metro versus outstate agencies, 

but age does not differ by community type. S 

lpast criminal justice experience is the sum of all months in criminal 
justice positions prior to current position. 

ZAn analysis of variance of past experience by agency type resulted in 
an F = 2.29, sig. = .OB. When the seven state or park agency recruits are 
eliminated the F statistic for the sheriff/police groups is 6.0, sig. = .01. 
The average past experience for sheriff recruits is 11 months and 17 months 
for police recruits. 

3Actually the relationship between education and metr%utstate was 
more significant in the total sample than in the separate sheriff/police 
samples; however, the discussion of recruitment patterns was more easily 
broken down by sheriff/police. 

4An analysis of variance of age and education index by metr%utstate 
resulted in F's of B.39 (sig. = .004) and 6.5 (sig. = .01), respectively. 

The education index is calculated as years of high school and years of 
vo-tech + Z X (years of college + years of graduate school) + degree. For 
degree, 1 point is given for associate degree, 2 for bachelors degree and 
3 for masters degree. 

SCorrelations between education index and agency size and community 
size are .36 (sig. = .001) and .40 (sig. = .001), respectively. An analysis 
of, variance of education by metr%utstate resulted in an F of 4.3 (sig. = .04). 
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The different recruitment patterns discovered in these analyses are 

summarized in Figure 15.1. The information in this figure on training ar

rangements will be mentioned in the summary to this chapter and again in 

Chapter XVII. One set of recruits are younger, have little military ex

perience, have less past criminal justice experience, have an average edu

cational level with a unifonn type of education. These recruits have 

chosen the vo-tech route to law enforcement and tend to be recruited by 

smaller, outstate police agencies in smaller communities (see pattern 5 

in Figure 15.1). 

Among the BCA trainees those with more past experience have been hired 

by police agencies. Within this group recruits with more education are 

more likely to be employed by a larger agency in a larger, metro area com

munity (pattern 1); those with less education are more likely to be found 

in smaller, outstate agencies and communities (pattern 2). 

The regular BCA trainees with comparatively less past criminal justice 

experience tend to be hired by sheriffs' offices. Those with more educa

tion and those who are somewhat older are more likely to be in metro area 

offices (pattern 3), while younger and less educated recruits are more 

likely to be hired by outstate agencies (pattern 4). 

These conclusions should not be exaggerated. They summarize tendencies 

rather than absolute types and all the analyses have excluded information of 

Minneapolis, State Patrol, and St. Paul recruits. However, evidence gathered 

on recent BCA- and Alexandria-trained officers suggests that Minnesota re

cruits differ considerably in terms of personal backgrounds and that differ

ent types of persons tend to be recruited by different types of law enforce

ment agencies. The next section discusses recruit attitudes and attempts to 
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FIGURE 15.1 

RECRUITMENT PATTERNS OF MINNESOTA PEACE OFFICERS 
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------~------------~---

discover further differences among recruits are reported. 

ATTITUDES OF MINNESOTA PEACE OFFICER RECRUITS 

DATA SOURCES 

Questionnaries administered during the course of this evaluation con-

tained items designed to tap recruit attitudes. The first surveys adminis-

tered in the spring of 1976, mostly contained attitudinal questions. For 

two reasons most of these questions were dropped and the proportion of items 

tapping attitudes was reduced. First, many items demonstrated little vari-

ance (that is, most recruits would agree or disagree with a question) and 

hence questions failed to differentiate recruits. Second, by fall 1976, 

the evalua~ion was taking on a broader scope and it was desirable to in-

elude questions that obtained opinions and perceptions of other issues. The 

questionnaries that were adopted for the 1976-77 school year (pre-training 

and post-training surveys) contained 20 attitudinal items. Eight of these 

questions were incorporated in the questionnaries sent to graduates with 

six-months of post-training job experience (six-month follow-up question-

naire) and to the sample of 1973-74 BCA graduates (three-year experience 
(~! 

questionnaire). Questions that demonstrated little variance were dropped 

for these two mail questionnaires since an excessive number of questions 

would be likely to reduce response rates. 

TYPES OF ATTITUDES ANALYZED 

Three sets of questions were chosen to be included in recruit question-

naires: 

1. The first six questions dealt specifically with the role of peac~ of-

ficers (internal organization, relations to society and to the criminal· jUs-

tice system). These are the six questions listed in Table 15.4. All of the 
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ques~ions were inchuded in the two surveys ma:Lled to graduates as we1l as in 

the pre-tra~ning and post-training surveys. 

2. The second six questions (Table 15.6) tapped 'more general attitudes 

of civil liberties without specific application to law enforcement tasks. 

Since responses to these questions showed little variance they were all 

dropped from the six-month follow-up and three-year experience questionnaires. 

3. Eight questions were asked on the contribution of certain arrange

ments to the efficiency of police work (questions in Table 15.8). These 

questions like the first six deal specifically with law enforcement. Two 

of the items were incorporated in the six-month follow-up and three-year 

experience questionnaires. 

Patterns of Attitudes 

The intention of selecting cohe'rent sets of quef~tions is to increase 

the chances that responses to questions will fall in some intelligible pat

terns. Data analysis is facilitated. if individual items can be reduced to 

fewer ,attitude scales or scores. For example, if questions in Table 15.6 all 

tap the attitude of "support of civil liberties," recruits' responses to the 

items will relate to one another and it would be pos,sible and meaningful to 

combine the six individual responses for each recruit into a single scale or 

score measuring his "support of civil liberties." 

It was hoped that the 20 individual items could be reduced to two or 

three attitude scales on which to describe recruits. However, responses to 

various items did not interrelate sufficiently well to warrant the creation 

of several scales. Patterns of relationships among items were not suffi

ciently high to enable the reduction of i.tems to meaningful attitude scores, 

but inter-relationships were uGed as a guide to discussion of individual item~. 

Factor analyses of the questionnaire items for pre-training, post-
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training, follow-up and three-year experience responses 'Were used to judge: 

a) which items tended to relate to each other; and b) the consistency of 

relationships across the surveys. If responses to several items relate 

to each other, and do so consistently across the surveys, then there is 

evidence that the items tend to reflect the same attitude. On the other 

hand, if respo~ses to questions 1 and 3 in the pre-training survey relate, 

but responses to questions 1 and 4 relate in the post-training survey, pat

terns are not sufficiently consistent to indicate any single attitude. 

In addition, change scores were calculated for each item to assess the 

extent of change from before to after training(pre-training score minus 

post-training score) and from the end of training to six months later (post

training score minus follow-up score). If a recruit gave the Same response 

the change score would be 0, if a recruit moved in a disagree direction the 

score would be negative, and if a recruit moved in an agree direction the 

score would be positive. Change scores are reported in Tables 15.5, 15.7, 

and 15.9. One would expect that for items on which there is considerable 

change of opinion, there would not be consistent patterns of relationships 

acrOSS the surveys. 

Inspection of information from the factor analyses and change scores 

leads to the following conclusions about patterns of attitudinal respGnses: 

1. The first six questions in Table 15.4 demonstrate few relation

ships with other items and no relationships are consistent across surveys. 

Change scores in Table 15.5 indicate much change in position from time pe

riod to time period. In addition a fairly large percentage of "uncertain" 

responses indicate recruit uncertainty on these issues. These s.ix items 

need to be considered individually; responses exhibit too much change and 

uncertainty to indicate any stable set of attitudes. 
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2. The second set of questions (Table 15.'6) shows higher inter

relations and relationships are consistent across surveys. There is less 

change of opinion ort these items. Interrelations and consistency in 

these responses warrant discussion of these items as a set, but lack of 

variance in responses reduces their utility in differenti~ting types of 

recruits. 

3. The eight efficiency questions (Table 15.8) fall into three pat

terns. Questions 1 and 2 do not relate consistently with any other items 

and must 'be dealt with separately. Questions 3, 4 and 5 interrelate con

sistently, show little change and thus can be dealt with as a set. Finally, 

questions 6, 7 and 8 interrelate consistently, but show some change and 

uncertainty. 

The next section describes the distribution of responses on these 

three sets of questions for the 1976-77 BCA recruits before and a.fter the 

training program, for the six-month follow-up sample, for the Alexandria 

students in BCA class number 68, and for the 1973-74 BCA graduate sample. 

The sec01'ld section after this reports analyses aimed at discovering what, 

if any, back~ound and agency characteristics relate to attitudes. 

DESCRIPTION OF RECRUIT RESPONSES 

The Police Role 

Responses to the first six questions which deal with the police role 

indicate division of opinion, uncertainty, and change. Responses are re

ported in Table 15.4 and change scores are reported in Table 15.5. On the 

first item which states that state and local laws undermine police authority, 

the majority agree before training that police authority is undermined. 
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Although more disagree at the con.clusion of the course, response patterns 

for the six-month follow-up and the 1973-74 graduates indicate that after 

additional job experience the majority again agree with the statement. 

The Alexandria students, in contrast, generally disagree with the state

ment prior to the BCA course, but shift to uncertainty by the conclusion 

of the class (46% uncertain). 

The second item states that citizen respect for police has been in

creasing. The pattern for BCA recruits is similar before training, after 

training and after job experience--almost 60% disagree and close to 20% 

are uncertain. Somewhat fewer of the Alexandria students disagree and 

they demonstrate more uncertainty on the issue. 

The majority of BCA recruits prior to training disagree that officers 

should make offenders feel that they had just made this one mistake (ques

tion 3). Somewhat more agree after training, but after job experience the 

pattern of responses is similar to that before training. The Alexandria 

students demonstrate a marked increase in the number agreeing with the 

statement (42% agree before ECA training; 66% agree after BCA training). 

Question" 4 deals with police organization. BCA recruits tend to b/?, 

split evenly on whether military organization is a good model for police 

organization. Before training, after training and after job experience,t 

the distribution of opinion is roughly 40% agree, 20% uncertain, and 40% 

disagree. The Alexandria students, on the other hand, overwhelmingly sup

port a military model. 

Slightly more BCA recruits agree (than disagree) that officers should 

be trained as generalists and the 1973-74 BCA graduate sample has the 
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TABLE 15.4 

~.TTITUDES TotfARD THE POLICE ROLE: MINNESOTA PEACE OFFICER ~ECRUITS 

~~LE at BCA GRAD-
1976-77 ANNUAL SAMPLE: Ci.ASSE~ 56-63 ALEXANDRIA GLASS 68 - 1976 GRADUA'rES UATES 1973_74 

"---' 
Pre-Training Past-Training Six-!1anth Fo11ow_uea 

Pre-Traininll.--, r Fost-Training 
--11 ,r-- I r ..., 

VARIABLE Fregu~-.!lE.I Percent Freguenc:£ ~~ ~9uency Percent; FresuencI Percent Freguanc,I Pct'cent FreS!!!.!!.~ Percent 

1. Present state and local laws have un-
dermined the police officer's au-
thoritl to a danserons extent. 

Strongly agree 51 167- :;0 lo-/. 16 157- 0 1 02'1. 16 len 
Agree 1:26 407. 87 297- 42 387- 3 077- 4 107. 35 427-
Uncertain 62 207. 49 067. 13 127. 12 297- 1~ 467. 11 137. 
Disagree 12 23~. 124 41% 36 337. 21 517. 14 347. 20 247. 
Strongly disagree 7 027. 15 057. 3 037. 5 127. 3 077. 1 017. 

N '" nab 305 110 41 41 83 
Hissing 0 13" 0 0 0 2 

2. The respect that citizens have for a 
police officer and his position has 
been steadily increasing over the 
"'lears. 

Strongly agree 10 03'/. 11 047- 3 037- 1 027. 2 051. 1 017. 
Agree 77 247. 62 207- 24 227. 11 277- 9 227. 15 18l: 
Uncertain 41 13% 61 207. 1(1 17% 13 327- 13 327. 17 217. 

I Disagree 153 487. 128 427. 54 507. 11 277. 13 327. 37 457. 
VJ Strongly disagree ~ 11% ~ 147. ...!.Q 097- _5 127. -!!. 107. ..!l 167. 
\0 

'" N->= 317 305 1(19 41 41 83 
I Hissing 1 13 1 0 0 2 

3. A police officer should generally try 
to ~ke oEfenders feel as though they 
were really law-ahiding but had just 
~de this one ~istake. 

Strongly agree 7 027. 14 05% 1 017- 2. 057- 5 127. 4 057. 
Agree 68 22% 95 31% .'1.7 257- 15 377- 2Z .547. 26 327. 
Uncertain 76 247. 68 227. 23 26~ 8 207. 9 227. 14 177. 
Disagree 147 467. 107 351- 50 461- 14 341- 5 127. 30 37':. 
Strongly disagree .12. OCi'h ...ll 07% -1 031- _2 05'h .....Q _8 107. 

N= 317 305 109 41 41 82 
MiSSing 1 13 1 0 0 3 

4. The c~nd and discipline found in a 
miLitary organization is a goed model 
for a Eollee dCEartment~ 

S tt'ongly agree 19 061- 19 06'h 5 05'h 4 10'h 4 107. 8 107. 
Agree 104 337- 92 307. 38 357- ~4 59'h 21 51'h 30 36'h 
Uncertain 56 181- 55 181- 25 231- 6 15% 10 24'h 12 157. 
Di8&gree 113 361- 101 33'h 32 29'h 7 177. 6 15:' 27 337. 
Strongly disagree 21\. 08% ~ 12'h -1 08'h -2 -2 _6 07't 

N= 318 303 109 41 41 83 
Hissing 0 15 1 0 0 2 



5. Police cfficers ~ork more effectively 
when they have been trained as gen-
eralists rather than s2ecialists. 

Strongly agree 16 05'1'. 18 067- 6 067- 2 057- 5 127, 8 107. 
Agree 123 391- 113 371- 45 41~~ 8 207- 7 177- 40 4~7. 
Uncertain 76 24% 78 267- 21 1~1- 14 34% 10 247- 13 167-
Disagree 88 28% 77 2S'I'. 3l, 311- 13 32'1. 17 42'1: 17 21'1: 
Strongly disagree ~ OS% -.l& 06% ....!! 04'1: ....!! 107. -l 057. ---1 067. 

N= 318 304 110 41 41 83 
Missing 0 14 0 0 0 2 

6. A recruit who thinks he is going to 
get much personal satisfaction just 
from performing police duties is due 
for a rude awakenin~. 

Strongly agree 33 10% 28 09% 13 12% 6 157- 4 107. 9 11'1: 
Agree 99 317- 100 337- 29 26'7. 12 29% 9 227- 28 34'1: 
Uncertain 46 ;'S% 38 137- 10 09% 7 177- 9 22'1: 8 107. 
Disagree 118 37% 107 357- 46 427- 10 24'1. 14 34'1: 33 40'1: 
Stronb1y disagree ..E 077- .l!! 107. .E. 117- -2. lS'7. ---1 12'1. ---1 067. 

N= 318 304 no 41 41 83 
Missing 0 14 0 0 0 2 

I 
aThe follo~-up sample consisted of classes 54 through 57. See Appendix A for technical discussion of samples. 

C..<l 
bThe annual sample has been calculated to have an N of 317. \0 In pre-test analyses apparently a recruit who 

W started in one class, dropped out, and began in another class has been counted twice. Given the large N 
I such an error viiI not affect reaults. 

~1s.1ng data in post-test sample includes 6 recruits who dropped out of or failed the CCU'J!'3e. 



largest proportion (58%) agreeing. The Alexandria students, on the other 

hand, are more supportive of specialized training, although slightly less 

so after their BCA class. 

The BCA recruits and graduates are about evenly divided on whether 

officers get personal satisfaction from performing police duties (question 

6). The Alexandria students demonstrate more uncertainty and more change 

during the training. Prior to the BGA class somewhat more of the A1exa.ndria 

group than of the BCA samples felt that the recruit expecting personal satis-

faction was due for a rude awakening, but more disagreed at the conclusion 

of the class. 

Responses to the first six questions dealing with the police role in-

dicate that peace officer recruits do not have set ideas on the issues 

tapped by these questions. There is difference of opinion on all questions, 

there is generally a large proportion of "uncertain" responses, and a large 

number of recruits change their opinions during the training program and 

during the first six months of post-training job experience (see Table 15.5). 

When the distribution of responses changes during the training program, it 

generally shifts back to the pre-training pattern after job experience (e.g., 

questions 1 and 3), suggesting that the training program does not influence 

attitudes in any lasting ~ay.l The extent of attitude change after training 

(see Table 15.5) is indicative of the same phenomenon. 

The Alexandria students respond to these questions in different ways. 

lAggregate shifts in response patterns also can be seen in the change 
scores by examining the proportion of respondents moving in an agree or a 
disagree direction. Alexandria data were collected early in the evaluation 
and processed separately from most of the BGA data. As a result change 
scores could not be calculated and discussion relies on overall response 
distributions. 
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T.\IlLE 15 • .5 

A1"1'1'1l1()1~ CIlINOF. ON 'I'm: pOJ.rCf: Hlll.f:, HlNNf::;n-rA PK\GH nPf'lGf:1I IWI:mI11'S 

CI\,\NCE 11 C\l\tlcll 21 
PRE-TRAlN1NG SCORE MlIlIlS I'OS1'·TllAlNWG SCORP. MtNUS 

POST-1'RAINING scottED SlX-HONtll FOI,WII-tlp Sr.l1Rf\' 
i ---, I I 

Chansa Direction 
VARIABLE -~ of Ch8JtSu _N_ ~ .JL ~ 
1. Present .tate and local laws have un-

dermined the police oUic('r' s au-
thor1t~ to a danserous extent. 3 + 2. 011- 2 021-

2 + 10 031. 14 141-
1 + 35 127, 29 30% 
0 111 361. 44 457-
1 76 271. 8 oar. 
2 42 151. 1 01'r. 
3 11 041. 0 
4 -1 011. .....Q 

11"" 290 98 
KBsing 28 12 

2. The ,,"espect thnt citbens have for a 
police offic¢r and his position has 
been steadily increasing over the 
I,cars. 4 + 0 011-

3 + 4 017. 1 011-
2 + 20 077- 5 051-
1 + 50 171- 19 20% 
0 139 48% 46 471-
1 56 197- 17 16% 
2 12 047- 6 061-
3 6 027- 2 021-
4 -1 011. ....Q 

11'" 289 97 
Kissing 29 13 

3. A police officer should generally try 
to make offenders feel as though they 
vere really law_abiding but had just 
made this one mistake. 4 + 1 011- 0 

3 + 4 017- 1 011-
2 + 32 11% 7 071. 
1 + 70 24% 7 07'/. 
0 121 42% 50 51% 
1 43 157- 19 19'/. 
2 14 05% 13 13% 
3 4 01% 0 
4 ....Q ...1 01% 

11= 269 96 
Hissing 29 1Z 

4. The command and dtscipline found in a 
milita,:y organization is a good model 
for a 201ice de2artment. 4 + 1 017- 0 

3 + 2: 017- 0 
2 + 14 OS% 6 06% 
1 + 48 177. 21 22% 
0 142 491. 41 43% 
1 56 20".4 23 24% 
2 19 07% 5 05% 
3 3 01% 0 
4 _1 011- -1\ 

!/= 288 96 
HiSSing 30 14 

5. Police officers work more effectively 
when they have been trained as gen-

01')'. 0 erallsts rather than sEecialists. 4 + 1 
3 + 4 01% 1 rJl7-
2 + 24 087- 11 11% 
1 + 53 187- 15 167. 
0 127 441. 37 38% 
1 51 17'7. 19 aO% 
2 25 09% 12 12% 
3 3 017- 2 02"1. 
4 _1 011- .....Q 

N= 289 97 
Hi .. ing 29 13 

6. A rec"CUit "ho thinks he is going to 
get much personal satisfaction just 
from performing police duties is due 

1 01% fQ~ a rude awakening. 4 + 0 
3 + 7 021- 3 03% 
2 + 26 097. 8 067-
1 + 40 14% 12 12% 
0 131 451- 47 497-
1 Sl 187- 11 117-
2 27 09% 12 12% 
3 5 027. 3 037-
4 _2 017- ....Q 

N ., 289 97 
Hissing 29 t3 

"ti.::.aoJ on 1976-77 annual sample. 

ba•s•d on six-month folloW-lJ~ samplo. -395-



The change in their opinions during training is in the direction of a 

BCA trainee pattern, but the discovery that post-training attitudes are 

not lasting reduces the significance of these findings. Overall, Alex-

andria students indicate more uncertainty, take a more "lenient" law en-

forcement position (e.g., questions 1 and 3), support a military model of 

organization, and are more supportive of specialized training. 

Support of Civil Liberties 

Responses to questions in Table 15.6 were obtained only from the 1976-77 

BCA recruits before and after training. Responses to these questions indi-

cate recruits' support of civil liberties, such as freedom of speech, free-

dom of belief and equal protection. On these questions recruits over-

whelminglyagree (i.e., are supportive of civil liberties), demonstrate 

little uncertainty, and indicate less change in position during the training 

program than on other questions (see Table 15.7). 

Several possibilities could explain these results. First, recruits 

may be responding in a way they feel is appropriate for their role. That 

is, the "good" peace officer is supposed to be supportive of civil liberties, 

hence recruits respond accordingly. Second, there could be a response set; 

since all the questions are worded in a similar way recruits might respond 

in a set way. Third, research on attitudes indicates that when questions 

are phrased in a general way, most Americans take a "liberal" position, 

but when questions relate to more specific situations, Americans are more 

divided and confused. l Recruit responses seem to confirm these findings. 

1 James W. Prothro and Charles M. Grigg, "Fundamental Principles of 
Democracy: Bases of Agreement and Disagreement," Journal of Politics 
XXII, (May), 1-960, pp. 276-294. 
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TAli I.E 15.6 
ATTITUDES TOIIARO CIVIL LT1\EHTlE~: HlNNESOTA PE,\CE OFrrr.F.R RF.CRIIlTS 

VARL\IlLE 

1. People who hate our way of life should still 
have a chance to b~ heard. 

Strongly agree 
Agree 
Uncertain 
Disagree 
Strollgly disagree 

N = 
Missing 

2. No matter what a person'. political beliefs 
are, he is entitled to the same legal rights 
a~d protections as anyone else. 

Strongly agree 
Agree 
Uncertain 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 

N = 
Missing 

3. Nobody has a right to tell another person what 
he should and should not read. 

Strongly agree 
Agree 
Uncertain 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 

N= 
MiSSing 

4. Unless there is freedom for many points of view 
to be presented, there is little chance that 
the truth can ever be known. 

Strongly agree 
Agree 
T~l'leertain 

',': ,: sagree 
Strongly disagree 

N = 
Missing 

5. 1 would not trust any person or group to decide 
~at opinions can be freely expressed and 
"hat must be silenced. 

Strongly agree 
Agree 
Uncertain 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 

11= 
Missillg 

6. "Freedom of conscience should mean freedom to be 
an atheist as well as freedom to worship in 
the church of One t s choice. 

Strongly agree 
Agree 
Uncertain 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 

N= 
MiSSing 

1976~77 R~:CR\1ITS 1976~77 RECRUITS 
r,~ ___ P~R~E~-~"~RA~lN~l~N~G~~~l rj ____ ~?~O=S~T~-T~RA~l~N~l~N~C ____ ~1 

Frequency Percont 

48 
244 

16 
7 

_3 

3188 

o 

120 
189 

6 
o 

-1 
318 

o 

128 
148 
20 
17 

-.!! 
317 

1 

108 
178 

25 
6 

_1 

318 
o 

107 
150 

31 
27 

....l 
31'3 

o 

118 
180 

13 
6 

_1 

318 
o 

15% 
77'1. 
057. 
021-
01% 

38% 
59% 
02% 

on. 

27% 
1m. 
06% 
05% 
01% 

34% 
567. 
08% 
027. 
017. 

34% 
47% 
100k 
097. 
017. 

37% 
577. 
04% 
02% 
01% 

Fr~911c'!!£y Percent 

46 
219 
25 
14 

1 

30Sb 

13 

117 
173 

5 
5 

-.!! 
304 
14 

121 
11.8 

11 
23 

--.! 
305 

13 

102 
161 
30 
10 

_2 

305 
13 

104 
130 

41 
27 

...l 
305 

13 

132 
151 

14 
6 

-.l 
304 
14 

157. 
727. 
087. 
057. 
017. 

397. 
577. 
02% 
02% 
017. 

40% 
49% 
04% 
081-
01% 

33% 
537. 
lO'k 
03~ 
01% 

341, 
43% 
13% 
09% 
Ol'~ 

437. 
507. 
05% 
02% 
017. 

aThe annual sample has been calculated to have an N of 317. In pre~test analyses appa.ently a 
recruit who started in one class, dropped out, and began in another class has been CQunted twice. 
Given ~he large N such an error will not affect results. 

bHissing data in post~test sample includes 6 recruits who dropped out of or failed the course. 
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,ABLE 15.1 

ATTI11IOE CHANGE ON G1Vl!. LTIlERTTES, HTNNF.~OTA PEACE OFFlCER IIECRlIt1'S 

CHANGE 1, 
PRE~TRAINING SCORE mNUS 
POST~T&\lNING SCORED 

'Change Direction 
VARIABLE ~ of ChanKc L ~ 
1. People who hage our way of life should still 

have a chance to be heard. :3 + 1 01% 
2 + 2 01% 
1 + 27 09% 
0 211 75% 
1 35 12% 
2 _8 03'~ 

N= 290 
Missing 28 

2. No matter ~at a person's politi~at beliefs 
are, he is entitled to the same legal rights 
and grotect1.ons as an~one else . . 3 + 1 01% 

2 0 
1 + 44 15% 
0 199 697. 
1 39 14% 
2 4 01% 
3 1 01% 
4 -1: 01% 

N= 289 
MiSSing 29 

3. Nobody has a right to tell another person what 
he should and shoul~ not read. 4 + 1 01% 

3 + 5 02% 
2 + 9 03% 
1 + 53 111% 
0 160 55% 
1 loS 16% 
2 7 02% 
3 -2. 03% 

N= 290 
Missing 28 

4. Unless there is freedom for many .,>oints of vi." 
to be presented, dlere is little chance that 
the truth can ever be known. 3 + 1 017-

2 + 7 02% 
1 + 47 16% 
0 168 587-
1 56 19% 
2 7 02% 
3 3 01% 
4 J 017-

N= 290 
Missing 28 

5. I would not trust any person or group to decide 
vhat opinions can be freely expressed and 
~a t must be silenced. 3 + 4 01% 

2 + 12 04% 
1 + 45 16% 
0 157 54% 
1 47 16% 
2 21 07% 
3 -..i 01l'. 

N= 290 
Missing 28 

6. Freedom of conscience should mean frecdon to be 
an atheist as well as freedom to worship in 
the church of one's choice. 2 + 5 02% 

1 + 56 19'1. 
0 181 63% 
1 44 15% 
2 -2 01% 

N= 289 
Missing 29 

aBased on 1976-77 nnm,sl sample. 
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They uniformly support civil liberties in the abstract, but differences of 

opinion and uncertainty emerge the more specific the questions become. 

Police Efficienc¥ 

The last set of questions return to the specific level. Data are 

available on two of these quest.ions for BCA graduates; none is available 

for Alexandria students. Respondents are asked to indicate how helpful 

certain arrangements are to police efficiency. The first statement in 

Table 15.8 deals with less le.niency on the part of the courts. Before 

and after training recruits agree that this arrangement would be helpful. 

Very few disagree or are uncertain, although change scores in Table 15.9 

indicate some change of opinion. 

The second item in Table 15.8 mentions having police of the same ethnic 

backgr.ound as people in their area. The majority agree the arrangement 

would be helpful, although nearly one-third are uncertain and opinions 

change during training (see Table 15.9). 

The next three items deal with community/human relations. The majority 

of recruits feel community relations arrangements are helpful. It is inter

esting that fewer recruits rate the item (number 5) dealing with more train

ing in the areq. as helpful, more are uncertain and more change their opinion 

(in a disagree direction). Recruits support community/human relations pro

grams, but are less certain that tratning in the area is helpful. This 

finding probably reflects relative recruit dissatisfaction with human rela

tions training discussed in Chapter XII. 

The last three items in Table 15.8 deal with police force. On these 

questions as in the first six recruits are diVided, a large proportion 
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TABLE 15.8 

ATTITUDES ON POLICE EFFICIENCY: MINNESOTA PEACE OFFICER RECPVITS 

QUESTION: "In view of your own experience, how 
helpful do you think each of the ideas 
listed below would be in improving 
police efficiency7" 

1. less leniency on the part of the court. 

Very helpful 
Fairly helpful 
Not sure. 
Not too helpful 
Not at all helpful 

N= 
Missing 

2. having police of the same ethnic and racial 
background a. the people in their area 

Very helpful 
Fairly helpful 
Not sure 
Not too hel.pful 
Not at all helpful 

N= 
Missing 

3. educating the public on the role of the police 

Very helpful 
Fairly helpf\ll 
Not sure 
Not too helpful 
Not at all helpful 

4. community relations programs 

Very helpful 
Fairly helpful 
Not sure 
Not too helpful 
Not "t all helpful 

N = 
Missing 

N= 
Missing 

Pre-Traini .. g 

Frequency Percc..nt 

194 
87 

9 
11 

_5 

316 
2 

50 
120 

91 
52 

-2 
318 

o 

185 
115 

13 
4 

_1 

318 
o 

159 
138 

17 
2 

-1 
317 

1 

61% 
28% 
037-
04% 
05% 

16% 
38% 
29% 
16% 
02% 

:;8% 
361. 
04% 
011-
01% 

50"{' 
447-
05% 
017-
01% 

1976-77 RECRUITS 

Pos~-Training rix-Month Follow-uf" 

Frequency l!L~ Frequency Percent 

204 
65 
12 
11 

...!1 
305 

13 

24 
101 

96 
73 

....!l 
305 

13 

194 
98 

8 
5 

--.Q 
305 

13 

176 
110 

13 
5 

--.Q 
304 
14 

67% 
21% 
047. 
04% 
041-

08% 
337. 
32% 
247-
04% 

647-
32% 
03% 
02% 

58% 
36% 
041-
027. 

i 
SAMPLE OF BGA GRAD

UATES 1973-74 

Frequency ~ 



5. giving police more training in human 
relations and psychology 

Very helpful 91 29% 66 221-
Fairly helpful 153 48% 132 437. 
Not sure 44 141- 63 21% 
Not too helpful 26 087. 35 121-
Not at all helpful _3 01% ....2. OJ? 

N= 317 305 
Missing 1 13 

6. fewer restrictions on the uae of force 
by police 

Very helpful 34 11% 32 10% 8 077- 11 131-
Fairly helpful 83 261- 56 17% 33 30% 20 247: 
Not sure 94 30"1. 100 30% 11 10% 17 :211-
Not too helpful 90 28% 91 27% 48 44% 29 35% 
Not at all helpful ....!& 05% ~ 07% ...1.2 097. _E- 077: 

N= 317 304 110 83 
Hissing 1 14 0 2 

7. assigning more police to the area. 

Very helpful 102 327. 58 19% 
I Fairly helpful 143 457. 147 481-
-I> Not sure 53 17% 63 211-
0 Not too helpful 20 067- 36 12% t-' 
I Not at all hel/1Eul -.Q _1 01% 

N=- 318 305 
Hissing 0 13 

3. stricter enforcement of the law by the police 
Very helpfu'l 43 14'1. 38 13% 12 111. 18 221. 
Fairly helpful 139 447- 106 35% 51 47'/. 31 377-
Not sure 84 27% 103 34% 18 In: 13 167: 
Not too helpful 50 16% 57 19'/. 26 24'/. 19 231. 
Not at all helpful _1 01% _1 017- ...2 027. _2 021. 

N '" 317 305 109 83 
Hissing 1 13 1 2 

aFollow_up sample includes classes 54 and 55 from Spring, 1916, and classes 56 and 57 frOlu the 1976_77 annual sample. 
See Appendix A. 

bThe annual sample has been calculated to have an N of 317. In pre-test analyses apparently a recTo"it who started in 
one clas., dropped out, and began in another clssa has been counted twice. Given the large N such an error will not 
affect results. 

~i.sing data 1n post-test sample includes 6 recruits who dropped out of or failed the course. 



TAIILE 15.9 

AT1tnIDE ruwer. ON rOLlrr. n'F1Clf"NCY, tllNSr.~\lT\ rF:.lce Of'Flr.rR RI·:r.Rlln'~ 

QUESTtOlh ''In \r~d~ oe your OW., I'!)tp~·rt .... CILINC& I. CIWlGC 2, 
.nc •• ho" hrlprul do you thInk l'llt-TRAINING SeOllE Hl~l1S l'OST-Ttl.\lN1NO SCORE m:il,1S 
uch or thn Id ... l1stcd bolo" POST .. 1'R\lNINC !:Cl1RF11 roLllll/."P SCOReb 

wuld b. In !mprovln~ polled 
Ch·"sc DJrecttnn efficiency? ,,---- ~ of' Ch3nSD ...!L ~ ...!L !.!:~ 

1. ttlS! lent~n(!" on thp 2tirt oC tht' cnurt! , + 5 02'1. 
3 + 5 02'1. 

+ 3 01'1, 
1 + 43 In; 
0 183 63'1. 
1 29 10'1. 
2 6 02'1. 
3 4 01'1. 
4 ...! 02'1. 

11- 289 
K1I.1ng 29 

2. having police of the uma ethnic and 
racial background all the people 111 
theLr .lrea 2 + 7 02'1. 

1 + l5 12. 
0 140 48'1. 
1 78 271 
2 26 091 
3 ~~ 01. 

K ~ 290 
Khslng 28 

3. educating the pubUc on t~e role of tho 
EoUce 4 + 1 01. 

3 + 0 
2 + 6 02'1. 
1 + 60 21. 
0 116 61'1. 
1 43 15'1. 
2 ~ 01. 

11- 290 
K1 •• i"8 28 - .. --~- -

4. ~.9t.t, -re.htlq},s pt0S!nm!. ) + 1 01' 
2 + 2 01. 
I + 69 24'1. 
0 168 ~1 . 
1 44 15. 
2 .~ 01'1. 

,,~ 288 
Hhsln& 30 

5. aLving police more training in human 
~~.tiO'l\S and E'5:tcholoB:t 2 + 6 02'1. 

1 + 31 11. 
a 161 56: 
1 70 24'1. 
2 16 061 
3 4 011. 
4 -..l 01'1. 

Jla 289 
!fhlin8 29 

6. feller 're;'Strictio'O'& on tht. un: f)f foreD 
bl eaUce 4 + 2 01'1. 0 

3 + 1 01'1. 1" on 
2 + 11 04. 3 08'1. 
1 + 46 16'1. ~ 14'1. 
a 142 49'1. 20 54'1. 
1 58 20'1. 1 191 
2 21 on; 1 on 
3 S 027. 0 
4 -..l 011 -2 

II .. 288 37 
Mh.I·S 30 73 

1. 1I',!ol[nin£j more EOUc:p t>l the! 3t"i!0I 2 .+ 4 01'1. 
1 0\- 39 m: 
0 152 ~n 
1 65 22. 
2 26 09'1. 
3 ~ 01'1. 

Ja 290 
Khstng 28 

8. stricter cnfor:c~cnt of tho la" by 
the e6tic(! 2 + 14 051 2 05'1. 

1 + 57 10'1. S 13'1. 
0 119 411 20 531. 
1 18 277. 8 21'1. 
2 1~ 07'1. 2 05'1. 
3 ....l 011 -..l on 

II ... 290 38 
Khsing 28 12 

"Bued on the 1976-17 annual sample. 

b!la,cd on follok'-up ,ample. DR ta are missing for classes 34 an:! 55, thus the 10\1 N. 
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are uncertain, many change their opinions, and whatever change occurs during 

training does not appear to last after additional job experience. 

In sum. Minnesota peace officer recruits are as heterogeneous in their 

attitudes as they are in their backgrounds. On abstract questions of civil 

liberties and on the contribution of community relations programs, recruits 

are uniformly ::mppo:ctive. On most issues central to the police function" 

however, recruits are. divided, quite uncertain, and quite changeable. Also, 

on a number of attitudes the Alexandria group appears to differ from regu-

lar BGA trainees (see summary, page 396). 

This discussion of attitude responses has described distribudons of 

responses for each sample. This aggregate information tells us little about 

who holds what opinions and whose opinions are changing. The follo~ing sec-

tion turns to these questions. 

CORRELATES OF RECRUIT ATTITUDES 

The final question to be addressed in this chapter is whether any of 

the recruit background, agency or community characteristics relate to 

attitudinal responses. Since questionnaire items did not appear to indicate 

any stable set of attitudes and in some cases did not differentiate recruits~ 

one would n.ot expect patterns to emerge between the background and attitud:i-

nal characteristics;l However, th~ee questions were probed. 

lA characteristic that relates to another is a "correlate. II ,1Ji.nce 
attitude responses are not consistent one would not expect background 
characteristics which are stable to relate to them. Moreover, if most 
recruits agree (or disagree) with a question, there is no variation in 
response. The notion behind a relationship or correlation is that two 
characteristics vary together (e.g., the higher the education, the more 
agreement; the lower the education, the less agreement) and thus, rela
tionships would not elllerge with attitude items which do not diff'erentiate 
recruits. 
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3:J.rst, relations between background variables (i. e., personal charac-

teristics, past experience, agency and community characteristics) and 

responses to the attitude items were analyzed for pre-training, post-

training and follow-up responses. The only pattern to emerge was that 

after training more educated recruits disagree with the statement that 

Hpresent state and local laws have undermined the police officers authority 

to a dangerous extent. lIl Also, wit.hin the police recruit group trainees 

from larger agencies and communities disagree with the statement but these 

relations are no doubt a result of the fact that police recruits in larger 

agencies and communities are more educated (see previous s~ction).2 The 

fact that more educated recruits disagree with the statement might reflect 

a broader understanding of the legal system obtained through college pro-

grams. 

Second, attitude change scores were created to discover if any of the 

background variables relate to the direction and/or extent of attitude 

change. Change scores were created for each item (pre-training score minus 

post-training score; post-training score minus follow-up score), but no re-

portable relationships were discovered between these scores and the back-

ground characteristics. The change scores were recalculated to indicate 

extent of change; that is, minus scores which would indicate change in a 

disagree direction were recoded so tbat extent of chang(~ (whether in an 

agree or disagree direction) was assessed. Again no background variables 

lThe correlation between educational index and attitude response is .31, 
sig. = ,DOl for 1976-77 sample; .30, sig. = .002 for the sheriff group and 
.31, sig. = .001 for the police group. 

2The correlation between community size and attitude response is .40, 
sig. = .001; between agency size and attitude response is .35, sig. ~ .001. 
Since a Spearman coefficient was used for ordinal variables a p~rtial correla-
tion controlling for education was not calculated. . 
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appeared to. explain extent of attitude cha.nge. Finally, a total attitude 

change score was created by summing the change scores for each attitude 

item, but no particular types of recruits appear to be more changeable than 

others. 

Third $ since attitude u;ncertainty was as striking a characteristi~ of 

peace officer recruits as attitude changeability, an uncertainty score was 

created by summing the number of "uncertain" or "not sure" responses to the 

attitude items for the pre-training, post-training and follow-up surveys. 

Once again, no recruit background characteristics analyzed appear to ex

plain the extent of recruit uncertainty. 

In sum, the analysis of attitudes failed to uncover any "attitudinal" 

types of recruits (that is, few of the items interrelated or differentiated 

trainees), but considerable attitude change and uncertainty were discovered. 

Analyses designed to discover correlates of attitudes found only a rela

tionship between education and one item. Most recruit background character

istics not only fail to explain attitude positions, but also fail to explain 

direction and extent of attitude change and extent of .attitude uncertainty. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter has analyzed recent peace officer recruits in terms of 

personal background characteristics, past criminal justice experience, 

agency and community-characteristics, and attitudes. Emphasis has been 

on describing recruits trained by the BCA during the 1976-77 school year 

and comparisons have been made to Alexandria graduates and to BCA graduate~ 

of 1973-74 when data were available for these groups. 

The first major.section concluded that BCA trainees are heterogeneous 
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in terms of age, education, and veteran status; that BCA recruit educa

tional level appears to be increasing; and that Alexandria graduates are 

younger, lack a military background, have a uniform vo-tech education and 

hence, ar.e a more homogeneous group. 

The second major section noted that most recruits attend the basic 

training program with some past criminal justice experience. Types and 

extent of past experience differ among the BCA recruits but on the average 

they appear to have more previoup experience than do the Alexandria gradu

ates, though perhaps somewhat less than earlier BCA graduates. 

Analysis of the agencies and communities represented by trainees again 

indicates diversity among the regular BCA recruits. Alexandria graduates 

are more likely to be hired by small outs tate police agencies in small com

munities than are regular BCA trainees. Among the BCA recruits different 

recruitment patterns were discerned for different types of agencies. Five 

recruitment patterns were summarized in Figure 15.1. The routes to various 

law e:aforcement careers represent tendencies discovered from the recruit 

data, but certainly not all Minnesota recruits fit into one of these types. 

Analyses of recruit attitudes discovered few relationships with back

ground characteristics. There was a suggestion that education might be 

related to some opinions on the police role, but more evidence is needed. 

It was apparent, however, that the vo-tech students (see recruitment pat

tern 5 in Figure 15.1) have different perspectives on some law enforce-

m/ant issues. 

Figure 15.1 included information on training arrangements associated 

with each type of agency. Different types of agencies recruit different 



types of recruits; these agencies then provide different levels of addi" 

tional training and supervision. The larger metro area police agencies 

and metro area sheriffs' offices have more training arrangements and pro-

vide more supervision of new officers than do the smaller, outstate po

l 
lice or outstate sheriffs t agencies. The implica.tions of these different 

patterns for training and selection are elaborated in Chapter XVII. The 

next chapter (XVI) reports analyses aimed to discover whether recruits' 

characteristics described above predict training and/or job performance. 

lWithin the sheriff group Spearman corre1ation$ between training ar
rangements and nearness to metro area, community size and agency size are 
- .47 (sig. = .001), .55 (sig. = .001) and .53 (sig. = .001), respectively; 
between extent of recruit supervision and nearness to metro area~ community 
size and agency size are - .49 (sig. = .01), .65 (sig. = .001) and .54 
(sig. = .01), respectively. 

Wi thin the pollee group, Spearman correlations between training ar
rangements and nearness to metro area, community size and agency size are 
- .27 (sig. = .001), .44 (sig. = .001) and .43 (sig. = .001), respectively; 
between extent of recruit supervision and nearness to the metro area, 
community size, and agency size are .13 (sig. = .13), .33 (sig. = .01), 
and .36 (sig. = .001), respectively. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

TRAINING PERFORMANCE AND JOB PERFORMANCE 

OF MINNESOTA PEACE OFFICER RECRUITS 



.. 



INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss recruit training performance 

and job performance and the relationship between the two. Attempts to ex

plain variations in training performance, job performance, and job prepara

tion using data that describe the recruits, their employers, and the community 

which they serve are reported. In short, efforts are made to describe the re

cruit who does well in training and on the job. 

The chapter is divided into three major sections. In the first, 

training performance as measured by test scores is discussed in detail. 

The second section reviews data on job preparation and job perfo~1mance as 

assessed by both the recruit and his/her supervisor on the job. The final 

section examines the relationships between training performance and job 

performance. 

TRAINING PERFORMANCE 

Training performance is assessed by examining quiz and exam scores from 

BCA basic recruit training. It would be comforting to have other measures 

in order to corroborate the validity of test scores as indicators of training 

performance. Since such data are not availabie, the reader should be cau

tioned that test scores may not accurately reflect what a recruit has learned. 

Nonetheless, test scores are used in the analyses below as the best available 

measure of recruit performance in training. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF TEST SCORES 

Seven written exams are administered during the eight-week BCA training 

course. Each test consists of 50 to 100 multiple choice items covering ma-

terial discussed that week. Exams given at the end of the fourth and eighth 

weeks cover the previous four weeks and together comprise the equivalent of 

a final exam. Trainees are also examined on their proficiency in the use of 

firearms. 

Table 16.1 shows the mean scores for the various written exams and the 

firearms proficiency test. 

TABLE 16.1 

MEAN TEST SCORES--BCA 

RECRUIT TRAININGa 

MEAN 
EXAM ~ .JL 
First Aid 90.5 438 
Second Week Quiz 85.2 437 
Third Week Quiz 87.5 438 
Fourth Week Quiz 82.6 437 
Fifth Week Quiz 87.3 436 
Sixth Week Quiz 91.7 436 
Firearms Score 86.6 434 
Eighth Week Quiz 82.6 436 

Composite Score b 86.2 436 

aBased on class numbers 54 
through 63 and special Alex
andria class number 68. 

bThe composite score is the 
unweighted average of all 
exams and quizzes. 

Only th~ first week exam (first aid) is homogeneous in its item content. 

The remaining tests each cover a broad range of course topics. It is 
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difficult, therefore, to discuss training proficiency in specific course 

topics. Consequently, a composite test SCOre has been calculated. It is 

the unweighted average of each of the seven written exams and the firearms 

1 
score. Scores range from 71 to a high of 97. The average is 86 (see 

Figure 16.1). 

PREDICTORS OF TRAINING SUCCESS 

What are the characteristics of recruits who do well in training? Since 

training performance is measured by test scores, one might reasonably hypoth. 

esize that trainees with more education--ahd therefore more experience and 

skills in taking tests--would perform better in training. Further, one 

might expect those trainees with previous law enforcement or criminal jus-

tice experience to do better than those with little or no experience. Age 

of the trainee and military experience were also tested as possible predic-

tors of success in training. 

In addition, test scores might be associated with several factors de-

scribing the agency employing the trainee and the community which the recruit 

serves. For instance, is there a relationship between the size of a commu-

nity (or the size of the department) and a recruit's test score? Is there 

a difference in training performance between sheriffs' recruits and police 

recruits? These and other variables (described in detail in Chapter XV) were 

examined for their association with test scores in order to predict the type 

of recruit who is likely to do well • .. 2 lon tralonl.ng. 

IThis is the same method used to calculate the recruits' final score. A 
score of 70 or above is passing. 

2For nominal and ordinal level variables analysis of variance was used 
as the measure of association. For interval level variables Pearson correla
tion coefficients were calculated. A level of .05 was used to judge the sig
nificance of results. 
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1 Of all these factors, only education had a statistically significant 

relationship with test scores. This relationship (r = .30) indicates that 

those with more formal education do better in training. 

The effects of type of education as well as level of education were 

probed. Data from different years provide conflicting results, and conc1u-

sions are difficult to draw since the circumstances of testing al;e different 

each year. 

First, the breakdown of mean test scores by type of education for BCA 

recruits trained from spring, 1976, through spring, 1977, are reported in 

Table 16.2. In this year, those who have attended a vocational_technical 

school law enforcement program score the best on the recruit training t~sts. 

Those who have earned a college degree or have some college education do less 

well; and those with no education beyond high school do least well. The dif-

ferences in means between the va-tech group, the college groups taken to-

gether, and the high school only group are all statistically significant at 

the .05 level. 

In the spring of 1976 a special shortened class was held for Alexandria 

graduates. After two years of vo-tech education and then a brief BCA re-

view course, the Alexandria graduates tend to perform better on BOA exams 

than do other recruits. In 1974-75, however, Alexandria grad~ates attended 

regular BCA classes when space was available. In this year the vo-tech stu-

dents do not appear to perform significantly better than all other recruits. 

lEducation is measured in terms of an educational index described on . 
. page 384 in Chapter xv. 
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Mean test scores for the categories of recruits are reported in Table 16.3,1 

In 1974w 75 it is the college students who perform significantly better than 

2 the other groups. 

TABLE 16.2 

MEAN COMPOSITE TEST SCORES BY TYPE OF EDUCAT10N--

1976-77 RECRUIT TEST SCORESa 

TYPE OF EDUCATION 

High school only 
Some college 
College degree 
Vo-Tech 

TOTAL " 

MEAN 
SCORE 

83.9 
86.6 
86.4 
90.4 

86.2 

L 
119 
105 
146 

43 

413 

--------~~~------------------------------------
aIncludes -recruits in BCA class numbers 54 

through 63 and special Alexandria class 
number 68. 

IThe 1974-75 data were coll(cted and coded separately from the 1976-77 
recruit information. As a result the categories of college education differ 
in the two analyses. The use of different categories might help to explain 
some of the different results between the two analyses. 

2The students with more than two years of college perform significantly 
better than all others. The students with one or two years of college per
form significantly better than the vo-tech and high school groups. Differ
ences of means are significant at the .05 level. The difference between the 
vo~tech and high school groups is not significant. 
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TABLE 16.3 

MEAN COMPOSITE TEST SCORES BY TYPE OF EDUCA'fION-_ 

1974~75 RECRUIT TEST SCORES 

MEAN 
TYPE OF EDUCATION SCORE N -
High school only 85.4 125 
1-2 years college 88.7 105 
More than 2 years 

college 90.1 89 
Vo-Techa 86.7 54 

TOTAL 87.6 373 

a 
Includes some Alexandria gr.aduates who were 
hired and subsequently sent to training. 

From fall, 1976, through spring, 1977, Alexandria students and students 

in the new Hibbing program did not attendr-cgular_BCA classes as in 1974-75, 

nor did they have a special BCA class conducted as in 1975-76. Instead, a 

third arrangement was provided. Graduates of the two va-tech programs were 

permi tted to take the BCA final e:~~ms (the fourth- and eighth-week exams), 

without the BCA training, to be eligible for certification. Only 21 of 39 

Alexandria graduates and one of eight of the Hibbing graduates passed the 

exams. These results are clearly different from the 1975-76 graduates who 

performed best and from the 1974-75 graduates who performed better than BCA 

students with only high school education. 

Differences among the three sets of dat~ may be due to the way training 

was offered and point to problems of comparability. In the 1975-76 school 

year, Alexandria trainees received training immediately following their vo-

tech program. Perhaps the material was fresher in their minds than for those 

trainees who attended the basic course in the 1974-75 school year. These 

trainees waited either until space was available for them or until they were 

hired and sent to training. which may have caused them to retain less of the 
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material they received through their vo-tech program. In 1976-77 the vo-tech 

stude!!ts had no additional BCA training prior to the exam. The BCA exam is 

geared to the content of the BCA program but it is not clear whether the vo

tech programs and the BGA programs focus on the same aspects of law enforce

ment tra:tning or teach exactly the same techniques. If this were the case, 

one would expect those students who did well in the Alexandria program to do 

well in the BCA program. Correlations of vo-tech school grade-point averages 

for Alexandria students with their respective BCA scores (using students in 

BCA class number 63) were .31 for G.P.A. and pre-test score and .32 for G.P.A. 

and final exam score. While these figures indicate a moderate, positive re

lationship one would expect these values to be larger if both the BCA test 

and Alexandria grades reflect acquisition of the same basic knowledge and 

skills. The failure of so many va-tech students can in part be explained by 

different program emphases which differentially prepared recruits for the BCA 

exams. 

In summary, level of education does predict training performance. Ef

forts to isolate the type of education that predicts best recruit training 

performance produced inconsistent results. Data from some years indicate 

that va-tech students do better than others while data from other years sug

gest that college students do better. These inconsistencies are perhaps a 

result of different training arrangements for vo-tech graduates offered 

during the past three years. Results are consistent, however, in demon

strating that va-tech and college-educated recruits perform better in train

ing than recruits with high school educations only. 

PREPARATION AND PERFORMANCE ON THE JOB 

A sample of the 1976-77 recruits r.ated themselves on preparation and 
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performance in 20 training course topics. Recruits rated the extent to which 

their training prepared them for the job on a scale from one (not at all 

prepared) to five (very well prepared). Preparation scoreS for each of the 

20 course topics were summed to give a composite preparation score. Since 

there are 20 course topics and a maximum of five points on each topic, the 

maximum composite preparation score is 100. 

Recruits also rated their performance in each of the 20 topical areas. 

A composite performance score (maximum 100) reflects the recruits r percep

tions of how well they can perform the duties of a law enforcement officer. 

In a similar fashion, supervisors were asked to rate the recruits' prep

arat:ton and performance in the 20 course topics. A=l with the recruit ratings, 

composite scores for preparation and performance were calculated. 

These preparation and performance ratings are discussed in more detail 

in Chapter XII. Analyses are also reported in Cha.pter XII in which ratings 

in each curriculum area of va-tech graduates, college graduates, and other 

BCA recruits are compared. The pu~pose of those comparisons is to indicate 

areas of curriculum need. In contrast, emphasis here is on overall prepara.

tion and performance, rather than ratings in specific course areas; and the 

purpose is to discover the type of recruit who does best on the job rather 

than to discover problems in different curricula. 

Recruit composite scores on preparation ranged Widely from 40 to a high 

of 95. The average recruit composite score for preparation was 72 (N = 105). 

Supervisor's composite scores range from 36 to 100. The mean composite 

score for supervisors was 71 (N ;= 123). These data are included in Table 16.4. 

This table also shows the relationship between ratings for preparation and 
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performance by recruits and their supervisors. There appears to be agreement 

on the general adequacy of preparation and performance between recruits and 

their supervisors. 

TABLE 16.4 

MEAN COHPOSITE PREPARATION 

AND PERFORMANCE SCORES BY 

TRAINEE AND SUPERVISOR 

COMPOSITE SCORE 
I 

GROUP PreEaration Performance 

Trainee 
(N = lOS) 71.7 72.3 

Supervisor 
(N = 123) 71.3 72.6 

PREDICTION OF SUCCESSFUL JOB PERFORMANCE AND PREPARATION 

The same variables used to predict training performance described in the 

previous section were also used to help explain variation in job preparation 

and performance. None of the variables tested showed a statistically signi-

ficant relationship with performance or pr-eparation composite scores for 

recruit or supervisor. In the previous section i~ was reported that educa-

tion did relate to training performance. Also in Chapter XII it was reported 

that in a few curriculum areas graduates of different training programs did 

differ significantly in their job preparation. However, neither level nor 

type of education was related significantly to the composite job prepara-

tion and performance scores. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRAINING PERFORMANCE 

AND JOB PERFORMANCE 

Using test scores as. measures of training performance and composite scores 
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(both trainee and supervisor) as measures of job performance, no statisti-

cally significant relationships were found between training and job per

formance. These results do not mean that training is superfluous to adequate 

job performance; that hypothesis was not tested. It does, however, indicate 

that performing well in training does not necessarily indicate highly-rated 

performance on the job. 

A major problem with this analysis is that it relies on composite 

statistics--average test scores and composite performance ratings--to gener~ 

alize about training and job performance. It would be more useful to com-

pare test scores in specific course areas with performance in those areas. 

However, since the BGA weekly quizzes cover from seven to fifteen course 

topics, it was difficult to isolate all the test questions covering a spe-

cific course area. 

A second problem in this analysis is the difficulty in devising adequate 

performance measures. The BCA examinations appear to have problems in 

validly measuring training performance although efforts are being made to 

improve testing instruments. l Adequate job performance measures have proven 

difficult to create and have hindered the discovery of predictors of job 

2 performance in many other studies as well. Moreover, the preparation and 

performance ratings were devised for the purpose of evaluating the basic 

course curriculum (se( Chapter XII) rather than for differentiating types 

of recruits. 

lBCA exams are being changed in response to test validations conducted 
by Crime Control Planning Board personnel for the BCA Training Section. 

2See for example, U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
Police Educational Characteristics ~ Curricula, Chapter II, 1975, for a 
discussion of problems. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

IMPLICATIONS FOR SELECTION AND TRAINING 
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INTRODUCTION 

This section of the report focuses on the enrollees of the state's 

mandatory basic training program. Chapter XV described in detail recent 

peace officer recruits and presented five recruitment patterns that have 

been followed by recent recruits. The training and job performance 

of these trainees were analyzed in Chapter XVI. Results presented in 

these chapters are discussed here in terms of their implications for 

selection procedures and for the conduct of mandatory basic training. 

The major limitation to such a discussion is that the recruit 

patterns discovered may not hold in the future. One would not want to 

recommend changes in the training program based on recruit characteristics 

that have held in the past but may change in the future. The possibility 

of change is increased because of new legislation that creates new 

opportunities for college and vo-tech graduates. TherEfore, implications 

will be discussed in terms of two possibil~ties. Those responsible for 

implementing training and selection rrcommendations will need to aSSess 

which possibility seems most appropriate at the time. 

The first possibility is that past reGruitment patterns summarized in 

Figure 15.1 on page 386 will continue to hold in the future. In general 

this means that recruits with less formal education will continue to be 

hired by smaller, outstate agencies that have fewer training opportunities 

and less supervision of new recruits. 
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The second possibility is that th~ ne~" ava:i.lability of college and vo

tech graduates who are trained prior to employment will encourage the 

smaller, outstate agencies to hire recruits with more formal education. 

Incentives for hiring trained Alexandria graduates that have operated in 

the past would operate for a larger pool of recruits. While new legisla

tion could have this impact, other factors might reduce the likelihood. 

If larger, metro agencies pay higher salaries and offer more incentives 

and if more educated recruits prefer larger, metro area agencies, then 

the smaller outstate agencies might not be able to compete for the college 

graduates even if they want to hire them. Both of these possibilities, it 

should be noted, assume that in the near future recruits will vary in 

their level of education and it will be some time, if ever, before all 

recruits hold two-year or four-year degrees. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR SELECTION STANDARDS 

If analyses reported in Chapter XVI had demonstrated strong relation

ships between certain recruit characteristics and training performance 

and/or job perfonnance, then there would be reason to argue that such 

characteristics should be encouraged in the selection process. Discovery 

of predictors of training and job performance were plagued by difficulties 

in devising measures of the two types of performance. 

Educational level does predict somewhat training performance but other 

characteristics did not. One could argue that the relationship is merely a 

result of the fact that college recruits have more practice in taking exams. 

One could argue equally well, however, that better exams (i.e., better 

training performance measures) might better differentiate recruits by edu

cational level. 
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Findings in Chapter XVI should not be interpreted to mean that no 

recruit characteristics analyzed should be encouraged in the selection 

process. Instead, the lack of relationships is more likely a result of 

inadequate measures of training and job performance. It is believed, there

fore, that recommendations regarding selection should be omitted from this 

report. Since thli! Minnesota job analysis studies reported in Chapter X!II 

have been designed to make recommendations Ott selection, it seems inap

propriate to pursue the issue here with data that are inadequate for the 

purpose. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAINING PROGRAMS 

Perhaps the most recurrent feature of recruits trained by the BCA 

reported in Chapter XV is their heterogeneity. Trainees represent a 

variety of ages, educational levels, past criminal justice experience? 

types of agencies and communities, and attitudes toward law enforcement. 

Such diversity presents a challenge to trainers who must try to make the 

material relevant and understandable to all of the students. 

Changes in mandated tT.'aining programs resulting from 1977 legis1a~ion 

should reduce this challenge c()nsiderably. Trainees in the shortened skills 

course for graduates of certified academic programs will have similar edu

cational backgrounds. Recruits without college or vo-tech law enforcement 

degrees would attend the longer mandatory training program whiCh could be 

aimed at a group with primarily high school educations. 

Further implications for the training programs depend upon future 

recruitment patterns. The fol1o¥1ing two sections specify implications 

for the two possibilities mentioned in the introduction. 
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POSSIBILITY ONE--PAST RECRUITMENT PATTERNS CONTINUE IN THE FUTURE 

The recruitment patterns summarized in Figure 15.1 on page 386 

indicate that among rec(.mt recruits more educated persons are more 

likely to be hired by larger, metro area agencies. In addition, these 

larger agencies prov1.de more training opportunities and more supervision 

than do the smaller.' , outstate oneS. 

Therefore, if past recruitment patterns continue in the near future 

the following information could be considered in designing the shortened 

skills course and the longer mandatory basic course. 

~rtened Skills Course 

Since more educated recruits would attend this course and since these 

recruits are more likely to be hired by 1arger, metro police agencies 

or by metro sherif.fs' offices, course content could emphasize more the 

needs of such agencies. These agencies are more likely to provide further 

training and supervision of recruits. Trainers could expect that the 

skills course graduates would operate with supervision and with additional 

training in the near future. 

Regular Mandatory Basic Training Cour~e 

Since recruits with less formal education would atten,d this course 

and since these recruits are more likely to be hired by smaller, outstate 

police agencies or outstate sheriffs' offices, cuurse content could emphasize 

more the needs of such agenCies. These agencies are less likely to provide 

further training opportunities and supervision. Therefore, trainers should 

expect more of these graduates to operate on their own when they return 
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to the job. A greater demand for adequate jO,b preparation exists in 

training these recruits since they have less education to start with 

and have less training later. 

POSSIBILITY TWO--REORUITMENT PATTERNS SHIFT 

It is possible that 1977 1egis1ation will change the incentiv'es in 

hiring and that smaller, outstate agencies will seek the college or 

vo-tech graduate who has completed mandatory training prior to employment. 

If such changes occur, implications of recruitment for training would be 

s~mewhat different than if past patterns hold. 

,Shortened Skills Course 

Although more educated recruits would attend this course, a change 

in the incentive structure would reduce the likelihood that these recruits 

would be hired by larger metro agencies with more training opportunities 

and s\~pervision. In fact, these more educated recruits would be in more 

demand in smaller, outstate agencies. Trainers could not assume that most 

of these students would have continued training and supervision as they 

might under the first possibility_ 

~gular Mandatory Basic Training Course 

The recruits with less formal education attending the regular course 

would no longer be the primary source of recruitment for outstate agencies. 

Even if 1977 legislation changes the incentive structure for hiring such 

that smaller agencies are more likely to recruit college .. educated persons, 

it is unlikely that recruitment patterns would be reversed with the less 

educated being hired by larger agencies. Rather, the pool of more educated 
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persons increases so that more could be hired by smaller agencies but 

there is no reason to expect larger agencies to reverse their preference 

for more educated recruits. In other words, the implication here is that 

the number of less educated recruits attending the regular course would 

be re~uced, but those that attend are still likely to have been hired 

by a smaller, outstate agency. As in Possibility One, therefore, trainers 

could gear material to the high school graduate level and could anticiw 

pate that many students would lack further training and supervision 

upon returning to their job. 

SUMMARY 

Unfortunately implications for the training program are difficult 

to draw since future recruibnent patterns are uncertain. Those responsible 

for designing training courses should be attuned to changes in recruibnent. 

It is likely that in the near future trainees attending the regular 

program will have little education beyond high school and that these 

persons will be recruited predominantly by smaller, outstate agencies. 

Therefore in ~ re8~lar mandatory basic training program: 

Materials geared ~ ~~Eh school graduate 
level are needed. --.:-',--

Particular attention to small~, outstate agenc::l 
problems ~-needed. 

! curriculum based 2E ~ assumptio~ ~ recruits 
will have little training ~ supervision after 
ret~rning ~ ~ job ~ needed. 

Implications for the shortened skills course depend more upon 

changing recruibnent patterns. However: 
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~aterials geared !£ ~ level of those ~ 
14 E.£ 1& years of education ~ needed. 

Particular attention !£ ~ problems £i larger, 
metro agencies ~ needed, if past recruitment 
pa tterns hold. 

~ curriculu~ based ~ ~ assumption ~ recruits 
will ~ ~ training ~ supervision after 
returni~ !£ ~ job ~ needed, if'past recruitment 
patterns hold. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MEETING 

MINNESOTA'S PEACE OFFICER TRAINING NEEDS 





------------- ------ --- --

INTRODUCTION 

This report has described and evaluated Minnesota's training delivery 

system and the state's basic training curriculum. Changes that have re

sulted from 1977 legislation have been elaborated; implications of research 

for the new training system have been specified. 

Throughout the report ambiguities in the training situation and training 

needs have been identified. The purpose of this final chapter is to summarize 

the ambiguities and areas of need and to propose solutions to solve them. The 

discussion will be organized in terms of the state agencies responsible for 

meeting the needs--l) The Minnesota State Legislature, 2) The Minnesota Board 

of Peace Officer Standards and Training (MBPOST), or 3) The Training Section 

of the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension. 

THE MINNESOTA. STATE LEGISLATURE 

The first major step toward upgrading peace officer training in Minne

sota was tak~n by the state legislature in 1967 with the passage of the Peace 

Officer Training Law. Subsequent amendments and Attorney General Rules and 

Regulations tightened training requirements. Legislation passed in 1977 has 

substantially changed the situation, particularly by integrating academic 

law enforcement programs into the training delivery system (see Chapter II 

for a thorough discussion of legislation; and see Figure 2.1, page 27 for a 

clarification of three training routes to a law enforcement career). The 

passage of relatively comprehensive legislation in 1977 means that few 
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immediate training issues need legislative attention. There are three issues, 

however, which the legislature could address. 

TIME OF MANDATORY TRAINING 

The Peace Officer Training Law specified that officers should be trained 

within 12 months of their employment, but 1977 amendments eliminated refer-

ence to the time of training. By law (826.843f,g) the time of training is 

an issue for the MBPOST to ~u1e on, although the legislature had chosen to 

address the issue previously. 

The following training need was identified in this report (see Chapters 

VI, VII, X): 

~ ~ .!?! training i2!. recrui ts ~ ~ ~ 
befor~ they ~ licensed ~ !£ ~ specified 
~ attention needs !£ E!; given .!2 ~ problems 
.2i offering !.raining ~ ~ (£!. prior !g,) 
~ exercise £! authority. 

If va-tech and academic programs are certified, then their graduates 

would be trained and licensed prior to employment and hence prior to the 

exercise of authority. The issue remains for officers who are hired and 

then sent to regular mandatory basic training. Since fewer recruits are ex-

pected to attend the regular basic course and therefore fewer classes may be 

scheduled, it is likely that obtaining training shortly after (or prior to) 

employment will become more difficult. 

From the perspective of citizens who deserve equal protection from 

trained officers, and based on the identification of training needs in this 

report (see Chapters VI, V:U, X): 
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It is recommended that all officers 
should be trained prior to the exer
cise of authority. 

Adoption of this recommendation is likely to have a particular impact. 

Agencies hiring a recruit with no training might need to wait several months 

or longer before that recruit could be trained. If the recruit could not 

exercise authority, the agency might prefer instead to hire a person already 

trained and licensed. The effect of adopting thi,s recommendatiort would be 

to further encourage the certified college and vo .. tech routes to a law en-

for cement career. As has been pointed out throughout this report, other in .. 

centives also are operating to encourage the academic and vo-tech routes. 

Although requiring training prior to the exercise of authority may im-

pose hardships on smaller agencies that need to fill manpower needs immedi-

ately, the new training ~elivery system will provide a pool of trained 

personnel from which the~e agencies could hire. This opportunity has not 
\ 

existed in the past. 

}l~ATORY TRAINING FOR ALL PPACE OFFICERS 

Legislation has permitted officers in co,llmunities less than 1,000 popu-

lation to be exempt from training r.equirements. In 1977 attempts to elimi-

nate this exemption failed. 

Prior to 1977 mandatory training would have beert a real hardship on 

agencies in these small communities. The costs of training and the burdens 

of finding alternative manpower while the officer was being trained were genu-

ine problems. However, the effect of 1977 legislation will be to create a 

pool of trained personnel available for employment (i.e., the graduates of 
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certified academic and vo-tech programs). In light of the expected avail

ability of trained personnel and in light of training needs identified in 

this report (see Chapter VI and X): 

It is recommended that all peace 
officers, ~ncluding those in com
munities less than 1,000, should be 
trained. 

The issue of training part-time personnel, another group that generally 

has not been trained, is raised in the section of recommendations for MBPOST. 

As with mandating training prior to the exercise of authority, adoption 

of this recommendation would have the impact of encouraging agencies to hire . 
graduates of certified vo-tech and college programs rather than untrained 

personnel. 

THE REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM 

In the past the training board has operated a program to reimburse local 

communities for the costs of training law enforcement personnel. Legislative 

allocations vary but reimbursement generally has been about 50% of local 

costs. The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 

Goals has argued that reimbursp~ent should constitute 100% of costs (see 

Chapter VI). Since the reimbursement program has not been an object of this 

evaluation, the purpose of this section is to clarify the implications of 

the reimbursement program rather than to recommend a particular course of 

action. 

If the reimbursement program is maintained or increased: 

1) an incentive is provided to a local community to hire 
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untrained personnel, while all of the other incentives 
provided by 1977 legislation and the recommendations 
above are to hire trained graduates of certified col
lege or vo-tech programs. 

2) the state will be subsidizing training through three 
processes: 

a) subsidization of vo-techs (if certified); 

b) subsidization of state college or university 
programs (if certified); 

c) subsidization of regular mandatory ba~ic 
training through the reimbursement program. 

If the reimbursement program is decreased, 

1) a further incentive is provided not to hire 
untrained personnel but to hire ;-trained 
graduate of a certified vo-tech or academic 
program; 

2) the state would be subsidizing training 
primarily through the certified vo-tech 
and state college and university system. 

THE MINNESOTA BOARD 

'OF pE..:...:m OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 

The Minnesota Board of Peace Officer Standards and Training is respon-

sible for issuing rules regarding mandatory training (see Table 2.3 for areas 

in which MBPOST can rule). As a result most of the runbiguities and needs 

highlighted are within the range of MBPOST authority. 

The MBPOST can certify mandatory basic training programs, preparatory 

academic programs, and the shortened skills courseS. A variety of specific 

issues need to be addressed concerning these potential basic training pro-

grams. The questions are listed in Figure 18.1. 

While a host of iss\Jes need to be addressed, resolving a few major 
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REGUT.AR 
, MANDATORY BASIC TRAINING 

i 
1. Who will offer the basic 1. 

course? 

2. Where will basic 
--oe-offered? 

programs 2. 

3. .Eh!u! must an officer at-
I tend basic training? 
~ 3. ~ 
0 4. What will be included I 
~ the basic curriculum? 

4. 
5. ~ 1011& will the basic 

course be? 
5. 

6. How frequently will the 
basic course be offered? 

FlGURE 18.1 

QUESTIONS REQUIRING RESOLUTION BY THE 

-MINNESOTA BOARD OF PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS A~D TRAINING 

VO-TECH 
LAW ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS 

i 
PREPARATORY ACADEMIC PROGPAMS 

i 
!!!!!.£h programs will be 1. J!h!£h prograli13 will be 

certified? certified? 

ill:!!.!:h ~ of program will 2. Which students will be 
the vo-techs be certi~ -p;;mitted to attend? 
fied as~-regular or 
preparatory academic? 3. What will be included in 

--eiie ac.ldemic curriculunl? 
Which students will be eli-
---g1bl; to attend? 1>0 !!2! Ions will the academic 

progrli:l:l heT 
What will be included in 
tt;e vo-tech cul:riculum? 

~ Ions will' the -program 
be? 

j SHORTENED SKILLS COURSE i 1"", _~AD::::I?ITIONAL QUESTION.L..., 

1. .!ili2 will offer the skills 1. Should a field training 
course? program be implemented 

2. Where will the skills 
'-COUrse be offered? 

3. When can a student attend 
~e skills course? 

4. Which students can attend 
t};; skills course? 

5. Wh:.t will be included in 
--ai'e skills course cur-

riculunt? 

6. ~ long will the skills 
course be? 

7. ~ frequently will the 
skills course be of
fered? 

as part of the basic 
program? 

2. Should student skills 
practice be f~ 
encouraged? 

3, Should instructor gualifi
~~ be tightened? 

4. Should the possibility of 
coordinated criminal 
'justice training be con
sidered? 

5. 

6. 

Should differential train
.!!!a Jleeds be met aTidTf 
so how? 

ahould there be a rroba
tionarz ped0l! a ter a 
recruit is hiredJ if 60, 
how long and what would 
be involv'ed? 





questions would help to answer some of the more specific questions. Two 

issues, in particular, appear to reqtiire priority attention--the content of 

the ininimum basic training curriculum and the location of training facilities. 

Figure 18.2 suggests a path of decision making, indicating how the specific 

issues can be addressed after these two major problems are solved. Readers 

may want to follow Figure 18.2 as they read the remainder of this section. 

MINIMUM BASIC TRAINING CURRICULUM 

Since 1971 the minimum basic course of study has been 280 hours with a 

certain number of hours required in 15 subject areas (Attorney General Rule 

202). The MBPOST may continue this rule, or it may establish new curriculum 

requirements. 

The curriculum evaluation reported in Section G of this report identi-

fied the following general training needs: 

2. ~ ~11s £ractic~ i:E ~ ba.§l£ program, and 

3. attenti~!2 problematic curriculum areas 
~~~ training contribution appeared ~ be 
low. -

In addressing particular curriculum requirem.:mts and these nee,ds, the 

Board can follow two broad courses of action. One alternative is to require 

certain hours in curriculum areas as has been done in the past. Reliance on 

hours, however, can lead to a belief that if a certain amount of time is 

spent on a topic, then the topic is adequately covered. This evaluation has 

argued that other aspects of presentation--quality of instruction, materials, 

methods--can be as important as the number of hours in effectively teach:f.ng 

sub j ect matter. Moreover, a desire for more flexibility from Ml'OTB required 
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FIGURE 18.2 

MaPOST DEGISIrr~ PATH: RECOMMENDED PRIORITIES AND SOME RECOHHENDED SOLUTIONS 

4. ESTABLISH SELECTION (ENROLLMENT) CRITERIA: i.e., which students can enroll? 

recomilenda ticn: pursue the legal problems of mandatory enrollment 

~ 
criteria; and/or the practical problems of voluntary implementatibn 
of selection standards at the enrollment stage. 

1. ZSTAllLISH MINnruM BASIC TRAINING CURRICUWK 

recO!:I':\endatlonl -+ 5. ESTABLISH WHO WILL PROVIDE THE INSTRUCTION AT REGIONAL LOCATIONS 

•• establish curriculum objectives reconmenda ticn: consult trainers and institutions involved. 
b. recommend minbuum hours to meet the.e 

objectiVes 
c. recommend instructional techniques 

-+-to meet these objectives (e.g., 6. ESTABLISH WHEN HIRED OF}lCERS HUST ATTEND MANDATORY BASIC TR~TNING 
limit cIs •• size to permit more recomnendation: prior to the exercise of authority. 
student involvement • . .) 

d. e.tabli.h a standardized examination 
to validly mea'ure r~cruit attain-

-+ 7. ESTABLISH WHETHER COORDTNATED CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING SHOUlD BE PURSUED ment of these objectives 

.~ 

\ 
.. -cc(mrllcndation: address this issue in conjunction with curriculum objec-

1- tives; then decide whether the curriculum objectives adequately meet de-

f; La. DlV1DE CURRICUWH OBJECTIVES INTO 3a. CERTIFY ACADEMIC PROGRAMS sires for coordinated training. 

I ONES THAT CAN BE COVERED BY PREPAu MEETING PREPARATORY OBJEC-
RATORY ACAD!MIC PROGRAMS AND BY It. 

\ 
TIVES 

SHORT SKILLS COURSE 8. ESTABLISH WHETHER TO &EVELOP A FIELD TRAINING PROGRAM 
~ r~cll!mlendatio~: Qcvelop a field training program to be implemented in all 

agencies: as~ess problems of sm&11 agencies; and consider use of instruc-
tors at regional facilities as coach/supervisors. -

/ 
3b. CERTIFY 4 OR 5 REGIONAL 

r-+ 9. ESTABLISH WHETHER THERE ;,'ILL BE A PROBATIONARY PERIOD AITER LICENSING FACILITIES THAT MEET CUR. 
RlCUWH OBJECTIVES FUR reconrnendation; require a probationary period that utilizes information 

ZSTABLISH REGIONAL TRATNING FALILITIES 
REGULAR MANDATORY AND ~ on recruit performance in the field training program, and possibly in 

2. SHORT SKILLS COURSE TRATN- regional in-service seminars for first-year ~ployees. 
reccmnendation: ltlG AND THAT SATISFY RE-
a. assist Alexandria and Hibbing in GIOtiALCRITERIA 

meeting certification requir~nt. 
-> 10. ESTABLISlI WHETHER DIFFERENTIAL TRATNINO NEEDS SlIOUlD BE MET 

10 that each can lerve a. a re-
gional facility recommendation. copoider t~e possibflity of regionnl in-s=rvice seminars 

b. .elect metro and 80uthern college 10- for first-year employees, ';;. ;>r!=ry purpose of which would be tra',r.ing for 
cation. specific agency needs. ' 

~ 11. ESTABLISlI WHETHER INSTIUlCTOR QUALIFICATIONS SlIOUlD BE TIGHTENED 

recommendation. tighten qualifications and require evidence of adequate 
performance. 





1 hours per curriculum area has been expressed. 

A second alternative is to establish learning objectives or performance 

objectives (i.e., what must a recruit know; what must a recruit be able to 

perform?) and permit each training academy to meet the objectives in its own 

way. The MBPOST could recommend (or require) minimum hours and certain in-

structional techniques that would facilitate the meeting of these objectives. 

Ability to train recruits who can meet the objectives, rather than the hours 

per se, however, would be the criterion to judge whether academies are meeting 

minimum requirements. 

The MBPOST now has at its disposal a tool to make this latter course of 

action more workable. The licensing law, which now governs the activities 

of MBPOST (see Chapter II for a discussion of 1977 legislation), states that 

all state licensing boards: 

shall use national standardized tests for the 
objective, non-practical portion of any exami
nation given to prospective licensees to the 
extent that such national standardized tests are 
appropriate. 2 

In addition, the amended Peace Officer Training Law now states that the Board 

has the power and duty to license officers "who have satisfactorily completed 

certified basic training programs, and passed examinations ~ required EY ~ 

Board. 11
3 Thus the Board can establish a standardized examination for gradu-

ates of three training processes--1) regular mandatory (now the BCA 280-hour 

course); 2) certified vo-tech programs; and 3) certified academic programs 

1 See, for eXample, the MPOTB Task Force of the Basic Training Curriculum 
Report, page 8. 

~innesota Statute 214.03. 

3Minnesota Statute 626.845 Cd), emphasis added. 
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followed by the certified skills course. If the Board can establish curric-

ulum objectives, and if the Board can adopt a licensing examination that can 

validly test the acquisition of these objectives, then it can be as assured 

that recruits are receiving a course of study meeting minimum standards as 

it would if it had set minimum hours in each curriculum area. 

It is recommended that the MBPOST 
establish: 

1. curriculum (performance and 
learning) objectives; 

2. recommended minimum hours to 
help to meet these objectives; 

3. recommended methods of in
struction to help to meet 
these objectj.ves (e.g., lim
iting class size to enable 
more student participation); 

4. a standardized licensing exam
ination that validly assesses 
the ability of recruits to 
meet the objectives. 

Since establishment of performance and learning objectives and an exam-

ination to measure attainment of these objectives is the MBPOST's primary 

tool to assure both quality training and some standardization to an increas-

ingly diversified training process, these tasks need to be implemented with 

extreme care. It is suggested that final establishment of objectives and 

examinations be accepted as long range goals (e.g., two or three years) and 

that perhaps requiring minimum hours and instructional techniques be used as 

short-term methods to assure quality training while the long-term goals are 

being pursued. 
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In adopting these recommendations the MBPOST could use results of the 

curriculum evaluation in Section C, especially in establishing short-term 

guidelines of minimum hours and rnethods of instruction. For the long-term 

goals of learning and performance objectives, literature from states that 

employ such objectives (e. g., Washington, Oregon) could be a U'seful re-

source. Assistance in designing an examination that can validly assess 

attainment of performance objectives probably would be beneficial. 

LOCATION OF TRAINING FACILITIES 

The training delivery evaluation identified the continued desire of 

many Minnesota law enforcement personnel for regional facilities. The 1977 

legislature also required that the skills course and additional in-service 

training be made available regionally. In its duty Clf certifying training 

programs, the MBl'OST will need to consider both the legislative mandate and 

law enforcement concern. Cost considerations are, of course, essential too. 

Two decisions are involved here. First, what are the specific loca-

tions? Second, which training programs will be offered at these locations 

(e.g., regular mandatory, academic, skills, in-service). 

In deciding on specific locations: 

It is recommended that the facili
ties of the two vo-tech law enforce
ment programs (Alexandria and 
Hibbing) should be considered. 

This recommendation does not mean that this project is advising the cer-

tification of these programs as they are. Section G provided some evaluation 

evidence on the Alexandria program, but neither program has been evaluated 
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thoroughly enough by project personnel to pass on the issue of certification. 

Instead: 

It is recommended that after estab
lishing curriculum requirements the 
Alexandria and Hibbing programs 
should be considered for certifica
tion; if the programs fail to meet 
certification requirements, assis
tance should be provided to help 
them meet necessary standards. 

Additional facilities would be needed at a metro location(s) and south-

ern Minnesota location. 

It is recommended that the MBPOST 
should consider possible training 
facilities at college locations in 
the metro area and in southern Min
nesota. 

The colleges should be ones with certified preparatory academic programs. 

Each facility could service the required skills course for graduates of 

that academic program, as well as graduates of other ce:ttified academ-i.'::
(' 

programs in the region. This recommendation is based on the legislative 

mandate to offer the skills course regionally and on the evidence in Chap-

ter VIII that expansion of community college facilities would be less expen-

1 sive than vo-tech ones. Moreover, there is no indication that the vo-tech 

system desires to create new law enforcement programs. 

LAS in Chapter VIII this statement is based on the costs of creating a 
new vo-tech program. The current program freeze, however, means that if a 
new law enforcement program were established, another program would be cut 
back, thus drastically reducing costs. 



Once potential training locations are identified: 

It is recommended that the MBPOST 
pursue the possibility that each lo
cation service as many training 
needs as possible. 

Since the demand for new law enforcement personnel is limited and not likely 

to expand (see Chapter VIII), diversification of facilities makes m0re sense 

if each facility can offer a variety of training. In particular: 

Would the two vo-tech programs provide facilities 
for the graduates o·f certified academic programs 
in their regions (i.e., for the skills course)? 

Would the vo-tech and college facilities be able 
to service the regular mandatory course for re
cruits hired without training? 

Would the vo··tech and college facilities be able 
to handle in-service seminars for officers in the 
region? 

The more that the vo-tech and college facilities chosen for certification 

could become major regional training locations, the more economically feasi-

ble they would be. 

ADDITIONAL ISSUES 

Once the two major issues of curriculum and location are solved and thus 

the choice of specific programs for certification made, a few secondary needs 

still remain (see Figure 18.2 to follow the decision path). 

Who Will Provide the Basic and Skills Training~ 

This evaluation cannot provide a direct answer to this question. The 

BCA could continue to provide the training, or instructors located at. the 

vo-tech and academic institutions could. 
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It is recommended that the MBPOST 
should consult the instructors and 
institutions involved to obtain 
their input; and MBPOST should ob
tain information on costs involved 
under each arrangement. 

Time of Mandatory Basic Training 

The question of when mandatory basic training should occur is discussed 

in the previous section on possible legislative decisions. MBPOST can rule 

on this issue. As before: 

It is recommended that training 
should occur prior to the exercise 
of authority. 

MBPQST members should be aware that the difficulties of scheduling training 

at the time of hiring are great and that adoption of this recommendation 

would probably mean the eventual phasing out of regular mandatory basic 

'. i 1 tral.U ng. 

Enrollment Criteria 

In Chapter IX difficulties of ir.tplementing selection standards were ex-

plored for the vo-tech and college students who would be trained prior to 

employment. Traditionally selection standards have been implemented at the 

time of employment which has been prior to tra'lning. Two courses of action 

appear to be available to MBPOST, both of which entail problems. First, 

lThe discussion in the previous section noted that other incentives en
courage agencies to hire graduates of certified vo-tech and college programs. 
It is possible that other factors would be sufficient to eliminate the demand 
for untrained officers and in turn for regular mandatory basic training. 
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It is recommended thal the MBPOST 
should obtain a legal opinion on 
whether selection criteria can be 
applied as enrollment criteria into 
certified training programs; and if 
so, to obtain a legal opinion on 
whether the educational institu
tions can implement the standards. 

Even if enrollment criteria are legal, this recommendation entails difficul-

ties. Since most applicants will be juveniles, criminal history records 

would be limited for a complete background search. Therefore, an alterna-

tive is that: 

It is recommended that the MBPOST 
should pursue the feasibility of in
forming applicants to certified law 
enforcement programs of the selec
tion standards that will be imposed 
at the time of l1'.censing and of en
couraging those who cannot meet the 
standards not to enroll. 

For this recommendation to be feasible two questions would have to be ad-

dressed. Could the MBPOST draft sufficiently specific and unambiguous selec-

tion criteria to make voluntary application of the standards workable? 

Second, could the MBPOST arrange to make "practice" examinations (e. g., psy .. 

chological, aptitude, communication, or whatever will be required at the time 

of licensing) available for applicants who want accurate assessments of their 

future employability_ 

Coordinated Criminal Justice Trainil~ 

Information in Chapters VI and VII was insufficient to lead to a recom-

mendation to pursue coordinated training, but was sufficient to suggest that 
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the issue should be investigated further. Two points are relevant here. 

First, once the MBPOST decides on the details of the new training system, 

i.t would be very difficult to backtrack and revamp the system should co-

ordinated training be deemed desirable in the future. A decision now on 

whether or not to pursue the issue would be beneficial. Second, by certi-

fying preparatory academic programs in law enforcement/criminal justice, 

coordinated training is being encouraged implicitly. The college programs 

(see Chapters IV and XI) generally provide an orientation to the entire crim-

inal justice system. Students with career objectives in areas other than law 

enforcement are frequently enrolled. 

It is recommended that the MBPOST 
should: 

1) specify the extent of exposure 
to the entire criminal justice 
system in its curriculum objec
tives (see Decision 1 in Figure 
18.2); 

2) specify whether the objectives 
apply to preparatory academic 
programs or to other basic 
training programs; and 

3) decide whether these objectives 
are suffici.ent to satisfy the 
national recommendations for 
coordinated criminal justice 
training (Chapter VI) and Min
nesota law enforcement interest 
in the notion (Chapter VII). 

field Training Program 

Evidence in Chapters VI and VII led to the statement that there is a 

need for a period of field training following the basic program. While 
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Minnesota law enforcement personnel desire more practice in basic training, 

they also perceive a need for a field training period within the recruit's 

agency. 

A field training program would be especially useful in the rtew training 

system that is taking shape. First, since more officers are expected to be 

trained prior to their employment (i.e., the graduates of certified vo-tech 

and college programs), the within agency training in the first year of em-

ployment may become even more important. For example, currently most re-

cruits work for a few months before training and have a chance to develop 

a sense of difficult areas, questions to ask during training, and so forth. 

In the future more recruits will be trained before they have job experience. 

They would have no chance to discuss problems discovered in their initial 

job experience. A period of formalized field training within the agency 

could help to fill this need. 

Second, a field training program could help to assure that graduates of 

different certified programs (e.g., vo-tech, academic, regular mandatory) 

would receive some standardized on-the-job training. 

Third, the MBPOST will need to determine the status of the probationary 

period (now in effect through Attorney General Rule 206C). If field training 

\ 
I were part of the probationary period, better evidence could be obtained on 

which to decide whether to retain the recruit as a permanent employee. 

A formalized field training period could be used by agencies that cur· 

rently provide their own basic training. Minneapolis, St. Paul, and the 

State Patrol in the future will 1;>e able to hire trained and licensed person .. 

nel, eliminating the need for a full basic training program. The field 



training period could be used by these agencies to teach recruits specific 

agency procedures and to provide the necessary on-the-job training. 

Given the strong support for and utility of a field training program: 

It is recommended that MBPOST 
should develop a formalized field 
training program to be implemented 
by Minnesota law enforcement agen
cies for licensed recruits during 
their first, probationary, year of 
employment. 

The major difficulty in implementing such a program is that small agen-

cies lack the necessary resources. They generally need to use new recruits 

in a full-time capacity and may not have the manpower to provide a coach/ 

supervisor. Therefore: 

It is recommended that the MBPOST 
should assess the problems of small 
agencies in implementing a field 
training program; and it should in
vestigate the possibility of in
structors at regional facilities 
spending several months a year as 
field training coaches in nearby 
small agencies. 

Differential Training Needs 

The curriculum evaluation in Section C uncovered a number of areas in 

which differen.t types of agencies appear to need different amounts of 

training. A cornmon suggestion to meet this need is to provide some elec-

tives in the basic program. Agency heads could then choose training topics 

! 



for their recruits that would benefit the agency.l This solution is problem-

atic for the new training delivery system in which most prospective peace of-

ficers are expected to be trained prior to employment. Needs of the employing 

agency would not be known at the time of training. 

The vo-tech and academic programs that are likely to be certified are 

much longer than regular basic training programs. In part the more extensive 

curricula can meet the differential needs--everyone will have more training 

in everything. Since fewer recruits are expected to attend the regular man-

datory course and since that course may eventually be phased out for lack of 

demand, it may not be worthwhile to invest resources in designing elective 

options in the regular basic program. Therefore: 

It is recommended that the MBPOST 
consider the possibility of a series 
of in-service seminars at regional 
locations designed for recruits in 
their first year of employment to 
meet differential training needs of 
their agencies. 

Specific suggestions for seminars can be found in the curriculum evaluation 

(Section C, summarized in Chapter XIV). In addition, the in-service semi-

nars for firsc-year recruits could provide a forum for discussion of prob-

lems encountered in their first experience on the job. Another possibility 

is to try to coordinate these seminars with the formalized field training 

program and with the recrl~it's probationary period. If all of these recom-

mendations were pursued, the training routes described in Figure 2.1 in 

Chapter II would be completed with a probationary period described in Fig

ure 18.3. The seminars could be reccrromended or required by the Board. 

1 See, for e}~ample, National Standard 16.2 in Chapter VI. 
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FIGURE 16.3 

RECOl-tlENDED PROBATIONARY PERIOD TO FoLLOW THE THREE TRAlNTNG I!!:IlTES 

TRAINING ROUTE 

Recruit Mired
a Recruit sent Recrui t passes Recruit is 

~ 
to mandatory 

~ ~ 
licensed and b examination training returns to job 

41 Student attends 
cert! fied vo- f-7 

Student passes 
~ 

Student is Student is 
examination licensedb hired" tech program 

Student attends Student attends certified 
~ short skills ~ Student passes ~ Student is ~ Studentdis 

preparatory examinn tion licensedb hired 
academic program eourse 

a
Ths tme within which the recruit must be trained is an issue to be resolved. 

bIt is possible that the probationary period could be a licensing requirement so that licensing would not 
occur until successful canpletion of the probationary period. 

~he time within which a va-tech graduate is eligible for employment is an issue to be resolved. 

dGraduates of the skills course are eligible for employment for one year (62.6.B43h). 

) 
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RECOfIMENDED POST-TRAINING. 
POST-EMPLOYMENT PROBATIONARY PERIOD 

~ ~. 

Recruit 
participa tes in 

agency field 
training program 

Recruit may 

r;- be retained 
as permanent 

Recruit attends 
employee 

regional in-service 
seminars for first_ 

year employees 
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Short seminars offered regionally should make them feasible for most officers 

to attend. 

,The format of short, in-service seminars could serve an additional func-

tion. By law part-ti.me personnel should be trained. There is no specific 

exemption for them as there is for small community officers. However, the 

BCA has not been able to handle part-time officers because available class 

space has been filled by recT.uits in full-time positions. Since part-time. 

personnel generally hold other jobs, attending an eight-week course in the 

metro area has created additional complications. 

The MBPOST will need to address the issue of whether to license part .. 

time personnel who have not been trained. By law they should be trained, 

but by past practice they have been exempt. Short regional seminars could 

provide a ,feasible way to provide training for these persons. Necessary 

skills and information could be taught in brief sessions at locations and 

at times that persons with other occupations could attend.
l 

Instructor Qualifications 

The National Advisory Commission reconnnended that instructor training 

and refresher training be required and suggested some minimum qualifications 

(see Chapter VI). Currently in Minnesota the only requirements for instruc-

tors are a high school diploma (or eqUivalency) and two years experience as 

IData are not available on how many part-time personnel are employed in 
Minnesota. Staff of MBPOST estimate that there are approximately 300 un
trained, part-time personnel in the state. 

If seminars were arranged for part-time officers, it would need to be 
discussed whether separate classes would be held for them or whether they 
would attend seminars with trained and licensed employees. One possibility 
to consider is whether some basic information for part-time personnel could 
be handled through a correspondence course. Part-time officers could then 
join trained recruits in brief in-service seminars • 
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a peac.e officer .2...~ a college degree. Each instructor is to file lesson plans 

1 annually and is to be certified annually. Since training in Minnesota is 

expected to become more diversified and monitoring of instructors therefore 

is likely to become more difficult: 

SUMMARY 

It is recommended that the MBPOST 
should tighten instructor qualifica
tions and require periodic evidence 
that instructors are performing ad
equately. 

An effort has been made in this section to bring together the major am-

biguities and needs that MBPOST must addr.ess in the near future. Areas in 

need of decisions have been clarified and priorities for decisions have been 

recommended. Where evidence has been available from this evaluation, specific 

decisions have been recommended; in other cases only possibilities to consider 

have been raised. Although answers have not been provided to all of the 

questions raised (see summary in Figure 18.1), at least the issues have been 

clarified and evaluation results have been used as the basis for recommenda-

tions when appropriate. 

THE TRAINING SECTION OF THE BUREAU OF 

CRIMINAL APPREHENSION AND OTHER TRAINING ACADEMIES 

The evaluation of the basic curriculum is directly relevant to the 

Training Section of the rlureau of Criminal Apprehension and indirectly rele-

vant to any institution that will provide basic training in the future. The 

recruit evaluation of the BCA cQurse provides administrators and trainers 

1 Attorney General Rule 204 a, b • 
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information on trainee perceptions of topic presentation (e.g., instruction, 

materials, methods, adequacy of time). Additional information on job prepa

ration and performance itl course areaS provides an indication of training 

contribution. Chapter XIV summarized the curriculum evaluation and identi

fied a few general training needs. It is hoped that trainers and program 

administrators can use these needs as guides to curriculum improvement. It 

also is hoped that they will find the patience to read all of Section C since 

the summary chapter cannot include all of the suggestions discovered during 

the evaluation. 

Specific curriculum needs will not be repeated in this chapter. How

ever, a few findings relevant to the development of the new skills cOUrse 

and the continuation of the regular mandatory program are worth stressing. 

Enrollees in the two training programs will be different. The skills 

course trainees will be college-educated; the regular basic trainees gener

ally will not be. Analyses reported in Chapter XII indicated that the more 

educated recruits are least satisfied with the current presentation of the 

BCA program. That is, recruits with more formal education tend to rate the 

quality of instruction and helpfulness of materials somewhat lower than do 

other recruits. Chapter XV also noted that recruits in the two programs may 

well represent different types of agencies. 1£ past recruitment patterns 

hold, the recruits with less formal education in the regular mandatory pro

gram will be more likely to be from smaller, outstate agencies. 

Two recommendations follow from these findings: 



It is recommended that trainers 
should consider changing presenta
tions of materials in the skills 
course to be more appropriate for 
college-educated recruits. 

It is recommended that if it appears 
that recruits in the regular manda
tory and in the skills course tend 
to represent different types of a 
agencies, the possibility of meet~ 
ing differential needs of the agen
cies represented should be 
considered. 

Consider an example of implement:i.ng the second recommendation. Chapter 

XII noted that outstate recruits desire relatively more time for Criminal 

Investigation, while metro recruits desire relatively more time for Arrest 

and Juvenile Issues. If graduates of the skills course are more likely to 

be hired by metro agencies, and if rec~Jits in the regular course are pre-

dominantly from outstate agencies, then the two different courses could 

stress these topics accordingly.l 

SUMMARY 

This report has described and evaluated the delivery and content of 

basic training in Minnesota. The ambiguities and needs disc(;'\kred during 

the study have been summarized briefly in this chapter. Some recommenda-

tions and suggestions for resolving remaining training issues have been made. 

IThe findings in Chapter XII on differential training needs were generally 
more complex than this example. If evidence suggests that enrollees in the 
two programs continue to represent different types of agencies, analysts could 
specify the implications of findings in Chapter XII for the development of 
program emphases. 
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The inevitable emphasis of an evaluation is to stress what is Wl."ong and 

what needs to be done. The Minnesota peace officer training syst~m does have 

problems and much remains to be done. However, the positive side should not 

be ignored. In 1977 the legislature amended the peace officer training law, 

making significant changes in the system and meeting a number of prob1ans. 

That legislation ¢ncourages higher education of peace officers, encourages 

a l(mger training period, and mandates regional training. The legislation 

admittedly has left some ambiguities, but it also has addressed a number of 

major problems. Further, one should not ignore the generally high e;a1ua-

tions of the BCA curriculum. There is no doubt that recruits, graduates, 

and supervisors have found the BGA basic program to be valuable. Evaluations 

have stressed areas of relative need, but readers should not ignore the gen-

era11y positive results. 

The purpose of the descriptive and evaluative information contained in 

this report is to contribute to a training system that has been changing, 

that has been improving, and that has been well received by the law enforce-

ment community that it serves. 
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APPENDIX A 

(To be issued under separate cover.) 

TECflNICAL.ISSUES 

OF SURVEY DATA COLLECTION 
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APPENDIX B 

PEACE OFFICER TRAINING 

EVAWATION PROJECT REPORTS 
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PEACE OFFICER TRAINING 

EVALUATION PROJECT REPORTS 

1. Police Training Evaluation, Research Design, prepared by the Evalua
tion Unit, Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Conlrol, State 
of Minnesota, December, 1976. 

2. ~ Officer TraininalE Minnesota: ~ Preliminary Evaluation, pre
pared by the Evaluation Unit, Governor's Commission on Crime Preven~ 
tion and Control for the Minnesota Peace Officer 1raining Board, 
March, 1976. 

3. ~ i£E Regional Planners: fo.ddendum!£ ~ Officer Training 1:2 
Minnesota: Final, Report, prepared by Evaluation Unit, Crime Con
trol Planning Board, State of Minnesota, December, 1977. 

4. ~ Minneapolis ~ Police Training~ a technical assistance re
port prepared by the Evaluation Unit, Governor's Commission on Crime 
Prevention and Control, State of Minnesota, June, 1977. 

5. In-Service Refresher 1rainins, a technical assistance report pre
pared by the Evaluation Unit, Crime Control Planning Board, for the 
Training Section, Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, October, 1977. 

6. In-Service Crime ~ Processins Course, a technical assistance re
port prepared by the Evaluation Unit, Crime Control Planning Board, 
for the Training Section, Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, October, 
1977 • 

7. In-Service Intermediate Command Course, a technical assistance report 
prepared by the Evaluation Unit, Crime Control Planning Board, for the 
Training Section, Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, October, 1977. 

8. In-Serv~ ~ Investigation Training, a technica1 assistance report 
prepared by the Evaluation Unit, Crime Control planning Board, for the 
Training Section, Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, October, 1977. 

9. In-Service Advanced Investigati~~ Training, a technical assistance report 
prepared by the Evaluation Unit, Crime Control Planning Board, for the 
Training Section, Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, October) 1977. 
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APPENDIX C 

(To be issued under separate oover.) 

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
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APPENDIX D 

(To be issued under separate cover.) 
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